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In the Neme of Allâh Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful)
Ar-Rahîm (The Ever-Merciful)

ISLÂM AND SCIENCE
INTRODUCTION.
Amongst us, human beings, none is completely devoid of
the innate feeling - even from time to time - that there is a
Creating God behind this universe. Such a feeling may be frustrating and people may be prevented from responding to it by
the teachings they get as a result of their belonging to a particular environment, their indulgence in earthly life and cheap
pleasure naturally, the Almighty Creator should differ from us
in all respects :
“And unto Him the like is not”

(Ash-Shûrâ : 11)

©±±® È—uA«

˝¡vÎ ý
Ò ÏtKÏ ¦Î ?LÏ Ò ÒfOÎ Ò ˚

Most people could not be easily induced by this sincere
feeling of the existence of the Creator to follow the right path
leading to Him. Thus, Allâh [God’s name in Islâm] sent Prophets and Messengers – Allâh’s prayer and peace be upon them –
with Divine support in the form of miracles suitable to their environment, until the advent of the last of His Messengers,
Prophet Muh ammad, who emerged after the maturity of the human thinking when the age of science was immanent; Allâh
supported him with the Qur’ân to be an Eternal Miracle.

12
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Evidently, nothing can remain forever on earth as an eternal miracle except a unique book. The inimitable elocution and
teachings of such a book must be conspicuous and convincing
at all stages of civilization. The Qur’ân is the only book which
fulfils such conditions.
The very beginning of the revelation was an outstanding
signal for the acquisition of knowledge and a forerunner of giving it its due dignity : “Read in the name of thy Master Who
created; created man from a clot; read and thy Lord is
Most Generous; Who taught by the pen; taught man what
he knew not”.
(Al-‘Alaq : 1-5)

ÌÂÒd? ÎÒ_« ÒpÌÓÐÒ—Ò§ Î√Òd? ÎO‹ ©≤® Ôo?ÒKÒŽ ÎsÏ5 ÒÊU??ÒB½ù« ÒoÒK?Òš ©±® ÒoÒKÒš ÈÏc]Ä Òp?ÓÏÐÒ— ÏrÎÝUÏÐ Î√d??ÎO«˚
©µ ≠ ±® oKF«

˝ÎrKÒ FÎ ¹Ò rÎ Ò UÒ5 ÊÒ UÒB½ù« rÒ K] ŽÒ ©¥® rÏ KÒ IÒ Î UÏÐ rÒ K] ŽÒ ÈÏcÄ] ©≥®

At the different stages of the revelation, the Qur’ân pointed out that knowledge meant all branches of science.
To become Muslim one should, first of all, believe in the
Almighty Allâh and in the teachings of the Qur’ân.
“Verily in
the creation of the Heavens and the Earth and in the variation of night and day are signs for people of understanding”;

“But it is clear signs in the hearts of those whom (the
knowledge) has reached”;
(Al-‘Ankabût : 49)

©¥π® u³JMF«

˝ÒrÎKÏFÎÄ «uÌðËÌ√ Òs?¹Ïc]Ä Ï—ËÌbÌ* vÏ+  UÒMÓÏOÒÐ  UÒ¹¬ ÒuÌ¼ ÎqÒÐ˚

In fact, a great number of the Qur’ânic verses are cosmic
verses which reveal the signs of the Almighty Creator in the
universe. This is only natural, since He Who created the universe is He Who supported Prophet Muh ammad by the Glorious Qur’ân [Allâh’s Own Words] to be the Eternal Miracle. For
example we read :
“Assuredly, in the Heavens and the Earth are signs for
the believers; and in the creation of yourselves and living
beings He disperses on Earth are signs to the firm in faith;
and in the variation of night and day and the sustenance
which Allâh sends down from the Heaven, whereby He gives
life to the Earth after its death, and in sending winds in
their ways are signs for a people of discernment”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 3-5)

ÔW]Ð«Òœ sÏ5 ÌÓYÌ³?Ò¹ U?Ò5Ò§ ÎrÌJÏIÎK?Òš vÏ+Ò§ ©≥® Ò5ÏMÏ5ÎR?ÌL?ÎKÓÏ Ô UÒ¹ü Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL? ]BÄ vÏ+ ]Ê≈˚
Ô‚Î“Ï— sÏ5 Ï¡U?ÒL?]BÄ ÒsÏ5 Ìt?]KÄ Ò‰Òe½Ò√ U?Ò5Ò§ Ï—U?ÒN]M«Ò§ ÏqÎO]KÄ Ï·ö?Ï²?Îš«Ò§ ©¥® ÒÊu?ÌMÏOuÌ¹ ÔÂÎu?ÒIÏ  UÒ¹¬
©µ ≠ ≥® WOŁU'« ˝ÒÊuÌKIÏ FÎ ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ Ï  UÒ¹¬ Õ
Ï UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä n
Ï ¹ÏdB
Î ðÒ §Ò U?NÒ ðÏ uÎ 5Ò bÒ FÎ ÐÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « tÏ ÐÏ UÒOŠÎ QÒ +Ò

(Âl-‘Imrân : 190)

˝Ï»U?Ò³ÎÒ_« vÏÎËÌ_ Ô UÒ¹ü Ï—UÒN]M«Ò§ ÏqÎO?]KÄ Ï·öÏ²?Îš«Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL?]BÄ ÏoÎKÒš vÏ+ ]Ê≈˚
©±π∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
14

Many verses need comment, or detailed explanation on
correct scientific basis, by means of specialists before one can
realize how far they prove to be miraculous in the age of science. The following are examples of my comments on a scientific basis on verses of this type.
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(Âl-‘Imrân : 190)

˝Ï»U?Ò³ÎÒ_« vÏÎËÌ_ Ô UÒ¹ü Ï—UÒN]M«Ò§ ÏqÎO?]KÄ Ï·öÏ²?Îš«Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL?]BÄ ÏoÎKÒš vÏ+ ]Ê≈˚
©±π∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
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Many verses need comment, or detailed explanation on
correct scientific basis, by means of specialists before one can
realize how far they prove to be miraculous in the age of science. The following are examples of my comments on a scientific basis on verses of this type.
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SOME COMMENTS
BASED ON ASTRONOMY
1. “With power and skill did We construct the Heavens and
indeed We expand them”.
(Adh-Dhariyât : 47)

©¥∑® U¹—«c«

˝ÒÊu?ÌF? ÏÝuÌÒ* U]½≈Ò§ ÔbÎ¹ÒQÏÐ UÒ¼UÒMÎOÒM?ÒÐ Ò¡U?ÒL?]B«Ò§˚

Comments on this verse passed by three scientifically correct phases, each of which suited its own age of civilization.
A — The verse was at first explained by saying that inspite
of the almost unlimited amounts of matter and radiation comprized in the universe and form it, Almighty Allâh has more and
more of them. Certainly this is true and fair.
B — The verse, also, declares a fact that has been established gradually by actual observation. Thus, the progress in manufacturing telescopes within the last two centuries, and the recent
use of radio telescopes, extended our scope of vision from the solar system [5 light hours in diameter], to the Milky Way [100,000
light years in diameter], to the other galaxies such as Andromeda
[750,000 light years far], to quasars and pulsars [billions of light
years far]. Such galaxies are so remote from us that they appear
as mere light spots in the Heavens. This is in spite of the fact that
each galaxy is formed of millions and millions of stars. Miraculously enough Almighty Allâh says in the Qur’ân :
2. “Indeed I could swear by the sites of the stars and it is a
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great oath if you are aware of them.”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 75-76)

3. “That whom He willeth to leave straying, He makes his
breast close and constricted as if he has to rise up in the
sky”.
(Al-An‘âm : 125)

˝Ï¡UÒLB
] Ä vÏ+ bÌ F] B
] ¹Ò UÒL½] QÒ Ò UÚłdÒ ŠÒ UÚIOÏÓ {
Ò ÁÌ —Ò bÎ *
Ò qÎ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò tÌ K] C
Ï ¹Ì ÊÒ√ œÎ dÏ ¹Ì sÒ5§Ò ˚
©∑∂ ≠ ∑µ® WFO«u« ˝rOÏEŽÒ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ðÒ uÎ  r B
Ò ?IÒ Ò tÌ ½] ≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÂÏ uÌ−MÓÌ Ä ÏlOÏ «ÒuLÒ ÐÏ ÌrB
Ï OÎ √Ì öÒ+˚
©±≤µ® ÂUF½_«
C — Finally, a third meaning of the verse : “With power
and skill did We construct the Heavens and indeed we expand them”, is obviously that the universe expands. However,
the expansion of the universe has been established by observation. Galaxies are receding away from us (the Milky Way) at
speeds which are proportional to their distances from us.
Also, the expansion of the universe has been shown to be
an outstanding result of the Theory of Relativity.
Amongst the outstanding services which the Earth’s atmosphere renders to life in general is that it contains the oxygen on
which this life depends. The amounts of this oxygen, together
with the total atmosphere pressure decrease rapidly with elevation. If we assume that the total oxygen at the Earth’s surface is
20 units, then at the height of 10 kilometers from the surface it
becomes equal to 2 units only, and at a height of 30 kilometers
it will be 0.2 units only.
Any one who happens to ascend vertically up in the atmosphere will soon feel that he needs more and more air to inhale.
This means that he will feel the need to a wider breast to inhale
the proper amount of oxygen. This fact was first stated by the
Qur’ân which says :
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Again, there is a verse in the Qur’ân which transfers 300
solar years to 309 whole lunar year, neglecting year fractions.
However, such transformation from one system or calendar to
another demanded sound knowledge of astronomy, notably at
that time. The verse is :
4. “They remained in their cave three hundred years, a
number which has to be increased by nine years”.
(Al-Kahf : 25)

©≤µ® nNJ«

˝UÚFÎBÏð «ËÌœ«ÒœÎ“«Ò§ Ò5ÏMÏÝ ÔWÒzUÏ5 ÒÀöÒŁ ÎrÏNÏHÎNÒ vÏ+ «uÌ¦Ï³ÒÒ§˚

It is worth mentioning in passing, however, that the
Qur’ânic verses related to astronomy are numerous, and we
have to give brief comments on a limited number of verses chosen to represent various branches of astronomy. One of the
verses mentioning the water of the Earth which characterizes it
and makes it different from other planets in the solar system
says :
5. “And We sent down water from Heavens, according to a
precise measure and thereby caused the Earth to hold it”;
(Al-Mu’minûn : 18)

©±∏® ÊuM5R*«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ+ ÌÁU]MÒJÎÝÒQÒ+ Ô—ÒbÒIÏÐ Ú¡UÒ5 Ï¡UÒL]BÄ ÒsÏ5 UÒMÎÒe½Ò√Ò§˚
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©±∏® ÊuM5R*«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ+ ÌÁU]MÒJÎÝÒQÒ+ Ô—ÒbÒIÏÐ Ú¡UÒ5 Ï¡UÒL]BÄ ÒsÏ5 UÒMÎÒe½Ò√Ò§˚
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In the earlier stages of the development of the Earth as a
planet, it could collect water from Heavens according to a precise measure, so that it could fulfil its mission and sustain living
beings on it. This means that, in other words, the quantity of
water accumulated on Earth is not haphazardly sent down, inspite the fact that most of the Earth’s surface is covered by
oceans and seas [about 4/5].
There is a constant gaseous exchange between the hydrosphere and the atmosphere. The most important gas exchanged
in this operation is water-vapour which on condensation in the
air-layers of cloud formation gives rise to precipitation, the origin of fresh water on Earth.
Amazingly enough, the Polar Circle, which most propably
was unknown to the Arabs, and within which the sun rises continuously for about six months in summer, is mentioned in the
Qur’ân in a verse concerning Dhul-Qarnain. The verse says :
6. “Until when he reached the land of sun rise, he found it
rising on a people for whom We had provided no covering shelter against the sun”.
(Al-Kahf : 90)

7. “Our command comes to Earth by day and by night”.
(Yûnus : 24)

©≤¥® f½u¹

˝«Ú—UÒNÒ½ ÎËÒ√ Úö?ÎOÒ UÒ½ÌdÎ5Ò√ UÒ¼UÒðÒ√˚

Another clear interpretation concerning this verse is that
the Hour comes all of a sudden by day or at night.
Finally, speaking about space-travel and the existence of
life in other planets, we should not forget that the Theory of
probability strongly favours and supports the existence of life in
planets having physical features and environments similar to
our Earth.
It has, also, been estimated that at least two million planets,
similar to our Earth, exist in the Milky Way, and since the Universe is a Universe of galaxies, or made of billions of galaxies,
it can be easily deduced that living creatures in the Universe are
numberless. Regarding this matter the Qur’ân says :
8. “Seek they then other than Allâh’s religion? and to Him
submitted whoever in the heavens and the earth”;
(Âl-‘Imrân : 83)

U??NÒ ?½Ï ËÌœ sÏ5 rÎ NÌ  q?FÒ ? −
Î ½Ò Îr? ÂÔ uÎ ? OÒ v¢ KÒ ?ŽÒ ÌlKÌ DÎ ðÒ U?¼Ò bÒ ? łÒ §Ò ÏfLÎ ? ?A
] Ä ÒlKÏ ?DÎ 5Ò ÒmKÒ ÐÒ «Ò–≈ v¢ ?²] ? ŠÒ ˚
©π∞® nNJ«

˝«ÚdÎ²ÏÝ

About the almost spherical shape of the Earth’s surface, we
know pretty well that on the hemisphere facing the sun it is day,
while on the other it is night. This means that when Allâh’s
command comes and the Hour (of resurrection) is decreed, it is
day on one half of the Earth’s surface and night on the other.
The Qur’ân says :
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©∏≥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬ ˝Ï÷—Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒLB
] Ä vÏ+ sÒ5 ÒrKÒ Ý
Î √Ò tÌ Ò §Ò ÒÊuÌG³Î ¹Ò ÏtK] Ä Ïs¹Ïœ ÒdOÎ GÒ +Ò √Ò ˚
b. “Whoever in the heavens and the earth ask Him...”;
(Ar-Rah mân : 29)

©≤π® sLŠd«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL]BÄ vÏ+ sÒ5 ÌtÌÒQÎBÒ¹˚
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©≤π® sLŠd«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL]BÄ vÏ+ sÒ5 ÌtÌÒQÎBÒ¹˚
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c. “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
earth and what He has spread forth in both of them of
living beings; and He is All-powerful to gather them together when He will,”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)

«Ò–≈ rÎ NÏ FÏ LÎ ?łÒ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ÔWÐ] «Òœ sÏ5 UÒLNÏ OÏ+ Y
] ÐÒ U?5Ò §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒLB
] Ä ÌoKÎ šÒ tÏ ðÏ UÒ¹¬ sÎ 5Ï §Ò ˚

SOME COMMENTS BASED ON
METEOROLOGY
Meteorology is concerned with the study of [air in its
ways]. Allâh says :
1. “and in the turning about of the winds and the clouds
compelled between the sky and the earth surely there are
signs for a people who understand”.
(Al-Baqarah : 164)

©≤π® È—u?A«

˝d¹Ïb?OÒ ¡Ì U?A
Ò ¹Ò
˝ÒÊuÌKÏIÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎuÒIÏ Ô UÒ¹ü Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï¡UÒL]BÄ ÒsÎOÒÐ Ïd?]wÒBÌLÎÄ Ï»UÒ×]B«§ ÏÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn¹ÏdÎBÒðÒ§˚

d. “And to Allâh makes obeisance every living creature that
is in the heavens and that is in the earth and the angels
(too) and they are not proud”;

©±∂¥® …dI³«
2. “and in the turning about of the winds there are signs for
a people who understand”.

(An-Nah l : 49)

(Al-Jâthiyah : 5)

ô rÎ ¼Ì §Ò WÌ ?JÒ zÏ ö?? LÒ ?Î «Ò§ WÔ Ð] «Òœ sÏ5 ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « v?+Ï U?? 5Ò §Ò Ï «ÒËU?? LÒ ? ?B
] ?Ä vÏ+ U?? 5Ò bÌ ? ? −
Ì ? ?B
Î ¹Ò tÏ ?K] Ï §Ò ˚

©µ® WOŁU'«

©¥π® q×?M«

However, the Qur’ân is known to be the first book which
declared and announced the fact that clouds are formed by winds.

˝ÒÊËÌd? ?Ï³ÎJÒ²? ?ÎBÒ¹

˝ÒÊuÌKÏI?ÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎuÒIÏ  UÒ¹¬ ÏÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn¹ÏdÎBÒðÒ§˚

“And Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so that
they raise up the clouds, and He drives them to a land that
is dead.”
(Fâtir
. : 9)

©π® dÞU+

˝ ÔXÓÏO5 ÔbÒKÒÐ ¢vÒ≈ ÌÁUÒMÎIÌBÒ+ UÚÐU?Ò×ÒÝ ÌdOÏ¦Ì²Ò+ ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÒqÒÝÎ—Ò√ ÈÏc]Ä Ìt]K«Ò§˚

It is well known now that air contains water-vapour, and
that when it rises up in the atmosphere (by various ways), its
temperature decreases adiabatically, and consequently it can no
longer hold all its water-vapour content. Condensation of the
surplus water-vapour thus takes place, either in the form of
droplets or in the form of ice crystals, according to the prevailing temperature. In this manner, clouds develop in rising air.
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It is well known now that air contains water-vapour, and
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Evidently the ascending air mass either ultimately
spreads
in a single layer or strata-giving rise to a family of clouds called
stratus clouds, or it may continue to ascend giving rise to the
family of cumulus clouds which grow vertically up.
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân differentiates between the
two types in the same manner as they are now scientifically
identified.
The Qur’ân says :
1. “Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds as they raise
clouds then does He spread them in the sky as He wishes”.
(Ar-Rûm : 48)

ascending air to provide the growing clouds by water-vapour
and tiny or microscopic bodies known as “nuclii of condensation”.
We refer to this process by saying that winds seed clouds to
give precipitation.
Apart from their vertical structure and mode of growth, the
outstanding physical difference between the nimbo-stratus
clouds and the cumulo-nimbus (Cb) clouds is that while the Cb
clouds may be accompanied by the formation of hail, lightning,
thunder, or thunder-baults, nimbo-stratus clouds may only be
associated with rain or snow-fall in cold regions.
There is, however, a big difference between hail and snow.
A hail stone may grow in size to become as big as an orange.

©¥∏® ÂËd« ˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò n
Ò OÎ Ò ¡Ï UÒLB
] Ä vÏ+ tÌ DÌ B
Ì ³Î OÒ +Ò UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì +Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÌ Ý
Ï dÎ ¹Ì ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä˚
This is the stratus type formed by the spreading of the
clouds in strata.
2. “Seest thou not that Allâh drives along some clouds then
He joins them together then makes them into heaps of
cumulus...”.
(An-Nûr : 43)

©¥≥® —uM«

˝UÚ5UÒÌ— ÌtÌKÒFÎ−Ò¹ ]rÌŁ ÌtÒMÎOÒÐ ÌnÓÏÒRÌ¹ ]rÌŁ UÚÐUÒ×ÒÝ vÏłÎeÌ¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒÒ√˚

This is the cumulus type which develops vertically upwards to heights reaching 20 kms.
Now, when clouds give rain they are called nimbus, and
we have the two types namely : Nimbo-stratus and cumulonimbus. This stage is the result of the continuation of the
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The role played by hail in charging the Cb cloud with electricity can be summarised as follows [P.A. Sheppard, Science
Progress No. 149, 150] :
1. Positive charge is acquired by an ice crystal growing from
the vapour. The corresponding negative charge being carried away on ice splinters breaking from the parent crystal
(top of the cloud).
2. Negative charge is acquired by an evaporating ice crystal or
hail stone (near the edge of the cloud).
3. Positive charge much greater than in (1) and (2) is acquired
by a hail stone which rimes under bombardment from super-cooled water-droplets or water drops (Middle of the
cloud), having temperatures below 0˚C.
In the light of the physical knowledge, we are going to read
the last two verses in complete wording :
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associated with rain or snow-fall in cold regions.
There is, however, a big difference between hail and snow.
A hail stone may grow in size to become as big as an orange.

©¥∏® ÂËd« ˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò n
Ò OÎ Ò ¡Ï UÒLB
] Ä vÏ+ tÌ DÌ B
Ì ³Î OÒ +Ò UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì +Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÌ Ý
Ï dÎ ¹Ì ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä˚
This is the stratus type formed by the spreading of the
clouds in strata.
2. “Seest thou not that Allâh drives along some clouds then
He joins them together then makes them into heaps of
cumulus...”.
(An-Nûr : 43)
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This is the cumulus type which develops vertically upwards to heights reaching 20 kms.
Now, when clouds give rain they are called nimbus, and
we have the two types namely : Nimbo-stratus and cumulonimbus. This stage is the result of the continuation of the
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The role played by hail in charging the Cb cloud with electricity can be summarised as follows [P.A. Sheppard, Science
Progress No. 149, 150] :
1. Positive charge is acquired by an ice crystal growing from
the vapour. The corresponding negative charge being carried away on ice splinters breaking from the parent crystal
(top of the cloud).
2. Negative charge is acquired by an evaporating ice crystal or
hail stone (near the edge of the cloud).
3. Positive charge much greater than in (1) and (2) is acquired
by a hail stone which rimes under bombardment from super-cooled water-droplets or water drops (Middle of the
cloud), having temperatures below 0˚C.
In the light of the physical knowledge, we are going to read
the last two verses in complete wording :
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The verse concerning the nimbo-stratus type of clouds
says:
«Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so they raise
clouds then does He spread them in the sky as He pleases
and He makes them partially thick, so that you see the rain
coming from inside them, then when He causes it (i.e. the
rain) to fall upon whom He pleases of His worshipers they
rejoice».
(Ar-Rûm : 48)

UÚHÒBÏ ÌtÌKÒFÎ−Ò¹Ò§ Ì¡UÒAÒ¹ ÒnÎOÒ Ï¡UÒL]BÄ vÏ+ ÌtÌDÌBÎ³ÒOÒ+ UÚÐUÒ×ÒÝ ÌdOÏ¦Ì²Ò+ ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÌqÏÝÎdÌ¹ ÍÏc]Ä Ìt]KÄ˚
ÎrÌ¼ «Ò–≈ ÏÁÏœU?? ?Ò³? ? ÏŽ ÎsÏ5 Ì¡U?? ?ÒAÒ¹ s?Ò5 ÏtÏÐ Ò»U?? ?Ò*Ò√ «Ò–S?? ?Ò+ ÏtÏö?? ?Ïš ÎsÏ5 ÌÃÌd? ? ÎwÒ¹ Ò‚ÎœÒu?ÎÄ ÈÒd? ?Ò²? ? Ò+
©¥∏® ÂËd«

˝ÒÊËÌdÏAÎ³Ò²ÎBÒ¹

The verse of the Cb clouds says :
“Seest thou not that Allâh drives along some clouds
then joins them together then makes them into heaps of cumulus then wilt thou see rain issuing from their inside and
He sends down from the sky mountain masses of cumulus
wherein is hail afflicting therewith whom He pleases and
turning it away from whom He pleases, the vivid flash of its
lightning (whose electric charge is due to hail) almost takes
away the sight.”
(An-Nûr : 43)

were not available to the Prophet, who delivered the message of
God.
About 25 years ago in my Book “Cosmic Verses in the
Qur’ân” which appeared in 1961, I quoted several similar verses.
Finally, we have mentioned that for rain to fall from
clouds, the winds forming the clouds must continue to seed
them with water-vapour and the so-called nuclii of condensation which are mainly see-salts.
In this respect the Qur’ân says : “And We send the winds
seeding the clouds, thus cause water to descend from the sky
therewith providing you with it to drink and you are not the
owners of its stores”.
(Al-Hijr : 22)

˝Ò5½Ï “Ï UÒwÐÏ tÌ Ò rÎ ²Ì ½Ò√ UÒ5§Ò ÁÌ uÌLÌ UÒMOÎ IÒ Ý
Î QÒ +Ò ¡Ú UÒ5 ¡Ï UÒLB
] Ä sÒ 5Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½ÒQ+Ò `
Ò OÏ «ÒuÒ Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò §Ò ˚
©≤≤® d−(«
We know, now, that rain is not stored in the sky but a water-cycle.
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s5 sÒŽ Ìt+Ì dÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒ5 tÏ ÐÏ ÌVOÏBOÌ +Ò ÔœdÒ ÐÒ sÏ5 UÒNOÏ+ Ô‰UÒ³łÏ sÏ5 ¡Ï UÒLB
] Ä Òs5Ï ‰Ì eÏÓ MÒ ¹Ì §Ò ÏtÏ öÏš
©¥≥® —uM«

˝Ï—UÒBÎÐÒ_UÏÐ ÌVÒ¼ÎcÒ¹ Ït?ÏOÎdÒÐ UÒMÒÝ ÌœUÒJÒ¹ Ì¡UÒAÒ¹

An observer located near the source of the lightning, say
being on the top of a high mountain or flying in an aircraft,
will have his eyes affected by the lightning, and will lose his
sight for a while. Evidently, such conditions of observation
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The verse concerning the nimbo-stratus type of clouds
says:
«Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so they raise
clouds then does He spread them in the sky as He pleases
and He makes them partially thick, so that you see the rain
coming from inside them, then when He causes it (i.e. the
rain) to fall upon whom He pleases of His worshipers they
rejoice».
(Ar-Rûm : 48)
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wherein is hail afflicting therewith whom He pleases and
turning it away from whom He pleases, the vivid flash of its
lightning (whose electric charge is due to hail) almost takes
away the sight.”
(An-Nûr : 43)

were not available to the Prophet, who delivered the message of
God.
About 25 years ago in my Book “Cosmic Verses in the
Qur’ân” which appeared in 1961, I quoted several similar verses.
Finally, we have mentioned that for rain to fall from
clouds, the winds forming the clouds must continue to seed
them with water-vapour and the so-called nuclii of condensation which are mainly see-salts.
In this respect the Qur’ân says : “And We send the winds
seeding the clouds, thus cause water to descend from the sky
therewith providing you with it to drink and you are not the
owners of its stores”.
(Al-Hijr : 22)
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An observer located near the source of the lightning, say
being on the top of a high mountain or flying in an aircraft,
will have his eyes affected by the lightning, and will lose his
sight for a while. Evidently, such conditions of observation
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE
Man always tried to solve the mystery of the origin of life.
As far back as the history of human thought can be traced, there
is evidence of this problem.
Even the greater problem of the origin of the universe can be
traced back, and according to the cosmogonies developed by primitive societies, the birth of the universe was a problem of generation
on a gigantic scale, resulting from a monstrous principal egg!
Strangely enough, this is also the modern accepted theory!
However, there is a verse in the Qur’ân which says :
“Do not the infidels see that the heavens and the Earth
were joined together as one unit before We split them apart
and that We made of water every living thing?”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 30)

sÒ 5Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ ?łÒ §Ò U?LÒ ¼Ì U?MÒ IÎ ?²Ò ?HÒ ?+Ò U?IÚ ðÎ —Ò U?²Ò ½Ò U?Ò ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?LÒ ?B
] Ä ]Ê√Ò «ËÌd?HÒ ?Ò Òs¹ÏcÄ] Òd¹Ò rÎ Ò ÒË√Ò ˚
Ã

©≥∞® ¡UO³½_«

˝ ÔÓvÒŠ Ô¡ÎvÒý ]qÌ Ï¡UÒLÎÄ

The main difficulty in such studies arises from the fact that
the connection between theory and observation is so slight that
it is always liable to break down. Bold statements and imaginary theories are always ready to fill in the gaps of our present
ignorance.
Another main difficulty arises from the fact that science ignores entirely the relations between the Creator and the creation, and has nothing to do with things beyond the scopped matter and radiation, such as spirits or the hereafter.
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As regards the first difficulty, the Qur’ân says :
“I made them not to witness the creation of the heavens
and the Earth nor their own creation, nor choose I wicked
leaders who do not carry out My orders”.
(Al-Kahf : 51)
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Ì MÌ UÒ5§Ò rÎ NÏ B
Ï HÌ ½Ò√ oÒ KÎ šÒ ôÒ§ ÷
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] Ä oÒ ?KÎ šÒ rÎ NÌ ðÓÌ bÒNý
Î √Ò U5˚
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About the second difficulty, the Qur’ân says :
“Say : Their knowledge is restricted only to things
which are apparent to them — either directly or indirectly —
during their lives on Earth, but surely they care not to think
of the Hereafter”.
(Ar-Rûm : 7)

©∑® ÂËd«

˝ÒÊuÌK+Ï UÒž rÎ ¼Ì …Ï dÒ šÏ ü« sÏ ŽÒ rÎ ¼Ì §Ò UÒO½Î bÓÌ ?Ä …Ï UÒO×
Ò ÄÎ sÒ 5Ï «Úd¼Ï UÒþ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ˚

About the same drawback in human senses and knowledge,
the Qur’ân also says :
“Verily, We proposed to the Heavens and to the Earth
and to the mountains to bear the responsibility of knowledge, but they refused the burden, and they feared to receive it. Man undertook to bear it, but has proved to be unjust and senseless!”
(Al-Ahzâb : 72)

ÒsÎI?ÒHÎýÒ√Ò§ U?ÒNÒMÎKÏL?Î×Ò¹ ÊÒ√ ÒsÎOÒÐÒQ?Ò+ Ï‰UÒ³?Ï−Î«Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL]BÄ vÒKÒŽ ÒW?Ò½UÒ5Ò_« UÒMÎ{Òd?ÒŽ U]½≈˚
©∑≤® »«eŠ_«

1. The Universe in which we exist. This is the Visual Book.
2. The Qur’ân (the words of Allâh). This book can be read
(readable). It was then natural that when Allâh spoke to us
by the Qur’ân, a great number of Qur’ânic verses drew our
attention to Allâh’s signs in the universe in an amazing scientific manner.
In the light of this brief introduction, we no longer forget
that our knowledge can be received from two sources :
The first source is the Glorious Qur’ân, and the second
source is the established scientific studies or facts. In Islâm,
there is no contradiction in any information gained from the two
sources.
The proper scientific way leading to a proper understanding of the origin of things on Earth is to collect fossils.
“Say : go and travel through the Earth and see how
Allâh did originate creation.”
(Al-‘Ankabût : 20)

©≤∞® u³JMF«

˝ ÒoÎKÒwÎÄ Ò√ÒbÒÐ ÒnÎOÒ «ËÌdÌE½UÒ+ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ+ «ËÌdOÏÝ ÎqÌO˚

We can explain this verse scientifically by saying : “go
and travel through the Earth” in order to study its crust, and
to collect fossils from here and there, and remains of organisms
that lived throughout the ages.

˝ÚôuÌNÒł UÚ5uÌKÒþ ÒÊUÒ Ìt]½≈ ÌÊUÒB½ù« UÒNÒKÒLÒŠÒ§ UÒNÎMÏ5

However, we, Muslims, know that Allâh is the Creator. He
is not subjected to our physical laws, as well as He is above
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the detection of our senses, but yet He made Himself quite clear
to us in two Distinct Eternal Books :

By adopting this scheme, I can say that as far as the
present types of the living organisms or species can be traced
back throughout the ages, it has been found that no vital
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As regards the first difficulty, the Qur’ân says :
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and the Earth nor their own creation, nor choose I wicked
leaders who do not carry out My orders”.
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About the second difficulty, the Qur’ân says :
“Say : Their knowledge is restricted only to things
which are apparent to them — either directly or indirectly —
during their lives on Earth, but surely they care not to think
of the Hereafter”.
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About the same drawback in human senses and knowledge,
the Qur’ân also says :
“Verily, We proposed to the Heavens and to the Earth
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1. The Universe in which we exist. This is the Visual Book.
2. The Qur’ân (the words of Allâh). This book can be read
(readable). It was then natural that when Allâh spoke to us
by the Qur’ân, a great number of Qur’ânic verses drew our
attention to Allâh’s signs in the universe in an amazing scientific manner.
In the light of this brief introduction, we no longer forget
that our knowledge can be received from two sources :
The first source is the Glorious Qur’ân, and the second
source is the established scientific studies or facts. In Islâm,
there is no contradiction in any information gained from the two
sources.
The proper scientific way leading to a proper understanding of the origin of things on Earth is to collect fossils.
“Say : go and travel through the Earth and see how
Allâh did originate creation.”
(Al-‘Ankabût : 20)
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and travel through the Earth” in order to study its crust, and
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the detection of our senses, but yet He made Himself quite clear
to us in two Distinct Eternal Books :

By adopting this scheme, I can say that as far as the
present types of the living organisms or species can be traced
back throughout the ages, it has been found that no vital
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change occurred in them. In other words, man remained as man
and was created as man.
There is no evolution from one species to another, but mere
development due to acclimatization, such as change in colour,
or adaptation due to environment. Study of these things leads to
an understanding of the origin of life.
In other words, evidence of things throughout the ages is
recorded on the rocks of these ages in the form of fossils, or
barried things that can be carefully studied and traced back.

CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
By science is meant all branches of knowledge. It includes
studies concerned with the universe and subjects under which fall
the modern sciences such as biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, meteorology and geology. The Qur’ân, which is the Book of
Muslims, raises high the prestige and value of these sciences and
encourages people to study them for the general good.
The most sublime reference in this respect and most outstanding reality in this connection is that the very first verses of
the Qur’ân as revealed by Allâh (God) gave incentive to gain
knowledge and to glorify it. The very beginning of the Revelation was actually a signal for the dawn of the age of science and
a forerunner of giving knowledge its due dignity. Thus the first
verse of the Book says in Sûrat Al ‘Alaq :
“Read in the name of Allâh (God) the Creator, Who created man from a clot. Read and your Master is Most Generous,
Who taught by the pen, taught man what he knew not”.
(Al-‘Alaq : 1-5)

ÌÂÒd? ÎÒ_« ÒpÌÓÐÒ—Ò§ Î√Òd? ÎO‹ ©≤® Ôo?ÒKÒŽ ÎsÏ5 ÒÊU??ÒB½ù« ÒoÒK?Òš ©±® ÒoÒKÒš ÈÏc]Ä Òp?ÓÏÐÒ— ÏrÎÝUÏÐ Î√d??ÎO«˚
©µ ≠ ±® oKF«

˝ÎrKÒ FÎ ¹Ò rÎ Ò UÒ5 ÊÒ UÒB½ù« rÒ K] ŽÒ ©¥® rÏ KÒ IÒ Î UÏÐ rÒ K] ŽÒ ÈÏcÄ] ©≥®

The Qur’ân explains in succession at different stages of the
Revelation, the meaning of science and education, and points
out to the importance of studying the universe, its matter, energy, and living creatures. These are the sciences by which man
gains faith and fear of Allâh, in addition to gaining power. For
example, we refer to the following verses :
1. “Those of His servants only who are possessed of knowledge fear Allâh. Surely Allâh is Mighty, Forgiving”.
2. “Indeed in the heavens and the earth there are signs for
the believers”.
3. “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
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out to the importance of studying the universe, its matter, energy, and living creatures. These are the sciences by which man
gains faith and fear of Allâh, in addition to gaining power. For
example, we refer to the following verses :
1. “Those of His servants only who are possessed of knowledge fear Allâh. Surely Allâh is Mighty, Forgiving”.
2. “Indeed in the heavens and the earth there are signs for
the believers”.
3. “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
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earth and the diversity of your tongues and colours.
Surely, there are signs in this for the learned”.
4. “Have you any knowledge, if so you would bring it forth
to us? You only follow a conjecture”.
5. “Say : Are those who know and those who know not,
alike?”
Other verses not only speak highly of science and scientists, but also draw our attention and direct us to pursue
knowledge and discover the secrets of the universe. It is a
fact that the scientific renaissance, was due to gathering correct
observations and performing sound experiments. Physical laws
are nothing but interpretations of phenomena in the material
world. Although we do not claim absolute authenticity of such
laws, yet we agree that they represent the largest possible
amount of authenticity and precision. In the light of growing accuracy in observation, scientists introduce, from time to time,
amendments or generalisations in some of the physical laws so
as to bring them closer to what we may call (fact), or to make
them more useful.
This means that continuous observations are to be made
concerning earth and heavenly bodies, and this is exactly what
the Qur’ân ordains, as there are verses that mean :
1. “Say : Go through in the earth and thus see how creation
began”, declaring that the history of our earth is written on
the rocks of its crust.
2. “See they not the clouds how they are created? and the
sky how it is raised high?”
3. “Do they not consider the kingdom of the heavens and the
earth and what things Allâh has created?”
4. “Say : Bring forth your proof, provided you are right”.
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Such verses, as well as many others, show that in Islâm it is
not wise for the people to have mere fantasy as the basis of their
religious ideologies or scientific theories. Any conclusion,
which has no support of experience or clear evidence, will not
do. In so doing, they will be like those who deduce the properties of matter or explain natural phenomena without making
observations or carrying experiments, or those who inherit beliefs without subjecting them to text in order to find out right
from wrong.
The Qur’ân, describing such people, says : “And when it
is said to them come to that which Allâh has revealed and to
the Messenger, they say : Sufficient for us is that wherein
we found our fathers. What! Even though their fathers
knew nothing and had no guidance”?
Another important point concerning the fact that science in
the message of Islâm becomes evident and clear when we see
how the Book describes, with scientific precision and accuracy,
matters pertaining to the universe. This shows, unmistakably,
the authenticity and truth of the Revelation. It, also, urged Muslims and encouraged them to take interest in science during the
so-called middle-ages or dark ages. In this way, many famous
Muslim Scientists arose. In astronomy, for example, the activities and discoveries of the following Muslim Astronomers and
Mathematicians can not be forgotten :
Thabet Ben Qorra
El-Bairouny
El-Battany
Ebn Younis
Al-Khalily
Gamshid
Al-Khouarazmy
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earth and the diversity of your tongues and colours.
Surely, there are signs in this for the learned”.
4. “Have you any knowledge, if so you would bring it forth
to us? You only follow a conjecture”.
5. “Say : Are those who know and those who know not,
alike?”
Other verses not only speak highly of science and scientists, but also draw our attention and direct us to pursue
knowledge and discover the secrets of the universe. It is a
fact that the scientific renaissance, was due to gathering correct
observations and performing sound experiments. Physical laws
are nothing but interpretations of phenomena in the material
world. Although we do not claim absolute authenticity of such
laws, yet we agree that they represent the largest possible
amount of authenticity and precision. In the light of growing accuracy in observation, scientists introduce, from time to time,
amendments or generalisations in some of the physical laws so
as to bring them closer to what we may call (fact), or to make
them more useful.
This means that continuous observations are to be made
concerning earth and heavenly bodies, and this is exactly what
the Qur’ân ordains, as there are verses that mean :
1. “Say : Go through in the earth and thus see how creation
began”, declaring that the history of our earth is written on
the rocks of its crust.
2. “See they not the clouds how they are created? and the
sky how it is raised high?”
3. “Do they not consider the kingdom of the heavens and the
earth and what things Allâh has created?”
4. “Say : Bring forth your proof, provided you are right”.
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Examples of the accuracy and precision of the scientific expressions and principles met with in the Book, can be given to
various branches of science. In meteorology, for example, the
Book states the scientific facts regarding the formation of
clouds by rising air winds, and the fall of rain by seeding or
continual addition to the clouds of water-vapour carried up by
the rising air. The Qur’ân says :

thunder-storms. The outstanding danger that threatens pilots
in these storms is that lightning flashes almost take away
their sight for a while.

1. “Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so they rise a
cloud”.
2. “And He sends the winds seeding the clouds to yield water and We give it to you to drink.”
3. “Seest they not that Allâh drives along bits of clouds,
then combines them together, then piles them up to form
cumulus from the inside of which they see rain coming
down? The cumulus clouds appear in the sky like mountains wherein is hail, afflicting therewith whom He pleases and turning it away from whom He pleases. The flash
of its lightning almost takes away the sight”.
This verse draws our attention to the three outstanding atmospheric phenomena recently observed and well described by
using various equipments such as radar.
i) The cumulus cloud starts with the appearance in the sky of
two or more cells which unite together to form the growing
cumulus.
ii) Hail forms only in t owering cumulus and not in stratus
clouds for example.
iii) Hail is also now known to be responsible for charging cumulus clouds with electricity and thus the development of
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PREFACE
Part -1- of this series (Islâm and Science) is a trial to make
it clear that a great number of the Qur’ânic verses are cosmic
verses revealing the signs of the All-knowing Almighty Creator
in the universe and the close relation between natural science
and the message of Islam.
In the present work [Part -2-], an attempt has been made to
show that what the reader may gain through divine inspiration
and through logical mental judgement are, in Islâm, the proper
channels leading to «faith».
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MATERIALISM
Materialism in the common sense means non belief in
Allâh as Creator of the material universe. Some materialists relate creation to what they refer to as mere «accident» !
Needless to say that our belief in Allâh, the Creator, means
mainly to made us go, through the various fields of life and capabilities, in some way as Allâh does in dealing with the universe, such as knowledge, perfection, justice.. :
«And Allâh has the magnificent names so invoke Him
by them…»
( Al-A‘râf :180)

©±∏∞® ·«dŽ_«

˝UÒNÐÏ ÁÌ uÌŽœÎ UÒ v¢ MÒ 
Î ×
Ì ÄÎ ¡Ì UÒLÝ
Î _Ò « tÏ K] Ï §Ò ˚

Amongst these names as given by the Qur’ân (99 names)
are :
1. Al-Khabîr [The All-Cognizant]
The name means that Allâh possesses all knowledge and
adeptness. It designates the encompassing of all peculiarities of
things as well as their revealed characteristics.
2. Al-Halîm [The Patient]
The name means that Allâh is neither provoked to
administer justice or inflict immediate revenge or punishment,
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nor to restrain the exercise of forbearance and charity
against those who sin and disobey His commands,
though He is inifinitely capable of penalizing the offenders.
3. Al-Karîm [The Bounteous]
Allâh grants pardon instead of just retribution. He extends refuge to all who seek Him.
4. Al-Mujîb [The Responder]
In need, one can find the response of Allâh in various
ways: a. By answering prayers. b. By giving aids and solutions. c. By providing sufficiency to the needy. d. He may
offer enlightenments before invocation and grace before appellation.
The censured and spiteful meaning of «materialism» is to
believe that nothing exitsts beyond the material structure of the
universe. This means that something, properly governed by
fixed physical laws, can be brought into existence by absolutely
nothing at the very beginning ! Surely within the material structure of the universe, matter itself occuppies the place where our
hands and minds can meet the Greator (Allâh).
The censured meaning of «materialism», which we bear
in our minds, acquires disgusting significance and repulsive
in the moral and intellectual aspects, and has to be acquitted.
Indeed man, according to his inner desire, exerts himself
in being fond of material things, appropriating them and
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keeping them and their profits for himself only, to the extent
that he may forget honour, duty, … and forgets the fact that
beyond this Earthly life there will be another life. If he does
not care for any of the pleasures of the Earthly life, he will
have much better compensation in the other life. He will not
be covetous and humiliated by his cupidity.
Commendable materialism, therefore, is ready to welcome
the Creator’s makings in the material structure of the universe.
It uncovers the secrets of that structure which are signs (or Âyât
of the Creator). It also uncovers the laws of nature which are
fixed along space and time, and also the so-called mechanical
powers. It benefits from exploring the unknown and hidden
horizons, and thus sees the Creator everywhere and in every
thing.
In this way, one realizes that the material objects are nothing
but the very first grasping of mental (facts) which pave the way
to the realization of the spiritual facts and the supreme values
beyond matter. In such respects the Qur’ân says for example :
1. «Assuredly, in the Heavens and the Earth are signs
for the believers; and in the creation of yourselves and the
living beings He disperses on Earth are signs to the firm
in faith; and in the variation of night and day and the
sustenance which Allâh sends down from the sky, whereby
He gives life to the Earth after its death, and in sending
winds in their ways are signs for a people of discernment.
These are the sings of Allâh; We rightfully recite them for
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you; but say, with what sort of speech beyond that of
Allah and His signs they believe ? »
(Al-Jâthiyah : 2-6)

ÔW]Ð«Òœ sÏ& ÌÓYÌ³?Ò¹ U?Ò&Ò§ ÎrÌJÏIÎK?Òš vÏÒ§ ©≥® Ò5ÏMÏ&ÎR?ÌL?ÎK Ô UÒ¹ü Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL? ]Ä vÏ ]Ê≈˚

4. «And We send the winds seeding the clouds and
thereby cause water to precipitate down from the sky thus
providing you with it to drink. You are not the owners of
its stores.»
(Al-Hijr : 22)

Ô‚Î“Ï— sÏ& Ï¡U?ÒL?]Ä ÒsÏ& Ìt?]KÄ Ò‰Òe½Ò√ U?Ò&Ò§ Ï—U?ÒN]M «Ò§ ÏqÎO]KÄ Ï·ö?Ï²?Îš«Ò§ ©¥® ÒÊu?ÌMÏGuÌ¹ ÔÂÎu?ÒIÓÏ  UÒ¹¬

˝Ò5½Ï “Ï UÒ^ÐÏ tÌ Ò Îr²Ì ½Ò√ U?&Ò §Ò ÁÌ uÌL`Ì UÒMOÎ ?IÒ Ý
Î QÒ Ò Ú¡U?&Ò ¡Ï UÒL
] Ä sÒ &Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½ÒQ?Ò Ò`GÏ «ÒuÒ ÒÕUÒ¹dÏÓ Ä UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò §Ò ˚

Ït]KÄ Ì UÒ¹¬ ÒpÎKÏð ©µ® ÒÊuÌKÏI?ÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎuÒIÏ  UÒ¹¬ ÏÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn¹Ïd?ÎBÒðÒ§ UÒNÏðÎuÒ& Òb?ÎFÒÐ Ò÷Î—Ò_« ÏtÏÐ UÒO?ÎŠÒQÒ
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5. «And We sent down water from the Heavens
according to a precise measure, thereby caused the Earth
to hold it …».
(Al-Mu’minûn : 18)

˝ÒÊuÌM&Ï RÎ ¹Ì tÏ ðÏ UÒ¹¬Ò§ tÏ K] Ä bÒ FÎ ÐÒ Y
Ô ¹ÏbŠÒ È
ÏÓ QÒ ³Ï Ò oÏÓ ×
Ò Î UÏÐ p
Ò OÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒ¼uÌK²Î ½Ò

2. «Surely, in the creation of the Heavens and the
Earth and the variation of night and day and in the
boats that sail swiftly over the sea thus benefitting people
and in the water which Allâh precipitates down from the
sky whereby He gives life to the Earth after its death and
disperses various living creatures and in sending winds in
their ways and the clouds compelled between the sky and
the Earth, there are signs for a people who are wise».
(Al-Baqarah : 164)

vÏ ÈÏd?−
Î ðÒ vÏ²Ä] Ïp?KÎ HÌ Î «Ò§ —Ï U?NÒ M] «Ò§ qÏ OÎ K]Ä ·
Ï ö?²Ï ?šÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «Òu? LÒ ?
] Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ ]Ê≈˚
U?NÒ ðÏ uÎ &Ò Òb?FÎ ÐÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « tÏ ÐÏ U?OÒ ŠÎ QÒ ?Ò Ô¡U?& sÏ& Ï¡UÒL?
] Ä sÒ &Ï ÌtK] Ä ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√Ò U?&Ò §Ò ”
Ò U]MÄ lÌ HÒ MÒ¹ U?LÒ ÐÏ Ïd×
Î ?³Ò ÄÎ
÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ ¡Ï U?LÒ 
] Ä sÒ OÎ ÐÒ dÏ ?^
] ?
Ò LÌ ?ÄÎ »
Ï UÒ×?
] «§ Õ
Ï UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä n
Ï ¹Ïd?B
Î ðÒ §Ò WÔ Ð] «Òœ qÏÓ `Ì sÏ& U?NÒ O?Ï Y
] ÐÒ §Ò
©±∂¥® …dI³ « ˝ÒÊuÌKIÏ FÎ ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ Ï Ô UÒ¹ü
3. «Say : go and travel through the Earth and see how
Allâh did originate creation.» (Al-‘Ankabût : 20).
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˝ÒoKÎ ^
Ò ÄÎ √Ò bÒ ÐÒ n
Ò OÎ `Ò «ËÌdEÌ ½UÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ «ËÌdOÏÝ qÎ GÌ ˚

©±∏® ÊuM&R*« ˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ ÁÌ U]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒ& ¡Ï UÒL
] Ä sÒ &Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
More than three quarters of the Earth’s surface is
covered with liquid water. Add to this the huge
amounts of ice covering the polar-caps and the extensive
amounts of water-vapour found in the atmosphere. No
other planet in our Solar System could gather comparable amounts of water. However, it is an established fact
that water played the biggest role in the evolution, sustenance and development of life on Earth.
6. «And of His signs is the creation of the Heavens and
the Earth and all what He spread forth in both of them of
living beings. Indeed, He is fully capable of gathering them
together when He wills.»
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)

«Ò–≈ ÎrÏNÏF?ÎLÒł ¢vÒKÒŽ ÒuÌ¼Ò§ ÔW]Ð«Òœ sÏ& U?ÒLÏNO?Ï ]YÒÐ UÒ&Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL?]Ä ÌoÎKÒš ÏtÏðUÒ¹¬ ÎsÏ&Ò§˚
©≤π® È—uA « ˝d¹ÏbGÒ ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò
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There is no acceptable reason to suppose that our
Earth is the only inhabitable planet in the entire universe. The theory of probability tells us that in our own
galaxy (the Milky Way) there are about two million
planets which can support life and may be inhabited.
7. «Indeed, I could swear by the sites of the
stars and it is a great oath if you are aware of
them.»
(Al- Wâq i‘ah : 75-76)

with time. This result has been supported by actual
observations as well as theoretically according to the Theory
of Relativity !!
9. «And that whom His will is to leave straying He
makes his heart close and constricted as if he has to rise
up in the sky».
(Al-An‘âm : 125)

˝Ï¡UÒL
] Ä wÏ bÌ F] B
] ¹Ò UÒL½] QÒ `Ò UÚłdÒ ŠÒ UÚIOÏÓ {
Ò ÁÌ —Ò bÎ p
Ò qÎ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò tÌ K] C
Ï ¹Ì ÊÒ√ œÎ dÏ ¹Ì sÒ&§Ò ˚
©±≤µ® ÂUF½_«

©∑∂≠∑µ® WFG«u « ˝rOÏEŽÒ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ðÒ uÎ r 
Ò IÒ Ò tÌ ½] ≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÂÏ uÌ−MÓÌ Ä lÏ GÏ «ÒuLÒ ÐÏ rÌ 
Ï GÎ √Ì öÒ˚
The material universe is a universe of galaxies,
made of billions and billions of galaxies. The nearest
galaxy to our own galaxy is called Andromeda. Its site
is about 750 thousand light years afar. Recently the
so-called quasars have been discovered at sites greater
than 10 billion light years afar !
— One light year equals the distance which light
traverses in one year with its velocity which is equal to
3 x 1010 cm/sec. — !!
8. «With power and skill did We construct the
Heavens and indeed We are expanding them».
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 47)

©¥∑® U¹—«c «

˝ÒÊuÌFÝ
Ï uÌ*Ò U]½≈Ò§ bÔ ¹Î QÒ ÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMOÎ MÒ ÐÒ ¡Ò UÒL
] «Ò§˚

It is only lately in the Age of Science that it has
been discovered that the universe is expanding. Its
galaxies are receding with velocities which are increasing
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Atmospheric pressure, and cosequently oxygen amounts in
the air, decrease rapidly with increasing height above the
Earth’s surface (and M.S.L. generally). The table shows the

Height above M.S.L.

Atmospheric

in m.

Pressure mb.

0,000

1,000

1,500

850

3,000

750

6,000

500

10,000

300

12,000

200
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There is no acceptable reason to suppose that our
Earth is the only inhabitable planet in the entire universe. The theory of probability tells us that in our own
galaxy (the Milky Way) there are about two million
planets which can support life and may be inhabited.
7. «Indeed, I could swear by the sites of the
stars and it is a great oath if you are aware of
them.»
(Al- Wâq i‘ah : 75-76)

with time. This result has been supported by actual
observations as well as theoretically according to the Theory
of Relativity !!
9. «And that whom His will is to leave straying He
makes his heart close and constricted as if he has to rise
up in the sky».
(Al-An‘âm : 125)

˝Ï¡UÒL
] Ä wÏ bÌ F] B
] ¹Ò UÒL½] QÒ `Ò UÚłdÒ ŠÒ UÚIOÏÓ {
Ò ÁÌ —Ò bÎ p
Ò qÎ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò tÌ K] C
Ï ¹Ì ÊÒ√ œÎ dÏ ¹Ì sÒ&§Ò ˚
©±≤µ® ÂUF½_«

©∑∂≠∑µ® WFG«u « ˝rOÏEŽÒ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ðÒ uÎ r 
Ò IÒ Ò tÌ ½] ≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÂÏ uÌ−MÓÌ Ä lÏ GÏ «ÒuLÒ ÐÏ rÌ 
Ï GÎ √Ì öÒ˚
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Evidently at 12,000 m. the atmospheric pressure and
hence oxygen amount in the air decrease to one fifth of
their values at M.S.L. For this reason, one feels the
need to a wider breast in order to inhale greater
amounts of air (and hence of oxygen) as he rises up in
the sky without outer protection.
10. «…He maketh night to spherically succeed day
and He maketh day to spherically succeed night…»
(Az-Zumar : 5)

©µ® d&e «

˝ÆÆÆ qÏ OÎ K] Ä vÒKŽÒ —Ò UÒNM] Ä —Ì uÏÓ JÒ ¹Ì §Ò —Ï UÒNM] Ä vÒKŽÒ qÒ OÎ K] Ä —Ì uÏÓ JÒ ¹Ì ÆÆÆ˚

The Glorious Qur’ân has its own way and merit in
quoting miraculously scientific (facts). It avoids direct
statements which permit and afford opportunity for nonbelievers, and infidels to deny it in the light of their
old non-scientific knowledge (before the age of Science).
Long before the age of science, most people regarded
the Earth’s surface flat as it appeared to them. That the
Earth is round and rotates are an example. The Qur’ân
mentions these two facts indirectly in several verses.
One of such verses is number (10) above. The verse
points to the actual shape of the lowest layer of the atmosphere in which day and night succeed one another,
and regards them spherical (shells as we know them
now!). Evidently, this could be realized only if the Earth
is round and rotates in front of the Sun.
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Another verse says :
«… Our command (the Last Day) comes to Earth by
night* and by day..».
(Yûnus: 24)

©≤¥® f½u¹

˝ÆÆÆ «Ú—UÒN½Ò ËÎ √Ò ö
Ú OÎ Ò UÒ½dÌ &Î √Ò UÒ¼UÒð√Ò ÆÆÆ˚

A third verse says :
«And a sign to them is the night : When We draw
from it the day, they become in darkness».
(Yâsîn : 37)

©≥∑® f¹

˝ÒÊuÌLKÏ EÎ & rÌ¼ «Ò–SÒ —Ò UÒNM] Ä tÌ MÎ &Ï a
Ì KÒ 
Î ½Ò qÌ OÎ K] Ä rÌ NÌ W ¹Ò ¬Ò§˚

Evidently, daylight is due to the scattering of sunlight on the surface air-layer facing the Sun.

* Only half of the Earth’s surface can be in daylight.
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WHY ISLÂM
The Qur’ân (and hence Islâm) raises the human
mind up to the highest rank, and regards it responsible
for almost all human deeds whether good or evil :
«And they (the infidels ) uttered : Had we been
not heedless of listening (to the Qur’ân ) or had we
been wise, we could escape being with those driven
to the torment of fire.»
(Al-Mulk : 10)

©±∞® pK*«

˝ÏdOÏF
] Ä»
Ï UÒ×p
Î √Ò vÏ U]M`Ì UÒ& qÌ IÏ FÎ ½Ò ËÎ √Ò lÌ LÒ 
Î ½Ò U]M`Ì uÎ Ò «uÌ UÒG§Ò ˚

«But it (the Qur’ân ) is clear signs in the hearts
of those whom the knowledge has reached».
(Al-‘Ankabût : 49)

©¥π® u³JMF «

˝ÒrKÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] —Ï ËÌbp
Ì vÏ  UÒMOÏÓ ÐÒ  UÒ¹¬ uÒ ¼Ì qÎ ÐÒ ˚

Again, science is the product of the human mind.
By adopting scientific methods, we are able to uncover
the hidden signs of the Creator and discover His attributes in the material universe, an outstanding step forward
towards becoming believers. In fact, science alone is insufficient in order that one might become a proper believer. This is, also, true for conscience alone. For this
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reason, Allâh did send prophets each now and then in
succession to various nations, until finally when the human
mind became almost ripe and the Age of Science was on
doors, Muhammad was sent by Allâh to the whole world (the
human race).
Islâm regards this world as a productive farm or field for
good work for the sake of improving and benefitting Earthly
life, as well as ensuring happiness in the hereafter. Man’s
good or evil deeds in this life can never be lost or go in vain.
Islâm assures us that good work in the world is the means of
securing happiness in the hereafter, as well as success in this
world. In addition, the Muslim’s conscience fears Allâh’s
punishment Who says :
«On that Day, man shall be told his former deeds and
his latter. Nay, man shall be a clear proof against himself
even though he offers his excuses.» (Al-Qiyâmah : 13-15)

Ê] √Ò uÎ Ò œÓÌ uÒ ðÒ Ô¡u?Ý
Ì sÏ& ÎXKÒ ?LÏ ?ŽÒ U?&Ò §Ò «Úd?C
Ò ?×
Î ?& Ôd?OÎ ?šÒ sÎ &Ï ÎXKÒ LÏ ?ŽÒ U?& Ôf?HÎ ½Ò qÓÌ `Ì Ìb?−
Ï ðÒ ÒÂuÎ ¹Ò ˚
©≥∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬ ˝ÏœUÒ³FÏ Î UÏÐ ·
 ËÌ¡—Ò tÌ K] «Ò§ tÌ 
Ò HÎ ½Ò tÌ K] Ä rÌ `Ì —Ì cÏÓ ×
Ò ¹Ì §Ò «ÚbOÏFÐÒ «Úb&Ò √Ò tÌ MÒ OÎ ÐÒ §Ò UÒNMÒ OÎ ÐÒ
Islam obviously, goes further as it regards life on
Earth and life in the hereafter belong to one and the
same soul, which means that life in the latter is a continuation to life in the former :
«And those who have earned evil will have a reward of like evil…»
(Yûnus : 27)

©≤∑® f½u¹

«In the long run, evil in the extreme will be the
end of those who do evil…»
(Ar-Rûm : 10)

©±∞® ÂËd «

©±µ≠±≥® W&UOI « ˝ÌÁdÒ ¹Ï–UÒF&Ò v¢ IÒ Î √Ò uÎ Ò §Ò
«The Day every soul shall find what it did of good has
been brought forward, and what it did of evil, it will wish
if there were between it and that Day a far epoch of time.
Allâh warns you, so beware of Him. Surely, Allâh is
Merciful to His worshippers.». (Âl-‘Imrân : 30).
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˝ÈÒ√uÌ
Ó Ä «ËÌƒUÒÝ√Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] WÒ ³Ò GÏ UÒŽ ÊÒ UÒ` r] ŁÌ ˚

«…Do you receive a reward other than that which
you have earned by your deeds?»
(An-Naml : 90)

©π∞® qLM «
æ±¥º …Òd?O?ÏBÒÐ Ït‡‡?Ï?ÎHÒ½ ¢vÒKÒŽ ÌÊU‡‡Ò½ù« Ïq?ÒÐ æ±≥º Òd‡]šÒ√Ò§ ÒÂ]b?ÒG U?ÒLÏÐ Ôc?Ï¾?Ò&ÎuÒ¹ ÌÊU‡Ò?½ù« ÌQ‡]³ÒMÌ¹˚

˝UÒNKÏ ¦Î LÏ ÐÏ WÔ ¾Ò OÏÓ Ý
Ò ¡Ì «ÒełÒ Ï UÒ¾OÏÓ 
] Ä «uÌ³
Ò `Ò sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§˚

˝ÒÊuÌKLÒ FÎ ðÒ rÎ ²Ì MÌ` UÒ& ô] ≈ ÊÒ ËÎ eÒ −
Î ðÌ qÎ ¼Ò ˚

It is worth mentioning at this stage that with regard
to what we have said about Islâm and work, one should
not jump into conclusion that Muslims have to regard
this world as a prison or abode of torture or suffering.
Surely Allâh made life on Earth a mixture of pleasures
and pains, but the formers overcome and exceed the
latters. In this manner, the world is nothing but an
abode fit for being a temporary house of test :
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«Say, who has forbidden the ornaments of Allâh
which He brought forth for His worshippers and the good
things of His providing ?»
(Al-A‘râf : 32)

«And they worship others than Allâh such as
have no power of providing them for sustenance with
any thing from the Heavens and the Earth and can
not acquire such power.»
(An-Nah l : 73)

©≥≤® ·«dŽ_« ˝Ï‚“Î dÏÓ Ä sÒ &Ï Ï UÒ³OÏÓ D] «Ò§ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³FÏ Ï Ã
Ò dÒ šÎ √Ò vÏ²Ä] tÏ K] Ä WÒ MÒ ¹Ï“ ÂÒ d] ŠÒ sÎ &Ò qÎ GÌ ˚
«We try you with evil and good for a test and unto Us
you will be returned.»
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 35)

U?Ú¾?ÎO‡‡Òý Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU??ÒL‡‡]Ä ÒsÏ& U‡ÚGÎ“Ï— Îr‡ÌN?Ò ÌpÏK‡‡ÎLÒ¹ ô U?Ò& Ït]KÄ ÏÊËÌœ s?Ï& ÒÊËÌb‡‡Ì³?ÎFÒ¹Ò§˚

©≥µ® ¡UO³½_«

«Allâh forgiveth not that partners should be set
up with Him, but He forgiveth anything else, to
Whom He pleaseth…»
(An-Nisâ’ : 48)

˝ÒÊuÌFÒłÎdÌð UÒMÎOÒ ≈Ò§ ÚWÒM?Î²Ï ÏdÎOÒ^Î «Ò§ ÓÏd]A UÏÐ rÌ`uÌKÎ³Ò½Ò§˚

©∑≥® q×M «

˝ÒÊuÌF?OÏDÒ²‡‡ÎÒ¹ ôÒ§

Allâh also forgives those who, after doing evils, repent
and stop doing evil, follow the righteous way and ask Him
forgiveness :

©¥∏® ¡UM? «

«And ask forgiveness of your Master, (Allâh), then
repent to Him, and He will give you far enjoyment unto a
term stated, and He will give of His bounty to every man
of grace…».
(Hûd : 3)

«… And who assigns partners to Allâh, he is as
if he had fallen from heaven and been snatched up
by birds, or the wind drops him into a far place»
(Al-Hajj : 31)

]qÌ` Ï ÎRÌ¹Ò§ vÚÓLÒ& ÔqÒłÒ√ ¢vÒ ≈ UÚMÒÒŠ UÚŽUÒ²& rÌJÎFÓÏ²ÒLÌ¹ ÏtÎOÒ ≈ «uÌÐuÌð ]rÌŁ ÎrÌJ]ÐÒ— «ËÌdÏHÎGÒ²ÎÝ‹ ÏÊÒ√Ò§˚

vÏ Ì`¹ÓÏdÄ Ït?ÏÐ ÍÏu?ÎNÒð ÎËÒ√ Ìd?ÎO]DÄ Ìt? ÌHÒDÎ^?Ò²?Ò Ï¡U??ÒL?]Ä ÒsÏ& ]d?Òš U??ÒL]½ÒQÒJÒ Ït]K UÏÐ Î„Ïd? ÎAÌ¹ sÒ&Ò§˚

©≥® œu¼

˝ÌtÒKÎCÒ ÔqÎCÒ ÈÏ–

Islâm, also, gives worship of Allâh special significance
and facilitates it to a great extent. Its essence in the
comprehension of Allâh’s impression is on every thing :
nature, life and soul. It means Him in every sort of our acts :
working, studying, suffering … No one, whatever deserves,
worshipping save Allâh to whom the like is not :
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©≥±® Z(«

˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò sÒ*Ï p
Ò Ï –Ò ÊÒ ËÌœ U?&Ò dÌ HÏ GÎ ¹Ò §Ò tÏ ?ÐÏ „Ò dÒ A
Î ¹Ì ÊÒ√ dÌ HÏ ?GÎ ¹Ò ô tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈˚

˝ oÔ OÏ×Ý
Ò ÊÔ UÒJ&Ò

«And the unbeliervers their deeds are like mirage
in a sandy desert, which the (man) parched with
thirst mistakes for water, and when he comes unto it
he finds it to be nothing, and finds Allâh therein..»
(An-Nûr : 39)

ÁÌ bÎ −
Ï ¹Ò ÎrÒ ÌÁ¡Ò UÒł «Ò–≈ v¢ ²] ŠÒ Ú¡UÒ& ÌÊPÎLE] Ä tÌ ³Ì 
Ò ×
Î ¹Ò ÔWFÒ OÏIÐÏ Ô»«Òd
Ò `Ò ÎrNÌ Ì UÒLŽÎ √Ò «ËÌdHÒ `Ò Òs¹Ïc] «Ò§˚
©≥π® —uM «

˝ÌÁbÒ MÏŽ tÒ K] Ä bÒ łÒ ËÒ §Ò UÚ¾OÎ ý
Ò
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nature, life and soul. It means Him in every sort of our acts :
working, studying, suffering … No one, whatever deserves,
worshipping save Allâh to whom the like is not :
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˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò sÒ*Ï p
Ò Ï –Ò ÊÒ ËÌœ U?&Ò dÌ HÏ GÎ ¹Ò §Ò tÏ ?ÐÏ „Ò dÒ A
Î ¹Ì ÊÒ√ dÌ HÏ ?GÎ ¹Ò ô tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈˚

˝ oÔ OÏ×Ý
Ò ÊÔ UÒJ&Ò

«And the unbeliervers their deeds are like mirage
in a sandy desert, which the (man) parched with
thirst mistakes for water, and when he comes unto it
he finds it to be nothing, and finds Allâh therein..»
(An-Nûr : 39)

ÁÌ bÎ −
Ï ¹Ò ÎrÒ ÌÁ¡Ò UÒł «Ò–≈ v¢ ²] ŠÒ Ú¡UÒ& ÌÊPÎLE] Ä tÌ ³Ì 
Ò ×
Î ¹Ò ÔWFÒ OÏIÐÏ Ô»«Òd
Ò `Ò ÎrNÌ Ì UÒLŽÎ √Ò «ËÌdHÒ `Ò Òs¹Ïc] «Ò§˚
©≥π® —uM «

˝ÌÁbÒ MÏŽ tÒ K] Ä bÒ łÒ ËÒ §Ò UÚ¾OÎ ý
Ò
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Finally, amongst the most significant axioms of Islâm is
that it refuses entirely any differentiation between the people
regarding colour, race, sex … and the like. Surely, Allâh uses
one and the same measure to judge all the people. We read in
the Qur’ân Allâh’s saying :

remain steadfast in religion and make no divisions
therein : To those who worship other (things) than
Allâh, hard is the (way) to which thou callest them…».
(Ash-Shûrâ : 13)

ÒrOÏ¼«ÒdÎÐ≈ ÏtÏÐ UÒMÎO?]pÒ§ UÒ&Ò§ ÒpÎOÒ ≈ UÒM?ÎOÒŠÎËÒ√ ÍÏc] «Ò§ U?ÚŠuÌ½ ÏtÏÐ ¢v]pÒ§ UÒ& Ïs¹ÓÏbÄ ÒsÓÏ& rÌJÒ ÒŸÒd?Òý˚
1. «Surely, those who believe (the Muslims) and
those who follow the Jewish (Scriptures)
and the
sabians and the Christians, any who believe in Allâh
and the Last Day and work righteousness shall have
their reward with their Master: on them shall be no
fear nor shall they grieve.»
(Al-Mâ’idah : 69)

rÎ ¼Ì u?ŽÌ bÎ ðÒ UÒ& Ò5`Ï dÏ ?A
Î LÌ ÄÎ vÒK?ŽÒ dÒ ³Ì ?`Ò tÏ O?Ï «uÌGd] ?HÒ ²Ò ðÒ ô§ sÒ ?¹bÏÓ Ä «uÌL?OGÏ √Ò ÎÊ√Ò v¢ 
Ò ?OŽÏ §Ò v¢ Ý
Ò u?&Ì §Ò
©±≥® È—uA «

˝ÏtOÎ Ò ≈

dÏ ?šÏ ü« ÂÏ uÎ ? OÒ Î «Ò§ tÏ K] UÏÐ sÒ &Ò ¬ sÎ &Ò È
¢ —Ò U??B
Ò M] «Ò§ ÊÒ u?¾Ì ?ÐÏ U?B
] «Ò§ «ËÌœUÒ¼ sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§ «u?MÌ &Ò ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] Ê] ≈˚
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˝ÒÊuÌ½eÒ ×
Î ¹Ò rÎ ¼Ì ôÒ§ rÎ NÏ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ ·
 uÎ šÒ öÒ UÚ(
Ï UÒp qÒ LÏ ŽÒ §Ò

2. «O mankind! We created you from a single (pair)
of a male and a female, and made you into nations and
tribes that you may know each other. Verily, the most
honoured of you in the sight of Allâh is (he who is ) the
most righteous of you …».
(Al-Hujurât : 13)

«u?ÌÒ—U‡‡ÒF?Ò²Ï ÒqÏzU‡Ò³?ÒGÒ§ UÚÐu‡ÌF‡‡Ìý ÎrÌ`UÒMÎK?‡‡ÒFÒłÒ§ ¢v?Ò¦½Ì√Ò§ ÔdÒ`Ò– sÏ& rÌ`U?‡ÒMÎIÒKÒš U]½≈ Ì”U]MÄ U?ÒNÌÓ¹Ò√ UÒ¹˚
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˝Îr`Ì UÒIðÎ √Ò tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ rÎ JÌ &Ò dÒ `Î √Ò Ê] ≈

3. «The same religion has He established for you
as that which He enjoined on Nooh, the which We
have revealed to thee, and that which We enjoined on
Abraham, Moses and Jesus : Namely, that you should
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ALLÂH
No doubt, the reader has noticed that in this book
Allâh’s names are written according to their pronunciation in Arabic. For sure, such names are not subject to
translation.
It is known that the prophets had been supported by Allâh
by means of miracles suitable for their occasions. Naturally, the
last prophet — Muh ammad —, Allâh’s peace and blessing be
upon him, had to be supported mainly by a unique miracle of
eternal character, whose miraculous achievements could remain
a guide for all the subsequent generations. This living unique
eternal miracle is the Qur’ân.
In the present book [Part 2], we proceed to show how
in our age [The Age of Science], the Qur’ân still remains
Allâh’s portent to mankind. The validity of this statement
lies behind the fact that the Qur’ân did state numerous
important and outstanding scientific (facts) and achievements which have been discovered and accomplished only
recently. In fact, scientific knowledge is also regarded to
be amongst the message of the Qur’ân which says :
1. «Verily, in the creation of the Heavens and of
the Earth, and in the variation of night and day, are
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signs for those of understanding minds.»

making the development and progress of science possible.
( Âl-‘Imrân : 190)

˝Ï»UÒ³Î _Ò « vÏ ËÎ _Ì Ô UÒ¹ü —Ï UÒNM] «Ò§ qÏ OÎ K] Ä ·
Ï öÏ²šÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL#
] Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ% Ê] ≈˚
©±π∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
2. «Nay, it is clear signs in the hearts of those
whom the knowledge has reached …».
(Al-‘Ankabût : 49)

©¥π® u³JMF «

˝ÒrKÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] —Ï ËÌb6
Ì vÏ%  UÒMOÏÓ ÐÒ  UÒ¹¬ uÒ ¼Ì qÎ ÐÒ ˚

Obviously, these features of the universe could not be
realized by more chance, but only through the will and
supreme wisdom of a creator whose ability and knowledge
are unlimited. Allâh says :
«We shall show them our portents in the horizons(1)
and within themselves until it will be manifested unto
them that it(2) is the truth…
(Fu ssilat
.. : 53)

©µ≥® XKB%

˝oÓÌ ×Ò ÄÎ Ìt½] √Ò rÎ NÌ Ò ÒsO] ³Ò ²Ò ¹Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ ÎrNÏ #Ï HÌ ½Ò√ vÏ%§Ò Ï‚UÒ%ü« vÏ% UÒMðÏ UÒ¹¬ rÎ NÏ ¹ÏdMÌ ÝÒ ˚

3. «… Allâh has not created all this but for the
truth. He makes His signs clear to those who acquire the knowledge.»
(Yûnus : 5)

However, Muslims believe that, while the universe is
the «Visible Book of Allâh», the Qur’ân remains the
«Readable Book of Allâh».

©µ® f½u¹

Muslims, also, witness that faith is a natural phenomenon, while disbelief is an abnormality which does
not match with the nature of human life and natural
phenomenae.

˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ Ï Ï UÒ¹ü« qÌ B
ÏÓ HÒ ¹Ì oÏÓ ×
Ò Î UÏÐ ô] ≈ p
Ò Ï –Ò tÌ K] Ä oÒ KÒ šÒ UÒF˚

4. «…Those who muse on the creation of the Heavens and of Earth: ‘O our Master’ ! say they, ‘You
have not created this in vain; glory be to You’ …»
(Âl-‘Imrân : 191)

˝Òp½Ò UÒ×³Î Ý
Ì ö
Ú ÞÏ UÒÐ «Òc¼Ò X
Ò IÎ KÒ šÒ UÒF UÒMÐ] —Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL#
] Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ% ÊÒ ËÌdJ] HÒ ²Ò ¹Ò §Ò ˚
©±π±® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
In the present era of civilization, scientists could
not escape admitting the fact that the universe passes
through the phase of a perfect system. Natural phenomenae, for example, are governed by (fixed) physical
laws, which do not change with space or time, thus
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However, the question : «Why man should believe
in Allâh» is one of three hypotheses :
1) A god capable of doing everything and yet created nothing.
2) A god who creates another god who shares with
him all the qualities of perfection.
(1) Or on a large scale and wide scope.
(2) The Qur’ân.
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However, the question : «Why man should believe
in Allâh» is one of three hypotheses :
1) A god capable of doing everything and yet created nothing.
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3) A god who creates a limited universe, with the
imperfection characterizing every limited object.
Obviously, the third hypothesis is the only natural one.
Indeed man has a positive consciousness of his
own existence and of his intrinsic reality, and he is
not devoid of a positive awareness of the Great Omnipresent and the Cosmic Reality connected with that
existence and even guarding it.
To Aristotle and similar philosophers, the existence
of God is not a question of divinity on which there
is difference between affirmation and negation similar
to the difference between guidance and error. It is
rather a national truth like geometrical corollaries by
means of which — for example — the forms and
motion of stars and heavens were depicted.
In fact, studies conducted by faithful philosophers
have culminated in different evidences proving the existence of Allâh through argument and logic. One would
like to put such evidences in their proper place when
one decides in their context the least doubtful and disputable fact that some evidences may not stand without
the cosmic consicousness in approximating belief in Allâh
to the feeling of religious creed.
It is clear, however, that sense, rational and conscious, becomes of good nature when based on belief in
Allâh. This genuine faith is the best interpretation of the
secret of creation. It is understood by the believer,
adopted by the good thinker and followed by the sane.
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Again, we can not accept the presumption about the
spontaneous emergence of the universe. Such an argument
would be nonsense. Scientifically speaking, the universe
emerged at a fixed moment in the past, which means that it
had a start-point, and is not infinite in time. Thus, it ought to
have been created by a maker.
If we assume that this Maker was of the same type or
nature of the universe itself, such a supposition would be a
sort of nonsense, leading to the same problem for which we
want to find a solution ! Thus, there is no way for solving
this problem other than to acknowledge that the Maker (the
Great Omnipresent) must differ from the universe in every
thing or respect. As stated above, since the universe had a
start in time, and will come to an end, the Maker must have
neither of the two.
As a matter of fact, one has to reject foolish questions, and asking, say, who created Allâh is only a foolish question. It is, in fact, a false question logically, because it is based on the false assumption that in the
very beginning since infinite time ago, there was nothing
in existence ! But is it wise to accept that nothing can
yield something ? Our material universe, in which we
exist, must logically have had a creator whose existence
extends to infinity in time and whose power is unlimited. This we call Allâh, and in this sense we read in
the Qur’ân :
«… Nought is there like Him ! the Hearer, the Beholder He».
(Ash-Shûrâ :11)
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˝ÌdO?B
Ï ³Ò ÄÎ ÌlOÏL#
] Ä uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ¡vÎ ý
Ò tÏ KÏ ¦Î ?LÏ UÒ f
Ò OÎ Ò ˚

«… Is it not enough for you that your Master is
witness to all things ?»
(Fussilat
.. : 53)

©µ≥® XKB%

˝bOÏNý
Ò ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ UÌ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ tÌ ½] √Ò p
Ò ÐÏÓ dÒ ÐÏ n
Ï JÎ ¹Ò rÎ Ò ËÒ √Ò ˚

«Were they created by nothing ? or were they
the creators (of themselves) ? Or did they create the
Heavens and the Earth ? Nay, they are not aware of
Allâh».
(At-Tûr
. . : 35-36)

MODERN SCIENCE
The Qur’ân welcomes knowledge on sound basis:
«Say : Bring forth your proof, provided you are right»
(Al-Baqarah : 111)

÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU??LÒ ‡]#?Ä «u‡ÌIKÒ ?šÒ ÎÂ√Ò æ≥µº ÊÒ u‡ÌIÏ U??\
Ò ÄÎ rÌ ?¼Ì ÂÎ √Ò Ô¡vÎ ý
Ò dÏ ? OÎ ? žÒ ÎsFÏ «u‡?IÌ KÏ šÌ ÎÂ√Ò ˚
©±±±® …dI³? «
©≥∂ ≠ ≥µ® —uD «

˝ÒÊuÌM_Ï uÌ¹ô

«That is Allâh your Master, Creator of everyting;
no god is there but He …»
(Ghâfir : 62)

©∂≤® d%Už

˝Òu¼Ì ô] ≈ tÒ Ò ≈ ô ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ UÌ oÌ Ï UÒš rÎ JÌ ÐÓÌ —Ò tÌ K] Ä rÌ JÌ Ï –Ò ˚

Unto Allâh only are attributed eternity and perpetuity
;
«He is the First and the Last, the Evident and the
Immanent, and He has full knowledge of all things.»
(Al-Hadîd : 3)

©≥® b¹b(«

˝rOÏKŽÒ ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ JÌ ÐÏ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò sÌ ÞÏ UÒ³Î «Ò§ dÌ ¼Ï U]E «Ò§ dÌ šÏ ü«Ò§ ‰Ì Ë] _Ò « uÒ ¼Ì ˚

«There is no god but He : That is the witness of
Allâh, the Angels and those endued with knowledge,
standing firm on justice.»
(Âl-‘Imrân : 18)

˝Ïj#
Î IÏ Î UÏÐ UÚLzÏ UÒ_ rÏ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌ ËÎ √Ì §Ò WÌ JÒ zÏ öÒLÎ «Ò§ uÒ ¼Ì ô] ≈ tÒ Ò ≈ ô tÌ ½] √Ò tÌ K] Ä bÒ NÏ ý
Ò ˚
©±∏® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
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˝Ò5Ï_ÏœUÒ6 ÎrÌ²MÌU Ê≈ ÎrÌJÒ½UÒ¼ÎdÌÐ «uÌðUÒ¼ ÎqÌ_˚

It sets before science the clues and encourages
attaining wider and wider scopes :
«And say (asking Allâh ) : O my Master, I beg for
increasing my knowledge.»
(Tâhâ : 114)

©±±¥® tÞ

˝UÚLÎKÏŽ vÏ½ÎœÏ“ ÓÏ»— qÌ_Ò§˚

Modern science concentrates on the study and utilisation of the inherent energy and potentialities of material things, ignoring entirely the study of their essence of the spiritural values. For example, modern
science cannot yet explain the essence of electricity in
as much as it has succeeded in making use of it. The
function of science now is mainly to utilise the inherent power of things without searching for the manner
of their creation, their essence or their creator. This
obviously, does not lead to metaphysics. The Qur’ân,
however, urges us towards studying these things in order
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MODERN SCIENCE
The Qur’ân welcomes knowledge on sound basis:
«Say : Bring forth your proof, provided you are right»
(Al-Baqarah : 111)
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«That is Allâh your Master, Creator of everyting;
no god is there but He …»
(Ghâfir : 62)

©∂≤® d%Už
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Ò qÏÓ UÌ oÌ Ï UÒš rÎ JÌ ÐÓÌ —Ò tÌ K] Ä rÌ JÌ Ï –Ò ˚

Unto Allâh only are attributed eternity and perpetuity
;
«He is the First and the Last, the Evident and the
Immanent, and He has full knowledge of all things.»
(Al-Hadîd : 3)

©≥® b¹b(«

˝rOÏKŽÒ ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ JÌ ÐÏ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò sÌ ÞÏ UÒ³Î «Ò§ dÌ ¼Ï U]E «Ò§ dÌ šÏ ü«Ò§ ‰Ì Ë] _Ò « uÒ ¼Ì ˚

«There is no god but He : That is the witness of
Allâh, the Angels and those endued with knowledge,
standing firm on justice.»
(Âl-‘Imrân : 18)

˝Ïj#
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Ò ˚
©±∏® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
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It sets before science the clues and encourages
attaining wider and wider scopes :
«And say (asking Allâh ) : O my Master, I beg for
increasing my knowledge.»
(Tâhâ : 114)

©±±¥® tÞ

˝UÚLÎKÏŽ vÏ½ÎœÏ“ ÓÏ»— qÌ_Ò§˚

Modern science concentrates on the study and utilisation of the inherent energy and potentialities of material things, ignoring entirely the study of their essence of the spiritural values. For example, modern
science cannot yet explain the essence of electricity in
as much as it has succeeded in making use of it. The
function of science now is mainly to utilise the inherent power of things without searching for the manner
of their creation, their essence or their creator. This
obviously, does not lead to metaphysics. The Qur’ân,
however, urges us towards studying these things in order
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to see the preciseness and perfection which make us realize that there exist a Designing Creator behind everything.
Whatever progress science may achieve, it will never be able to overcome death; and however, society
may advance, it will never remove from the hearts of
man all the seeds of evil. It is none but Allâh Who
can make man’s life — despite death and evil — a
bliss which man accepts from Allâh, the Almighty, with
thanks and obedience. «O man ! what has turned you
away from your Master, the Most Beneficent ? He
Who created you in due proportion and gave you
proper stature. In whatever form He wills does He
put you together?»
(Al-Infitâr
. : 6-8)

vÏ% ©∑® p
Ò Ò bÒ FÒ %Ò „Ò «]u#
Ò %Ò p
Ò IÒ KÒ šÒ ÈÏcÄ] ©∂® .Ï dÏ JÒ ÄÎ p
Ò ÐÏÓ dÒ ÐÏ „Ò d] žÒ UÒF ÊÌ UÒ#½ù« UÒN¹ÓÌ √Ò UÒ¹˚
©∏ ≠ ∂® —UDH½ô«

˝Òp³Ò U] —Ò ¡Ò UÒý UF …Ô —Ò uÌ6 È
ÏÓ √Ò

servants who fear Allâh are only those possessed of
knowledge, verily Allâh is All-Mighty, All-Forgiving.»
(Fâtir
. : 27-28)
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”
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«Assuredly, in the creation of the Heavens and of
the Earth and in the alternation of night and day and
in the ships which sail on the sea for the benefit of
mankind and in the rain which Allâh sends down from
the sky thus giving life to the land after its death and
disperses in it all types of beasts and in sending winds
in their ways and in the clouds that are made to render service between the Sky and the Earth are signs
for people who understand»
(Al-Baqarah : 164)

«Indeed, We have put forth for people in this
Qur’ân every sort of Parable in order that they may
receive admonition.»
(Az-Zumar : 27)

vÏ% ÈÏd?−
Î ðÒ vÏ²Ä] ÏpKÎ HÌ Î «Ò§ —Ï U?NÒ M] «Ò§ ÏqOÎ K?Ä] ·
Ï öÏ²?šÎ «Ò§ ÷
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Î ðÒ §Ò WÔ Ð] «Òœ qÏÓ UÌ sÏF U?NÒ O?%Ï Y
] ÐÒ §Ò

©≤∑® dFe «
«See you not that Allâh sends down water from the
sky and then by it We cause the upgrowth of fruits of
various types and colours and that of the mountains are
tracts white and red of various grades and shades of colour and black intense masses; and of people and beasts
and cattle various likewise are the kinds, but of His
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«We have put forth for people in this Qur’ân
every kind of parable in order that they may receive
admonition».
(Az-Zumar : 27)
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Ò bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
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to see the preciseness and perfection which make us realize that there exist a Designing Creator behind everything.
Whatever progress science may achieve, it will never be able to overcome death; and however, society
may advance, it will never remove from the hearts of
man all the seeds of evil. It is none but Allâh Who
can make man’s life — despite death and evil — a
bliss which man accepts from Allâh, the Almighty, with
thanks and obedience. «O man ! what has turned you
away from your Master, the Most Beneficent ? He
Who created you in due proportion and gave you
proper stature. In whatever form He wills does He
put you together?»
(Al-Infitâr
. : 6-8)
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servants who fear Allâh are only those possessed of
knowledge, verily Allâh is All-Mighty, All-Forgiving.»
(Fâtir
. : 27-28)
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«Assuredly, in the creation of the Heavens and of
the Earth and in the alternation of night and day and
in the ships which sail on the sea for the benefit of
mankind and in the rain which Allâh sends down from
the sky thus giving life to the land after its death and
disperses in it all types of beasts and in sending winds
in their ways and in the clouds that are made to render service between the Sky and the Earth are signs
for people who understand»
(Al-Baqarah : 164)

«Indeed, We have put forth for people in this
Qur’ân every sort of Parable in order that they may
receive admonition.»
(Az-Zumar : 27)
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«See you not that Allâh sends down water from the
sky and then by it We cause the upgrowth of fruits of
various types and colours and that of the mountains are
tracts white and red of various grades and shades of colour and black intense masses; and of people and beasts
and cattle various likewise are the kinds, but of His
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«We have put forth for people in this Qur’ân
every kind of parable in order that they may receive
admonition».
(Az-Zumar : 27)
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The Qur’ân comprizes the arguments and evidences
on which we rely in this age of science also, in order
to prove that it is a divine revelation from the AllKnowing Creator. Its inimitable elocution and teachings
are conspicuous and convincing at all stages of civilization.

In a later stage of the revelation the Qur’ân, for
example, asks us for travelling here and there to see
how creation began. Scientifically, notably in natural history, this is, as we are aware now, in order to gather
and collect various fossils, and it is accepted that the
Earth’s history is written within the layers of its crust.

The Qur’ân deals with scientific issues in about 900
verses. Most of these verses constitute as a whole the
aspects of the Qur’ân’s miraculousness that are manifested
in our age in which peoples and communities believe
mainly in science, as well as the strength of nations is
gauged by the culture they achieve, the knowledge they
acquire and the inventions they accomplish. Indeed, that
is one of the magnificent qualities of the Qur’ân, the
Book whose miraculousness is neither confined to a particular age nor ends at a fixed time. Now the way of
ascension to Almighty Allâh is itself the way of sound
knowledge and true science as revealed by the study of
mathematics, astronomy, physics, meteorology … as stated
before in Islâm and Science(1), the very first verses in
the Qur’an heralded the emergence of our Age of Science and urged the search for knowledge. The reader
may again ponder in Allâh’s saying :

The Qur’ân says :
«Say : Go and travel through the Earth to see
how creation began.»
(Al-‘Ankabût : 20)

«Read in the name of thy Master Who created,
created man from a clot, read and thy Master is the
Most Generous, Who taught by the pen, taught man
what he knew not».
(Al-‘Alaq : 1-5)

˝ÒoKÎ \
Ò ÄÎ √Ò bÒ ÐÒ n
Ò OÎ UÒ «ËÌdEÌ ½UÒ% ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ% «ËÌdOÏÝ qÎ _Ì ˚
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Evidently, the modern scientific method, or scheme,
is based originally on careful observation, description
and measurement, using our senses, notably vision.
When senses fail to detect a phenomenon, we use our
apparatus, or our tools, as we do when studying the
magnetic field for example. This means that modern science concerns apparent things only, and our minds have
been prepossessed by various problems on Earth and by
the laws of life, and, therefore, stopped at the limits of
material life. Allâh says in this respect :
«…But most people understand not. They know but
the apparent (things) in the life of this world, but of
the hereafter they are heedless»
(Ar-Rûm : 6-7)
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The Qur’ân comprizes the arguments and evidences
on which we rely in this age of science also, in order
to prove that it is a divine revelation from the AllKnowing Creator. Its inimitable elocution and teachings
are conspicuous and convincing at all stages of civilization.

In a later stage of the revelation the Qur’ân, for
example, asks us for travelling here and there to see
how creation began. Scientifically, notably in natural history, this is, as we are aware now, in order to gather
and collect various fossils, and it is accepted that the
Earth’s history is written within the layers of its crust.

The Qur’ân deals with scientific issues in about 900
verses. Most of these verses constitute as a whole the
aspects of the Qur’ân’s miraculousness that are manifested
in our age in which peoples and communities believe
mainly in science, as well as the strength of nations is
gauged by the culture they achieve, the knowledge they
acquire and the inventions they accomplish. Indeed, that
is one of the magnificent qualities of the Qur’ân, the
Book whose miraculousness is neither confined to a particular age nor ends at a fixed time. Now the way of
ascension to Almighty Allâh is itself the way of sound
knowledge and true science as revealed by the study of
mathematics, astronomy, physics, meteorology … as stated
before in Islâm and Science(1), the very first verses in
the Qur’an heralded the emergence of our Age of Science and urged the search for knowledge. The reader
may again ponder in Allâh’s saying :

The Qur’ân says :
«Say : Go and travel through the Earth to see
how creation began.»
(Al-‘Ankabût : 20)

«Read in the name of thy Master Who created,
created man from a clot, read and thy Master is the
Most Generous, Who taught by the pen, taught man
what he knew not».
(Al-‘Alaq : 1-5)
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Evidently, the modern scientific method, or scheme,
is based originally on careful observation, description
and measurement, using our senses, notably vision.
When senses fail to detect a phenomenon, we use our
apparatus, or our tools, as we do when studying the
magnetic field for example. This means that modern science concerns apparent things only, and our minds have
been prepossessed by various problems on Earth and by
the laws of life, and, therefore, stopped at the limits of
material life. Allâh says in this respect :
«…But most people understand not. They know but
the apparent (things) in the life of this world, but of
the hereafter they are heedless»
(Ar-Rûm : 6-7)
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Below are two modern science examples, one meteorological about clouds and the other astronomical concerning comets. Nimbo-stratus clouds spread in layers (or
strata). Hence the name nimbo-stratus. Clouds have the
advantage that, apart from deserts, they may be observed almost daily in rainy seasons. About the nimbostratus clouds, Allâh says :

Hail stones differ completely from snow-flakes which
fall in cold regions from nimbo-stratus clouds. Snowflashes are formed of tiny ice crystals while hail stones
fall from Cb clouds and may grow in size to attain
large volumes [and may become as big as oranges].
The verse concerning the (Cb)-cloud says :

(Ar-Rûm : 48)

«Seest thou not that Allâh drives along bits of
clouds then He joins them together then makes them
into heaps of cumulus (Cb) then wilt thou see rain
issuing from their inside and He sends down from
the sky mountain masses of cumulus wherein is hail
afflicting therewith whom He pleases and turning it
away from whom He pleases, the vivid flash of its
lightning (whose electric charge is due to hail)
almost
takes away the sight».
(An-Nûr : 43)

UÚHÒ#ÏU ÌtÌKÒFÎ−Ò¹Ò§ Ì¡UÒAÒ¹ ÒnÎOÒU Ï¡UÒL]#Ä vÏ% ÌtÌDÌ#Î³ÒOÒ% UÚÐUÒ×ÒÝ ÌdOÏ¦Ì²Ò% ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÌqÏÝÎdÌ¹ ÈÏc]Ä Ìt]KÄ˚
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ÎrÌ¼ «Ò–≈ ÏÁÏœU?? ?Ò³? ? ÏŽ ÎsÏF Ì¡U?? ?ÒAÒ¹ s?ÒF ÏtÏÐ Ò»U?? ?Ò6Ò√ «Ò–S?? ?Ò% ÏtÏ ö?? ?Ïš ÎsÏF ÌÃÌd? ? Î\Ò¹ Ò‚ÎœÒu?ÎÄ ÈÒd? ?Ò²? ? Ò%

sF sÒŽ Ìt%Ì dÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒF tÏ ÐÏ ÌVOÏBOÌ %Ò ÔœdÒ ÐÒ sÏF UÒNOÏ% Ô‰UÒ³łÏ sÏF ¡Ï UÒL#
] Ä sÒ FÏ Ì‰eÏÓ MÒ ¹Ì §Ò ÏtÏ öÏš

«Allâh is He Who drives forth the winds so they
raise clouds then does He spread them (in layers or
strata ) in the sky as He wishes and He makes them
thick so that you see the rain issuing from inside
them; then when He causes it to fall upon whom He
pleases of His worshippers they rejoice».

©¥∏® ÂËd «

˝ÒÊËÌdA
Ï ³Î ²Ò #
Î ¹Ò

Cumulus clouds develop and grow vertically upwards
and thus acquire the shape of mountains.
Rainy clouds are called nimbus clouds, and thus
two types of rainy clouds arise. These are :
(1) Nimbo-stratus clouds, and (2) Cumulo-nimbus
clouds. This latter type is the only type of clouds in
which hail may form and fall down. Lightning, thunderstorms and thunderbolts are also natural phenomena which
arise active cumulo-nimbus clouds [Cb] only.
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˝Ï—UÒBÐÎ _Ò UÏÐ V
Ì ¼Ò cÎ ¹Ò tÏ _Ï dÎ ÐÒ UÒMÝ
Ò œÌ UÒJ¹Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò
©¥≥® —uM «
Evidently, according to this verse, and in nature, the
(Cb) cloud starts by the formation of bits of clouds (2
to 4 say) which join or combine together to form the
growing cloud.
After being so developed,
through an almost well defined
hours. The earlier stages of the
stages, and are followed by the

the (Cb) cloud goes
life cycle in about 2
cycle are the growing
(hail stages) which are
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Below are two modern science examples, one meteorological about clouds and the other astronomical concerning comets. Nimbo-stratus clouds spread in layers (or
strata). Hence the name nimbo-stratus. Clouds have the
advantage that, apart from deserts, they may be observed almost daily in rainy seasons. About the nimbostratus clouds, Allâh says :
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(Ar-Rûm : 48)
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issuing from their inside and He sends down from
the sky mountain masses of cumulus wherein is hail
afflicting therewith whom He pleases and turning it
away from whom He pleases, the vivid flash of its
lightning (whose electric charge is due to hail)
almost
takes away the sight».
(An-Nûr : 43)

UÚHÒ#ÏU ÌtÌKÒFÎ−Ò¹Ò§ Ì¡UÒAÒ¹ ÒnÎOÒU Ï¡UÒL]#Ä vÏ% ÌtÌDÌ#Î³ÒOÒ% UÚÐUÒ×ÒÝ ÌdOÏ¦Ì²Ò% ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÌqÏÝÎdÌ¹ ÈÏc]Ä Ìt]KÄ˚

sÎ FÏ Ã
Ì dÌ \
Î ¹Ò ‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd²Ò ?%Ò UÚFUÒU—Ì tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ŁÌ tÌ MÒ OÎ ÐÒ n
Ì ÏÓ RÒ ¹Ì r] ŁÌ UÚÐU?×
Ò Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚

ÎrÌ¼ «Ò–≈ ÏÁÏœU?? ?Ò³? ? ÏŽ ÎsÏF Ì¡U?? ?ÒAÒ¹ s?ÒF ÏtÏÐ Ò»U?? ?Ò6Ò√ «Ò–S?? ?Ò% ÏtÏ ö?? ?Ïš ÎsÏF ÌÃÌd? ? Î\Ò¹ Ò‚ÎœÒu?ÎÄ ÈÒd? ?Ò²? ? Ò%

sF sÒŽ Ìt%Ì dÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒF tÏ ÐÏ ÌVOÏBOÌ %Ò ÔœdÒ ÐÒ sÏF UÒNOÏ% Ô‰UÒ³łÏ sÏF ¡Ï UÒL#
] Ä sÒ FÏ Ì‰eÏÓ MÒ ¹Ì §Ò ÏtÏ öÏš
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raise clouds then does He spread them (in layers or
strata ) in the sky as He wishes and He makes them
thick so that you see the rain issuing from inside
them; then when He causes it to fall upon whom He
pleases of His worshippers they rejoice».

©¥∏® ÂËd «

˝ÒÊËÌdA
Ï ³Î ²Ò #
Î ¹Ò
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characterized by down droughts in agreement, in a miraculous way, with Allah’s saying :
“and He sends
down from the sky mountains wherein is hail”.
Lightning results from electric discharges between
oppositely charged (Cb) elements, while thunder results
from the sudden and extensive heating of the air in
which lighting occurs. Thunderbolts are due to electric
discharges between the electrically charged (Cb) elements
and the Earth’s surface.
The charging of the Cb elements results from
charge separation associated with changes of phase involving hail as follows :
1. Positive charge is acquired by an ice crystal
growing from the vapour, the corresponding negative
charge being carried away on ice splinters breaking
from the parent crystal.
2. Negative charge, greater in rate of production
and maximum amount than in (1), is acquired by an
evaporating hail element or stone, the separation being
again associated with splinter formation.
3. Positive charge, much greater in rate of production and maximum amount than in (1) or (2), is acquired by a hailstone which rimes under the bobardment
from supercooled droplets. Splinter formation is again involved. The electrification ceases of glazed ice instead
of rime occurs on the element.
In this manner, the (Cb) elements acquire negative
charge mainly where hail evaporates (near and at the
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edges), and positive-charge where it rimes (central bottom). However, the Qur’ân says in this respect :
“The vivid flash of its lightning almost takes away
the sight”, meaning the flash of lightning resulting from
hail formation ! Is that not amazing ? Add to this the
fact that those who happen to be near enough to the
(Cb) cloud may lose their sight for a while!!
As regards comets, they are members of the solar
system. They travel under the sun’s gravitational field in
orbits that are conic sections subject to planetary perturbations. The observed orbits may be eliptical, parabolic
or hyperbolic.
A comet whose orbit is an ellipse will be periodic
and return to perihelion at almost regular intervals. Parabolic or hyperbolic orbits are not periodic. A comet that
leaves our neighbourhood with such an orbit will leave
the solar system forever. In practise, it is not difficult
to distinguish between the three orbits. About three
fourths of all known comets have apparently parabolic
orbits, and less than twenty are known to have apparently hyperbolic orbits. About one hundred comets are
known to have elliptical orbits, and many of them have
been ovserved to return around the sun several times.
Halley’s comet is one of them.
This comet was noted by Halley to be periodic. He
observed that the orbits of the comets of the years
1531, 1607 were identical with that of the comet of
1682. He then correctly predicted a return in 1758, but
did not live to see it.
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Records of the comet are available since 240 B.C.
For a long period, notably in the less enlightened ages, it
was credited with being the precursor of grave events. Its
appearance in 837 was accompanied by the fall of* Amorio, and in 1453 by the fall of Constantinople.

«Nay, indeed I could swear by the (heavenly bodies)
which remain far from the sight for long periods of
time and reappear running sweeping (the sky) ».
(At-Takwîr : 15-16)

˝ÏfM] JÌ ÄÎ —Ï «Òu−
Ò ÄÎ æ±µº f
Ï M] \
Ì Î UÏÐ rÌ #
Ï _Î √Ì öÒ%˚

‰uI¹ p – v%Ë Æ Â ∏≥∑ ≠ ‡¼ ≤≤≥ ÂUŽ rB?²F*« WH?OK)« b¹ v% W¹—uL?Ž XDIÝ ★
©±∂ ≠ ±µ® d¹uJ² «
∫ UNFKDF …bOB_ ÂU9 uÐ√
V²J « sF ¡U³½√ ‚b6√ nO# «
VFK «Ë b'« 5Ð b(« ÁbŠ v%
The most recent return in 1910 was
scientific activity. Halley’s comet was seen
summer of 1986. It is one of about
known to have periods between 10 and
due to their large orbits.

an event of
again in the
forty comets
1,000 years,

Like other bright comets when near to the sun, Halley’s comet is ovserved to have a comlicated structure :
The head consists of a large (coma) — gases and fine
particles round a nucleus and a bright (nucleus). The (tail)
points away from the sun across millions of kilometers
as if it sweeps the sky ! Generally, when a comet is far
from the sun no tail becomes visible as it approaches Perihelion. The material of the head is volatalized by the
sun’s radiation, and driven away from the sun by radiation
pressure. At every approach to the sun a periodic comet,
such as Halley’s, loses some of the material of its head.
The above almost detailed description about comets
has been given in order to throw light on Allâh’s saying:

Finally, it remains to prove the amazing validity of
the verse given on page (11), Book (1), which says :
«And they remained in their cave three hundred
years, a number which has to be increased by nine
years».
(Al-Kahf : 25)

˝UÚF#
Î ðÏ «ËÌœ«Òœ“Î «Ò§ 5
Ò MÏ Ý
Ï WÔ zÒ UÏF À
Ò öÒŁ rÎ NÏ HÏ NÎ UÒ vÏ% «uÌ¦³Ï Ò §Ò ˚
©≤µ® nNJ «
This verse miraculously transfers 300 solar years
exactly to 309 lunar years ! !
In the light of the recent careful astronomical
measurements and exact estimates, it became evident
that :
1. The average duration of the lunar month =
29.550329 days.
2. one solar year equals 365.2422 days, so that the
total number of days in 300 solar years is :
300 x 365.2422 = 109572.66 days, and the total
number of days in 309 lunar years is :
12 x 309 x 29.550329 = 109572.66 days.
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Evidently, there are twelve lunar months in one lunar
year, and the Qur’ân says :
«For sure, the number of months (per year) as regarded by Allâh, is twelve months in the Book of Allâh
on the day He created the Heavens and the Earth …»
(At-Taubah : 36)
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THE TRUE PILLAR OF LIGHT
The mission of Prophet Muh ammad (prayers and peace be
upon him) and the revelation of the Qur’ân were the most
outstanding events in history to offer man justice, liberty and
equality, to enrich human culture and to bring forth new
dimensions to the study of the universe.
Needless to say that, in order to bring mankind closer and
closer to the Great Intellectual Reality concerning the existence
of Merciful, dominating and Ominpotent Creator, the Qur’ân
urged us to investigate the hidden wonders of nature, and thus
to endeavour interpreting the fixed rules and unaltered
mechanisms which govern the expanding universe with
outstanding precision and extreme exactness!
As mentioned in part (2), materialism essentially means the
denial of the “Great Intellectual Reality” which is the basic
doctrine in Isâm known as “Tawh îd”, or the belief in the
Oneness of Allâh. Such denial soon leads to spiritual emptiness
which creates confusion, anarchism and instability, due to the
hollow void in the initial build up of human psyche.
Needless to say that there is no reason whatever to assume
the existence of more than One Creator. This has become quite
evident in the Age of Science, due to the scientifically
established uniformity, stability and uniqueness in the build up
of the universe.
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“Tawh îd” and the concepts involving the essentials of
human life as partricularized in the Qur’ân, urge people to
accept and adopt Islamic values and doctrines which ensure
human rights in full fairness.
Similar to the physical laws which are established by
science and which act to maintain the existence of natural
phenomena, the moral balance of mankind is established by
religious standards and values and maintains human nature
behaving and acquiring fine character.
Again, the human mind, which designates the human race
as occupying the highest rank among beings living on Earth, is
part of the Supreme Measure. One can say that it is reflection of
Allah’s Light, Wisdom, Perfection, Knowledge, Justice and
Ominpotence; the Qur’ân Says what means:
“The Merciful; taught the Qur’ân; He created man; He
taught him the Bayân*; the sun and the moon follow
perfectly computed courses; and the seedlings and trees
booth bow in adoration; and the sky He raised high, and set
up the balance (of Justice ); so do not transgress (due )
balance; and establish weight with justice and fall not short
in the balance”.
(Ar-Rah mân : 1-9)

ÌfÎL? ?]AÄ ©¥® ÒÊU??ÒO? Ò³?ÎÄ Ìt? ÒL]KÒŽ ©≥® ÒÊU?? Ò½ù« ÒoÒKÒš ©≤® ÒÊ¬Îd? ?ÌIÎÄ Òr]KÒŽ ©±® ÌsÒL? ?ÎŠ]d%«˚

We, believers, have thus to operate with standards and
values consistent with the law of balance and justice. However,
this also means consistency with the reality of our own nature
and we are apt to receive Allâh’s blessing in the Hereafter. In
other words, we have to endeavour following the righteous path
of reality and justice. In such respects the Qur’ân says, for
example what means:
“Praise be to Ar-Rahmân to Whom belongs all that in
the heavens and in the earth, and to Him be praise in the
Hereafter; He is All Wise All- Cognizant. He knows all that
goes into the earth and all that comes out thereof, all that
comes down from the sky and all that ascends thereto, and
and the Ghafûr
He is Ar-Rahîm (All-Merciful)
(All-Forgiving)”.
(Saba’ : 1-2)

ÒuÌ¼Ò§ Ï…Òd?Ïšü« vÏ- Ìb?ÎL?Ò×ÎÄ ÌtÒ%Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ- U?ÒOÒ§ Ï «Òu?ÒL?]Ä vÏ- U?ÒO ÌtÒ% ÈÏc]Ä Ït]KÏ% Ìb?ÎL?Ò×Î%«˚
¡Ï U?LÒ ?
] %« sÒ OÏ Ì‰eÏ MÒ¹ U?OÒ §Ò U?NÒ MÎ OÏ Ã
Ì dÌ ?:
Î ¹Ò U?OÒ §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ- Z
Ì KÏ ¹Ò U?OÒ rÌ KÒ FÎ ¹Ò ©±® dÌ ?O?³Ï ?:
Ò ÄÎ ÌrOÏJ×
Ò ÄÎ
©≤≠±® Q?? ?³? ? Ý

˝©≤® Ì—u?? ? ÌH? ? ÒGÎÄ Ìr?O? ? ÏŠ]dÄ Òu?Ì¼Ò§ U?? ?ÒN? ? O? ? Ï- ÌÃÌd? ? ÎF?Ò¹ U?? ?ÒOÒ§

“... Who is aware of the unseen, and from Who is not
hidden the least mass of an atom neither in the heavens nor
in the earth, nor is there anything less than that or greater,
but in a conspicuous record. That He shall reward those
who believe and have deeds of righteousness: For such is
forgiveness and generous sustenance”.

ÒlÒ{ÒËÒ§ U??ÒN?ÒF?Ò-Ò— Ò¡U??ÒL?]%«Ò§ ©∂® ÏÊ«Òb? Ì−?ÎÒ¹ Ìd? Ò−?]A%«Ò§ ÌrÎ−?]M%«Ò§ ©µ® ÔÊU?Ò³?Î? Ì×ÏÐ Ìd?ÒL? ÒIÎ%«Ò§

(Saba’ : 3-4)

«ËÌd? 
Ï ?:
Î ðÌ ôÒ§ Ïj
Î ? IÏ %Î UÏÐ ÊÒ “Î uÒ ÄÎ «u??LÌ ? O?@Ï √Ò §Ò ©∏® ÊÏ «Òe? O? LÏ ÄÎ vÏ- «Îu? GÒ DÎ ðÒ ô] √Ò ©∑® ÊÒ «Òe? O? LÏ ÄÎ
sÏO Ìd?ÒGÎZÒ√ ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ- ôÒ§ Ï «Òu?ÒL]Ä vÏ- Ô…]—Ò– Ì‰U?ÒIÎ¦?ÏO ÌtÎMÒŽ Ì»Ìe?ÎFÒ¹ ô ÏVÎOÒGÎÄ ÏrÏ%U?ÒŽ˚
©π≠±® sLŠd%«

˝©π® ÒÊ«ÒeOÏLÎÄ

* Ability of expression, intelligent speech, capability to understand and interpret well, capacity to grasp knowledge.
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“... Who is aware of the unseen, and from Who is not
hidden the least mass of an atom neither in the heavens nor
in the earth, nor is there anything less than that or greater,
but in a conspicuous record. That He shall reward those
who believe and have deeds of righteousness: For such is
forgiveness and generous sustenance”.
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(Saba’ : 3-4)
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©π≠±® sLŠd%«

˝©π® ÒÊ«ÒeOÏLÎÄ

* Ability of expression, intelligent speech, capability to understand and interpret well, capacity to grasp knowledge.
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It is worth mentioning here that during the time of the
revelation (of the Qur’ân) it was common (according to Greek
philosophers) to call ultimate small size of material bodies by
ther name “atom”. It was also believed that the atom could not
be divided into smaller constituents. Its divisibility was realized
only in the Age of Science, but the Qur’ân still says what
means:

The Qur’ân does not provide text books or lecture notes in
dealing with scientific subjects, but quotes the (facts) that
reflect on the glory of organization, grandeur of creation,
precision, supreme cohesion of purpose, proof of Divine power,
unique intelligence, and elimination of the so-called “accidental
creation”. The Qur’ân states what means:

“.... and from your Lord is not hidden the least mass of
an atom, neither in the earth nor in heavens, nor is there
anything less than that or greater, but in a conspicuous
record”.

“And We made the sky (the atmosphere) preserved roof
yet they care not to recognize its (multiple) services”.
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 32)

(Yûnus : 61)

ÒpÏ%Ò– sÏO ÒdÒG?ÎZÒ√ ôÒ§ Ï¡UÒL?]Ä vÏ- ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ- Ô…]—Ò– Ï‰UÒI?Î¦ÓÏO sÏO ÒpÓÏÐ]— sÒŽ Ì»Ìe?ÎFÒ¹ UÒOÒ§˚
©∂±® f½u¹

˝5
Ô ³Ï OÓÌ »
Ô UÒ²gÏ vÏ- ô] ≈ dÒ ³Ò gÎ √Ò ôÒ§

The main basic themes of the so-called useful scientific
knowledge are miraculously inherent in the text of the Qur’ân
for the purpose of human enlightenment. Essentials of natural
phenomena such as: clouds, rain, wind, daylight... have been
generally indicated in the Qur’ân before being established by
scientists. Enlightened minds, however, will think rationally
and honestly and consequently never miss the reality of
Creation.
Examples of the universality and unification in the base of
the origin of creation are, in the Age of Science, evident in the
conclusions attained in all the branches of science such as: the
laws of physics, the “phenomenon of pairs” observable in both
animate and inanimate creation, the structure of the atom and of
the solar system, the precise quantification and precision
involved in the creation and the secrets of the soul... Moreover,
the unlimited vastness and the sequential hierarchic constitution
of the entire universe are vivd indications of the Creator and the
Oneness of Allâh.
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©≥≤® ¡UO³½_« ˝æ≥≤º ÊÒ uÌ{dÏ FÎ OÌ UÒNðÏ UÒ¹¬ sÎ ŽÒ rÎ ¼Ì §Ò UÚþuÌH×
Î O] UÚHIÎ Ý
Ò ¡Ò UÒL
] Ä UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ˚
The earth’s roof is its atmosphere. It is composed of a
mixture of gases which are preserved and not allowed to escape
into space due to the relatively large gravity of the earth. This
condition could not be realized on the moon, which lost its roof
and thus became roofless, due to its relatively small
gravitational force. In this way the moon soon lost the water of
its oceans and seas. It evaporated into the vast space.
The earth’s atmosphere (or roof) renders vital services to
living creatures on earth, notably human beings, such as:
1- It contains oxygen necessary for the life of both the animal
and the plant kingdoms.
2- It carries water vapour from the earth’s surface up to the
upper layers of the atmosphere where clouds form and give
rain. This process involves the source of fresh water on
earth.
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3- It contains the carbon dioxide gas, which is absorbed by
plants receiving sunlight by day to form sugar, starch, oil...
4- Sound waves propagate through the air, thus we can hear
the voice of each other. This is not the case on the moon.
5- Daylight is due to the scattering and diffuse reflection of
sun rays in the thin air layer extending from the earth’s surface
up to about 200 kilometers and facing the sun. This layer may
be referred to as the (skin-layer). The rest of the atmosphere and
space are dark and dim. As the earth rotates the skin- layer
keeps facing the sun and appears as though it is flayed from the
body of the atmosphere. Miraculously enough the Qur’ân says
in this respect what means:
“And a sign to them is the night when We strip from it
the day they become in darkness”.

Evidently, this verse refers to the fact that the sun is the
source of light, while the moon reflects back sunlight falling on
its surface back to the Earth. Lunar months and years can be
readily counted by observing the phases of the moon. The
Qur’ân states what means:
2- “And We have made the night and the day two signs: the
sign of the night have We cancelled, while We have made
the sign of the day lightened that you may seek bounty
from your Master and that you may know the number
and count of the years; likewise everything have We fully
explained”.
(Al-Isrâ’ : 12)

ö
Ú C
Î -Ò «uÌG²Ò ³Î ²Ò %ÏÓ Ú…dÒ B
Ï ³Î OÌ —Ï UÒNM] Ä WÒ ¹Ò ¬ UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò qÏ OÎ K] Ä WÒ ¹Ò ¬ UÒ½uÎ ×
Ò LÒ -Ò ÏsOÎ ²Ò ¹Ò ¬ —Ò UÒNM] %«Ò§ ÒqOÎ K] Ä UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ˚

(Yâsîn : 37)

˝©±≤º ö
Ú ? O? B
Ï ?HÎ ?ðÒ ÁÌ UÒMKÎ B
] ? -Ò ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò q] gÌ §Ò »
Ò U??
Ò ?×
Ï %Î «Ò§ 5
Ò MÏ 
ÏÓ ?Ä œÒ bÒ ?ŽÒ «u??LÌ KÒ FÎ ? ²Ò %Ï §Ò rÎ ?JÌ ÐÏÓ —] sÓOÏ
©≥∑® f¹

˝æ≥∑º ÒÊuÌLÏKÎEÌÓO rÌ¼ «Ò–SÒ- Ò—UÒN]MÄ ÌtÎMÏO ÌaÒKÎÒ½ ÌqÎO]KÄ ÌrÌN]% WÒ¹¬Ò§˚
©±≤® ¡«dÝù«

Again, one reads in the Qur’ân what means:
1- “And that is He Who made the sun shining and the moon
illuminating and measured out phases for it that you
might be aware of the number of years and the count of
time; nowise did Allâh create this but in Truth and
Righteousness, thus He explains His signs in detail for a
people who are granted knowledge”.
(Yûnus : 5)
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Ò MÏ 
ÏÓ Ä œÒ bÒ ? ŽÒ «u?LÌ ?KÒ FÎ ?²Ò %Ï Ò‰“Ï UÒM?OÒ ÁÌ —Ò b] ?@Ò §Ò «Ú—uÌ½ Òd? LÒ ?IÒ %Î «Ò§ ¡Ú U??OÒ ?{
Ï ÒfLÎ ? A
] Ä qÒ FÒ ? łÒ ÍÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì ˚
˝©µ® ÊÒ u?? ?LÌ KÒ FÎ ?¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ ? ?IÒ ?%Ï Ï UÒ¹ü« qÌ B
ÏÓ ? ? HÒ ¹Ì oÏÓ ?×
Ò %Î UÏÐ ô] ≈ p
Ò ?%Ï –Ò tÌ K] Ä oÒ ?KÒ šÒ U?? ?OÒ »
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Ò ??×
Ï %Î «Ò§
©µ® f½u¹
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The earth receives maximum amount of solar energy in the
blue part of the solar spectrum. Also the blue rays suffer
maximum scattering by the air molecules present in the lowest
200 kms of the atmosphere, thus producing the blue of the sky.
This means that the blue of the sky is nothing but an optical
phenomenon.
Scattering of the rays makes them come from all directions,
so that it is not necessary, in order to lighten a room with
daylight, that one should open a window facing the sun.
Opening any window not facing the sun allows scattered rays to
enter the room and lighten it! Is that not a sign of the Creator
being All-Wise and All-Cognizant?
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The Qur’ân states what means:
3- “Allâh is He Who raised the heavens without pillars that
you may see; then mastered Himself on the throne of
Authority and subjected the sun and the moon, each one
runs its course for a term appointed...”
(Ar-Rad : 2)

Scientifically speaking, there is no absolute time. One day
on earth differs from that on any other planet in our solar
system.
“And in the alteration of night and day and the
sustenance which Allâh sends down from the sky, whereby
He gives life to the earth after its death, and in sending
winds in their ways are signs for a people of discernment.”

dÒ ? :
] ?Ý
Ò §Ò ‘
Ï dÎ ? FÒ ÄÎ vÒKŽÒ È
¢ uÒ ? ²Ò ?Ý
Î ‹ r] ?ŁÌ U?NÒ ½Ò ËÎ dÒ ?ðÒ Ôb?LÒ ? ŽÒ Ïd?OÎ ? GÒ ÐÏ Ï «Òu? LÒ ?
] Ä lÒ ?-Ò —Ò ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä ˚
(Al-Jâthiyah : 5)

©≤®bŽd%«

˝vÓÚLÒÌÓO ÔqÒłÒ_ ÈÏdÎ−Ò¹ ÓqÌg ÒdÒLÒIÎ%«Ò§ ÒfÎL]AÄ

In fact, here and there in its text, the Qur’ân draws our
attention to the various signs (of the Creator) embedded in the
universe such as: The vast dimensions of space; the relativity of
time and the alteration of day and night on earth. The Qur’ân
states what means:
“Indeed I could swear by the sites of the stars and
indeed it is a great oath if your are aware of it.”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 75-76)

bÒ ?FÎ ÐÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « tÏ ÐÏ U?OÒ ŠÎ QÒ ?-Ò Ô‚“Î —ÏÓ sÏO Ï¡U?LÒ 
] ?Ä sÒ OÏ ÌtK] Ä ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ U?OÒ §Ò Ï—UÒNM] %«Ò§ ÏqOÎ ?K] Ä ·
Ï öÏ²?šÎ «Ò§ ˚
©µ® WOŁU'«

˝©µ® ÒÊuÌKÏIÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎu?ÒIÓÏ%  UÒ¹¬ ÏÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn¹ÏdÎBÒðÒ§ UÒNÏðÎuÒO

Mathematics is accounted for in the Qur’ân by using the
Decimal system of notation. It is science of number. The
present system of notation is known as the Arabic system. In
this system, the number which is written 888, was, in the
Roman system, written in the form: DCCCL XXX VIII.

˝æ∑∂º r ?OEÏ ?ŽÒ ÊÒ u?? ? LÌ KÒ ?FÎ ?ðÒ uÎ %] r ?
Ò ? ? ?IÒ %Ò tÌ ?½] ≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÂÏ u?? ? −
Ì ?MÓÌ Ä lÏ ?@Ï «Òu? ? ?LÒ ?ÐÏ rÌ 
Ï ? ? ? @Î √Ì ö?? ? -Ò ˚
©∑∂≠∑µ® WF@«u%«
As stated in Book (2), the so-called quasars have been
discovered at sites greater than 10 billion light years afar! The
Qur’ân states what means:
“And indeed in accord with your Lord, one day is like
thousand years as counted by you.”
(Al-Hajj : 47)

©¥∑®Z(«
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˝æ¥∑º ÒÊËÌÓbÌFÒð U]L?ÓÏO ÔWÒMÒÝ ÏnÎ%ÒQÒg ÒpÓÏÐÒ— ÒbMÏŽ UÚOÎuÒ¹ ]Ê≈Ò§˚

Evidently, in the Arabic decimal system, one letter stands
for eight hundred, another for eighty and another for eight. Thus
the symbol 8 can signify eight hundred, or eighty or eight
according to position. The symbol 0, as was introduced by the
Arabs, was placed in the position where no number was present.
During the time of the Revelation (of the Qur’ân), there
was in use more than one system of notation and counting, but
the Qur’ân insisted to use in its text the so-called Decimal
system only. This system, as described above includes the
method of counting by tens. This choice of the Qur’ân urged the
Muslims to stick to it and to recommend it to all other nations.
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for eight hundred, another for eighty and another for eight. Thus
the symbol 8 can signify eight hundred, or eighty or eight
according to position. The symbol 0, as was introduced by the
Arabs, was placed in the position where no number was present.
During the time of the Revelation (of the Qur’ân), there
was in use more than one system of notation and counting, but
the Qur’ân insisted to use in its text the so-called Decimal
system only. This system, as described above includes the
method of counting by tens. This choice of the Qur’ân urged the
Muslims to stick to it and to recommend it to all other nations.
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The frequency of occurance of numbers in the text is not
equal. The number 1 has the highest frequency, about 95. This
ˆ is the religion of Monothesists. The
is natural, because Islam
Qur’ân says, for example what means:

1- “He who brings a good deed shall have ten the like of
it....”
(Al-An‘âm : 160)

©±∂∞®ÂU??F½_«
“Say He is Allâh, The One and Only.”
(Al -Ikhlas. : 1)

©±®’ö?? šù«

2- “.... and if there are of you one hundred they will
vanquish a thousand of the unbelievers...”
(Al-Anfâl : 65)

˝©±® b? ? ÒŠÒ√ Ìt]KÄ Òu?Ì¼ ÎqÌ@˚
©∂µ®‰UH½_«

The greater part of the numbers used are evidently 10 and
powers of 10, such as:
100 - 1,000 - .... 100,000.
The decimal point 1/10 was introduced later by the
Muslims. The Qur’ân says what means:
“And those who were their predecessors rejected the
Truth even though they did not receive one tenth of what
We had granted...”
(Saba’: 75)

©¥µ® Q³Ý

˝ÎrÌ¼UÒMÎOÒð¬ UÒO Ò—UÒAÎFÏO «uÌGÒKÒÐ UÒOÒ§ ÎrÏNÏKÎ³Ò@ sÏO Òs¹Ïc]Ä Ò»]cÒgÒ§˚

The world had to wait about 200 years after the time of the
Revelation of the Qur’ân until the Muslim mathematician,
Gamshid, introduced the decimal point and the symbol 0 in the
positions where no number was present.
The following are examples regarding the verses
mentioning the number 10 and its powers:
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˝U?? ÒNÏ%U??Ò¦? ÎOÒ√ Ìd? ?ÎA? ÒŽ ÌtÒKÒ- ÏW?ÒMÒ? Ò×Î%U?ÏÐ Ò¡U??Òł sÒO ˚

˝«ËÌdÒHÒg Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒsÓÏO U?ÚHÎ%Ò√ «uÌ³ÏKÎGÒ¹ WÒzUÓÏO rÌJMÓÏO sÌJÒ¹ Ê≈Ò§˚

3- “... and a day in the sight of the Master is like a thousand
years of your reckoning.”
(Al-Hajj : 47)

©¥∑®Z(«

˝æ¥∑º ÒÊËÌÓb? ÌFÒð U??]L? ÓÏO ÔWÒMÒÝ Ïn?Î%ÒQ?Òg Òp?ÓÏÐÒ— ÒbMÏŽ U??ÚOÎuÒ¹ ]Ê≈Ò§˚

4- “... In a day the measure whereof is as fifty thousand
years.”
(Al-Ma‘ârij : 4)

©¥®Ã—UF*«

˝©¥® ÔWÒMÒÝ ÒnÎ%Ò√ Ò5Ï?ÎLÒš ÌÁÌ—«ÒbÎI?ÏO ÒÊUÒg ÔÂÎuÒ¹ vÏ-˚

5- “And We sent him to a hundred thousand (persons) or
more.”
(As-Sâffât
: 147)
. .

©±¥∑® U?-U?B%«

˝æ±¥∑º ÊÒ ËÌb¹Ïe¹Ò ËÎ √Ò n
Ô %Î √Ò WÏ zÒ U?OÏ v¢ %Ò ≈ ÁÌ UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò §Ò ˚

6- “Didst thou not turn your vision to those who abandoned
their houses though they were thousands...”
(Al-Baqarah : 243)

©≤¥≥®…dI³%«

˝·uÌ%√Ì rÎ ¼Ì §Ò rÎ ¼Ï —Ï UÒ¹œÏ sÏO «uÌłdÒ šÒ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] vÒ%≈ dÒ ðÒ rÎ %Ò √Ò ˚
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Obviously, one can say that the text comes in a manner
declaring the approach of the “Age of Science”, being
comprehensive, stimulant to the thought, rational and
enlightening to the mind.

1- “Have We not made the earth as a wide expanse; and the
mountains as pegs.”
(An-Naba’ : 6-7)

Knowledge becomes rather complete and well understood
when it is quantized. Mathematics in this respect is the element
of wisdom and exact meaning. Its study introduces balance and
order to the various branches of knowledge.

©∑≠∂®Q³M%«

Muslim mathematicians added various fundamental
contributions to mathematical sciences, such as the introduction
of Algebra and Logarithms.
In the field of natural sciences the Qu’ân says, for example
what means:
1- “Have We not made the earth as an expanse; and the
mountains as pegs.”
(An - Naba’ : 6-7)

©∑≠∂®Q³M%«

˝ ©∑® «ÚœUÒðÎËÒ√ Ò‰UÒ³Ï−Î%«Ò§ ©∂® «ÚœUÒNÏO Ò÷Î—Ò_« ÏqÒFÎ−Ò½ ÎrÒ%Ò√ ˚

A modern model of the earth’s crust shows rather uniform
thick layer of basalt over the so- called mantle. Upon these are
super imposed continental blocks with average thickness varing
between about 30-40 kilometers. These blocks are so heavy that
they press the layer of basalt underneath them down by about
20 kilometers into the mantles thus resembling roots or pegs.
Nowadays, the fact that a continent floats on the mantle is
known as the (Theory of Isostacy), and just as the roots of
continental blocks thrust deep into the underlying mantle, so the
roots of mountain systems push down, even deeper in order to
support their weights, and to justify their great heights. In this
respect the Qur’ân says, what means:
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˝ ©∑® «ÚœUÒðËÎ √Ò ‰Ò UÒ³−
Ï %Î «Ò§ ©∂® «ÚœUÒNOÏ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « qÏ FÒ −
Î ½Ò rÎ %Ò √Ò ˚

Usually, from high mountains and stable- lands, rivers flow
down to valleys and flat areas of the earth’s surface. The Qur’ân
says what means:
2- “And it is He Who spread out the earth and set thereon
high mountains and (flowing) rivers....”
(Ar- Ra‘d : 3)

©≥®bŽd%«

˝ «Ú—UÒN½Î √Ò §Ò vÒ Ý
Ï «ÒË—Ò UÒNOÏ- qÒ FÒ łÒ §Ò ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « b] OÒ ÈÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ˚

Again, the most striking feature about the earth’s surface is
that most of it (about 4/5) is covered with water. Still more land
could be drowned in oceans if the earth’s heat reserviors,
represented by the millions of cubic kilometers of the ice caps
in polar and high mountain regions, were to melt. Average
sea-level will thus rise by about 500 meters.
All this amount of water on earth is not in vain. It supports
life on it and acts to minimise temperature differences and
contrasts on the planet between day and night, and summer and
winter in an outstanding manner. However, the Qur’ân says
what means:
1- “And We sent sown water from the sky according to
(due) measure and thus We caused it to be presered in
the earth....”
(Al-Mu’minûn : 18)

©±∏®ÊuMOR*«

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ- ÁÌ U]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ -Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒO ¡Ï UÒL
] Ä sÒ OÏ UÒM%Î eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
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˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ- ÁÌ U]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ -Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒO ¡Ï UÒL
] Ä sÒ OÏ UÒM%Î eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
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Evidently, within the material universe, including our
home (the earth), these are signs for people to witness Allâh’s
supreme wisdom and unlimited knowledge:
4- “And in the earth are signs for believers.”
(Adh - Dhâriyât : 20)

©≤∞® U¹—«c%«

˝ æ≤∞º Ò5ÏMÏ@u?ÌLÎKÓÏ%  UÒ¹¬ Ï÷Î—Ò_« wÏ-Ò§˚

Water that covers about four fifths of the globe is vital for
life to flourish on it. The creation of the atmosphere, which acts
as roof of the entire earth, dominates and protects lives of living
beings on it as mentioned before.
Without rain erosion and weathering of rocks become
almost checked and there would be no fertile soil in which
plants cloud grow. Needless to say- that water forms more than
70 per cent of the weight of our bodies and takes part in almost
all the chemical reactions taking place in living bodies in
general. Allâh says what means:

Without the carbondioxide plants could not produce
carbohydrates which are the primary stage in the food chain that
supports animal life on earth. In this process solar energy (light)
is also stored by the green matter of the leaves (chlorophyl) in
the form of wood or carbon, oil, sugar and starch for the benefit
of mankind. In such respects the Qur’ân says what means:
8- “And He has subjected to you, freely from Him, all that is
in the heavens and that is in the earth...”
(Al- Jâthiyah: 13)

©±≥®WOŁU'«

9- “And He is Who has sent down water from the sky
thereby We produce plants of all types from which We
get out green matter (chlorophyl) by which we produce
cumulative grains...”
(Al-An‘âm : 99)

5- “... And We made from water every living thing...”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 30)

©≥∞® ¡U??O? ³½_«

˝ vÔÓ ŠÒ ¡Ô vÎ ?ý
Ò q] gÌ ¡Ï U??LÒ ÄÎ sÒ OÏ U?MÒ KÎ FÒ ? łÒ §Ò ˚

6- “He sent down water from the sky thereby channels did
flow, each according to its measure...”
(Ar- Ra‘d : 17)

©±∑® bŽd%«

˝UÒ¼Ï—ÒbÒIÏÐ WÒ¹ÏœÎËÒ√ ÎXÒ%UÒÒ- Ú¡UÒO Ï¡UÒL]Ä ÒsÏO Ò‰Òe½Ò√˚

7- “Verily, in the heavens and the earth are signs for the
believers...”
(Al- Jâthiyah : 3)

©≥® W?OŁU'«
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˝©≥® Ò5?ÏMÏOÎRÌLÎKÓÏ% Ô UÒ¹ü Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «Òu?ÒL?]Ä vÏ- ]Ê≈ ˚

˝ tÌ MÎ OÏÓ UÚFOÏLłÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ- UÒO§Ò Ï «ÒuLÒ 
] Ä vÏ- U]O rÌJ%Ò dÒ :
] Ý
Ò §Ò ˚

«Úd?C
Ï šÒ tÌ MÎ ?OÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ šÎ QÒ ?-Ò ¡Ô wÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ gÌ Ò U?³Ò ½Ò tÏ ÐÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ ?šÎ QÒ ?-Ò Ú¡UÒO Ï¡U?LÒ ?
] Ä sÒ OÏ Ò‰eÒ ½Ò√ ÍÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ˚
©ππ®ÂU?F½_«

˝U?Ú³?Ïg«ÒÒdÒ²?ÌÓO U?ÚÓ³?ÒŠ ÌtÎMÏO ÌÃÏd?Î:ÌÓ½

Without the high altitudes cover of atomic oxygen
(ionsphere) and ozone (ozonsphere), which absorb most of the
ultra-violet radiation coming from the sun, life on earth would
be rather impossible. Again the Qur’ân says what means:
10- “Have you not seen that ’Allâh has subjected to you all
that is in the earth...”
(Al- Hajj : 65)

©∂µ®Z(«

˝ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ- U]O rÌJÒ% Òd?]:ÒÝ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒ%Ò√ ˚
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“And the sun and moon are joined together. That day
will man say: Where is the refuge?”

No Limits
In fact, the examples given above are mere samples not to
be compared with the vast fields of knowledge which have been
gained by the human race through scientific discoveries and
researches.

(Al- Qiyâmah : 9-10)

˝æ±∞º dÓÌ HÒ LÒ ÄÎ sÒ ¹Î √Ò cÔ ¾Ï OÒ uÎ ¹Ò ÊÌ UÒ½ù« ‰Ì uÌI¹Ò ©π® dÌ LÒ IÒ %Î «Ò§ f
Ì LÎ A
] Ä lÒ LÏ łÌ §Ò ˚
©±∞≠π®WOUOI%«

Almost no limit could be made to scientific progress.
According to the astronomical observations, no other beings
live on the other plants of our own solar system. Man is,
therefore, the master of the whole solar system. Allâh says what
means:
1- “And He taught (the race of) Âdam the nature of all
things...”

The Qur’ân tells us that this will take place when the earth
becomes an ornamental spot in the solar system, and man
becomes the master in the system:
“Until the earth becomes clad with its garden
ornaments and is decked out in beauty, and the people to
whom it belongs think that they possess the ability of
disposal over it, there comes Our command by night or by
day...”

(Al - Baqarah : 31)

©≥±® …dI³%«

(Yûnus : 24)

˝UN]KÌg Ò¡UÒLÎÝÒ_« ÒÂÒœ¬ Òr]KÒŽÒ§˚
UÒ½ÌdÎOÒ√ UÒ¼UÒðÒ√ UÒNÎOÒKÒŽ ÒÊËÌ—ÏœUÒ@ ÎrÌN]½Ò√ UÒNÌKÎ¼Ò√ ]sÒþÒ§ ÎXÒM]¹]“«Ò§ UÒNÒ-ÌdÎšÌ“ Ì÷Î—Ò_« Ï ÒcÒšÒ√ «Ò–≈ ¢v]²ÒŠ˚

2- “... And say (asking Allâh) : O my Lord, I beg for
increasing my knowledge.”
(Tâhâ : 114)

©±±¥® tÞ

˝æ±±¥º UÚLÎKÏŽ vÏ½ÎœÏ“ ÓÏ»]— qÌ@Ò§˚

©≤¥®f½u¹

˝«Ú—UÒNÒ½ ÎËÒ√ ÚöÎOÒ%

Surely, Allâh’s command will come by night or by day,
exactly as the verse states, because at any moment only one half
of the earth’s surface faces the sun receives sun light, while the
other half becomes at night.

Scientists predict that life on earth will finally come to an
end when the sun suddenly expands (or eplodes) in such a
dreadful manner that it reaches the moon and consequently
burns the earth. At present, the temperature of its outer radiating
surface has been estimated to be 6000 degrees absolute! Allâh
says what means:

98

99

“And the sun and moon are joined together. That day
will man say: Where is the refuge?”

No Limits
In fact, the examples given above are mere samples not to
be compared with the vast fields of knowledge which have been
gained by the human race through scientific discoveries and
researches.

(Al- Qiyâmah : 9-10)

˝æ±∞º dÓÌ HÒ LÒ ÄÎ sÒ ¹Î √Ò cÔ ¾Ï OÒ uÎ ¹Ò ÊÌ UÒ½ù« ‰Ì uÌI¹Ò ©π® dÌ LÒ IÒ %Î «Ò§ f
Ì LÎ A
] Ä lÒ LÏ łÌ §Ò ˚
©±∞≠π®WOUOI%«

Almost no limit could be made to scientific progress.
According to the astronomical observations, no other beings
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therefore, the master of the whole solar system. Allâh says what
means:
1- “And He taught (the race of) Âdam the nature of all
things...”

The Qur’ân tells us that this will take place when the earth
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becomes the master in the system:
“Until the earth becomes clad with its garden
ornaments and is decked out in beauty, and the people to
whom it belongs think that they possess the ability of
disposal over it, there comes Our command by night or by
day...”

(Al - Baqarah : 31)

©≥±® …dI³%«

(Yûnus : 24)

˝UN]KÌg Ò¡UÒLÎÝÒ_« ÒÂÒœ¬ Òr]KÒŽÒ§˚
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exactly as the verse states, because at any moment only one half
of the earth’s surface faces the sun receives sun light, while the
other half becomes at night.

Scientists predict that life on earth will finally come to an
end when the sun suddenly expands (or eplodes) in such a
dreadful manner that it reaches the moon and consequently
burns the earth. At present, the temperature of its outer radiating
surface has been estimated to be 6000 degrees absolute! Allâh
says what means:
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THE ROLE OF THE QUR’ÂN IN
ESTABLISHING THE PRINCIPLES OF
BASIC SCIENCE
I. Arithmatic
The advancement in arithmatic was the first real step that
lead to the progress in science. During the time of the revelation
there existed in common use two principal systems of number
and counting, namely the decimal and sexagesimal systems. As
a simple example illustrating the difference between these
systems, the value of 231.157 in the decimal system is:
2 x 100 + 3 x 10 + 1+ 1 + 5 + 7
10
100
1000
which in the sexagesimal system is:
1 +
5 + 7
60
3600 216000
The Qur’ân, as said above, urged the Muslims to reject
adopting, and stop using, the sexagesimal system. On the basis
of the decimal system of numbers and fractions, it uses the
following digits and numbers in various aspects:
2 x 3600 + 3 x 60 + 1+

1- 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 19 - 20 - 30
- 40 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 - 200 - 300 - 1000 - 2,000 - 3,000 5,000 - 50,000 - and 100,000.
Amongst the fractions used one can find:
1- 1 -1 -1 - 1-1 -1
2 3 4 5 6 8 10

100

101

Naturally, the number 1 has maximum frequency of
occurence amongst all the verses, since Islâm is the religion of
Monotheists. One of the verses reads as follows:
“Say: He is Allâh the One and Only.”
(Al-Ikhlâs : 1).

©±®’ö?? šù«

those...”

(Saba’ : 45)

©¥µ®Q?? ³? Ý

˝Îr¼Ì U?MÒ OÎ ðÒ ¬ U?? OÒ —Ò U??A
Ò ? ?FÎ ? ?OÏ «u??GÌ KÒ ?ÐÒ U??OÒ §Ò rÎ ?NÏ KÏ ³Î ? ?@Ò sÏO sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] »
Ò c] ? ?gÒ §Ò ˚

˝©±® b? ÒŠÒ√ Ìt]K?Ä ÒuÌ¼ ÎqÌ@˚

Evidently, the Qur’ân also repeats using the number 10 and
its powers to 10 to the five. At that early time of the revelation,
however, mathematical operations were limited to certain
purposes in trade, heritage and the like... The dozen was also
sometimes used.
The world had to wait at least 200 years after revelation
until the Muslim scientists introduced the decimal point and the
use of the Zero (0) as we know it now.
The following are some selected verses which mean:
1- “Allâh directs you as regards your children’s
(inheritance ): for the male a portion equal to that of two
females; but if only women more than two their share is two
thirds of the inheritance, and if only one, her share is one
half; for parents, a sixth share of the inheritance is for each
if the deceased left children; if he has no children and the
parents are the (only) heirs the mother takes the third, but if
the deceased has brothers (or sisters) the mother takes sixth.
The distribution in all cases is (always) after the payment of
legacies or debts.”
(An-Nisâ’ : 11).

sÏ OÎ ? ²Ò MÒ ŁÎ ‹ ‚
Ò uÎ ?-Ò ¡Ú U??
Ò ½Ï s] gÌ ÊS?-Ò sÏ OÎ ? OÒ ?¦Ò ½Ì_« k
ÏÓ ŠÒ qÌ ?¦Î ?OÏ dÏ ?gÒ c] ?K%Ï rÎ gÌ œÏ ôÎË√Ò vÏ- tÌ K] Ä rÌ JÌ O??Z
Ï uÌ¹˚
”
Ì bÌ 
ÓÌ Ä U?LÒ NÌ MÎ OÏÓ Ôb?ŠÏ «Ò§ qÏÓ JÌ %Ï Ït¹Î uÒ ÐÒ _Ò §Ò ÌnB
Î MÏÓ Ä UÒNKÒ -Ò …Ú bÒ ?ŠÏ «Ò§ ÎX½Ò UÒg Ê≈Ò§ „Ò dÒ ðÒ UÒO U?¦Ò KÌ ŁÌ s] NÌ KÒ -Ò
ÌtÒ% ÒÊU??Òg ÊS?Ò- ÌYÌKÌÓ¦Ä Ït? ÓÏOÌú?Ò- ÌÁ«ÒuÒÐÒ√ ÌtÒŁÏ—ÒËÒ§ b?Ò%Ò§ Ìt]% sÌJÒ¹ Îr]% ÊS?Ò- b?Ò%Ò§ ÌtÒ% ÒÊU?Òg Ê≈ Ò„ÒdÒð U??]L?ÏO
(±±® ¡UM%«
˝ ÔsÎ¹Òœ ÎËÒ√ UÒNÏÐ vÏZuÌ¹ ÔW]OÏZÒ§ ÏbÎFÒÐ ÎsÏO Ì”ÌbÌÓÄ ÏtÓÏOÌúÒ- …ÒuÎš≈
102

2- “And their predecessors rejected the Truth and yet they
have not attained one tenth of what we had granted to

3- “He who does good will have ten times as much to
credit...”
(Al-An‘âm : 160)

˝UÒNÏ%UÒ¦ÎOÒ√ ÌdÎAÒŽ ÌtÒKÒ- ÏWÒMÒÒ×Î%UÏÐ Ò¡UÒł sÒO˚

©±∂∞®ÂUF½_«

4- “Or they may say: he forged it; say to them: bring you
then ten Sûras forged like to it...”
(Hûd : 13)

©±≥® œu¼

˝Ô UÒ¹Òd? Ò²? ÎH? ÌO ÏtÏKÎ¦? ÓÏO Ô—Òu? ÌÝ Ïd? ÎA? ÒFÏÐ «uÌðÎQ? Ò- ÎqÌ@ ÌÁ«Òd? Ò²? Î-‹ ÒÊuÌ%u??ÌIÒ¹ ÎÂÒ√ ˚

5- “And We appointed for Moses thirty nights, and added to
them ten, and he completed the whole time appointed by
his Master of gorty nights.”
(Al-A‘râf : 142)

˝ÚWKÒ OÎ ?%Ò 5
Ò FÏ ÐÒ —Î √Ò ÏtÐÏÓ —Ò Ì U?? IÒ ? O? OÏ r] ²Ò ? ?-Ò Ôd? A
Î ? FÒ ?ÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMLÎ ? ?LÒ ðÎ √Ò §Ò ÚWKÒ OÎ %Ò 5
Ò ?ŁÏ öÒŁ v¢ Ý
Ò u??OÌ U?½Ò bÎ ? ÒŽ«ÒË§Ò ˚
©±¥≤® ·«dŽ_«
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Naturally, the number 1 has maximum frequency of
occurence amongst all the verses, since Islâm is the religion of
Monotheists. One of the verses reads as follows:
“Say: He is Allâh the One and Only.”
(Al-Ikhlâs : 1).
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Evidently, the Qur’ân also repeats using the number 10 and
its powers to 10 to the five. At that early time of the revelation,
however, mathematical operations were limited to certain
purposes in trade, heritage and the like... The dozen was also
sometimes used.
The world had to wait at least 200 years after revelation
until the Muslim scientists introduced the decimal point and the
use of the Zero (0) as we know it now.
The following are some selected verses which mean:
1- “Allâh directs you as regards your children’s
(inheritance ): for the male a portion equal to that of two
females; but if only women more than two their share is two
thirds of the inheritance, and if only one, her share is one
half; for parents, a sixth share of the inheritance is for each
if the deceased left children; if he has no children and the
parents are the (only) heirs the mother takes the third, but if
the deceased has brothers (or sisters) the mother takes sixth.
The distribution in all cases is (always) after the payment of
legacies or debts.”
(An-Nisâ’ : 11).
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2- “And their predecessors rejected the Truth and yet they
have not attained one tenth of what we had granted to

3- “He who does good will have ten times as much to
credit...”
(Al-An‘âm : 160)

˝UÒNÏ%UÒ¦ÎOÒ√ ÌdÎAÒŽ ÌtÒKÒ- ÏWÒMÒÒ×Î%UÏÐ Ò¡UÒł sÒO˚

©±∂∞®ÂUF½_«

4- “Or they may say: he forged it; say to them: bring you
then ten Sûras forged like to it...”
(Hûd : 13)

©±≥® œu¼
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5- “And We appointed for Moses thirty nights, and added to
them ten, and he completed the whole time appointed by
his Master of gorty nights.”
(Al-A‘râf : 142)

˝ÚWKÒ OÎ ?%Ò 5
Ò FÏ ÐÒ —Î √Ò ÏtÐÏÓ —Ò Ì U?? IÒ ? O? OÏ r] ²Ò ? ?-Ò Ôd? A
Î ? FÒ ?ÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMLÎ ? ?LÒ ðÎ √Ò §Ò ÚWKÒ OÎ %Ò 5
Ò ?ŁÏ öÒŁ v¢ Ý
Ò u??OÌ U?½Ò bÎ ? ÒŽ«ÒË§Ò ˚
©±¥≤® ·«dŽ_«
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6- “Allâh aforetime did take a covenant from the Children
of Israel and We appointed among them twelve
Chieftains...”
(Al-Mâ’idah : 12)

10- “He (controls and rules) all affairs from the Heaven to
the Earth, then will (all affairs) be raised up to Him
(ta‘ruj) during a day the measure whereof is one
thousand years of your reckoning.”
(As- Sajdah : 5)

©±≤®…bzU*« ˝UÚ³OÏI½Ò dÒ A
Ò ŽÒ vÎ MÒ ŁÎ ‹ rÌ NÌ MÎ Ï UÒM¦Î FÒ ÐÒ §Ò qÒ OÏz«ÒdÝ
Î ≈ vÏMÐÒ ‚
Ò UÒ¦OÏ tÌ K] Ä cÒ šÒ √Ò bÎ IÒ ,Ò §Ò ˚
U]LÓÏ ÔWÒMÒÝ ÒnÎ,Ò√ ÌÁÌ—«Òb?ÎIÏ ÒÊUÒ/ ÔÂÎuÒ¹ vÏ0 ÏtÎOÒ,≈ ÌÃÌdÎFÒ¹ ]rÌŁ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÒ,≈ Ï¡U?ÒL]MÄ ÒsÏ ÒdÎÒ_« ÌdÓÏÐÒbÌ¹˚
7- “The parable of those who spend their substance in the
way of Allâh is like that of a grain (of corn) which grows
seven ears, each ear has one hundred grains; and Allâh
gives manifold increase to whom He pleases....”

©µ®…b−M,«

˝©µ® ÒÊËÌÓbÌFÒð

11- “The Night of Qadr ( Power and Mercy) is better than
thousand months.”

(Al-Baqarah: 261)

©≥®—bI,«

˝©≥® dÔ ?NÎ ý
Ò n
Ï ,Î √Ò sÎ ÏÓ d OÎ ?šÒ —Ï bÎ IÒ ÄÎ WÌ KÒ OÎ ,Ò ˚

qÏÓ /Ì vÏ0 qÒ ÐÏ UÒMÝ
Ò lÒ ?³Î Ý
Ò X
Î ²Ò ?³Ò ½Î √Ò WÔ ?³] ?ŠÒ qÏ ¦Ò ?LÒ ?/Ò tÏ K] Ä qÏ O?³Ï ?Ý
Ò vÏ0 rÎ NÌ ,Ò «Òu?Î √Ò ÊÒ u?IÌ ?HÏ MÌ¹ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] qÌ ¦Ò ?Ò ˚
©≤∂±®…dI³,«

˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò sÒ*Ï n
Ì ŽÏ UÒC¹Ì tÌ K] ,«Ò§ WÔ ³] ŠÒ WÌ zÒ UÓÏ WÔ KÒ ³Ì MÎ Ý
Ì

8- “Remember you implored the assistance of your Lord
and He answered you: I shall assist you with one
thousand of the angels, ranks on ranks.”
(Al-Anfâl : 9)

˝©π® 5
Ò 0Ï œÏ dÎ Ì WÏ JÒ zÏ öÒLÄÎ sÒ ÏÓ n
Ô ,Î QÒ ÐÏ rÌ/bÓÌ LÏ Ì vÓ½Ï √Ò rÎ JÌ ,Ò »
Ò UÒ−²Ò Ý
Î UÒ0 rÎ JÌ Ð] —Ò ÊÒ uÌ¦OÏG²Ò M
Î ðÒ –Î ≈˚
©π®‰UH½_«
9- “And We did send Nooh to his people and he tarried
among them one thousand years less fifty years...”

12- “... If there are twenty amongst you, patient (and
persevering), they will vanquish two hundred and if
there are one hundred they will vanquish one thousand
of the unbelievers...”
(Al- Anfâl : 65)

ÒsÓÏ UÚHÎ,Ò√ «u?Ì³ÏKÎGÒ¹ WÒzUÓÏ rÌJMÓÏ sÌJÒ¹ Ê≈Ò§ Ïs?ÎOÒ²ÒzUÏ «u?Ì³ÏKÎGÒ¹ ÒÊËÌdÏÐUÒ` ÒÊËÌdÎA?ÏŽ ÎrÌJMÓÏ sÌJÒ¹ Ê≈˚
©∂µ®‰U?? ?H½_«

˝«ËÌd? ? ÒH? ? Ò/ Òs?¹Ïc]Ä

13- “... and He knew that there is weakness in you; even
though if there are a hundred of you, patient and
preserving, they will vanquish two hundred with the
leave of Allâh, for Allâh is with those who patiently
persevere.”

(Al-‘Ankabût : 14)

(Al-Anfâl : 66)

˝ÚUÓ UÒŽ 5
Ò M
Ï LÎ šÒ ô] ≈ WÔ MÒ Ý
Ò n
Ò ,Î √Ò rÎ NÏ OÏ0 Y
Ò ³Ï KÒ 0Ò tÏ Ï uÎ TÒ v¢ ,Ò ≈ UÚŠuÌ½ UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò bÎ IÒ ,Ò §Ò ˚
rÎ JÌ MÓÏ sÌJ¹Ò Ê≈Ò§ sÏ ?OÎ ?²Ò zÒ U?Ï «u?³Ì KÏ GÎ ¹Ò … dÒ ÐÏ U?`
Ò W zÒ U?ÏÓ rÌJMÓÏ s?JÌ ¹Ò ÊS?0Ò U?HÚ ?FÎ ?{
Ò rÎ JÌ O?0Ï Ê] √Ò rÒ KÏ ŽÒ §Ò ˚
©±¥® u³JMF,«
104

©∂∂® ‰U?H½_«

˝æ∂∂º Òs¹ÏdÏÐU?]BÄ ÒlÒ Ìt]K,«Ò§ Ït]KÄ ÏÊÎ–SÏÐ ÏsÎO?ÒHÎ,Ò√ «u?Ì³ÏKÎGÒ¹ nÎ,Ò√
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6- “Allâh aforetime did take a covenant from the Children
of Israel and We appointed among them twelve
Chieftains...”
(Al-Mâ’idah : 12)

10- “He (controls and rules) all affairs from the Heaven to
the Earth, then will (all affairs) be raised up to Him
(ta‘ruj) during a day the measure whereof is one
thousand years of your reckoning.”
(As- Sajdah : 5)
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7- “The parable of those who spend their substance in the
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seven ears, each ear has one hundred grains; and Allâh
gives manifold increase to whom He pleases....”
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˝©µ® ÒÊËÌÓbÌFÒð

11- “The Night of Qadr ( Power and Mercy) is better than
thousand months.”

(Al-Baqarah: 261)
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8- “Remember you implored the assistance of your Lord
and He answered you: I shall assist you with one
thousand of the angels, ranks on ranks.”
(Al-Anfâl : 9)
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9- “And We did send Nooh to his people and he tarried
among them one thousand years less fifty years...”

12- “... If there are twenty amongst you, patient (and
persevering), they will vanquish two hundred and if
there are one hundred they will vanquish one thousand
of the unbelievers...”
(Al- Anfâl : 65)
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˝«ËÌd? ? ÒH? ? Ò/ Òs?¹Ïc]Ä

13- “... and He knew that there is weakness in you; even
though if there are a hundred of you, patient and
preserving, they will vanquish two hundred with the
leave of Allâh, for Allâh is with those who patiently
persevere.”

(Al-‘Ankabût : 14)

(Al-Anfâl : 66)
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Ò rÎ JÌ O?0Ï Ê] √Ò rÒ KÏ ŽÒ §Ò ˚
©±¥® u³JMF,«
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©∂∂® ‰U?H½_«

˝æ∂∂º Òs¹ÏdÏÐU?]BÄ ÒlÒ Ìt]K,«Ò§ Ït]KÄ ÏÊÎ–SÏÐ ÏsÎO?ÒHÎ,Ò√ «u?Ì³ÏKÎGÒ¹ nÎ,Ò√
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14- “... Is it not enough for you that your Lord would
provide you with three thousand angels (specially) sent
down?”

18- “And We sent him (Jonah) to one hundred thousand
(men) or more.”
(As: 147)
. Sâffât
.

(Âl- ‘Imrân: 124)

©±¥∑® U0UB,«

˝æ±¥∑º ÒÊËÌb¹ÏeÒ¹ ÎËÒ√ ÔnÎ,Ò√ ÏWÒzUÏ ¢vÒ,≈ ÌÁUÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√Ò§˚

˝©±≤¥º 5
Ò ,Ï eÒ MÌ WÏ JÒ zÏ öÒLÄÎ sÒ ÏÓ ·
Ô ô¬ WÏ ŁÒ öÒ¦ÐÏ rÌJÐÓÌ —Ò rÎ /Ì b] LÏ ¹Ì ÊÒ√ rÎ JÌ OÒ HÏ JÎ ¹Ò sÒ,Ò√˚
©±≤¥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
15- “Yea, if you remain firm and act aright, even if ( your
enemy) should rush in hereon you in hot haste, your
Lord would provide you with five thousand angels
making terrific onslaught.”
(Âl- ‘Imrân: 125)

ÒsÓÏ Ô·ô¬ ÏWÒM?ÎLÒmÏÐ rÌJÌÓÐÒ— ÎrÌ/ÎœÏb?ÎLÌ¹ «ÒcÒ¼ ÎrÏ¼Ï—ÎuÒ0 sÓÏ rÌ/uÌðÎQÒ¹Ò§ «u?ÌI]²ÒðÒ§ «ËÌd?Ï³ÎBÒð Ê≈ ¢vÒKÒÐ˚
(±≤µ® Ê«d?LŽ ‰¬

˝æ±≤µº 5
Ò Ï uÏÓ ?M
Ò Ì WÏ JÒ zÏ ö?LÒ ÄÎ

16- “Did you not turn by vision to those who abandoned
their homes, though they were thousands (in
number)
for fear of death...?”
(Al- Baqarah: 243)

©≤¥≥® …dI³,« ˝Ï ÎuÒLÎÄ Ò—ÒcÒŠ ·uÌ,Ì√ ÎrÌ¼Ò§ ÎrÏ¼Ï—UÒ¹Ïœ sÏ «uÌłÒdÒš Òs¹Ïc]Ä vÒ,≈ ÒdÒð ÎrÒ,Ò√˚
17- “The angels and the Spirit ta‘ruj ( ascend curvilinearly) to
Him in a day the measure whereof is (as) fifty thousand
years.”
(Al- Ma‘ârij: 4)

˝©¥® WÔ MÒ Ý
Ò n
Ò ?,Î √Ò 5
Ò M
Ï ? LÎ ? šÒ ÁÌ —Ì «Òb? IÎ ? ?Ï ÊÒ U??/Ò ÂÔ uÎ ¹Ò vÏ0 tÏ ? OÎ ?,Ò ≈ Õ
Ì ËÌdÓ ,«Ò§ WÌ JÒ zÏ ö??LÒ ?ÄÎ Ã
Ì dÌ ? FÎ ðÒ ˚
©¥® Ã—UF*«
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II. Winds
Winds are air in motion. Generally, air moves under the
effect of atmospheric pressure differences.When air rises up it
is cooled down by the expansion resulting from the decrease of
atmospheric pressure with increasing height as mentioned in
page 49 of book II of this series. The rate of cooling amounts to
10˚c per kilometer for dry air and 6.5˚c per kilometer for
saturated air.
Cooling of moist air decreases its ability to hold
water-vapour, and when saturation is attained further colling
produces condensation, or the formation of water-drops or ice
crystals according to temperature. This is how clouds are
formed at levels depending on the amounts of water-vapour
present in the ascending air.
This means that clouds are formed by the ascent of moist
air in the atmosphere (by winds moving in the vertical). The
first book which postulates this fact is the Qur’ân:
1- “He is Allâh Who sends the winds and they raise
clouds...”
(Ar-Rûm: 48)

©¥∏® ÂËd,«

˝UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì 0Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÌ Ý
Ï dÎ ¹Ì ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä ˚

General Wind Circulation. Muslims have been requested
and urged to study this circulation by the Qur’ân:
3- “... And in the turning about of the winds there are signs
for a people who are wise.”
(Al- Jâthiyah: 5)

©µ®WOŁU'«

4- “... And in the turning about of the winds and the clouds
which are trailed like slaves between the sky and the
earth indeed there are signs for a people who are wise..”
(Al- Baqarah: 164)

˝æ±∂¥º ÊÒ uÌKIÏ FÎ ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ ,ÏÓ Ô UÒ¹ü ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï¡UÒLM] Ä sÒ OÎ ÐÒ Ïdm] MÒ LÌ ÄÎ »
Ï UÒ×M] ,«§ ÏÕUÒ¹dÏÓ Ä n
Ï ¹ÏdB
Î ðÒ §Ò ˚
©±∂¥®…dI³,«
Meteorlologically speaking, winds are also known to be
either continental (dry) or maritime (humid) in origin. The
inflow of a maritime air-mass is usually a sign of wet weather,
while dry weather generally accompanies the inflow of
continental air-masses. The Qur’ân, however, distinguishes
between such air-masses.
5- “And He is Who sends the winds as heralds of glad
tidings going before His mercy...”

2- “And Allâh is He who sends forth the winds and they
raise cloud...”
(Fâtir. : 9)

˝©µ® ÒÊuÌKÏIÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎuÒIÓÏ,  UÒ¹¬ ÏÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn¹ÏdÎBÒðÒ§˚

(Al- Furqân: 48)

©¥∏® ÊUTdH,«

˝ÏtÏ²ÒLÎŠÒ— ÎÍÒbÒ¹ ÒsÎOÒÐ «ÚdÎAÌÐ ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÒqÒÝÎ—Ò√ ÈÏc]Ä ÒuÌ¼Ò§˚

The same meaning is also given in the verses Ar-Rûm (16),

©π® dÞU0

˝UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì 0Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÒ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] ,«Ò§ ˚

Naturally, therefore, the general distribution of clouds and
rainfall over the earth’s surface should follow the so-called
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An-Naml (163) and Al-A‘râf (57), which refer to maritime
air-masses of wet periods. Dry air-masses are, on the other
hand, rainless:
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6- “And in the ‘Âd (people) behold, We sent against them
the devastating dry wind.”
(Adh- Dhariyât : 41)

©¥±® U¹—«c,«

Average
Force
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name in the
Qur’ân
(Translated)

Description

{

10 59
11 68
12 above 75

Calm
Light air
Light Breeze
Gentle Breeze
Moderate Breeze
Fresh Breeze
Strong Breeze
Moderate Gale
Fresh Gale
Strong Gale
Whole Gale
Storm
Hurricane

Calm

}

Favourable
wind

(Ash - Shûrâ : 33)

©≥≥® È—u?? A?,«

Storng wind
Furious noisy
Violent
Violent with showers
of stones
Violent breaking masts
Storm
Hurricane

˝Ò`¹ÓÏdÄ Ïs?ÏJÎMÌ¹ ÎQ? ? ÒAÒ¹ Ê≈˚

Forces (1-5): “He is Who enableth you to traverse through
land and sea, so that you even board ships,
they sail with them with a favourable wind and
they rejoice thereat...”
(Yûnus : 22)

`
Ô ¹ÏdÐÏ rÏN?ÐÏ Òs¹Î dÒ ?łÒ §Ò ÏpKÎ HÌ ?ÄÎ wÏ0 Îr²Ì MÌ/ «Ò–≈ v¢ ²] ? ŠÒ dÏ ?×
Î ? ³Ò ,Î «Ò§ dÏÓ ?³Ò ÄÎ w?0Ï Îr/Ì dÌ ?OÏÓ ? M
Ò ¹Ì ÍÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì ˚
©≤≤® f½u¹

˝UÒNÏÐ «uÌŠÏd?Ò0Ò§ ÔWÒ³ÓÏOÒÞ

Forces (6): “...On which strong wind blew on a tempestuous
day.”
(Ibrâhîm: 18)

©±∏® rO?¼«dÐ≈

Table (1) The Beaufort Scale
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Force (0): “If it be His will He can make the wind
calm...”

˝æ¥±º ÒrOÏIÒFÎÄ Ò`¹ÓÏdÄ ÌrÏNÎOÒKÒŽ UÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√ Î–≈ ÔœUÒŽ vÏ0Ò§˚

Winds also have different speeds or forces. Meterologists
use a special scale of wind force known as the Beaufort Scale,
which is given in Table (1). In general, the meaning of each
individual name of wind as quoted by Qur’ân has been given in
Table (1)...

Speed
0 M.P.H
2
5
10
15
21
28
35
42
50

Some chosen verses concerning winds which mean:

˝ ÔnÏ`U?? ÒŽ ÔÂÎu?Ò¹ vÏ0 Ì`¹ÓÏd?Ä ÏtÏÐ Î ]b? ?Ò²? ?Îý‹˚

Forces (7): “So We sent against them a furious moisy wind
through days of disaster....”
(Fussilat
. . : 16)

©±∂® XKB?0

˝ Ô UÒM×
Ï ½] ÂÔ U]¹√Ò w?0Ï «Úd`
Ò dÎ `
Ò U?×
Ú ¹Ï— rÎ NÏ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒM?KÎ Ý
Ò —Î QÒ 0Ò ˚

Forces (8): “But the ’Âd, they were destroyed by a furious
noisy violent wind.”
(Al- Hâqqah : 6)

©∂® WTU(«

˝ ©∂® ÔWÒOÏðUÒŽ Ôd?Ò`ÎdÒ` Ô`¹ÏdÏÐ «uÌJÏKÎ¼ÌQÒ0 œUÒŽ U]Ò√Ò§˚
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Forces (9): “...Or that He will send against you a violent
wind with showers of stones...”
(Al- Isrâ’: 68)

©∂∏® ¡«dÝù«

˝UÚ³Ï`UÒŠ ÎrÌJÎOÒKÒŽ ÒqÏÝÎdÌ¹ ÎËÒ√ ˚

Forces (10): “.. And sends against you a violent wind that
breaks your masts..”
(Al- Isrâ’: 69)

©∂π® ¡«dÝù«

˝Ï`¹ÓÏdÄ ÒsÓÏ UÚHÏ`UÒT ÎrÌJÎOÒKÒŽ ÒqÏÝÎdÌOÒ0˚

Forces (11): “... Comes a stormy wind and the waves come to
them from all sides..”

III. Cosmology
It is accepted amongst cosmologists that the creation of the
earth and the heavens (the universe) and their content of matter
and radiation is neither haphazard nor accidental as nonbelievers utter, but according to perfect design and precise
measure. In this respect the Qur’ân says for example what
means:
1- “Verily, there is not a single thing but its (unexhaustible
sources and) treasures are with Us; and We only send
down thereof in due and ascertainable measures.”
(Al-Hijr : 21)

(Yûnus : 22)

©≤±®d−(« ˝ æ≤±º ÔÂuÌKÎF] Ô—Òb?ÒIÏÐ ]ô≈ ÌtÌ,ÓÏeÒMÌ½ UÒÒ§ ÌtÌMÏz«ÒeÒš UÒ½ÒbMÏŽ ]ô≈ Ô¡ÎvÒý sÓÏ Ê≈Ò§ ˚
©≤≤® f½u¹

˝ ÔÊUÒJÒ ÓÏqÌ/ sÏ ÌÃÎuÒLÎÄ ÌrÌ¼Ò¡UÒłÒ§ nÏ`U?ÒŽ `¹Ï— UÒNÎðÒ¡UÒł ˚

Forces (12): “... And it was caught in a hurricane with fire
therein..”
(Al- Baqarah : 266)

©≤∂∂® …dI³,«

2- “... And every single thing is to Him according to
measure in due proportion.”

(precise)

(Ar- Ra‘d : 8)

˝—UÒ½ ÏtOÏ0 —UÒBÎŽ≈ UÒNÒÐUÒ`ÒQÒ0˚
©∏® bŽd,«

˝©∏® Ô—«ÒbÎIÏLÏÐ ÌÁÒbMÏŽ Ô¡ÎvÒý ÌÓqÌ/Ò§ ˚

3- “Verily, everything have We created in due proportion
and measure.”
(Al- Qamar : 49)

©¥π®d?? L? ?I,«
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˝æ¥πº Ô—Òb? ? ÒIÏÐ ÌÁUÒMÎI?ÒKÒš Ô¡ÎvÒý ]q?Ì/ U]½≈˚
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2- “... And every single thing is to Him according to
measure in due proportion.”

(precise)

(Ar- Ra‘d : 8)

˝—UÒ½ ÏtOÏ0 —UÒBÎŽ≈ UÒNÒÐUÒ`ÒQÒ0˚
©∏® bŽd,«

˝©∏® Ô—«ÒbÎIÏLÏÐ ÌÁÒbMÏŽ Ô¡ÎvÒý ÌÓqÌ/Ò§ ˚

3- “Verily, everything have We created in due proportion
and measure.”
(Al- Qamar : 49)

©¥π®d?? L? ?I,«
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4- “And We sent down water from the Sky according to a
precise measure and thereby We caused the earth to hold
it...”
(Al - Mu’minûn : 18)

©±∏® ÊuMR*«

˝ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ0 ÌÁU]MÒJÎÝÒQÒ0 Ô—ÒbÒIÏÐ Ú¡UÒ Ï¡UÒL]MÄ ÒsÏ UÒMÎ,Òe½Ò√Ò§˚

Astronomically, the earth is known to be the only planet in
the Solar System which contains a great amount of water in its
three phases namely:
1- The solid phase comprising the ice of the two poles and tops
of mountains. These are vast areas where extensive amounts
of surplus heat energy can be extiguished.
2- The gaseous phase, which is the water-vapour suspended in
the atmosphere. The density of water-vapour is only 3/8 that
of the dry air. For this reason air can carry water- vapour and
lift it to great heights sufficient for clouds to form and
precipitation to occur by condensation, or transformation of
the water-vapour into water drops or ice crystals according
to temperature.
3- Liquid water, which is the liquid phase. This covers about
three-quarters of the earth’s surface. It is the source of
water-vapour in the atmosphere. The so-called oceancurrents evently distribute solar energy failling on the earth’s
surface, and thus enable life to flourish on earth.

˝æ∂πº ÊÒ uÌ,eÏ MÌLÄÎ sÌ ×
Î ½Ò ÎÂ√Ò ÊÏ eÎ LÌ ÄÎ ÒsÏ ÁÌ uÌL²Ì ,Î eÒ ½Ò√ Îr²Ì ½Ò√√Ò æ∂∏º ÊÒ uÌÐdÒ A
Î ðÒ ÈÏcÄ] Ò¡UÒLÄÎ Ìr²Ì ¹Î √Ò dÒ 0Ò √Ò ˚
©∂π≠∂∏®WFT«u,«
Again, for travelling through space, or ascent upwards to
heavens, the Qur’ân miraculously introduces the expression
(Ya‘ruj) as verb, and (Mi‘râj) as name. The expression means
motion in curved lines and not in straight lines. We are now
aware of the fact of the geometry of space that it does not know
the so-called straight lines. In space all things move in curved
lines. However, the Qur’ân says what means:
1- “From Allâh Master of ( al-ma‘ârij ) the ways of ascent.”
(Al- Ma‘ârij : 3)

©≥®Ã—UF*«

2- “He Knows all that goes into the earth and all that comes
out thereof, all the comes down from the heaven and all
that ya‘ruj (mounts up) thereto, and He is Ar-Ra hîm
(Most Merciful) Al-Ghafour (M ost- Forgiving).”
(Saba’ : 2)

ÒuÌ¼Ò§ UÒN?OÏ0 ÌÃÌd?ÎFÒ¹ UÒÒ§ Ï¡UÒL?]M,« ÒsÏ Ì‰ÏeMÒ¹ UÒÒ§ U?ÒNÎMÏ ÌÃÌdÎmÒ¹ UÒÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ0 ÌZÏK?Ò¹ UÒ ÌrÒKÎFÒ¹˚
©≤®Q³Ý

Rain is the actual source of fresh-water on earth, whether
we take this water from rivers, tributaries, wells, or springs...
this is exactly what the Qur’ân postulates. The verse means:
4- “See you the water which you drink. Do you bring it
down (in rain) from the nimbus clouds or are We Who let
it fall?”

˝ ©≥® Ã
Ï —Ï U?FÒ LÒ ÄÎ ÈÏ– tÏ K] Ä sÒ Ï ˚

˝©≤® Ì—u?ÌHÒGÎÄ ÌrOÏŠ]dÄ

3- “... He known whatever enters within the earth and
whatever comes forth out of it, whatever comes down
from the heaven and whatever ya‘ruj ( mounts up) to it,
and He is with you wheresoever you may be...”
(Al- Hadîd : 4)

(Al- Wâqi‘ah : 68-69)
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©¥® b¹b(«

˝ÎrÌ²MÌ/ UÒ ÒsÎ¹Ò√ ÎrÌJÒFÒ

4- “The angels and the spirit ta‘ruj (ascent) to Him in a day
the measure whereof is fifty thousand years.”
(Al - Ma‘ârij : 4)

˝©¥® ÔWÒMÒÝ Òn?Î,Ò√ Ò5ÏM? ÎL? ?Òš ÌÁÌ—«Òb? ÎI? ?Ï ÒÊU??Ò/ ÔÂÎuÒ¹ vÏ0 Ït? ?ÎOÒ,≈ ÌÕËÌÓd,«Ò§ ÌW?ÒJÏzö??ÒLÎÄ ÌÃÌd? ?ÎFÒð˚
©¥® Ã—UF*«

IV. Biochemistry
Under this title, we are mainly concerned with
photosynthesis, which is the process by which oxygen and
complex organic substances, like oil or starch or sugar... are
produced in plants from the carbondioxide present in the
atmosphere and the water of the soil under the influence of
sunlight in the presence of the chlorophyl which exists in the
green leaves.
The chlorophyl is green colouring matter in almost all
plants apart from few types. It is a mixture of two pigments in
about three to one proportions. Both are exters and
anaptonically related to hemin.
The chlorophyl is soluble in either, alcohol, and olive oil,
and when dissolved it exhibits a red florescence.
Relatively high energy content results from the fixation, as
chemical energy, of part of the radiant energy of the sunlight
falling on the plant’s leaves.
In fact, photosynthesis is the most fundamentally important
of biochemical processes. This is because, chemically speaking,
green plants are the only productive segment of the earth’s
population. The Animal Kingdom is not so equipped to make
use of solar radiant energy. Members of this kingdom make use
only of the chemical energy stored in materials such as starches,
sugars..., either directly or indirectly through other animals that
feed on plants. In fact, the continuance of animal life is entirely
dependent on the photosynthetic activity of plants.
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân says what means:
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“And it is He who sends down water (rain) from the sky,
with it We produce vegetation of all kinds (plants), from
which We produce green (material chlorophyl) out of which
We produce heeped grain...”
(Al - An‘âm : 99)

«Úd?C
Ï šÒ tÌ MÎ ?Ï UÒMłÎ dÒ šÎ QÒ ?0Ò ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ /Ì Ò U?³Ò ½Ò tÏ ÐÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ ?šÎ QÒ ?0Ò Ú¡UÒ Ï¡U?LÒ ?M
] Ä sÒ Ï Ò‰eÒ ½Ò√ ÈÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ˚
©ππ®ÂUF½_«

˝UÚ³Ï/«ÒÒdÒ²?ÌÓ UÚÓ³ÒŠ ÌtÎMÏ ÌÃÏdÎmÌÓ½

V. Outstanding Obstacles Faced
The Ancient Agricultural Communities
The Qur’ân mentions that the ancient agricultural
community in Egypt used to face deadly troubles, whenever the
people missed Allâh’s righteous way, as signs from Allâh.
“So We sent on them (high destructive) floods, locusts,
lice, frogs and blood (bilharzia), signs openly selfexplained..”
(Al - A‘râf : 133)

˝ Ô ö?B
] ?HÒ ?ÓÌ Ô UÒ¹¬ ÂÒ b] ,«Ò§ ÒŸœÏ U?HÒ ?C
] ?,«Ò§ ÒqL] ?IÌ ,Î «Ò§ Òœ«Òd?−
Ò ,Î «Ò§ ÒÊU?0Ò uÌDÓ Ä rÌ NÏ ?OÎ ?KÒ ŽÒ UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î QÒ ?0Ò ˚
©±≥≥®·«dŽ_«
The floods refer most likely to high Nile floods which used
to destroy many villages and damage most fields in ancient
Egypt. In our Age of Science, however, the Nile reservoirs and
High Dam put an end to this effect.
Locusts destroy the crops. As the immature locusts can not
fly, they march steadily across the country eating every green
plant as they pass; and they even cross rivers by the bridges
formed of the bodies of the drowned, vanguards!
Locusts multiply at an alarming rate. Vast swarms
measuring 50 by 80 kms- and occupying several days in passing
may fill the air such that the sunlight becomes almost totally
absorbed. It is said that once train traffic was stooped by
locusts’ crushed bodies! However, nowadays locusts have been
successfully vanquished and killed.
It can be readily seen that, before the Age of Science, the
five signs quoted in the Qur’ân characterized the agricultural
community of Ancient Egypt.
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Lice form a group of small parasitic wingless insects. The
mouth parts are developed into a hooked tube with which they
bore into the skin and suck the blood of their hosts! The eggs
are deposited on the hairs, hatch out in few days and produce
their species in almost a fortnight.
Lice, in general, furnish an unbearable source of
discomfort and disease. Other types are: (a) The plant louse and
(b) the chicken lice.
Frogs are smooth-skinned members of the order Ecaudate
(tailless) of the class Batrachia. They are distinguished from
newts and salamanders by the absence of a tail in the adult
stage.
Frogs can live only in damp places. They are absent from
deserts and high ranges of mountains. They furnish sources of
unbearable noise. They feed on insects and slugs seized by
thrusting out the long sticky tongues. Blood (Bilharazia): The
word blood has been mentioned by the Qur’ân to denote urine
containing blood as a result of infection with bilharzia. This
disease has only been discovered by Dr. Bilharz in the last
century.

VI. The Spherical Shape And Rotation Of The Earth
The fact that the earth is round and that it rotates round its
axis and round the sun is also postulated in the Qur’ân, but in an
indirect manner.
People generally see that the earth’s surface appears flat,
inspite the fact that is is almost spherical. When referring to
such apparently described phenomena, the Qur’ân adopts a
unique indirect way of expressing things such that it does not
urge people to deny the revelation.
The spherical shape of the earth necessitates that when one
half of the earth’s surface faces the sun it becomes illuminated.
This represents day time. The other half does not face the sun
and faces the darkness of space (night). The Qur’ân expresses
this fact by saying what means:
1- “... There reaches it Our command by night or by day...”
(Yûnus : 24)

˝«Ú—UÒNÒ½ ÎËÒ√ Úö?ÎOÒ UÒ½ÌdÎÒ√ UÒ¼UÒðÒ√ ˚

©≤¥®f½u¹
Again, the Qur’ân says what means:

2- “... He makes the night spherically overlap the day, and
makes the Day spherically overlap the night...”
(Az-Zumar : 5)

©µ®de«
120

˝ÏqÎO]KÄ vÒKÒŽ Ò—UÒN]MÄ Ì—ÓÏuÒJÌ¹Ò§ Ï—UÒN]MÄ vÒKÒŽ ÒqÎO]KÄ Ì—ÓÏuÒJÌ¹ ˚
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3- “And the earth after that He spread it out.”
(An- Nâzi‘ât : 30)

©≥∞® U??Ž“U?M«

˝æ≥∞º UÒ¼U??ŠÒ œÒ p
Ò Ï –Ò bÒ ? ?FÎ ÐÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§˚

In this verse, the Qur’ân uses parts of the word (dahaha),
which in some parts of the Arab world means (shaped like an
egg). This has been discovered to be the true shape of the earth.
The rotation of the earth has been made clear by several
verses such as:
4- “You cause the night to gain on the day and You cause
day to gain on the night...”

VII. The Last Day
This is also the Day of Resurrection. Astronomically
speaking, the earth and the solar system are not eternal. The
whole matter will come to an end when the sun suddenly
expands or explodes such that its outer atmosphere (6,000
degrees absolute) fills the whole space extending up to the orbit
of the earth and its moon. Such a phenomeneon is observed
taking place in heavens.
The condition that our solar system retains its common
features is that the sun remains in equilibrium and does not
explode. Miraculously enough, this condition has been stated by
the Qur’ân which means:
“It is not permitted to the sun to reach the moon, nor
can the night outstrip the day, each should swim along in an
orbit.”
(Yâsîn : 40)

(Âl- ‘Imrân : 27)

˝æ¥∞º ÊÒ uÌ×?Ò³Î?Ò¹ ÔpÒKÒ: vÏ: ÓqÌCÒ§ Ï—U?ÒN]MÄ ÌoÏÐUÒÝ ÌqÎO]KÄ ôÒ§ ÒdÒL?ÒIÎÄ Ò„Ï—ÎbÌð ÊÒ√ UÒNÒ vÏG?Ò³ÎMÒ¹ ÌfÎL]AÄ ô˚
©≤∑® Ê«d?LŽ ‰¬

˝Ïq?ÎO]KÄ vÏ: Ò—UÒN?]MÄ ÌZÏuÌðÒ§ Ï—UÒN?]MÄ vÏ: ÒqÎO]KÄ ÌZÏuÌð˚
©¥∞® f¹

5- “... And nor can the night outstrip the day and each
revolves on in an orbit.”
(Yâsîn : 40)

The Qur’ân adds what means:
1- “He questions: When is the Day of Resurrection?”
(Al- Qiyâmah : 6)

©∂® WUOI«
©¥∞®f¹

˝©∂® ÏWÒUÒOÏIÎÄ ÌÂÎuÒ¹ ÒÊU]¹Ò√ Ì‰ÒQÎ?Ò¹˚

˝æ¥∞º ÒÊuÌ×Ò³Î?Ò¹ ÔpÒKÒ: wÏ: ÓqÌCÒ§ Ï—UÒN]MÄ ÌoÏÐUÒÝ ÌqÎO]KÄ ôÒ§˚
2- “But when the sight is dazed.”

6- “And you see the mountains and think them firmly fixed
(stationary), but they pass away as clouds pass away...”

(Al- Qiyâmah : 7)

©∑® W??U??O? I«

˝©∑® dÌ ? B
Ò ? ³Ò ÄÎ ‚
Ò dÏ ÐÒ «Ò–S??:Ò ˚

(An- Naml : 88)

©∏∏®qLM«
122
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©≥∞® U??Ž“U?M«

˝æ≥∞º UÒ¼U??ŠÒ œÒ p
Ò Ï –Ò bÒ ? ?FÎ ÐÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§˚

In this verse, the Qur’ân uses parts of the word (dahaha),
which in some parts of the Arab world means (shaped like an
egg). This has been discovered to be the true shape of the earth.
The rotation of the earth has been made clear by several
verses such as:
4- “You cause the night to gain on the day and You cause
day to gain on the night...”

VII. The Last Day
This is also the Day of Resurrection. Astronomically
speaking, the earth and the solar system are not eternal. The
whole matter will come to an end when the sun suddenly
expands or explodes such that its outer atmosphere (6,000
degrees absolute) fills the whole space extending up to the orbit
of the earth and its moon. Such a phenomeneon is observed
taking place in heavens.
The condition that our solar system retains its common
features is that the sun remains in equilibrium and does not
explode. Miraculously enough, this condition has been stated by
the Qur’ân which means:
“It is not permitted to the sun to reach the moon, nor
can the night outstrip the day, each should swim along in an
orbit.”
(Yâsîn : 40)

(Âl- ‘Imrân : 27)

˝æ¥∞º ÊÒ uÌ×?Ò³Î?Ò¹ ÔpÒKÒ: vÏ: ÓqÌCÒ§ Ï—U?ÒN]MÄ ÌoÏÐUÒÝ ÌqÎO]KÄ ôÒ§ ÒdÒL?ÒIÎÄ Ò„Ï—ÎbÌð ÊÒ√ UÒNÒ vÏG?Ò³ÎMÒ¹ ÌfÎL]AÄ ô˚
©≤∑® Ê«d?LŽ ‰¬

˝Ïq?ÎO]KÄ vÏ: Ò—UÒN?]MÄ ÌZÏuÌðÒ§ Ï—UÒN?]MÄ vÏ: ÒqÎO]KÄ ÌZÏuÌð˚
©¥∞® f¹

5- “... And nor can the night outstrip the day and each
revolves on in an orbit.”
(Yâsîn : 40)

The Qur’ân adds what means:
1- “He questions: When is the Day of Resurrection?”
(Al- Qiyâmah : 6)

©∂® WUOI«
©¥∞®f¹

˝©∂® ÏWÒUÒOÏIÎÄ ÌÂÎuÒ¹ ÒÊU]¹Ò√ Ì‰ÒQÎ?Ò¹˚

˝æ¥∞º ÒÊuÌ×Ò³Î?Ò¹ ÔpÒKÒ: wÏ: ÓqÌCÒ§ Ï—UÒN]MÄ ÌoÏÐUÒÝ ÌqÎO]KÄ ôÒ§˚
2- “But when the sight is dazed.”

6- “And you see the mountains and think them firmly fixed
(stationary), but they pass away as clouds pass away...”

(Al- Qiyâmah : 7)

©∑® W??U??O? I«

˝©∑® dÌ ? B
Ò ? ³Ò ÄÎ ‚
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3- “And the moon is eclipsed.”

VIII. Preventive Medicine
(Al- Qiyâmah : 8)

©∏®WUOI«

˝©∏® ÌdÒLÒIÎÄ ÒnÒ?ÒšÒ§˚

4- “And the sun and the moon are joined together.”
(Al- Qiyâmah : 9)

©π®WUOI«

˝©π® ÌdÒLÒIÎ«Ò§ ÌfÎL]AÄ ÒlÏLÌłÒ§˚

5- “Human beings on that Day utter: (where could escape
be)?”

The Qur’ân also comprises many verses which establish
the principles underlying the best ways for keeping fit and
healthy, or the principles for the basis of the so-called
Preventive Medicine. These principles
introduce the
outstanding restrictions regarding food. The Qur’ân says, for
example what means:
1- “... Eat and drink but waste not by excess for He (A
loves not the wasters.”

(Al-A‘râf : 31)

(Al- Qiyâmah : 10)

©±∞®WUOI«

˝æ±∞º ÌÓdÒHÒLÎÄ ÒsÎ¹Ò√ ÔcÏ¾ÒÎuÒ¹ ÌÊUÒ?½ù« Ì‰uÌIÒ¹˚

llâh)

©≥±®·«dŽ_«

˝©≥±º Ò5Ï:ÏdÎ?ÌLÎÄ ÌÓVÏ×Ì¹ ô Ìt]½≈ «uÌ:ÏdÎ?Ìð ôÒ§ «uÌÐÒdÎý«Ò§ «uÌKÌCÒ§˚

2- “Forbidden to you (for food) are: dead meat, blood, the
flesh of the swine and that on which has been involved the
name of other than ’Allâh, that which has been killed by
strangulation, or by a violent blow, or by a headlong fall, or
by being gored to death: that which has been ( partly) eaten
by a wild animal, unless you are able to slaughter it
(in due
form) , that which is sacrificed on stone (altars)..”
(Al- Mâ’idah : 3)

ÌW? ÒIÏMÒa?ÎMÌLÎ«Ò§ ÏtÏÐ Ït]K?Ä Ïd?ÎO? ÒG?Ï ]qÏ¼Ì√ U??ÒÒ§ Ïd¹ÏeMÏa?ÎÄ ÌrÎÒ(Ò§ ÌÂ]b«Ò§ ÌW? Ò²? ÎO? ÒLÎÄ ÌrÌJÎO?ÒKÒŽ ÎXÒÓÏd? ÌŠ ˚
vÒKŽÒ `
Ò ?ÐÏ –Ì U??Ò §Ò rÎ ²Ì ? OÎ ? C] –Ò U??Ò ô] ≈ lÌ ³Ì ? ??
] Ä qÒ CÒ √Ò U??Ò §Ò WÌ ? ×
Ò ? O?DÏ M] «Ò§ WÌ ¹Ò œÏÓ dÒ ? ²Ò ? LÌ ?Î «Ò§ …Ì –Ò u??iÌ uÎ ? LÒ Î «Ò§
©≥® …bzU*«
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As a rule, all dead meat is forbidden except marine species
and locusts. Similarly, all blood is forbidden apart from liver
and spleen.

]sÌ¼uÌÐÒdÎIÒð ôÒ§ ÏiO?Ï×ÒLÎÄ vÏ: Ò¡U?Ò?ÓÏMÄ «uÌÏeÒ²ÎŽU?Ò: ÈÚ–Ò√ ÒuÌ¼ ÎqÌi ÏiOÏ×ÒL?ÎÄ ÏsÒŽ ÒpÒ½uÌÒQÎ?Ò¹Ò§˚
V
ÓÌ ×
Ï ¹Ì §Ò 5
Ò ÐÏ «]u²] Ä V
ÓÌ ×
Ï ¹Ì tÒ ?K] Ä Ê] ≈ tÌ K] Ä rÌ CÌ dÒ Ò √Ò Y
Ì OÎ ŠÒ sÎ Ï s] ¼Ì uÌðQÎ ?:Ò ÊÒ dÎ N] DÒ ðÒ «Ò–SÒ: ÊÒ dÎ ?NÌ DÎ ¹Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ

Muslims have to drain off the blood from the vessels of an
animal by slaughtering and to mention the name of Allâh before
the slaughter.
Medically, pork meat is synthetized in the body. Many
parasites exist in its meat. It is, therefore, harmful. The
prohibition of the other types of meat quoted in the above verse
follow similar agruments having their roots in biochemistry.
3- “O ye who believe: Intoxicants and gambling, stones and
arrows are abominations of the Satan’s handiwork; (so)
avoid such, that you may prosper.”
(Al- Mâ’idah: 90)

©≤≤≤®…dI³«
IX. Homosexuality

Homosexuality received outstanding importance in the
Qur’ân. It is entirely condemned and declared as a sinful act:
5- “And remember Lût, behold, he said to his people: You
do commit lewdness such as no people in creation ever
committed before you. Indeed, you do approach men and
cut off the highway..”

ÏqÒL? ÒŽ Îs?ÓÏ fÎłÏ— ÌÂôÎ“Ò_«Ò§ Ì»U??ÒB½Ò_«Ò§ Ìd? Ï?? ÎO?Ò*«Ò§ Ìd? ÎL? ÒaÎÄ U??ÒL?]½≈ «uÌMÒ¬ Òs¹Ïc]Ä U?? ÒNÌÓ¹Ò√ UÒ¹˚
©π∞®…bzU*«

˝æ≤≤≤º Òs¹ÏdÓÏNÒDÒ²ÌLÎÄ

(Al- ‘Anqabût : 28-29)

˝æπ∞º ÒÊuÌ×ÏKÎHÌð ÎrÌJ]KÒFÒ ÌÁuÌ³ÏMÒ²ÎłUÒ: ÏÊUÒDÎO]AÄ

Alcohol is now known to have bad and serious effects on
the liver, brain, heart and vascular system. Moreover, alcohol
leads to loss of dignity, self respect and poor personality.
Marriage and sexual affairs have their issue related to
health. One reads in the Qur’ân what means:
4- “And they ask you concerning women’s courses. Say:
They are a hurt and a pollution; so keep away from
women in their courses and do not approach them until
they are clean. But when they have purified themselves,
you may approach them in any manner
(time or place)
ordained for you by Allâh; for Allâh loves those who
turn to Him always and He loves those who keep
themselves pure and clean.”

æ≤∏º 5
Ò *ÒÏ UÒFÄÎ ÒsÏÓ ÔbŠÒ √Ò sÎ Ï UÒNÐÏ rÌJ?IÒ ³Ò Ý
Ò UÒ WÒ A
Ò ŠÏ UÒHÄÎ ÒÊuÌðQÎ ?²Ò Ò rÎ JÌ ½] ≈ tÏ Ï uÎ IÒ Ï Ò‰UÒi –Î ≈ UÚÞuÌ§Ò ˚
©≤π≠≤∏® u?³?JMF«

˝ÒqO??³Ï ??
] ?Ä ÒÊu?FÌ DÒ ?IÎ ðÒ §Ò Ò‰U?łÒ dÏÓ ?Ä ÒÊuÌðQÎ ?²Ò ?Ò ÎrJÌ M] zÏ √Ò

6- “And Lût (an apostle); he said to his people: Do you
commit lewdness inspite that you see (you are aware of
it)? You do approach men in your lusts rather than
women; nay you are but a people grossly ignorant.”
(An- Naml : 54-55)

(Al- Baqarah : 222)
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Ò‰U?ÒłÓÏdÄ ÒÊuÌðÎQ?Ò²Ò ÎrÌJ]MÏzÒ√ æµ¥º ÒÊËÌd?ÏB?Î³Ìð ÎrÌ²½Ò√Ò§ ÒW?ÒAÏŠU?ÒHÎÄ ÒÊuÌðÎQÒðÒ√ Ït?ÏÎu?ÒIÏ Ò‰U?Òi Î–≈ UÚÞuÌÒ§˚
©µµ≠µ¥®qLM«

˝æµµº ÒÊuÌKÒNÎ−Òð ÂÎuÒi ÎrÌ²½Ò√ ÎqÒÐ Ï¡UÒ?ÓÏMÄ ÏÊËÌœ sÓÏ Ú…ÒuÎNÒý

7- “And Lût, who said to his people: Do you commit
lewdness such as no people in creation ever committed
before you? You do practise your lusts with men in
preference to women; indeed you are a people
transgressing beyond bounds.”
(Al- A‘râf : 80-81)

rÎ JÌ ½] ≈ æ∏∞º 5
Ò *ÒÏ UÒFÄÎ sÒ ÏÓ bÔ ?ŠÒ √Ò sÎ Ï UÒNÐÏ rÌJIÒ ³Ò ?Ý
Ò UÒ WÒ A
Ò ?ŠÏ UÒHÄÎ ÊÒ uÌðQÎ ðÒ √Ò tÏ Ï uÎ ?IÒ Ï ‰Ò UÒi –Î ≈ UÚÞuÌ§Ò ˚
˝©∏±º ÊÒ u?? ? :Ì dÏ ? ? ?
Î ? ? ?ÓÌ ÂuÎ ? ? ?iÒ Îr²Ì ?½√Ò qÎ ÐÒ Ï¡U?? ? ?
Ò MÏÓ ?Ä ÏÊËÌœ sÓÏ Ú…uÒ ? ? ?NÎ ? ? ý
Ò Ò‰U?? ? łÒ dÏÓ Ä ÒÊu?ðÌ QÎ ? ? ?²Ò Ò
©∏±≠∏∞®·«dŽ_«
In a word, the above verses quoted in this chapter, are
merely examples of some priniciples concerning basic science
amongst the vast teachings and knowledge included in the
Qur’ân. The question arises, however, is that not evidence of
the truthfulness of the verse which means:
“...... Nothing have We ignored (Or neglected) from the
Book...”
(Al-An‘âm : 38)

©≥∏®ÂUF½_«

THE TWO BOOKS OF ALLÂH

˝ Ô¡ÎwÒý sÏ Ï»UÒ²ÏJÎÄ vÏ: UÒMÎÞ]dÒ: U]˚

I. On The Integrity Of The Qur’ân
By these two books is meant:
1- The Book which we read and recite its verse. This is the
Qur’ân.
2- The book in which we live and observe its wonders. This is
the Universe.
Since the Universe is entriely a material structure, Allâh
used to send prophets. The last prophet, Muh ammad, was
supported by the Qur’ân, as an Eternal Miracle, to be the
guiding light of reason and understanding. It renders clear the
various phases of intellectual and spiritual life.
Evidently, Allâh created man to be in the best structure and
provided him with the distinguishing reason that established
man’s superiority above other creatures. Allâh also gave man
the abilities to express himself and bestowed upon him the
faculty of speech:
“Ar-Ra hmân. Taught the Qur’ân. Created man.
Offered him the ability to express himself.”
(Ar-Rah mân : 1-4)

˝©¥® ÒÊU?? ? ÒO? ? ?Ò³ÎÄ Ìt? ? ?ÒL?]KÒŽ ©≥® ÒÊU?? ? Ò??½ù« ÒoÒK?Òš ©≤® ÒÊ¬Îd? ? ?ÌIÎÄ Òr?]KÒŽ ©±® Ìs?ÒL? ? ?ÎŠ]d«˚
©¥≠±®sLŠd«
When Allâh spoke by the Qur’ân, the Book we read, it was
only natural that He referred to and mentioned several of His
signs in the universe, His vivid Book. In this manner He talked
about the heavens, the sky and atmosphere, the sun and the
moon, water, winds, clouds, day and night..., in the manner
partially described in the present series of books.
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only natural that He referred to and mentioned several of His
signs in the universe, His vivid Book. In this manner He talked
about the heavens, the sky and atmosphere, the sun and the
moon, water, winds, clouds, day and night..., in the manner
partially described in the present series of books.
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Allâh offered us life, made us dwell the earth, and provided
us with a gaseous roof to protect us from the deadly hazards of
space.
In the Age of Science, man began to travel through the
space and did reach the moon.
Naturally, this step will be followed by others towards the
planets. Amazingly enough, the Qur’ân also mentions the
possibility of travelling through space when Allâh offers man
the ability and power acquired by scientific progress. Allâh says
what means:
“O company of jinn and men, if you have the power to
penetrate through the diameters of the heavens and the
earth, then do penetrate; you will never penetrate save with
authority and might.”

Evidently, however, the Qur’ân mentions the various
phenomena of nature and urges mankind to contemplate and
study them. The Qur’ân, being the eternal message of Allâh to
mankind for guidance, it makes it clear that our studies in
science should not be merely for the sake of understanding the
material universe, but also a means of recognizing Allâh, the
Creator of the universe, and thus deepening our faith as
believers.
The Qur’ân aims at supplication to Allâh in order that He
may teach us and increase our knowledge*:
“... And say (asking Allâh): O my Master, I beg for
increasing my knowledge.”
(Tâhâ : 114)

(Ar- Rah mân : 33)

©±±¥®tÞ

˝ æ±±¥º UÚLÎKÏŽ vÏ½ÎœÏ“ ÓÏ»]— qÌiÒ§ ˚

÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «Òu? LÒ ??
] ?Ä —Ï UÒDiÎ √Ò sÎ Ï «ËÌc? HÌ MÒð ÊÒ√ rÎ ²Ì ? FÎ DÒ ²Ò ? Ý
Î ‹ ÊÏ ≈ f
Ï ½ù«Ò§ sÏÓ −
Ï ?ÄÎ dÒ ?A
Ò ? FÎ ? Ò UÒ¹ ˚
©≥≥®sL?? Šd?«

˝æ≥≥º ÊÔ UÒDKÎ ??
Ì ÐÏ ô] ≈ ÊÒ ËÌc? ?HÌ M?ðÒ ô «ËÌc? ?HÌ ½U?? :Ò

With respect to us, the lowest sky is the earth’s atmosphere
where meteors burn by the excessive heat produced by friction
with the air molecules. In this manner, meteors appear like
lamps decorating the lowest sky:
“We did decorate the lowest sky with lamps...”
(Al- Mulk : 5)

©µ®pK*«
130

˝Ò`OÏÐUÒBÒLÏÐ UÒO?Î½ÌÓbÄ Ò¡UÒL]?Ä U]M]¹Ò“ ÎbÒIÒÒ§˚

Amongst the outstanding requests frequently demanded by
the Qur’ân from mankind are: to observe, ponder, and use our
minds. In doing so with earnest honesty, man can be brought to
realization of the Creator.
Muslims believe that the Revelation of the Qur’ân is the
words of Allâh. The extraodinary supreme and supernatural
literary elegance and fluency, together with the artistic rhetoric
dimensions of the Qur’ân were extra-reasons that promoted
* (1) By observing and studying Allâh’s signs in the Universe.
(2) However, some cosmic phenomena whose apparent features differ from
their actual status, such as the shape of the earth, are not directly, but indirectly mentioned by the Qur’ân, mainly to avoid being denied and attacked
by ignorant peoples notably during the time of revelation.
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early Muslims to memorize, scribe and intemately preserve the
text of the Qur’ân. Even the unbelievers are invited in the
Qur’ân to contemplate over its various verse that mean:
1- “Do they not then earnestly seek to understand the
Qu’rân, or are their hearts locked up by them?”
(Muh ammad : 24)

©≤¥® bL×

˝æ≤¥º UÒNÌUÒHÎiÒ√ Ô»uÌKÌi ¢vÒKÒŽ ÎÂÒ√ ÒÊ¬ÎdÌIÎÄ ÒÊËÌd]ÐÒbÒ²Ò¹ öÒ:Ò√˚

II. No Flaws In The Universe
There is no reason, whatever, to assume that the universe
has several creators. This is evident notably from the fact that
the laws of nature and processes of creation are obeyed and
observed valid everywhere:
1- “No want of proportion will there be in the creation of
Ar-Ra hmân...”

2- “Here is a Book which We have sent down to you full of
blessings that they may motivate on its signs and that
people of understanding may receive admonition.”
(Sâd
. . : 29)

˝æ≤πº »
Ï U?? ³Ò Î _Ò « «u?Ì ËÎ √Ì Òd? ?C] cÒ ? ?²Ò ? ?OÒ Ï §Ò Ït?ðÏ UÒ¹¬ «ËÌdÐ] b] ? ? OÒ ÏÓ „ —Ò U?? ³Ò ? ?Ì p
Ò OÎ ?Ò ≈ ÁÌ UÒMÎ eÒ ?½√Ò »
 U?? ²Ò ? ?CÏ ˚

(Al- Mulk : 3)

©≥® pK*«

˝ Ô ÌËUÒHÒð sÏ ÏsÒLÎŠ]dÄ ÏoÎKÒš vÏ: ¢ÈÒdÒð U]˚

2- “... Seest thou any flaw?”
(Al- Mulk : 3)

©≤π® ’
Since the Qur’ân’s teachings are not restricted to a specific
age of time or people, the treasures of its unlimited
unexhaustible dimensions are continuously realized as time
marches on, in eterrnal reality, vitality and freshness.

©≥®p?K*«

˝ ©≥® Ô—u?ÌDÌ: s?Ï ¢ÈÒdÒð Îq?Ò¼˚

3- “I call them not to witness the creation of the heavens and
the earth nor even their own creation...”
(Al-Kahf : 51)

©µ±® nNJ«

˝ ÎrÏNÏ?ÌH½Ò√ ÒoÎKÒš ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«§ Ï «ÒuÒL?]?Ä ÒoÎKÒš ÎrÌNÌÓðbÒNÎýÒ√ U]˚

Also, there is no reason, whatever, to assume that the
creator does not differ from creation in all respects. We read in
the Qur’ân what means:
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1- “Say: He is Allâh the One and the Only.”
(Al - Ikhlâs.: 1)

˝©±® bÒŠÒ√ Ìt]KÄ ÒuÌ¼ ÎqÌi˚

©±®’öšù«
2- “Allâh the Eternal Absolute.

(Al - Ikhlâs.: 2)

©≤®’ö?šù«

˝ ©≤® Ìb?ÒL?]BÄ Ìt]KÄ˚

3- “He begetteth not nor is He begotten.”
(Al - Ikhlâs.: 3)

©≥®’ö?šù«

WHAT MODERN CIVILIZATION MISSED
AS A RESULT OF THE DEGENERATION
OF THE MUSLIM WORLD
At this stage one can realize that science is the message of
Islam. The Qur’ân describes with scientific precision matters
pertaining to the universe. It also urges Muslims to take interest
in sciences. In this manner, many famous Mulsim Scientists
arose during the so-called middle ages or even dark ages. The
Qur’an says what means:
“And say (asking Allâh) :O my
increasing my knowledge.”

Master, I beg for

˝©≥® ÎbÒuÌ¹ ÎrÒÒ§ ÎbÏKÒ¹ ÎrÒ˚
(Tâhâ : 114)

4- “And He had entirely none to Him.”
(Al - Ikhlâs.: 4)

©±±¥® tÞ

˝ æ±±¥º UÚLÎKÏŽ vÏ½ÎœÏ“ ÓÏ»]— qÌiÒ§ ˚

1- THE OWNER OF SOVEREIGNT

Contrary to Islamic teachings, modern civilization began in
Europe by entire separation of science from religion. In this
manner modern civilization and nothing to do with faith, and
morals and thus became entirely materialistic. This fact,
however, leads to wide-spread infidelity.

Everything belongs to Him: Kingdom of Heavens and the
Earth and all that exists inbetween. He offers life to every living
being, or takes it away as He disposes. His Sovereignty inspires
His Supermacy and His Ominpotence over all.

Another outstanding characteristic of Islâm is that it is also
the true message of equality between nations and tribes, liberty
and justice. In the Muslim world, Muslims had no colonies. The
Qur’ân says clearly what means:

2- THE ABSOLUTE

“O mankind: We created you from a single
(pair) of
male and a female and made you into nations and tribes
that you may know each other. Verily, the most honoured of

©¥®’öšù«

˝©¥® bÒŠÒ√ «Úu?ÌHÌC Ìt] sÌJÒ¹ ÎrÒÒ§˚

We also read the following names of Allâh in the Qur’ân:

No relation, whatever, exists between His Entity and other
creatures and beings. He is consecrated, not for the sake of
wantage regarding needs and necessities.
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you in the sight of Allâh is he who is the most righteous of
you...”
(Al - Hujurât : 13)

]Ê≈ «u?Ì:Ò—U?ÒF?Ò²Ï ÒqÏzU?Ò³?ÒiÒ§ UÚÐu?ÌF?Ìý ÎrÌCU?ÒMÎKÒF?ÒłÒ§ ¢vÒ¦½Ì√Ò§ Ôd?ÒCÒ– sÓÏ rÌCUÒMÎIÒK?Òš U]½≈ Ì”U]MÄ U?ÒNÌÓ¹Ò√ UÒ¹ ˚
©±≥® «d−(«

˝æ±≥º dOÏ³?Òš rOÏKÒŽ Òt]KÄ ]Ê≈ ÎrÌCUÒIÎðÒ√ Ït]KÄ ÒbMÏŽ ÎrÌJÒÒdÎCÒ√

Islâm also injects the character of dignity without being
proud, of contentment without being lazy, of confidence
without conceit, of order without tyranny, and of freedom
without corruptions, notably family corruption. With such
dignified behaviour, the Egyptians readily became Muslims
shortly after the invasion by the Muslim Arabs. Such behaviour
never happened with the invasion of the Europeans!
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PREFACE
The original text of the Qur’ân is still preserved entirely in
every respect of its original language word by word. Records
and order of the revelation of the Qur’ân were so faithfully
made such that as time marches on one can say and report with
precision, the actual place and time of revelation of each verse.
For such reasons, it is known everywhere that the Qur’ân
has retained its purity without the least change up to now.
The language of the Book is the living Arabic. This is generally not the case with regard to old and extinct languages.
Moreover, there is no fear of mixing the Qur’ân with human interpretations or even with the Traditions of the Prophet. In this
sense Allâh says:
“Lo! We, even We, revealed Adh-Dhikr (Qur’ân ) and verily,
We are its Guardian”.
(Al- Hijr : 9)

© π ® d?? −? ? («
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˝ÒÊuÌEÏU?? ?Ò( ÌtÒ U]½≈Ò§ Òd? ? ÎÓÏcÄ UÒM?Î]eÒ½ ÌsÎ×?Ò½ U]½≈˚
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Amongst the facts concerning the Q ur’ân is that it is regarded as the principal source of Islâm. It lays down the law of the
relation of man to Allâh, and includes the fundamentals of the
principles governing all humanity, Allâh The Almighty says:
“So set your purpose for religion as a man by nature upright - the nature originated by Allâh, in which He has originated people; there is no altering to Allâh’s creation; that is
the right religion but most people know not.”
(Ar-Rûm : 30)

UNIVERSALITY OF ISLÂM
I. The Vocation Of Man Between The Law Of The People And The Law Of Allâh
History tells us that the outstanding success which Prophet
Muhammad (prayers and peace be upon him) achieved, within
the limited time of twenty - three years, is ranked as the completion of the most supreme effort with no parallel. An entire
change in the thought and behaviour of a whole generation towards goodness and godliness had been realized by a single
man!

Ït]KÄ ÏoÎK?ÒÏ) Òq¹Ïb?Î³Òð ô U?ÒN? ÎOÒKÒŽ Ò”U]MÄ ÒdÒDÒ vÏ²?]Ä Ït]KÄ Ò ÒdÎDÏ U?ÚH? OÏMÒŠ Ïs¹ÓÏbKÏ ÒpÒN? ÎłÒ§ ÎrÏ8ÒQ?Ò˚
˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô ”
Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò rÌ OÏÓ IÒ ÄÎ sÌ ¹ÓbÏ Ä p
Ò Ï –Ò
©≥∞® ÂËd«
No translation whatever, into English or any other language,
can do justice to the magnificent Arabic style of the Qu r’ân,
Allâh The Almighty says:
“And so We have revealed to you an Arabic Qur’ân.”

In addition to that, the almost unlimited teachnings of ethical, moral and spiritual values which his message set up into
motion, still march on in the Muslim world.
The Qur'ân is basically addressed to intelligent and understanding individuals. It invites man to observe carefully everything round him in existence and thus to reflect upon it carefully. Knowledge acquired by the Qur'ân is of the highest rank. To
acquire it, purity in faith and concentration of mind are both essential prerequisites. In this respect the Book says for example
what means:

(Ash-Shûrâ : 7)
1- “And when the Qur'ân is recited give ear to it and

©∑® È—u?A?«

˝U?ÓÚOÏÐÒd? ÒŽ UÚ½¬Îd?Ì8 ÒpÎO?Ò≈ UÒMÎO?ÒŠÎËÒ√ Òp?ÏÒc?ÒÒ§˚

In fact, any verses selected in any book of this series are
mainly of simplified nature and cannot give an exact idea of the
passages which fill the Qur'ân w ith glorious power.
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pay heed that you may be offered mercy.”
(Al-A‘râf : 204)

©≤∞¥® ·«dŽ_« ˝ ÊÒ uÌLŠÒ dÎ ðÌ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ Ò «uÌ²B
Ï ½Ò√§Ò tÌ Ò «uÌFLÏ ²Ò Ý
Î UÒ ÊÌ ¬dÌIÄÎ ∆
Ò dÏ 8Ì «Ò–≈Ò§˚
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˝U?ÓÚOÏÐÒd? ÒŽ UÚ½¬Îd?Ì8 ÒpÎO?Ò≈ UÒMÎO?ÒŠÎËÒ√ Òp?ÏÒc?ÒÒ§˚

In fact, any verses selected in any book of this series are
mainly of simplified nature and cannot give an exact idea of the
passages which fill the Qur'ân w ith glorious power.
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pay heed that you may be offered mercy.”
(Al-A‘râf : 204)

©≤∞¥® ·«dŽ_« ˝ ÊÒ uÌLŠÒ dÎ ðÌ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ Ò «uÌ²B
Ï ½Ò√§Ò tÌ Ò «uÌFLÏ ²Ò Ý
Î UÒ ÊÌ ¬dÌIÄÎ ∆
Ò dÏ 8Ì «Ò–≈Ò§˚
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2- “ They only are the (true) believers whose hearts feel
fear when Allâh is mentioned, and when His signs are recited to them they increase in belief and they trust in their
Lord.”
(Al -Anfâl : 2)

ÎrÌNÎðÒœ«Ò“ ÌtÌðUÒ¹¬ Îr?ÏN?ÎOÒKÒŽ ÎXÒOÏKÌð «Ò–≈Ò§ ÎrÌNÌÐu?ÌKÌ8 ÎXÒKÏłÒ§ Ìt]KÄ Òd?ÏÌ– «Ò–≈ Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒÊuÌM?ÏPÎR?ÌLÎÄ U?ÒL]½≈˚
˝ÒÊuÌK] uÒ ²Ò ¹Ò rÎ NÏ ÐÏÓ —Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ §Ò UÚ½UÒ1≈
©≤® ‰UH½_«

II. Islâm : A Universal Attitude
From the first moment anyone embraces Islam (the noble
message of universal fraternization) his race, colour and nationality sink into insignificance before the vast conception of humanity and equality for which Islâm opens his mind. For example the Qur'ân says:
1- “ O mankind; We created you from a single (pair ) of
male and female and made you into nations and tribes that
you may know each other; the most honoured of you in the
sight of Allâh All-Knowing and All-Reckoning.”
(Al-Hujurât : 13)

Fairly enough, it is expected that the Book, provided it is
properly understood, would lead to discoveries concerning the
secrets of nature. At the same time, careful study of nature will
help in the proper interpretation and understanding of the Book.
Naturally, as human knowledge advances the Qur'ân unfolds itself gradually, Allâh, The Almightly says:
3- “ We shall show them Our signs in the horizons (vast extensions ) and in themseves until it becomes evident to them
that it (the Qur’ân ) is the truth.”
(Fussilat
. . : 53 )

Ê] ≈ «u?Ì —Ò U?FÒ ? ²Ò Ï qÒ zÏ U?³Ò ?8Ò §Ò UÚÐu?FÌ ? ý
Ì rÎ Ì UÒMKÎ FÒ ?łÒ §Ò v¢ ¦Ò ½Ì√§Ò dÔ ? Ò –Ò sÏP rÌUÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ U]½≈ ”
Ì U]M?Ä U?NÒ ¹ÓÌ √Ò UÒ¹˚
˝dOÏ³šÒ r OÏKŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ rÎ Ì UÒIðÎ √Ò tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ rÎ JÌ PÒ dÒ Î √Ò
©±≥® «d−(«
2- “Say: O Followers of The Book come to a proposistion
equitable between you and us, that we shall not worship any
but Allâh and that we shall not take others for associates besides Him.”
(Âl-‘Imrân : 64)

˝ÌoÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ tÌ ½] √Ò rÎ NÌ Ò sÒ O] ³Ò ²Ò ¹Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ rÎ NÏ U
Ï HÌ ½Ò√ vÏ§Ò ‚
Ï UÒü« vÏ UÒMðÏ UÒ¹¬ rÎ NÏ ¹ÏdMÌ Ý
Ò ˚
©µ≥ ® XKB

Ò„ÏdÎAÌ½ ôÒ§ Òt?]KÄ ]ô≈ ÒbÌ³ÎFÒ½ ]ôÒ√ Îr?ÌJÒMÎOÒÐÒ§ UÒMÒMÎOÒÐ Ô¡«ÒuÒÝ ÔW?ÒLÏKÒ ¢vÒ≈ «ÎuÒUÒFÒð Ï»U?Ò²ÏJÎÄ ÒqÎ¼Ò√ UÒ¹ ÎqÌ8˚
˝ÆÆÆUÚ¾OÎ ý
Ò tÏ ÐÏ
©∂¥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
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3- “ In the name of Allâh. Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful )
Ar-Rahîm (The Ever Merciful ). All praise is due to Allâh
Lord of all the worlds. Ar-Rahmân Ar-Rahîm. Owner of the
Day of Judgment. You, do we worship and Your aid do we
seek, Guide us on the straight way. The way on whom You
have bestowed Your favor neither of those upon whom anger is brought down, nor of those who go erring.”

1- “ From it (the earth) did We create you and into it shall we
return you back....”
- Tâhâ (55) -

©µµ® t‡‡Þ

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÎrÌÌbOÏFÌ½ UÒNOÏÒ§ ÎrÌUÒMÎIÒKÒš UÒNÎMÏP˚

2- “ And Allâh has produced you from the earth growing.
Then into it He returns you back..”

(Al-Fâtih ah : 1-7)
- Nooh (17 - 18 ) -

©±∏≠±∑® Õu½ ˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆUÒNOÏ ÎrÌÌbOÏFÌ¹ ]rÌŁ æ±∑º UÚðUÒ³Ò½ Ï÷Î—Ò_« ÒsÏP rÌJÒ²Ò³Î½Ò√ Ìt]K«Ò§ ˚
©±® rÏ ? O? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ŠÏ d] ? Ä sÏ ?LÒ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ŠÎ d] ? Ä tÏ ? K] ? Ä rÏ ?U
Î ? ÐÏ ˚
©≥® rÏ O?ŠÏ d] Ä sÏ ‡Ò L?ŠÎ d] Ä ©≤® 5
Ò *ÒÏ UÒFÄÎ »
ÏÓ —Ò tÏ ?K] Ï bÌ LÎ ?×
Ò Î «

3- “... He (Allâh) has produced you from the earth and settled you therein...”

5
Ì FÏ ? ²Ò ? ?U
Î ½Ò „Ò U]¹≈Ò§ bÌ ? ³Ì ? FÎ ?½Ò „Ò U]¹≈ ©¥® Ïs¹ÓbÏ Ä ÂÏ uÎ ?¹Ò p
Ï Ï U??PÒ

- Hûd (61) -

sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] ◊
Ò «Òd?n
Ï ©∂® rÒ OÏI?²Ò ?U
Î LÌ ÄÎ ◊
Ò «Òd?B
ÏÓ Ä UÒ½bÏ ¼Î ‹ ©µ®
˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆUÒNOÏ rÎ Ì dÒ LÒ FÎ ²Ò Ý
Î «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « sÒ PÏ rÌQÒ A
Ò ½Ò√ uÒ ¼Ì ˚
ôÒ§ rÎ NÏ ? OÎ KÒ ŽÒ Ï»u?‡‡‡‡‡?‡C
Ì ? GÎ ?LÒ ?ÄÎ dÏ ?OÎ ? žÒ rÎ ?NÏ ?OÎ ?KÒ ŽÒ X
Ò LÎ ? FÒ ½Î √Ò
©∑≠±® W%UH«

˝©∑® 5
Ò ÏÓ U]CÄ

The seminal principles, and even the real basis of Islamic
economies declare that the earth is Allâha’s own property. This
principle, however, is a self- evident fact since originally Allâh
alone created the earth - no body whoever can arrogate its possession to himself or rather can claim that he was the creator.
All human beings were, and are still, created out of its very dust
and water (mud or clay). The Qur'ân says:
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© ∂± ® œu¼
4- “ And to Allâh belongs the dominion of the heavens and
the earth....”
- Âl-‘Imrân (189) -

© ±∏π ® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÏ÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]UÄ ÌpÎKÌP Ït]KÏÒ§˚

Allâh offered us the earth to dwell in, after being prepared by
Him to yield its riches to man, provided man knows how to
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3- “ In the name of Allâh. Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful )
Ar-Rahîm (The Ever Merciful ). All praise is due to Allâh
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handle this gift properly, Allâh The Almighty says:

III. Peace In Islâm

5- “ And indeed We have written in Az-Zabûr (David’s
Book) after being in Adh-Dhikr that the earth is inherited
by My worshippers who are fit for its goodness (to populate it ).”

Peace means in Arabic the word (salâm). The same word
is amongst the names of Allâh, as well as the name of the Paradise as quoted by the Qur'ân. The same word (salâm) is also the
common salutation of greeting in Islâm.

(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 105)

˝ÒÊu??ÌÏ(U??]BÄ ÒÈÏœU??Ò³? ÏŽ U??ÒNÌŁÏdÒ¹ Ò÷Î—Ò_« ]ÊÒ√ Ïd? ÎÓÏc?Ä Ïb? ÎFÒÐ ÎsÏP Ï—uÌÐ]eÄ v?Ï UÒMÎ³? Ò²? Ò Îb? ÒIÒÒ§˚
©±∞µ® ¡UO³½_«

1- “ For them is Dar As-Salâm (dwelling of peace) granted to
them by their Master and He is their Sustainer in recompense for their works.”
(Al-An‘âm : 127)

˝ÒÊuÌKLÒ FÎ ¹Ò «uÌ½UÒ UÒLÐÏ rÌNOÌÓ Ï §Ò uÒ ¼Ì §Ò rÎ NÏ ÐÓÏ —Ò bÒ MÏŽ ÂÏ ö]UÄ —Ì «Òœ rÎ NÌ Ò ˚
©±≤∑® ÂUF½_«
2- “ And Allâh calls to Dar As-Salâm (the abode of peace )
and He guides whom He wishes into the right way.”
(Yûnus : 25)

˝ ÔrO?IÏ ? ²Ò ?U
Î ?P Ô◊«Òd? n
Ï v¢ Ò ≈ ¡Ì U?A
Ò ¹Ò sÒP ÈÏb? NÎ ¹Ò §Ò ÏÂö?U
] Ä —Ï «Òœ v¢ Ò ≈ u??ŽÌ bÎ ¹Ò tÌ K] «Ò§˚
©≤µ® f½u¹
Contrary to what appears to occur today by some fanatics in
their efforts to propagate Islâm, Muslim advocates have to act
in complete compliance with Allâh’s words:
“ Summon you to thy way of the Master with wisdom
and with proper advice and argue them in the kindest manner;
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your Master best knows those who stray from His way and
He best knows those who have yielded to His guidance.”
(An-Nah l : 125)

Ê] ≈ sÌ U
Ò ?ŠÎ √Ò vÒ ¼Ï vÏ²] UÏÐ rÌN?Î œÏ UÒł§Ò WÏ MÒ ?U
Ò ×
Ò ?ÄÎ ÏWEÒ ŽÏ uÎ ?LÒ Î «Ò§ WÏ ?LÒ JÎ ×
Ï Î UÏÐ ÒpÐÏÓ —Ò ÏqO?³Ï ?Ý
Ò v¢ Ò ≈ ŸÌ œÎ ‹˚
˝ sÒ ¹Ïb²Ò NÎ LÌ Î UÏÐ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì §Ò tÏ KÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò sÒŽ q] {
Ò sÒLÐÏ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì p
Ò Ð] —Ò
©±≤µ® q×M«
Muslim advocates never forced anybody to embrace Islâm.
They fought only for defence and to ensure or establish peace.
Again, it is accepted that good and evil are inherent in the
human race, but still there is a strife between them in the individual as well as in the society. For this reason, Islâm allows
conditional warfare mainly to repel aggression.
Islâm also stimulates the faculties of the mind to the proper
discharge of their functions and to arouse them to the activity
for which they are created, notably to acquire immunity against
teachings which, being inconsistent with man’s life and nature
do not stand to reason. For example, one reads in the Qur'ân:
1- “ O man, consider your food. We cause rain to pour
down in copious measures. Then We cleave the earth into
clefts; and We cause grain to grow in it; and grapes and clover; and the olive and the palm; and gardens of various
trees; and fruit and herbage; for your own benefit and for
your cattle.”

©≥≤ ≠ ≤¥® f³Ž

˝æ≥≤º rÎ JÌ PÏ UÒF½Î _Ò §Ò rÎ JÌ  UÚŽUÒ²PÒ æ≥±º UÓÐÚ √Ò §Ò WÚ NÒ Ï UÒ§Ò

Does this not urge man to reflect on the way his food is produced? Is it not part of the science now called (botany)!
2- “ Do they not ( the disbelievers ) contemplate the Kingdom of the Heavens and the Earth and all things that Allâh
has created and consider that peradventure their death may
be drawing near,? So in what sort of book after it (the
Qur'ân) will they believe?”
(Al-A‘râf : 185)

ÊÒ√ ¢vÒUÒŽ ÎÊÒ√Ò§ Ô¡ÎvÒý sÏP Ìt]KÄ ÒoÒKÒš UÒPÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL]UÄ Ï uÌJÒKÒP vÏ «ËÌdÌEMÒ¹ ÎrÒÒËÒ√˚
˝ÒÊuÌMPÏ RÎ ¹Ì ÁÌ bÒ FÎ ÐÒ Y
Ô ¹ÏbŠÒ È
ÏÓ QÒ ³Ï Ò rÎ NÌ KÌ łÒ √Ò »
Ò dÒ ²Ò 8Î ‹ bÏ 8Ò ÊÒ uÌJ¹Ò
©±∏µ® ·«dŽ_«
3- “ Have they not journeyed through the earth and seen
what has been the end of those who came before them?
They were by far mightier and they broke up the earth (for
water and minerals ) and rendered the land more populous
and prosperous and their apostles came to them with evident proofs of their missions, yet Allâh would not wrong
them but they wronged themselves.”
(Ar-Rûm : 9)

(‘Abasa : 24 - 32)

]b?ÒýÒ√ «uÌ½U?Ò ÎrÏNÏKÎ³?Ò8 sÏP Òs¹Ïc?]Ä ÌW?Ò³?Ï8UÒŽ ÒÊU?Ò Òn?ÎO?Ò «ËÌdÌEMÒO?Ò Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ «ËÌd?O?ÏUÒ¹ ÎrÒ ÒËÒ√˚
U?ÓÚIÒý Ò÷Î—Ò_« UÒMÎI?ÒIÒý ]rÌŁ æ≤µº U?ÓÚ³Òn Ò¡U?ÒLÎÄ UÒMÎ³Ò³?Òn U]½Ò√ æ≤¥º Ït?ÏPUÒFÒÞ ¢vÒ≈ ÌÊU?ÒU½ù« ÏdÌEMÒOÎKÒ ˚
æ≥∞º UÚ³KÎ žÌ oÒ zÏ «Òb?ŠÒ §Ò æ≤πº ö
Ú 
Î ½Ò §Ò UÚ½uÌ²¹Î “Ò §Ò æ≤∏º UÚ³?C
Î 8Ò §Ò UÚ³MÒ ŽÏ §Ò æ≤∑º UÓ³Ú ?ŠÒ UÒNOÏ UÒM²Î ?³Ò ½Î QÒ Ò æ≤∂º
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your Master best knows those who stray from His way and
He best knows those who have yielded to His guidance.”
(An-Nah l : 125)

Ê] ≈ sÌ U
Ò ?ŠÎ √Ò vÒ ¼Ï vÏ²] UÏÐ rÌN?Î œÏ UÒł§Ò WÏ MÒ ?U
Ò ×
Ò ?ÄÎ ÏWEÒ ŽÏ uÎ ?LÒ Î «Ò§ WÏ ?LÒ JÎ ×
Ï Î UÏÐ ÒpÐÏÓ —Ò ÏqO?³Ï ?Ý
Ò v¢ Ò ≈ ŸÌ œÎ ‹˚
˝ sÒ ¹Ïb²Ò NÎ LÌ Î UÏÐ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì §Ò tÏ KÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò sÒŽ q] {
Ò sÒLÐÏ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì p
Ò Ð] —Ò
©±≤µ® q×M«
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©≥≤ ≠ ≤¥® f³Ž

˝æ≥≤º rÎ JÌ PÏ UÒF½Î _Ò §Ò rÎ JÌ  UÚŽUÒ²PÒ æ≥±º UÓÐÚ √Ò §Ò WÚ NÒ Ï UÒ§Ò

Does this not urge man to reflect on the way his food is produced? Is it not part of the science now called (botany)!
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˝ÒÊuÌMPÏ RÎ ¹Ì ÁÌ bÒ FÎ ÐÒ Y
Ô ¹ÏbŠÒ È
ÏÓ QÒ ³Ï Ò rÎ NÌ KÌ łÒ √Ò »
Ò dÒ ²Ò 8Î ‹ bÏ 8Ò ÊÒ uÌJ¹Ò
©±∏µ® ·«dŽ_«
3- “ Have they not journeyed through the earth and seen
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(‘Abasa : 24 - 32)
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© π ® ÂËd«
For sure, people to whom such revelation could be given
(Muslims), would not escape understanding technical expeditions to investigate the conditions and status in the past nations.
Such investigations naturally lead to the study of (history) and
(sociology).
Thus, Islâm urges its followers to study and investigate all
sides of Allâh creations in heavens and on earth. During the
first few hundred years that followed the revelation, Muslims
did so. That glorious age was soon followed by the spreading
out of misleading thought and degeneration.
The present atmosphere of religion (faith) is almost saturated
with diversity, divergence and even enmity! But, however,
Islâm invites those who are votaries and believers to come to
one principle comprising :
1- Worshipping Allâh only.
2- Co-operation
3- Progress and civilization are not other names for differntiation.
In the tribal days, when the world was in its primitive stages,
homogenity worked well in every family. Every person did almost everything for himself, and cared for the needs of his family only. Three prevailed stagnation with almost no progress.
By some way or another, man gradually came to discover
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the value of division of labour. Occupations were ultimately
given to different units of one and the same family. Villages
came into existence and grew into towns and cities, which,
brought to gether, gave birth to countries...
The question thus arises :
If this represents the natural way of progress in our material
life, why should it not apply to religion? Certainly, religion is
higher and nobler than that. It is something elevating. Its essence comprised and developed into (morality) and (ethics). In
other words, religion turned our deadly and vanishable materialism into alive and eternal faith. The history of religions is,
therefore, a history of the development of ethreal specks into
ethics, and variety in religion is merely a result of natural
progress and development of mental and faithful thought.
The world of our day is, however, on the move to universality. All the congresses, conferences and international leagues are
mere hankering of man towards universal brotherhood.
Again, as regards differences in religions, the common feature
is that every person believes that only his faith came from Allâh!
This belief is most emphasized by some fanatics pretending to
devote themselves to religion. However, this state of affairs went
on for centuries, and unfortunately it goes up till now.
Allâh makes no differences between the individuals. He
knows no distinction between races, colours... Every one of us
is responsible for his own deeds only in the present earthly life
and in the Hereafter Allâh made the same earth, the same sun
and the same moon to benefit the world. He says in the Qur'ân
what means:
“ Surely, those who believe (the Muslims) and those who
follow the Jewish (Scriputures) and the Sabians and the
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Christians, of them who believe in Allâh and the Last Day
and work righteousness, then on them shall be neither fear
nor shall they grieve.”
(Al-Mâ’idah : 69)

dÏ ?šÏ ü« ÂÏ uÎ ?OÒ ?Î «Ò§ tÏ K] UÏÐ sÒ PÒ ¬ sÎ PÒ È
¢ —Ò U?B
Ò M] ?«Ò§ ÊÒ u?¾Ì ÐÏ U?B
] «Ò§ «ËÌœUÒ¼ sÒ ¹Ïc?] «Ò§ «uÌMPÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] Ê] ≈˚
˝ÒÊuÌ½eÒ ×
Î ¹Ò rÎ ¼Ì ôÒ§ rÎ NÏ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ ·
 uÎ šÒ öÒ UÚ(
Ï UÒn qÒ LÏ ŽÒ §Ò

3- “ Say (you Muslims) we believe in Allâh and (in) that
which has been revealed to us and (in) that which has been
îrevealed to Ibrâhîm and Ismâ‘il and Isaac and Jacob and
the tribes and (in) that which was given to Moses and Jesus
and (in) that which was given to the Prophets from their
Lord; we do not make any distinction between any of them,
and to Him we submit.”

©∂π® …bzU*«

(Al-Baqarah : 136)

Evidently, it is Islâm which declared these Gospels of universalism, for the first time in history, in order to bring different
religions into closer good relations of fraternity.
Surely, every nation has been given a Messenger from
Allâh, and there has been no class of people but had its Warner
from Allâh. The Q ur'ân says :

»
Ò uÌIFÎ ¹Ò §Ò ‚
Ò UÒ×Ý
Î ≈Ò§ ÒqOÏŽUÒLÝ
Î ≈Ò§ ÒrOÏ¼«ÒdÐÎ ≈ v¢ Ò ≈ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√ UÒP§Ò UÒMOÎ Ò ≈ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√ UÒP§Ò ÏtK] UÏÐ U]MPÒ ¬ «uÌuÌ8˚
Ôb?ÒŠÒ√ ÒsÎOÒÐ Ì‚ÓÏd?ÒHÌ½ ô ÎrÏNÏÐÒ— s?ÏP ÒÊu?ÌÓO?Ï³]MÄ ÒvÏðËÌ√ U?ÒPÒ§ ¢vÒU?O?ÏŽÒ§ ¢vÒÝu?ÌP ÒvÏðËÌ√ U?ÒPÒ§ Ï◊U?Ò³?ÎÝÒ_«Ò§
˝ÒÊuÌLKÏ U
Î PÌ tÌ Ò sÌ ×
Î ½Ò §Ò rÎ NÌ MÎ PÏ
©±≥∂® …dI³«

1- “And for sure We have sent in every nation a Messanger...”
(An-Nah l : 36)

©≥∂® q×M«

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ôÚ uÌÝ— WÔ P] √Ì qÏÓ Ì vÏ UÒM¦Î FÒ ÐÒ bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚

2- ... There has been no nation (or people ) but had its Warner (from Allâh ).

Muslims therefore find no difficulty in accepting the Divine origin of every other religion besides Islâm, Allâh The Almighty says what means:
“ All people were a single nation, so Allâh raised Prophets as bearers of Good News and as Warners and He revealed with them the Book with the truth...”

(Fâtir
. : 24)
(Al-Baqarah : 213)

©≤¥® dÞU

˝d¹ÏcÒ½ UÒNOÏ öÒš ]ô≈ ÔW]PÌ√ ÎsÏP Ê≈Ò§ ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ˚
»
Ò U?²Ò JÏ ÄÎ ÌrNÌ FÒ ?PÒ ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√§Ò sÒ ¹Ï—cÏ MÌP§Ò Òs¹Ïd?ÓÏAÒ³?ÌP Ò5ÓÏO?Ï³]MÄ Ìt]KÄ ÒYÒFÒ³?Ò Ú…Òb?ÏŠ«Ò§ ÚW]PÌ√ Ì”U]MÄ ÒÊU?Ò˚
©≤±≥® …dI³«
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Undoubtedly, all of us are worshipping One God, Who is
the common source of all guidance to the human race. No two
revealed religions, in their original purity, could ever minister
to humanity principles contradicitory or baneful teachings to
human salvation. Allâh The Almighty says:
“ Say you believers in the different Books, come to a rightful agreement between us and you : not to worship except
Allâh and not to associate with Him any other thing....”

that Jesus had no father receives convincing defense from the
Qur'ân....
Let us do away with the gulf separating followers of the various creeds. Let us kill our disputes in adoration of Allâh, and
worship One, God Only.
“ Certainly, Allâh dose not forgive associating others
with Him and forgives lesser sins to whom He pleases.”

(Âl-‘Imrân : 64)

(An-Nisâ’ : 48)

Ò„ÏdÎAÌ½ ôÒ§ Òt?]KÄ ]ô≈ ÒbÌ³ÎFÒ½ ]ôÒ√ Îr?ÌJÒMÎOÒÐÒ§ UÒMÒMÎOÒÐ Ô¡«ÒuÒÝ ÔW?ÒLÏKÒ ¢vÒ≈ «ÎuÒUÒFÒð Ï»U?Ò²ÏJÎÄ ÒqÎ¼Ò√ UÒ¹ ÎqÌ8˚

˝Ì¡U?? ? ? ÒA?Ò¹ s?ÒÏ* Òp?ÏÒ– ÒÊËÌœ U?? ? ? ÒP Ìd? ? ? ?ÏH? ? ? ? ÎGÒ¹Ò§ Ït?ÏÐ Ò„Òd? ? ? ?ÎA?Ì¹ ÊÒ√ Ìd? ? ? ?ÏH? ? ? ? ÎG?Ò¹ ô tÒ K] ?Ä ]Ê≈˚

©∂¥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬

©¥∏® ¡UUM«

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆUÚ¾ÎOÒý ÏtÏÐ

In Islâm one is supposed to live mainly in order to work
out what is conducive to the best interests of his people and of
humanity in general, in terms of obeying Allâh and not going
astray. Allâh the Almighty says :

Most of the troubles can be got over through worshipping
One God. This is the natural, universal and ideal religion. In
this sense Allâh addresses the Prophet Muh ammad (prayers and
peace be upon him) by saying:

“ Say, for sure my prayers and my rites and my life and my
death are all for Allâh the Lord of the worlds.”

“ And We have not sent you but for all the peoples as
bearer of Good News and as Warner.”

(Al-An‘âm : 162)

(Saba’ : 28)

˝Ò5?*ÒÏ U?? ? ? ?FÒ ÄÎ »
ÏÓ —Ò Ït?K] ?Ï v?ðÏ U?? ? ? ?LÒ ? ? ? ? PÒ §Ò ÒÈU?? ? ? OÒ ? ? ? ? ×
Î ? ? ? ? PÒ §Ò v?JÏ ?U
Ì ?½Ì §Ò vÏðö?? ? ? ?n
Ò Ê] ≈ qÎ ?8Ì ˚
©≤∏® Q?? ³? Ý

˝ «Úd¹Ïc?½Ò §Ò «Úd? O? ?A
Ï ÐÒ ”
Ï U]MK?Ï WÚ ? ] U?? Ò ô] ≈ „Ò UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò U?? PÒ §Ò ˚

©±∂≤® ÂUF½_«
The Qur'ân is, in fact, the outstanding present support for
the truthfulness of most of the Prophets. For example, the fact
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Î ? ? ? ? PÒ §Ò v?JÏ ?U
Ì ?½Ì §Ò vÏðö?? ? ? ?n
Ò Ê] ≈ qÎ ?8Ì ˚
©≤∏® Q?? ³? Ý

˝ «Úd¹Ïc?½Ò §Ò «Úd? O? ?A
Ï ÐÒ ”
Ï U]MK?Ï WÚ ? ] U?? Ò ô] ≈ „Ò UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò U?? PÒ §Ò ˚
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The Qur'ân is, in fact, the outstanding present support for
the truthfulness of most of the Prophets. For example, the fact
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THE MUSLIM WOMAN
I. The Veil
The position of women in the Muslim Society is unique
and outstanding according to the teachings of the
Qur'ân. Adultery is strictly prohibited and fundamentals of decency and
good behaviour are proclaimed. There is not a single verse
which orders (harîm life). Even conservative authorities do not
feel it necessay to communicate the Turks or the Iranians in this
respect. Most of them have already given up seclusion.
To cover, by any dress, certain parts of our bodies which
are not normally left naked is essential, but still the Qur'ân gives
priority to the dress of decency and good behaviour. Allâh The
Almighty says:
“ O sons of Âdam, We did send down upon you dresses
to overlay your shameful parts and a vestrue and the dress
of piety and fear from Allâh which is the best; such are of
the signs of Allâh that they may reckon.”
(Al-A‘râf : 26)

p
Ò Ï –Ò È
¢ uÒ ?IÎ ? ²] Ä ”
Ì U?³Ò Ï §Ò U?A
Ú ¹Ï—§Ò Îr?JÌ ðÏ «Ò¡uÎ ?Ý
Ò ÈÏ—«Òu¹Ì U?Ý
Ú U?³Ò ?Ï ÎrJÌ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√ Îb? 8Ò ÒÂœÒ ¬ vÏMÐÒ UÒ¹˚
˝ÒÊËÌd] c] ¹Ò rÎ NÌ K] FÒ Ò tÏ K] Ä Ï UÒ¹¬ sÎ PÏ p
Ò Ï –Ò d OÎ šÒ
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It happened that in order to assure protection for the wives
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of the Prophet (prayers and peace be upon him) and for members of the families of the early Muslims when they mingled
with the people in Al-Madînah, which was a centre for numberous groups of disbelivers, the Q ur'ân said:

or their women, or those whom their right hands possess, or
the male servants not having need (of women) , or the children who have not attained knowledge of what is hidden of
women, and let them not strike their feet so that what is hidden of their ornaments may be known, and repent to Allâh
all of you, O believers, so that you may be prosperous.”

“ O Prophet say to your wives and your daughters and
the women of the believers that they draw together their
overgarments; this will be more proper, that they may be
known and thus they will not face trouble, and Allâh is
Ever-Forgiving Ever-Merciful.”

d OÏ³šÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ rÎ NÌ Ò v¢ Ò “Î √Ò p
Ò Ï –Ò ÎrNÌ łÒ ËÌdÌ «uÌEHÒ ?×
Î ¹Ò §Ò Îr¼Ï —Ï UÒBÐÎ √Ò sÎ PÏ «uÌC
Ó GÌ ¹Ò Ò5MÏ PÏ RÎ LÌ KÎ ÏÓ qÌ8˚

(Al-Ahzâb : 59)

ôÒ§ ]sÌN?ÒłËÌd? Ò ÒsÎEÒH?Î×Ò¹Ò§ ]s?Ï¼Ï—U?ÒBÎÐÒ√ ÎsÏP ÒsÎC? ÌC?ÎGÒ¹ Ï UÒMÏPÎR? ÌLÎKÏ qÌ8Ò§ æ≥∞º ÒÊu?ÌFÒMÎB?Ò¹ U?ÒLÏÐ

]sÏN? Ï³?OÏÐö??Òł sÏP ]sÏN?ÎOÒK?ÒŽ Ò5Ï½ÎbÌ¹ Ò5ÏMÏPÎR?ÌL?ÎÄ Ï¡U?ÒUÏ½Ò§ ÒpÏðUÒM?ÒÐÒ§ ÒpÏł«ÒËÎ“Ò_ qÌ8 ÌÎvÏ³]MÄ U??ÒNÌÓ¹Ò√ UÒ¹˚

]ô≈ ]sÌNÒ²ÒM¹Ï“ Òs¹ÏbÎ³Ì¹ ôÒ§ ]sÏNÏÐuÌOÌł ¢vÒKÒŽ ]sÏ¼ÏdÌLÌÏÐ ÒsÎÐÏdÎCÒOÎÒ§ UÒNÎMÏP ÒdÒNÒþ UÒP ]ô≈ ]sÌNÒ²ÒM¹Ï“ Òs¹ÏbÎ³Ì¹

˝UÚLOÏŠ— «Ú—uÌHžÒ tÌ K] Ä ÊÒ UÒ§Ò sÒ ¹Î –Ò RÎ ¹Ì öÒ sÒ Î dÒ FÎ ¹Ì ÊÒ√ v¢ ½Ò œÎ √Ò p
Ò Ï –Ò

vÏMÐÒ ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ ½Ï «Òu?šÎ ≈ ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ ?²Ï Ò uÌF?ÐÌ ¡Ï UÒMÐÎ √Ò ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ zÏ UÒMÐÎ √Ò ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ ?²Ï Ò uÌFÐÌ ¡Ï U?ÐÒ ¬ ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ zÏ UÒÐ¬ ËÎ √Ò s] NÏ ?²Ï Ò uÌF?³Ì Ï

©µπ® »«eŠ_«

(An-Nûr : 30 - 31)

vÏËÎ √Ì dÏ ? OÎ ?žÒ 5
Ò FÏ ÐÏ U??²] Ä ËÏ √Ò ]sNÌ ½Ì U??LÒ ¹Î √Ò ÎXJÒ KÒ PÒ U?PÒ ÎË√Ò s] ?NÏ zÏ U?U
Ò ½Ï ËÎ √Ò ]sNÏ ?ðÏ «Òu?šÒ √Ò vÏMÐÒ ÎË√Ò s] NÏ ?½Ï «Òu?šÎ ≈
ÒsÎÐÏd? ?ÎC?Ò¹ ôÒ§ Ï¡U?? ÒUÓÏMÄ Ï «Ò—Îu? ?ÒŽ ¢vÒK?ÒŽ «ËÌd? ?ÒNÎEÒ¹ Îr?Ò Òs¹Ïc]Ä Ïq?ÎHÓÏDÄ ÏËÒ√ Ï‰U?? ÒłÓÏdÄ Òs?ÏP ÏWÒÐÎ—ù«

However, there is a verse of direct concern with the problem of veil. This verse says:
“ Say to the believing men that they should cast down
their looks and guard their private parts, that is purer for
them; surely, Allâh is aware of what they do. And say to the
believing women that they should cast down their looks and
guard their private parts and not display their ornaments
except what appears thereof, and let them wear their headcoverings over their bosoms, and not display their ornaments except to their husbands or their fathers or the fathers of their husbands, or their sons, or their sister’s sons,
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However, there is a verse of direct concern with the problem of veil. This verse says:
“ Say to the believing men that they should cast down
their looks and guard their private parts, that is purer for
them; surely, Allâh is aware of what they do. And say to the
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The interpretation of learned Muslim commentators regards
the word (ornaments) as referring to both jewellery and fancy
articles of clothing. The phrase (let them not strike their feet) is
interpreted as an order to refrain from rattling their anklets or
anything that might suggest a lascivious glance.

Qur’ân says is this respect:
1. “ ... And marry women of your (own) choice, two or
three or four, but if you fear that you shall not be able to
deal justly with them then only one...”
(An-Nisâ’ : 3)

II. Marriage

ô] √Ò Îr²Ì ? HÎ ? šÏ ÊÎ S?Ò ÒŸU?ÐÒ —Ì §Ò À
Ò öÌŁ§Ò v¢ MÒ ¦Î ? PÒ Ï¡U?U
Ò ?MÏÓ « sÒ PÏ rÌJÒ Ò»UÒÞ U??PÒ «u??×
Ì JÏ ½U??Ò ÆÆÆÆÆÆ˚
Muslim women sometimes sacrifice independence of action,
notably marriage, to gain social prestige. In Islâm, however,
there is no specific age for the marriage of adult girls, but
related to the modern ideal of marriage, which is determined by
the choice of the individual and not the arrangement of parents,
is the marked trend towards a suitable marriage age for girls.
Generally, the ideal of marriage by individual choice leads to a
later marriage age.
In the Middle East and in the Near East, recent studies
indicate that generally in the upper classes, notably among the
educated, the age of marriage tends to be higher than in the
lower classes.
Throughout the East, parents, especially mothers, are usually
afraid that the daughter’s marriage chances may be jeopardized
if postponed beyond the usual custom of the country, or even
the family. Generally speaking, in most countries the legal age
of marriage for girls exceeds sixteen years and for boys it
exceeds eighteen years of age.
Polygamy is permitted in Islâm, but only under very strict
conditions. This is also the case of divorce. Polygamy is limited
to those who can live on good terms and care for the family they
already have charged of. Lake of sons or seterility are the
inevitable causes for the husband's second or third marriage. The
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˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÚ…Òb?ÏŠ«Òu?Ò «uÌÏb?ÎFÒð

2- “ And you will never be able to deal justly with women
even if you are keen to be so...”
(An-Nisâ :129)

©±≤π® ¡UUM« ˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÎrÌ²ÎnÒd?ÒŠ ÎuÒÒ§ Ï¡UÒUÓÏMÄ ÒsÎOÒÐ «uÌÏbÎFÒð ÊÒ√ «uÌF?OÏDÒ²ÎUÒð sÒÒ§˚
Polygamy and divorce bear a close relationship in regard to
the problem of prestige, and they are now no longer considered
quite respdctable.
Generally, by nature, the normal man excels the normal
woman. Here Allâh The Almighty says:
“ Men are the maintainers of women, because Allâh has
made some to excel others; and because they (men) spend
out their property; the good women are therefore pious,
guarding in the absence (of their men) what Allâh has ordained...”
(An-Nisâ’ : 34)

ÎsÏP «u?ÌI?ÒH?½Ò√ U?ÒLÏÐÒ§ ÔiÎFÒÐ ¢vÒKÒŽ ÎrÌN? ÒC?ÎFÒÐ Ìt]KÄ Òq]C?Ò U??ÒLÏÐ Ï¡U?ÒUÓÏMÄ vÒKÒŽ ÒÊu??ÌP«]u?Ò8 Ì‰U?ÒłÓÏdÄ˚
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©≥¥ ® ¡UUM« ˝ÆÆÆÆ tÌ K] Ä k
Ò HÏ ŠÒ U?LÒ ÐÏ V
Ï OÎ GÒ KÎ Ï  UÒEÏ UÒŠ  UÒ²½Ï UÒ8 Ì UÒ(
Ï U?B
] UÒ rÎ NÏ Ï «ÒuPÎ √Ò
According to Islâm, Muslim women have the right to include in the marriage contract certain articles on which they
may be granted a divorce according to their demand.
The great majority of Muslim women prefer not to be independent wage - earners, but by working in their houses they
always contribute to the income to their families. The Muslim
woman, from this point of view, is an economic asset to her
home, but still not generally economically independent.

III. Status Of The Muslim Woman
Before the age of Science, religion has always been the effective tool for social action. In the earlier days of Islâm, the
Prophet (prayers and peace be upon him) was taught by the
ideal of elevating the position of women of his day and improving social conditions without violating the prevailing concept of
masculine superiority. The teachings of the Qur’ân represented
a social reform movement against the existing practices which
were significant for those days, and so included mainly:
1- Abolition of infanticide.
2- Putting limits and restrictions to polygamy.
3- Protection of widows and orphans.
4- Declaration of marriage contract.
5- Establishment of inheritance right to women.
6- Bounds of veil to the purpose.
At present, in the light of scientific progress, which is also
the message of Islâm, vast changes have taken place in the position of the Muslim women. These changes represent phases of
fundamental renaissance including:
1- Educational opportunities.
2- Occupying various jobs.
3- Widening of the field of woman’s interest beyond the walls
of her home.
Some authoritis now argue that harmonizing the teachings
of Islâm with modern thought represents various stages of advance. Nevertheless, almost all Muslims recoginze the authority
of Islâm to determine the bounds of social progress.
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In the last few decades, Al-Azhar authorities in Egypt
achieved the foundation of several new Faculties under the
name of “Al-Azhar University", which is responsible for teaching boys and girls segregated, modern languages, science, literature, medicine, agriculture and engineering..
Naturally, unions of welfare and philanthropy, care of orphans, chairty affairs, simple embroidery, workshops... and employment scheme, furnish the objectives for societies or clubs
of high-class women as organizers. However, education of
women now furnishes the motif concerning group action
amongst women, notably those who became ministers.
Finally, according to the spirit and teachings of Islâm,
Muslim women have become aware of their responsibilty to
promote peace, and the Muslim educated woman already
assumes her responsibility as a world wide citizen.
Once more, the major factors in the decline of the Muslim
World was the closing of the Door of Regeneration, notably in
the woman wrold after being mingled with several old customs
in the various countries reached by Muslims. For such reasons,
Muslim authorities now have to do their best in order to direct
the course of event to the true Muslim virtues for the good of
the world at large.

FAITH
A NECESSITY
I. The Meaning Of Faith In Islâm
Faith is regarded as the base and first outstanding principle
in Islâm. The Prophet (prayers and peace be upon him) had to
stay about thirteen years at the beginning of his mission to
affirm this principle. His common definition of faith (as
Tradition) is that: (Faith is something embedded in the heart
and justified by deeds and behaviour).
As a matter of extreme regret, one observes that, nowadays
faith has been widely misunderstood and Islâm has been greatly
misconceived by various numerous agglomerations of Muslims
going rather astray. Amongst these are:
A- The fanatics who are not righteous followers of the
Qur’ân which says:
1- “ Invite (people) to the way of your Lord with wisdom
and good advice and argue them with the ideal...”
(An-Nah l : 125)

sÌ U
Ò ? ŠÎ √Ò Òv¼Ï vÏ²?] UÏÐ rÌNÎ œÏ U??łÒ §Ò WÏ MÒ U
Ò ?×
Ò ?ÄÎ WÏ EÒ ŽÏ uÎ ? LÒ Î «Ò§ ÏW? LÒ JÎ ×
Ï Î U?ÐÏ p
Ò ÐÏÓ —Ò ÏqO??³Ï ? Ý
Ò v¢ Ò ≈ ŸÌ œÎ ‹˚
©±≤µ® q×M« ˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ
2- “ And fight in the way of Allâh against those who fight
against you, but begin not hostility; so Allâh loves not the
aggressors.”
(Al-Baqarah : 190)
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FAITH
A NECESSITY
I. The Meaning Of Faith In Islâm
Faith is regarded as the base and first outstanding principle
in Islâm. The Prophet (prayers and peace be upon him) had to
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affirm this principle. His common definition of faith (as
Tradition) is that: (Faith is something embedded in the heart
and justified by deeds and behaviour).
As a matter of extreme regret, one observes that, nowadays
faith has been widely misunderstood and Islâm has been greatly
misconceived by various numerous agglomerations of Muslims
going rather astray. Amongst these are:
A- The fanatics who are not righteous followers of the
Qur’ân which says:
1- “ Invite (people) to the way of your Lord with wisdom
and good advice and argue them with the ideal...”
(An-Nah l : 125)
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Ò ? ŠÎ √Ò Òv¼Ï vÏ²?] UÏÐ rÌNÎ œÏ U??łÒ §Ò WÏ MÒ U
Ò ?×
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Ï Î U?ÐÏ p
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2- “ And fight in the way of Allâh against those who fight
against you, but begin not hostility; so Allâh loves not the
aggressors.”
(Al-Baqarah : 190)
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˝Òs¹Ïb?²Ò ?FÎ ?LÌ ÄÎ V
ÓÌ ×
Ï ¹Ì ô ÒtK] Ä Ê] ≈ «ËÌb?²Ò ?FÎ ðÒ ôÒ§ ÎrJÌ ½Ò uÌKðÏ U?IÒ ¹Ì sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] tÏ K] Ä qÏ O?³Ï ?Ý
Ò wÏ «uÌKðÏ U?8Ò §Ò ˚

personal” are responsible - to some extent for the unhappy state
of affairs, notably amongst those who blow their trumpets as
the true followers of Islâm!!

©±π∞® …dI³«
3- “ And if they incline to submission, you also incline to it
and trust in Allâh; Lo; He is The Ever-Hearing, The
Ever-Knowing.”
(Al-Anfâl : 61)

D- Some people, particularly those who know little about Islâm,
call it “Muh amadanism", after the name of Muh ammad (prayers
and peace be upon him). For sure, there is no relation
whatsoever between the two names
Islâm is not the monopoly of any man or tribe. All people
who submit themselves to the will and laws of Allâh come
within its fold and are called Muslims.

˝æ∂±º rÌ O?KÏ FÒ ÄÎ ÌlO?? ÏL? ?U
] Ä uÒ ¼Ì Ìt?½] ≈ tÏ K] Ä vÒK?ŽÒ Îq] uÒ ðÒ §Ò U?? NÒ Ò Î`?ÒMÎłU?? Ò ÏrÎK]UK?Ï «u??Ì×?MÒ łÒ Ê≈Ò§˚
In fact, literally, the word Islâm means submission, of course
submission to Allâh, The Creator, The Almighty, wholeheartedly
and with no mental reservation

©∂±® ‰UH½_«
4- “ Do they not (the disbelievers) contemplate the Dominion
of the heavens and the earth and the things that Allâh has
created and consider that peradventure their death may be
drawing near; in what other will they believe if they reject it
(The Qur’ân )?”
(Al-A‘râf : 185)

ÊÒ√ ¢vÒUÒŽ ÎÊÒ√Ò§ Ô¡ÎvÒý sÏP Ìt?]KÄ ÒoÒKÒš UÒPÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL?]UÄ Ï uÌJÒKÒP vÏ «ËÌdÌEMÒ¹ ÎrÒÒËÒ√˚
©±∏µ® ·«dŽ_«

˝ ÒÊuÌMÏPÎRÌ¹ ÌÁÒbÎFÒÐ ÔY¹ÏbÒŠ ÓÏÈÒQ?Ï³Ò ÎrÌNÌKÒłÒ√ Ò»ÒdÒ²Î8‹ ÏbÒ8 ÒÊuÌJÒ¹

B- Some of tthe Prophet’s Traditions, and even the Qur’ânic
Verses, have been misinterpreted, and led certain agglomerations
of primitive Muslims to go astray and to provide false examples
as regards the Muslim communities.
C- The selfish motives of some of the so-called “religious
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In Book 1, 2 and 3 of this series, it had been emphasized and
made after clear that the greater part of the Qur’ân verses are
cosmic verses which urge us to discover the secret of Allâh's
creation of all sorts of matter.
If we look into the universe with a will to understand and
realize what is behind it, we can at once see that it is governed
and controlled by (physical laws) which are unaltered neither
with space nor with time.
Man, gifted with talents and intellgence, is born and brought
up under the influence and control of systems which are defined
by the so-called “human physiology", and which function
within the limitations of fixed laws.
Naturally, the disbelievers do not recognise the above
mentioned facts, and the indisputable truth behind the universe
and its laws, which Muslims call Allâh, The Almighty. The
disbelievers dismiss (as fables of the olden times), the fact that
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Islâm is the last righteous religion on earth! They feel ashamed
of admitting that (Âdam) and (Hawwâ’) are our father and
mother, as the Qur'ân says, and yet they feel proud of claiming
themselves to be the descendants of monkeys!! The Qur'ân says
what means:
“ .... Those (the disbelievers ) are like cattle; nay, more in
error for those are the heedless.”

the dead and the dead from the alive? And who is it that
rules and regulates all affairs? They will say Allâh; say then
will you not show piety (to Allâh ).”
(Yûnus : 31)

ÌÃÏd? Î?Ì¹ sÒPÒ§ Ò—U??ÒB?ÎÐÒ_«Ò§ ÒlÎL? ]UÄ Ìp?ÏKÎLÒ¹ s]PÒ√ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï¡U?? ÒL? ]U?Ä ÒsÓÏP rÌJÌ8Ì“Îd?Ò¹ sÒP ÎqÌ8˚
öÒÒ√ ÎqÌI?Ò Ìt]KÄ ÒÊuÌuÌI?ÒOÒU?Ò ÒdÎPÒ_« ÌdÓÏÐÒbÌ¹ sÒPÒ§ ÓvÒ×ÎÄ ÒsÏP ÒXÓÏO?ÒLÎÄ ÌÃÏdÎÌ¹Ò§ ÏXÓÏO?ÒLÎÄ ÒsÏP ]vÒ×ÎÄ

(Al-A‘râf : 179)

rÌ ?¼Ì p
Ò ?¾Ï Ò ËÎ √Ì qÓÌ ?{
Ò √ rÎ ?¼Ì qÎ ?ÐÒ ÂÏ U?? ? ? ?FÒ ½Î _Ò U?? ? ? ?Ò p
Ò ?¾Ï ?Ò ËÎ √Ì ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ˚

©≥±® f½u¹

©±∑π® ·«d??Ž_«

3- “I have not created jinns and men except to worship Me.”

˝ÒÊuÌK?ÏU??ÒGÎÄ

Now, is it not disappointing and disheartening that man,
who can acquire more and more knowledge by progress in science, goes astray and unmindful of faith, even nominal faith?!
Is it not much better to become under the class of people who
could earn Allâh’s Favor? Let us see what the Q ur'ân says as
examples concerning this matter:
1- “ And when they meet those who believe, they say we
believe, but when they become alone with their devils they
say we are with you, we were merely mocking.”
(Al-Baqarah : 14)

ÌsÎ×Ò½ U?? ÒL]½≈ ÎrÌJÒF? ÒP U?]½≈ «uÌU??Ò8 ÎrÏNÏM?OÏÞU??ÒO? Òý ¢vÒ≈ «Îu?ÒKÒš «Ò–≈Ò§ U]MÒP¬ «u?ÌU??Ò8 «uÌMÒP¬ Òs¹Ïc?]Ä «u??ÌIÒ «Ò–≈Ò§ ˚

©±¥® …d?I³«

(Adh-Dhâriyât : 56)

©µ∂® U¹—«c«

˝ÏÊËÌbÌ³ÎFÒOÏ ]ô≈ Òf½ù«Ò§ ]sÏ−ÎÄ ÌXÎIÒKÒš UÒPÒ§˚

Allâh has given Books comprising His commandments to
some of Prophets such as: Mûsâ, Dawood, ’Îsâ and Muhammad. They had been respectively given the: Tawrah, Zabûr,
Injîl and the Q ur'ân.
They all agree about the so-called Last Day. Subsequent to
that Day, all wise living beings will be brought to trial. It is incumbent on everyone to believe that all his good deeds and his
evil deeds will be considered and weighed.

˝ ÊÒ uÌzeÏ ?NÎ ?²Ò U
Î ?PÌ

2- “ Say: who is it that sustains you (in life) from the sky
and from the earth? Or who is it that has power over hearing and sight? And who is it that brings out the alive from
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˝ÒÊuÌI]²Òð

In a word, one can say that faith in Islâm means to believe
in : (1) Allâh, (2) the Angels of Allâh, (3) the Books, (4) the
Prophets of Allâh and (5) the Last Day.
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In a word, one can say that faith in Islâm means to believe
in : (1) Allâh, (2) the Angels of Allâh, (3) the Books, (4) the
Prophets of Allâh and (5) the Last Day.
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In the past time, and to a limited extent at present,
people worshipped the sun, the moon, the planets, the sea,
the fire and even the cow!! All Allâh’s Prophets invited
people to believe in the Oneness of God, and the Qur’ân
records many instances when most Prophets were
ridiculed, ignored and even preseculted. This used to take
place in spite of the fact that each Prophet came for the
enlightenment of his own people and for guiding them to
the righteous way. Only Muh ammed (prayers and peace
be upon him) came for the good of the people on earth.
Allâh the Almighty says:
“ And We have not sent you but as a mercy to the
worlds.”

©±∞∑® ¡U?O?³?½_«

II. Goodness or Kindness in Islâm
Goodness or kindness is a natural result of faith and
outstanding virtues of hummanity. the Arabic word in
common use for goodness is (’ih sân), which may stand for
several meanings such as: excellence in work, chairty
affairs, bestowing favour, mercifulness, doing things
well...Another equal words is (birr).
When a man performs his duty towards Allâh and
people as well, he is regarded in Islâm to have done and
acheieved favour to himself. Allâh says:

(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 107)

“ Whoso does good it is for himself and who does evil it
is against it and your Lord is not an unjust to His
(Fussilat
servants.”
. . : 46)

˝Ò5ÏÒ*U?ÒFÎKÏ ÚW?ÒL?ÎŠÒ— ]ô≈ Ò„U?ÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√ U?ÒPÒ§˚

˝ÏbOÏ³FÒ KÎ ÏÓ ÂÔ ö
] EÒ ÐÏ p
Ì ÐÓÌ —Ò UÒP§Ò UÒNOÎ KÒ FÒ Ò ¡Ò UÒÝ√Ò sÎ PÒ §Ò tÏ U
Ï HÎ MÒ KÏ Ò UÚ(
Ï UÒn qÒ LÏ ŽÒ sÎ PÒ ˚

This, naturally, means that every Mulsim is invited and
requested to deliver the messages of Islâm and to teach it
to non-Muslims within his reach.
This readily means that the message of Islâm in an
everlasting responsibility.

©¥∂® XKB
Some Muslims argue that (’Ihsân) meaning goodness has
two phases namely : 1-Bestowing favour on others, and 2Ecelence in work - The Qur’ân quotes tell us:
1- “ Lo! Allâh enjoins justice and kindness....”
(An-Nah l : 90)

©π∞® q×M?«

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÏÊU?U
Ò ? ŠÎ ù«Ò§ ‰Ï bÎ ? FÒ Î UÏÐ dÌ ? PÌ QÎ ¹Ò tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ ˚

2- “ Lo! Allâh favours those who go righteously and
those who are kind.”
(An-Nah l : 128)
170
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˝ÒÊuÌMÏU?Î×ÌÓP rÌ¼ Òs¹Ïc]«§ «u?ÒI]ð‹ Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒlÒP Òt]KÄ ]Ê≈ ˚

3- “... And do fair deeds, for sure Allâh loves the
fair-doers.”
(Al-Baqarah : 195)

©±πµ® …dI³«

˝Ò5ÏMÏUÎ×ÌLÎÄ ÌÓVÏ×Ì¹ Òt]KÄ ]Ê≈ «uÌMÏUÎŠÒ√Ò§ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ˚

In Islâm, however, goodness, in the broadest meaning,
is one of the highest levels of worship. It is the essence
spirit and accomplishment of faith.

qÏ ³Î ? ŠÒ ÎsPÏ tÏ ? OÎ Ò ≈ »
Ì dÒ ? 8Î √Ò Ìs×
Î ?½Ò §Ò Ìt?U
Ì ? HÎ ½Ò Ït?ÐÏ ”
Ì uÏ ? Ý
Î uÒ ðÌ U??PÒ rÌ KÒ FÎ ½Ò §Ò ÒÊU??U
Ò ½ù« UÒM?IÎ KÒ šÒ Îb? IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
©±∂® ‚

˝Ïb¹Ï—uÒ ÄÎ

2- “ Have you not seen that Allâh knows what is in
heavens and what is in the earth; there is no secret
conference of the three but He is their fourth, nor of
five but He is their sixth, nor of less than that or more
but He is with them wheresoever they may be, and
later, on the day of Resurrection, He will inform them
of what they did. Lo! Allâh is Knower of all things.”
(Al-Mujâdalah : 7)

4- “ Is the reward of fairness aught save fairness?”

©∂∞® sL?Šd«

(Ar-Rah mân : 60)

]ô≈ ÔWÒŁöÒŁ ¢ÈÒu?Î−Ò½ sÏP ÌÊuÌJÒ¹ U?ÒP Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ UÒPÒ§ Ï «Òu?ÒL?]UÄ vÏ U?ÒP ÌrÒKÎFÒ¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒÒ√˚
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The Prophet Muh ammad (Allâh’s prayers and peace be
upon him) said concernig goodness: (That you worship
Allâh as if you see Him, and if you do not see Him, He
sees you). This points out to the absolute presence with
Allâh, and the necessity of bearing Him in mind. to fear,
and still to love, Him, and thus to submit and become
sincere to Him.
However, Allâh knows every thing and He says, for
example:
1- “We verily created man and We know that his self
whispers to him and We are nearer to him than his
jugular vein.”
(Qâf :16)
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˝rOÏKŽÒ ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ JÌ ÐÏ tÒ KÓ Ä Ê] ≈ WÏ PÒ UÒOIÏ ÄÎ ÂÒ uÎ ¹Ò «uÌKLÏ ŽÒ UÒLÐÏ rÌN¾Ì ³ÏÓ MÒ ¹Ì r] ŁÌ «uÌ½UÒ UÒP
©∑® WœU:«
On top of all this, goodness also means spending
money in aspects of vital importance to the community
such that the giver, the taker and the whole nation achieve
happiness. Allâh says:
“ It is not righteousness that you turn your faces to
the east and the west but righteous is he who believes
in Allâh and the Last Day and the Angels and the Book
and the Prophets and gives wealth, for love Him, to
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3- “... And do fair deeds, for sure Allâh loves the
fair-doers.”
(Al-Baqarah : 195)
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In Islâm, however, goodness, in the broadest meaning,
is one of the highest levels of worship. It is the essence
spirit and accomplishment of faith.
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2- “ Have you not seen that Allâh knows what is in
heavens and what is in the earth; there is no secret
conference of the three but He is their fourth, nor of
five but He is their sixth, nor of less than that or more
but He is with them wheresoever they may be, and
later, on the day of Resurrection, He will inform them
of what they did. Lo! Allâh is Knower of all things.”
(Al-Mujâdalah : 7)

4- “ Is the reward of fairness aught save fairness?”
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kinsflok and to the orphans and the needy and the
wayfarer and to those who ask and to set slaves free,
and observes (proper) prayer and pays the poor-due
and those who keep their convenant when they make
one, and the patient in tribulation and adversity and
time of distress; such are they who are sincere; such
are the pious.”

“And the good deed and the evil deed are not alike;
repel the evil deed with one which is better, then Lo! he
between whom you there was enmity (will become) as
though he was a close friend. But none is granted it
save those who are steadfast and none is granted it
save the owner of a great fortune.”
(Fussilat
. . : 34 - 35)

ÌtÒMÎOÒÐÒ§ Òp?ÒMÎOÒÐ ÈÏc]Ä «Ò–S??Ò ÌsÒU?ÎŠÒ√ ÒvÏ¼ v?Ï²]UÏÐ ÎlÒÎœ‹ ÌW? Ò¾?ÓÏO? ]UÄ ôÒ§ ÌWÒMÒU? Ò×ÎÄ ÈÏu?Ò²? ÎUÒð ôÒ§ ˚
(Al-Baqarah : 177)
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Goodness may also mean originality, depth the
accuracy in our deeds. This particular meaning is made
clear in the Prophet’s Tradition, such as: (For sure Allâh
wishes from anyone of you doing something to
accomplish it excellently).
Goodnesse may also mean giving gallantly, warding
off evil and paying an ill-deed with a good one. Thus, one
reads in the Qur’ân what means:
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2- “ It was by the mercy of Allâh that you were lenient
with them (O Muhammad ), for if you had been stern
and fierce of heart, they would have dispersed from
round about you.”
(Âl -‘Imrân : 159)

˝ÒpÏÎu?ÒŠ ÎsÏP «u?ÌÓCÒH½ô ÏVÎKÒIÎÄ Òk?OÏKÒž UÓÚEÒ ÒXMÌ ÎuÒÒ§ ÎrÌNÒ ÒXMÏ Ït]KÄ Òs?ÏP ÔWÒL?ÎŠÒ— U?ÒLÏ³?Ò ˚
©±µπ® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
3- Allâh describes the Prophet Muh ammad (Allâh’s prayers
and peace be upon him) in a verse which says that means:
“Your are of a magnifent character.”
(Al-Qalam : 4 )
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THE MUSLIM THOUGHT
I- Outstanding Characteristics Of Islâm
Islâm as a religion is distinguished from other religions by
an outstanding characteristic quality established by the verse
which says what means :
“ Lo. The worst of beasts in Allâh’s sight are the deaf,
the dumb who have no sense.“
(Al- Anfâl : 22)

©≤≤® ‰UH½_«
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The verse declares that Islâm categorically discards ignorance from the qualities of faithful Muslims.
As was mentioned before (in Books 1, 2, 3), Islâm, in effect, combines faith and knowledge comprizing study of the
material universe. The two form one whole in which knowledge
is the food and faith is the cure which cannot be effective without food.
Islâm fights out ignorance and its teachings urge towards
enlightenment and scientific research, because it regards science the principal means for advancement and the proper way
for civilization. It is the straight way along which the faithful
can achieve happiness in the earthly life and in the Hereafter. In
this meaning one reads in the Qur’ân what means :
1- “......Allâh will raise those of you who believe
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and those (of you) who are given knowledge to even higher
grades of honour...”

4 - “..... We have neglected nothing in the Book ....”
(Al- An‘âm : 38)

(Al-Mujâdalah : 11)

˝ÆÆ Ô UÒł—Ò œÒ rÒ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹Ïc=] «Ò§ rÎ JÌ MÏ «uÌMÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä lÏ Ò dÎ ¹Ò ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ˚
© ±± ® W=œU:«
2 - “ And We have brought to them (the disb elievers) a Book
We explained the meaning thereof with knowledge ......”
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(Ar–Rah mân : 33)
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3 - “ We shall show them Our signs in the horizons and
within themselves until it will be evident to them that it is
the truth; do not your Lord suffice since He is witness over
all things?”
(Fussilat
: 53)
..
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5 - “O you assembly of jinns and men ! If it be you are able
to penetrate through the diameters of the Heavens and the
Earth, then do penetrate; you will never penetrate through
them save with (Our) sanction.”

(Al-A‘râf : 52)

As we have already seen, the Qur’ân is full of verses that
depict the scientific action and reaction of cosmic bodies and
natural phenomena in the universe.

© µ≥ ® XKB
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˝ ÊÔ UÒDKÎ %
Ì ÐÏ ô] ≈ ÊÒ ËÌcHÌ MÒð ô «ËÌcHÌ ½UÒ
© ≥≥ ® sLŠd=«
This verse is regarded as an indication of man’s ability to dominate space when Allâh offers him the suitable theory and the
technical means.
Space navigation is, however, faced by many obstacles, but
amongst the main difficulties, comes the problem of protection
against active cosmic rays and, high energy ultraviolet radiation. In this respect the Qur’ân again says what means :
6 - “ On you will be sent splinters of fire (cosmic radiation)
and smokeless fire ( ultraviolet radiation) and you lack defence.”
(Ar-Rah mân : 35)
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success of Muslims in spreading their religion are numerous.
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The interplanetary space is practically an extension of the
solar atmosphere. It starts near the sun by an outflow of extremely hot gases upon which are imposed plasma flows. High
energy particles (cosmic radiation) are ejected into space.

Of these causes are :
1 - No God save Allâh.
2 - Muh ammad is just one of the Prophets, and Islâm should
not be called Muh ammadanism.
3 - Simplicity of Muslim creed.
4 - No contradiction between Islâm and science.

7 - “And you see the mountains: you deem them solid yet
they fly with the flight of clouds...”
(An-Naml : 88)
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From the astronomical point of view is this verse not an evidence of the earth’s rotations?
Naturally Allâh is aware of man’s need for knowledge in
this life; and so science is the message of Islâm.
The Prophet Muh ammad (prayers and peace be upon him)
says :
“ Imbue wisdom from whatever source it may come from.”
The propagation of Islâm and Islamic thought has not been
the work of men only, but the Muslim woman has also participated partly in jobs. The causes that contributed to the
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success of Muslims in spreading their religion are numerous.
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II. Socialism Of Knowledge And Education In Islâm
In the light of what has been mentioned before in this series
of pocket - books, one can readily realize that Islâm had introduced vast impact on the progress of human thought and society. The Qur’ân distinguishes the learned people from all others
for bearing the torch of Divine Light and being Allâh’s agents
to banish ignorance from the minds of mankind. The Qur’ân
says what means :
“ ... Say, shall they who have knowledge and they who have
it not be held equal?....”
(Az-Zumar : 9)

© π ® d?e=« ˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÒÊu??ÌLÒKÎFÒ¹ ô Òs¹Ïc]=«Ò§ ÒÊu??ÌLÒKÎFÒ¹ Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÈÏu?Ò²? Î%Ò¹ ÎqÒ¼ ÎqÌ'˚
Muh ammad (prayers and peace be upon him) said :
1 - “ The search for knowledge is obligatory upon all Muslims
males and females.”

¢ WLKË rK q vKŽ WC¹d rKF« VKÞ ¢

books, papers, pens, lamps, food and water were regularly supplied to the students. Board and lodging at the educational establishments were available without any charge. The ancient
university of Al-Azhar (more than 1,000 years old) in Egypt is
an example. In fact, Al-Azhar remains as a good example of the
Islamic universities elsewhere...
The Prophet Muhammad (prayers and peace be upon him)
also said about knowledge :
“ Seek knowledge even in China.”
As said before, knowledge in Islâm means all branches of
learning conveyed by the word which the human mind could
conceive of. This broad meaning is made clear by the Qur’ân
which says what means :
“ Do you not see that Allâh sends down water from the
sky; thus We produce thereby fruits of varied hues and that
in the mountains there are white and red tracks of different
intensity and others of raven black colour? And of people,
beasts and cattle there are likewise different hues? Verily, of
all Allâh’s worshippers those who are imbued with knowledge fear Him most; surely Allâh is Ever-Mighty, EverForgiving.”

This, evidently means that every Muslim must learn and
search for knowledge as a requisit by Islâm.
(Fâtir
. : 27 – 28)
2 - “ He who goes in search of learning is in the path of Allâh
until he returns back.”

‰Ï UÒ³−
Ï ÄÎ sÒ Ï §Ò UÒN½Ì «Òu=Î √Ò UÚHKÏ ²Ò b
Î  Ô «ÒdLÒ ŁÒ tÏ ÐÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ šÎ QÒ Ò Ú¡UÒ Ï¡UÒL%
] Ä sÒ Ï Ò‰eÒ ½Ò√ ÒtK] Ä Ê] √Ò ÒdðÒ rÎ =Ò √Ò ˚
Islâm also makes it incumbent upon those who have learned
to teach others who have not. In most cases free instruction:
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˝ — uÌHžÒ e ¹ÏeŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ ¡Ì UÒLKÒ FÌ ÄÎ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³ŽÏ sÎ Ï ÒtK] ?Ä vÒAb
Î ¹Ò UÒL½] ≈ p
Ò =Ï cÒ YÒ Ìt½Ì «Òu=Î √Ò nKÏ ²Ò b
Î Ì ÂÏ UÒF½Î _Ò «Ò§
© ≤∏ ≠ ≤∑ ® dÞU
Recently, Al-Azhar University has established faculties for
teaching modern sciences. Originally it was specialised mainly
in religious sciences such as : proper reading of the Q ur’ân and
its interpretation, the Traditions of the Prophet, language, and
related fields...

III. About The Prophecy Of Mu hammad
Muh ammad (prayer and peace be upon him) would not
have pretended to be a Prophet (or claim prophecy) and yet suffer for his claim the most severe, dangerous and cruellest afflictions for about 23 years, without having rest, security or even
peace.
Tens of thousands of his followers (the Sahâbah) exposed
themselves to loss of life and property without realizing from
his claim any wealth, affluence, authority or splendour of the
type which pretenders and their followers usually attain.
However, Muh ammad’s people sometimes offered him valuable property and sometimes authority and kingship in order to
withdraw from his call to Islâm which abolished their religions,
discredited their intellects and nullified most of their habits.
Sometimes the revelation brought Muh ammad (prayers and
peace be upon him) what caused him pain, or declared mistaken
in an opinion he had held, or even blamed him for an action of
his. The following is an example.
“ (The Prophet) Frowned and turned away; because
there came to him the blind man (interrupting); but what
could tell you that perchance he might grow in understanding; or that he might receive admonition and the teaching
might profit him; as to him who regards himself selfsufficient; to him do you attend; though it is no blame on
you if he grows not (in understanding); but as to him who
came to you striving earnestly; and with fear in his heart; of
him were you unmindful; oh no.....”
(‘Abasa :1 – 11)
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Ìd? ]Y]cÒ¹ ÎËÒ√ ©≥® ¢v?]Y]eÒ¹ Ìt]KÒF?Ò= Òp¹Ï—ÎbÌ¹ U??ÒÒ§ ©≤® ¢v?ÒL? ÎŽÒ_« ÌÁÒ¡U??Òł ÊÒ√ ©±® ¢v]=u?ÒðÒ§ ÒfÒ³? ÒŽ˚

3 - “ They do disbelieve who say : (surely) Allâh is the Christ
son of Mary...”

v¢ Y] e] ¹Ò ô] √Ò ÒpOÎ KÒ ŽÒ U?Ò §Ò ©∂® È
¢ b] B
Ò ðÒ Ìt=Ò X
Ò ½ÒQÒ ©µ® v¢ MÒ GÎ ?²Ò Ý
Î ‹ sÏ Ò U]√Ò ©¥® È
¢ dÒ ?YÎ cÏÓ Ä tÌ FÒ ?HÒ MÒ²Ò

(Al–Mâ’idah : 72)

U??NÒ ½] ≈ ö
] ? YÒ æ±∞º v¢ N] KÒ ?ðÒ tÌ MÎ ŽÒ ÒX½ÒQ? Ò ©π® v¢ A
Ò ?b
Î ¹Ò uÒ ?¼Ì §Ò ©∏® v¢ FÒ ? %
Î ¹Ò „Ò ¡Ò U??łÒ sÒ U??] √Ò §Ò ©∑®
© ∑≤ ® …bzU*«
© ±± ≠ ± ® f³?Ž

˝ÒrÒ¹ÎdÒ ÌsÎÐ‹ Ì`OÏ%ÒLÎÄ ÒuÌ¼ Òt]KÄ ]Ê≈ «uÌ=UÒ' Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒdÒHÒY ÎbÒIÒ=˚

˝…ÒdÏYÎcÒð

Moreover, whoever reads the Qur’ân will find in it arguments with the Jews and the Christians regarding their beliefs
and philosophy notably those concerning God. For example
Qur’ân says what means :
1 - “ And the Jews said : Allâh’s hand is tied up; be
their hands tied up and be they accused for the ( blasphemy)
they utter...”
(Al–Mâ’idah : 64)

4 - “ They do disbelieve who say : Allâh is one of three in a
trinity...”
(Al–Mâ’idah : 73)

© ∑≥ ® …bzU*«

˝ÔWŁÒ öÒŁ Y
Ì =Ï UÒŁ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ «uÌ=UÒ' sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] dÒ ?HÒ YÒ bÎ IÒ =Ò ˚

From the finance point of view, Islâm imposes upon every
Muslim generally :
1 - A tax of 2.5 per cent when possessing ten gold pounds (or
equivalent currency) per one year.

© ∂¥ ® …bzU*« ˝«uÌ=U?'Ò U?LÒ ÐÏ «uÌMFÏ =Ì §Ò rÎ NÏ ?¹bÏ ¹Î √Ò X
Î K] žÌ W =Ò uÌKGÎ ?Ò tÏ K] Ä bÌ ¹Ò œÌ u?NÌ ?OÒ ÄÎ X
Ï =Ò U?'Ò §Ò ˚
2 - An equivalent tax is also imposed upon trade goods.
2 - “And the Jews call ‘Uzair a son of Allâh and the Christians call Christ the son of Allâh; that is their saying by
their mouths imitating what the disbelievers of old used to
say; Allâh’s curse be on them as long as they are deluded
away from the truth.”
(At–Taubah : 30)

rÌN=Ì uÎ ? 'Ò p
Ò =Ï –Ò Ït?K] Ä sÌ ÐÎ ‹ `
Ì O??%
Ï ? LÒ ÄÎ ÈÒ—U??B
Ò M] Ä X
Ï ?=Ò U?'Ò §Ò tÏ ?K] Ä sÌ ÐÎ ‹ d ¹Î eÒ ? ŽÌ Ìœu??NÌ ? OÒ ÄÎ ÏX=Ò U??'Ò §Ò ˚

3 - A tax on camels, sheep and goats whose proportion differed
according to the difference in their number.
4 - A land tax and the tithe. A tenth of the harvest or a half, in
accordance with the method of irrigation adopted, when the harvest amounts to fifty kilograms or more.
5 - The Fitr tax is paid for every individual every Ramadân (for
himself and those whom he supports.).

˝ÒÊuÌJÒ RÎ ¹Ì v¢ ½] √Ò tÌ K] Ä rÌ NÌ KÒ ðÒ UÒ' qÌ ³Î 'Ò sÏ «ËÌdHÒ YÒ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] ‰Ò uÎ 'Ò ÊÒ uÌ¾¼Ï UÒC¹Ì rÏN¼Ï «ÒuÎ QÒ ÐÏ
© ≥∞ ® WÐu²=«
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For non-Muslims, only a sort of poll - tax is imposed, whose
amount is four dinars a year for the rich, two for the middle class
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and one only for the poor. From these are exempted, the old,
children, women, those who are unable to earn a living, those
who are devoted to worshipping and slaves. Evidently, this applies to the people who are free, sane, able to work and do earn
money, in return for the general services achieved by the state
for its subjects. Of these services are : defence, building, digging canals, paying salaries., etc..
Obviously, Islâm imposed a mild tax on the land in exchange for its use. Muslims were, by comparison with others,
the most human and merciful people the world has ever known.
Some European writers as : Gustav Le Bon, Sir Thomas Arnold, Norman Baines and many others have reached the same
conclusion.

SKY AND HEAVENS
ASTRONOMICALLY AND AS
MENTIONED IN THE QUR’ÂN
I. What Sky And Heavens Mean
For reasonably acceptable interpretation of the Qur’ânic
verses, it is preferable to use the word “sky” to stand only for
the earth’s atmosphere and its blue dome which appears by day
over our heads. The word “heavens” strictly means all the heavenly bodies from which the entire universe has been built up.
The following verses readily reflect these two meanings :
1 - “ And We made the sky (the at mosphere) preserved roof
yet they care not to recognize its (multiple) services.”
(Al–Anbiyâ’ : 32)

© ≥≤ ® ¡UO³½_«

˝ÒÊuÌ{ÏdÎFÌ UÒNÏðUÒ¹¬ ÎsÒŽ ÎrÌ¼Ò§ UÚþuÌHÎ× UÚHÎIÒÝ Ò¡UÒL]%Ä UÒMÎKÒFÒłÒ§˚

As said before (in Book 3), the earth’s atmosphere renders
vital services to living creatures on earth, notably human beings.
2 - “ ... And the water that Allâh sends down from the sky
(nimbus clouds in the atmosphere), then gives life therewith to
the earth after its death...”
(Al–Baqarah : 164)

˝U?ÒNÏðÎu?Ò Òb?ÎF?ÒÐ Ò÷Î—Ò_« ÏtÏÐ U?ÒO?ÎŠÒQ?Ò Ô¡U? sÏ Ï¡U?ÒL?]%Ä Òs?Ï Ìt]KÄ Ò‰Òe½ÒÒ√ U?ÒÒ§˚
© ±∂¥ ® …dI³=«
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3 - “ That whom He wills to leave straying He makes his
breast close and constricted as if he has to rise up in the
sky.”

6 - “ ....And nothing is hidden from Allâh either in the earth
or in the heavens.”
(Ibrâhîm : 38)

(Al–An‘âm : 125)

© ≥∏ ® rO?¼«dÐ≈ ˝Ï¡U??ÒL? ?]%Ä vÏ ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« v?Ï Ô¡ÎvÒý sÏ Ït?]KÄ vÒKÒŽ ¢v?ÒH? ÎbÒ¹ U?? ÒÒ§˚
˝Ï¡U??ÒL? ]%Ä vÏ Ìb? ]F? ]BÒ¹ U??ÒL]½ÒQ? ÒY U??ÚłÒd? ÒŠ U??ÚI? ÓÏO? Ò{ ÌÁÒ—Îb? Ò ÎqÒF? Î−Ò¹ Ìt]KÏC?Ì¹ ÊÒ√ ÎœÏdÌ¹ sÒÒ§˚
7 - “ And indeed We have made zodiac-signs in the heaven
and We have made it fair seeming to the beholders.”

© ±≤µ ® ÂUF½_«
It is well known that atmospheric oxygen decreases with
increasing height above the earth’s surface. This is why any individual rising up in the sky without external protection soon
feels as though his breast has been constricted, - see also
Book (2).
4 - “ With power and skill did We construct the heavens and
indeed We are expanding them.”
(Adh-Dhariyât : 47)=

© ¥∑ ® U¹—«c=«

˝ÒÊu??ÌF?ÏÝu?ÌÒ* U]½≈Ò§ ÔbÎ¹ÒQÏÐ UÒ¼UÒMÎO?ÒMÒÐ Ò¡U?ÒL? ]%=«Ò§˚

The receding of the galaxies and the consequent expansion
of the universe are well known in astronomy.
5 - “And not the weight of an atom in the earth or in the
heavens is hidden from your Lord.”
(Yûnus : 61)

© ∂± ® f½u¹ ˝Ï¡U?LÒ %
] Ä vÏ ôÒ§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ Ô…—] –Ò Ï‰U?IÒ ¦Î ?Ï sÏ p
Ò ÐÏÓ —] sÒŽ Ì»eÌ FÎ ¹Ò U?Ò §Ò ˚
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(Al–Hijr : 16)
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˝Òs¹ÏdÏþU]MKÏ= UÒ¼U]M]¹Ò“Ò§ UÚłËÌdÌÐ Ï¡UÒL]%Ä vÏ UÒMÎKÒFÒł ÎbÒIÒ=Ò§˚

The planets and moon are always found in space within a
narrow belt centered on the ecliptic, called the “Zodiac” or (the
zone of the animals). The Zodiac was divided into twelve parts
or “signs”. Their representation on paper looks almost like decoration : Aries (ram), Taurus (bull), Gimini (twins), Cancer
(crab), Leo (Lion), Virgo (virgin), Libra (balance), Scorpio
(scorpion), Sagittarius (archer), Capricornus (goat), Acquarius
(waterbearer), and Pisces (fishes).
The blue sky which appears over our heads during daytime
has no real existence. It is nothing more than the result of the
scattering of sunlight in the lowest layers of the atmosphere extending to about 200 kilometers above the earth’s surface. Scattering is produced by air-molecules, water - vapour and dustparticles suspended in the air. For true scattering of light to take
place, the particles must be smaller than the wave-length of the
scattered light, otherwise diffuse reflection takes place instead
of scattering.
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The amount of light-energy which may be scattered is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wave length of
the scattered light. In other words, when two waves of light of
length 0.6 and 0.5 micron respectively are scattered, the ratio of
the scattered energy will be :
scattered energy (1) .5 x .5 x .5 x .5
scattered energy (2) .6 x .6 x .6 x .6
=

625
1296

=

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL%
] Ä vÏ sÒ rÒ KÒ Ý
Î √Ò tÌ =Ò §Ò ÊÒ uÌG³Î ¹Ò tÏ K] Ä sÏ ¹Ïœ dÒ OÎ GÒ Ò √Ò ˚
© ∏≥ ® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
2 - “ Whoever in the heavens and the earth ask Him...”
(Ar-Rah mân : 29)
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˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL%
] Ä vÏ sÒ tÌ =Ì QÒ %
Î ¹Ò ˚

The sun radiates maximum light-energy in the blue wavelength which is relatively short compared with the yellow or red
wave lengths. Maximum scattering of Sunlight, therefore, takes
place in the range of the blue light, within the first 200 kilometers of the atmosphere and give rise to the blue colour of the
sky.

3 - “ And your Lord best knows those who are in the
heav ens and the earth....”

II. Are We Alone In The Material Universe?

4 - “ All those in the heavens and the earth ask of Him; every moment He is in a state (of glory).”

This question was raised probably since man dwelt the
earth, but has not yet received the final answer. Scientifically
speaking, it is acceptable to assume that wherever physical environments like these of the earth prevail over any other planets
in the vast universe, life can evolve and beings can nourish and
flourish with the passage of sufficient time up to the stage of
human beings.
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân gave the answer to this
question about 1500 year ago. Several verses refer (in various
ways) to the existence of wise beings in heavens. Thus we read,
for example what means :
1 - “ Seek they then other than Allâh’s religion? And to Him
submitted whoever in the heavens and the earth.”
(Âl-‘Imrân : 83).
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(Al–Isrâ’ : 55)

©µµ ® ¡«dÝô«
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Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL%
] Ä vÏ sÒLÐÏ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò p
Ò ÐÓÌ —Ò §Ò ˚

(Ar-Rah mân : 29)

© ≤π ® sLŠd=«

˝ ÔÊÎQÒý vÏ ÒuÌ¼ ÔÂÎuÒ¹ ]qÌY Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL]%Ä vÏ sÒ ÌtÌ=ÒQÎ%Ò¹˚

5 - “ There is none in the heavens and the earth but comes
to Ar-Ra hmân (The All-Merciful) as a sl ave.”
(Mariam : 93)

© π≥ ® .d

˝«ÚbÎ³ÒŽ ÏsÒL?ÎŠ]dÄ vÏð¬ ]ô≈ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL]%Ä vÏ sÒ ÌÓqÌY Ê≈˚

6 - “ Have you not seen that to Allâh makes submission
whoever is in the heavens and whoever is in the earth....”
(Al–Hajj : 18)
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© ±∏ ® Z(« ˝ÆÆÆÆÏ÷Î—Ò_« vÏ sÒÒ§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL]%Ä vÏ sÒ ÌtÒ= ÌbÌ−?Î%Ò¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒ=Ò√˚
7 - “ Have you not seen that Allâh do prostrate for Him all
those who are in the heavens and the earth....”

This last verse is amongst the verses which clearly differentiate between angels and other beings, or material creatures,
on planets (similar to our own earth) dispersed through the vast
universe. In the age of science, astronomers believe that we are
not alone in the entire universe.

(An–Nur : 41)
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˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL?]%Ä vÏ sÒ ÌtÒ= Ì`ÓÏ³?Ò%Ì¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒ=Ò√˚

8 - “ Say : No one in the heavens and the earth knows the
unseen but Allâh...”
( An-Naml : 65)

© ∂µ ® qLM=«

˝Ìt?]KÄ ]ô≈ ÒVÎO?ÒGÎÄ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒËU??ÒL?]%Ä vÏ sÒ Ìr?ÒKÎFÒ¹ ô qÌ'˚

9 - “And to His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
earth and what He has spread forth in both of them of living
beings; and He is All-Powerful to gather them together when
He wills.”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)

«Ò–≈ rÎ NÏ ?FÏ LÎ ?łÒ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò WÔ Ð] «Òœ sÏ UÒL?NÏ ?OÏ Y
] ÐÒ U?Ò §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL?%
] Ä oÌ KÎ šÒ tÏ ðÏ UÒ¹¬ sÎ Ï §Ò ˚
© ≤π ® È—u?A=«

˝æ≤πºd¹Ïb? Ò' Ì¡U?ÒAÒ¹

10 - “ And to Allâh makes obeisance every living creature
that is in the heavens and that is in the earth and the angels
(too) and they are not proud.”
(An–Nah l : 49)

ô rÎ ¼Ì §Ò WÌ ?JÒ zÏ ö?? ?LÒ =Î «Ò§ WÔ Ð] «Òœ s?Ï ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ U?? ?Ò §Ò Ï «ÒËU?? LÒ ? ? %
] Ä vÏ U?? ?Ò bÌ ? ?−
Ì ??%
Î ¹Ò tÏ ?K] =Ï §Ò ˚
˝æ¥πº ÊÒ ËÌd³Ï JÎ ²Ò %
Î ¹Ò
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3 -" ....And all float on in orbits.”

III. Seven Heavens
Celestial bodies are of different sizes, nature and forms.
The most common are : stars (including suns), planets, satellites
(like the earth’s moon), comets, meteorites and metreors. The
so-calld galaxies are formed of billions of stars within each individual galaxy. Solar systems generally include unique systems composed of : sun, planets, satellites, meteorites, comets
and meteors.
Evidently, these members comprise six types of celestial
bodies, apart from the earth’s atmosphere which also exists over
our heads. Their total number is seven! Number seven, therefore, may be taken to stand for the different types of structure
appearing over our heads. Qur’ân says what means :
1 - “Blessed is He Who made zodiacs in the heavens and
made therein a lamp and a bright moon ( reflecting light).”
(Al–Furqân : 61)

˝æ∂±º «Úd?OMÏ  «Úd? LÒ ?'Ò §Ò U?łÚ «Òd?Ý
Ï U?NÒ ? O?Ï qÒ FÒ ?łÒ §Ò U?łÚ ËÌd?ÐÌ ¡Ï U?LÒ ?%
] Ä vÏ qÒ FÒ ? łÒ ÈÏcÄ] „Ò —Ò U?³Ò ðÒ ˚

2 - “ And He has made subservient the sun and the moon,
each one moves swiftly to an appointed time.”
(Luqmân : 29)
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© ¥∞ ® f¹

˝æ¥∞º ÊÒ u??×
Ì ? ?³Ò ? %
Î ¹Ò p
Ô KÒ ?Ò vÏ qÓ YÌ §Ò ˚

4 - “ Allâh is He Who raised the heavens without any pillars
that you can see....”
(Ar-Ra‘d : 2)

© ≤ ® b?Žd=«

˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ U?ÒNÒ½ÎËÒdÒð Ôb?ÒLÒŽ Ïd?ÎO?ÒGÏÐ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL?]%Ä ÒlÒÒ— ÍÏc]Ä Ìt]KÄ˚

5 - “ And He withholds the heavens from falling on the
earth except with His permission.”
(Al–Hajj : 65)

© ∂µ ® Z(«

˝ÏtÏ½Î–SÏÐ ]ô≈ Ï÷Î—Ò_« v?ÒKÒŽ ÒlÒIÒð ÊÒ√ Ò¡U?ÒL?]%?Ä ÌpÏ%?ÎLÌ¹Ò§˚

Surely, nothing falls from outer space and may reach the
earth’s surface except meteorites. The earth’s atmosphere plays
a big role in splitting them into fine dust, apart from a limited
number of occasions in which the meteorites reached the earth’s
surface.
For a long time, some people used to think that the heavens
may be regarded as dwelling homes, mainly for ghosts, and
could be angels too!

© ∂± ® ÊU'dH=«

© ≤π ® ÊUL?I=

(Yâsîn : 40)

˝vÓLÚ %
Ò ?Ì qÔ łÒ √Ò v¢ =Ò ≈ ÈÏd−
Î ¹Ò qÓ YÌ dÒ LÒ ?IÒ =Î «Ò§ f
Ò LÎ A
] Ä dÒ ?b
] Ý
Ò §Ò ˚

Again, astronomically speaking, with respect to us on
earth, however, the entire universe can be regarded as composed of seven heavens, one after the other as follows :
1 - The solar system (5 light hours in diameter).
2 - Our galaxy, or the so-called the “Milky Way”, (100,000
light years in diameter).
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Again, astronomically speaking, with respect to us on
earth, however, the entire universe can be regarded as composed of seven heavens, one after the other as follows :
1 - The solar system (5 light hours in diameter).
2 - Our galaxy, or the so-called the “Milky Way”, (100,000
light years in diameter).
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3 - The “Local group”, which contains 17 known galaxies
spread over a region in space about 3 million light years. The
nearest galaxy (in space) to our galaxy is called Andromeda. It
is a member of this group, and lies a distance equal to 750.000
light years from the Milky Way. There may exist a few undiscovered members, notably in regions hidden by the dust of
Milky Way. The diameter of the sphere enclosing all the members of the local group averages 2.3 million light years.
4 - The cluster of the first order :
Beyond the local group, at a distance of a few times its diameter, we find another similar group of galaxies like the local
group. The nearest rich cluster of galaxies is the Virgo cluster.
It lies at about 50 - 70 million light years from us. The linear diameter of the cluster is about 7 million light years.

7 - Galaxies as Radio Sources :
Since World War (1), some thousands of discrete radio
sources, each occupying a small region in space, have been discovered and catalogued. There is evidence that most of those
distant sources are extra-galactic. At present, there are about
100 radio sources that have been identified with individual galaxies. The radio galaxies fall into two groups: normal and peculiar galaxies emitting radio waves. Some of these galaxies have
been observed to be receding from us at about 15 per cent of the
speed of light! Others recede at greater speeds, approaching 80
per cent of the velocity of light!! They are called (quasi - stars)
or (quasars). They are between 5 and 15 billion light years away
from us. Allâh says in the Qur’ân what means :
1 - “ Indeed I could swear by the sites of the stars; and it is a
great oath if you are aware of them.”

5 - The cluster of the second order :
Several experts in astronomy are of the opinion that a large
collection of clusters of the first order comprises a second order
cluster. The overall diameter of this super-cluster is between
100 and 150 million light years. The total mass of super-cluster
is not less than 10 raised the power 15 (10 15) solar masses.
6 - Clusters of the third order :

(Al–Wâqi‘ah : 75-76)

˝æ∑∂º r OÏEŽÒ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ðÒ uÎ =] r %
Ò IÒ =Ò tÌ ½] ≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÂÏ uÌ−MÓÌ Ä lÏ 'Ï «ÒuLÒ ÐÏ rÌ %
Ï 'Î √Ì öÒ˚
© ∑∂ ≠ ∑µ ® WF'«u=«
2- “ Verily, in the creation of the heavens and the earth, and
in the variation of night and day, are signs for those of un-

These are supposed to be groups of clusters that exist beyond the second order cluster. They are not easily conspicuous
to us. The most remote clusters of this order are at distances between 2 and 3 billion light years. The total volume of the space
occupied by the remote clusters is 10 raised to the plower 14
times the space occupied by our own galaxy.

»
Ï U??³Ò =Î _Ò « vÏ=ËÎ _Ì Ô UÒ¹ü —Ï U??NÒ M] =«Ò§ qÏ OÎ ?K] Ä ·
Ï ö?²Ï ? šÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU??LÒ ?%
] ?Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ Ê] ≈˚

Evidently, the universe is a universe of galaxies. Also,
there is a tendency for galaxies to be found in clusters, and
for the clusters themselves to be grouped in second order clusters.

3 - “ ... Those who muse on the creation of the heavens and
of the earth : O our Lord, say they, You have not created
this in vain; glory be to You...”
(Âl–‘Imrân : 191)
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derstanding.”

© ±π∞ ® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬

(Âl–‘Imrân : 190)

˝æ±π∞º
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˝Òp½Ò U??×
Ò ?³Î ?Ý
Ì ö
Ú ÞÏ U?ÐÒ «Òc¼Ò X
Ò IÎ KÒ šÒ U??Ò UÒMÐ] —Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?LÒ ? %
] Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ ÊÒ ËÌdJ] HÒ ? ²Ò ¹Ò §Ò ˚

˝æ±¥∏º ÒÊuÌ ÌdÎbÒð ]ô≈ ÎrÌ²½Ò√ ÎÊ≈Ò§ ]s]EÄ ]ô≈ ÒÊuÌFÏ³]²Òð Ê≈ UÒMÒ= ÌÁuÌłÏdÎbÌ²Ò ÔrÎKÏŽ ÎsÏ rÌYÒbMÏŽ ÎqÒ¼ ÎqÌ'˚
© ±¥∏ ® ÂUF½_«

© ±π± ® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
4 - “ .... Do they not consider the kingdom of the heavens
and the earth and what things AlIâh has created?....”

7 - “ And when it is said to them come to that which Allâh
has revealed and to the Messenger, they say : Sufficient for
us is that wherein we found our fathers; (what!) even though
their fathers knew nothing and had no guidance!”

(Al–A‘râf : 185)
(Al–Mâ’idah : 104)

˝ ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò sÏ tÌ K] Ä oÒ KÒ šÒ UÒ§Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒL%
] Ä Ï uÌJKÒ Ò vÏ «ËÌdEÌ MÒ¹ rÎ =Ò ËÒ √Ò ˚

tÏ ?OÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒ½bÎ ?łÒ §Ò U?Ò UÒM?³Ì ?%
Î ?ŠÒ «uÌ=U?'Ò ‰Ï u?Ý
Ì d] Ä vÒ=≈Ò§ tÌ K] Ä ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√Ò U?Ò v¢ =Ò ≈ «Îu?=Ò U?FÒ ðÒ rÎ NÌ =Ò qÒ O?'Ï «Ò–≈Ò§˚

© ±∏µ ® ·«dŽ_«

˝æ±∞¥º ÊÒ ËÌb? ? ? ? ²Ò ? ? ? ? NÎ ?¹Ò ôÒ§ U?? ? ? ?¾Ú ? ? ? ? OÎ ? ? ? ? ý
Ò ÒÊu?? ? ? ?LÌ ?KÒ ?FÎ ?¹Ò ô rÎ ?¼Ì ƒÌ UÒÐ¬ ÊÒ U?? ? ? ? YÒ uÎ Ò= ËÒ √Ò U?½Ò ¡Ò U?ÐÒ ¬

5 - “ Surely, Allâh upholds the heavens and the earth lest
they come to naught, and if they come to naught none can
uphold them after Him....”

© ±∞¥ ® …bzU*«

(Fâtir
. ∫41)

sÎ Ï bÔ ŠÒ √Ò sÎ ?Ï UÒLNÌ JÒ %
Ò ?Î √Ò ÊÎ ≈ UÒ²=Ò «Ò“ sÏ¾=Ò §Ò ôËÌeðÒ ÊÒ√ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?LÒ %
] Äp
Ì %
Ï ?LÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈˚
˝ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÁÏ bÏ FÎ ÐÒ
© ¥± ® dÞU
Finally, to those who just argue without background of knowledge, the Qur’ân says what means :
6 - “ .... Say ∫ have you any knowledge so you would bring it
forth to us? You only follow conjecture and you only tell
lies”
(Al–An‘âm : 148)
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ISLÂM AND SCIENCE
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1. FOREWORD
Islâm, in the true essence, is not merely theoretical, but also
practical on a large scale. Its teachings match the physical laws
of nature, and do not neglect the normal needs of human beings
and their life. In this respect the Qur’ân says, for example:
“And do not forget your portion of the earthy life and
fair as Allâh has been Fair to you.”
(Al-Qasas
. . : 77)

©∑∑® hBI«

˝ÒpOÎ Ò ≈ tÌ K] Ä sÒ 
Ò ŠÎ √Ò UÒLÒ sÏŠÎ √Ò §Ò UÒO½Î bÓÌ Ä sÒ Ï p
Ò ³Ò OÏB½Ò f
Ò MÒð ôÒ§˚

In order to lead man to the righteous path and to moral
values, the Prophet’s Traditions and the Qur’ân guided him
together fully and in detail. They both call for obeying Allâh,
superior manners and sincerity. A real Muslim is he whose
efforts are directed mostly to the benefit of the community
indiscriminately;
“ Those who will remember Allâh are those who are apprehnsive of Allâh.”
(Al-’A‘lâ : 10)

©±∞® vKŽ_«

˝¢vA
Ò +
Î ¹Ò sÒ dÌ ] c] OÒ Ý
Ò ˚

“ And keep the convenant. Lo, of the convenant it will be
asked”
(Al-Isrâ’: 34)

©≥¥® ¡«dÝù«
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˝ÚôuÌ¾
Î Ò ÊÒ UÒ bÒ ?NÎ FÒ ÄÎ Ê] ≈ bÏ NÎ FÒ Î UÏÐ «uÌ:ËÎ √Ò §Ò ÆÆÆÆÆÆ ˚
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No doubt, the values of fear of Allâh, sincerity and mercy
are the outstanding values that lead the Muslim directly towards

©±µ∂® ·«dŽ_«

˝ÆÆÆÆ ¡Ô wÎ ý
Ò q] Ì X
Î FÒ Ý
Ï §Ò vÏ²LÒ ŠÎ —Ò §Ò ÆÆÆÆ˚ ‡‡ ±

2. “Say Allâh has prescribed for Himself Mercy ...”

(A state of faith and science), comprizing ardency, diligence

(Al-An‘âm: 12)

and faithfulness adhering to the bright illuminative values:

©±≤® ÂUF½_«
“And this is My path; it is straight so follow it; and follow not other ways lest you would be parted away from His
way; this is Allâh’s advice that you may be pious.”
(Al-An‘âm: 153).

rÌU]>Ò§ ÎrÌJÏÒ– ÏtÏKOÏ³ÒÝ sÒŽ ÎrÌJÏÐ Ò‚]dÒHÒ²Ò: ÒqÌ³ÌÓÄ «uÌFÏ³]²Òð ôÒ§ ÌÁuÌFÏ³]ðUÒ: UÚLOÏIÒ²ÎÌ vÏÞ«ÒdÏ> «ÒcÒ¼ ]ÊÒ√Ò§ ˚

This is why a true Muslim is assumed to help those who
deserve being helped irrespective of nationality, race or even religion, by various ways, such as “medical treatment, education,
financial support...”
1. “And We have not sent you but mercy to mankind.”
(Al-Anbiyâ :107)

˝ÒÊuÌI]²Òð ÎrÌJ]KÒFÒ ÏtÏÐ

©±µ≥® ÂUF½_«

When we call Allâh by His Names the Beneficent and the
Merciful, we generally mean abstract goodness and tenderness:
“Say ask Allâh or ask the All-Merciful, whichsoever you
ask; His are the utmost Magnificent Names.”

©±∞∑® ¡UO³½_«

˝Ò5*ÒÏ UÒFKÎ ÏÓ WÚ LÒ ŠÎ —Ò ô] ≈ „Ò UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò UÒ§Ò ˚ ‡‡ ±

This verse concerns the Prophet Muh

ammad. Referring to

the followers of Jesus, the Qur’ân says.
2. “.... And placed compassion and mercy in the hearts

(Al-Isrâ’ : 110).

of those who followed him ...”
(Al-Hadîd : 27)

˝v¢ MÒ Î ×Ì ÄÎ ¡Ì UÒLÝÎ _Ò « tÌ KÒ :Ò «uÌŽbÎ ðÒ U] UÓ¹Ú √Ò sÒ LÒ ŠÎ d] Ä «uÌŽœÎ ‹ ËÏ √Ò tÒ K] Ä «uÌŽœÎ ‹ qÏ LÌ ˚
©±±∞® ¡«dÝù«

©≤∑® b¹b(«

Muslims usually start their work with the name of Allâh, followed by The All-Merciful and The Ever-Merciful. However, it
is said that one is general, while the other is particular.
1. “..... And My Mercy embraces everything ...”
(Al-A‘râf : 156).
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˝ÆÆÆ WÒ LÒ ŠÎ d] Ä tÏ 
Ï HÎ ½Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ V
Ò ²Ò Ò tÏ K] ÏÓ qÌL ÆÆÆ˚ ‡‡ ≤

˝ WÚ LÒ ŠÎ —Ò §Ò WÚ :Ò √Î —Ò ÁÌ uÌF³Ò ð] ‹ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] »
Ï uÌKLÌ vÏ: UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤

Referring to the scripture revealed to Moses, the Qur’ân
says:
3. “... And before it was the Book of Moses a leader and
a mercy ...”
(Al-Ahqâf :12)
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Referring to the scripture revealed to Moses, the Qur’ân
says:
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a mercy ...”
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©±≤® ·UIŠ_«

In the sense of opening the gates of good odour, the
Qur’ân says:
4. “That which Allâh opens to mankind of mercy none
can withhold it ...”
( Fâtir
. : 2)

©≤® dÞU:

˝UÒNÒ p
Ò 
Ï LÎ Ì öÒ: WÔ LÒ ŠÎ —] sÏ ”
Ï U]MKÏ tÌ K] Ä `
Ï ²Ò HÎ ¹Ò UÒ˚ ‡‡ ¥

The principal aim of the present series is not merely to
interpret, or comment on, some verses of the Qu r’ân which are
bearing on science, but also to present to the reader the mental
peace required, or at least to offer him the chance, in order to
think over his situation and thus place him directly with his
essential problems, namely the religious problems.
In fact, the question is not simply either to believe or not to
believe ... One has first to be convinced (mentally). Our belief
should neither be merely paradoxical nor dogmatic.
Argumentation regarding this problem is natural and necessary
in order to reach a balanced state of mental satisfaction, and
avoid despair and the tendency of indifference which do not
afford peace. Fear from the future and not being free from
agony are the ultimate result.
For such reasons the Qu r’ân rejects blind belief.
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ARGUMENTATION IN
THE QUR’ÂN

˝ÚWLÒ ŠÎ —Ò §Ò UÚUÒ≈ v¢ Ý
Ò uÌ »
Ì UÒ²Ï tÏ KÏ ³Î LÒ sÏ§Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≥
I. Foreword

Islâm rejects blind belief and gives unique directions to
think freely, and to discuss the outstanding topics on which
man’s belife should be built.
The arguments of the Qur’ân are formulated in a sublime
style which strikes the minds with its logic and simplicity.
Some are unprecedented to strike the hearts too. The following
are examples:
1) Concerning the existence of the Creator (Allâh):
“Were they created of nothing? Or were they (themselves )
the creators? Or did they create the heavens and the earth?
Nay they have no certibude. Or are the treasures of your
Lord with them? Or are they the dominators (of affairs )?”
(At-Tûr
. . : 35-37)
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2) The Hereafter is by all means believed to be a (religious)
fact. In this respect the Qur’ân says, for example:
“And he (the disbeliever ) gave us an example and forgot
himself being created; He said Who resurrects (raises up )
the rotten once more? Say He Who formerly created them
for the first time raises them up (resurrects them ) back again
to life and He is Ever-Knowing of every creation.”
(Yâsîn : 78-79)
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In the sense of opening the gates of good odour, the
Qur’ân says:
4. “That which Allâh opens to mankind of mercy none
can withhold it ...”
( Fâtir
. : 2)
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The principal aim of the present series is not merely to
interpret, or comment on, some verses of the Qu r’ân which are
bearing on science, but also to present to the reader the mental
peace required, or at least to offer him the chance, in order to
think over his situation and thus place him directly with his
essential problems, namely the religious problems.
In fact, the question is not simply either to believe or not to
believe ... One has first to be convinced (mentally). Our belief
should neither be merely paradoxical nor dogmatic.
Argumentation regarding this problem is natural and necessary
in order to reach a balanced state of mental satisfaction, and
avoid despair and the tendency of indifference which do not
afford peace. Fear from the future and not being free from
agony are the ultimate result.
For such reasons the Qu r’ân rejects blind belief.
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3) Regarding the Oneness of The Almighty Allâh; He says:
“If there were in them (the heavens and the earth ) other
gods besides Allâh there would have been corruption in
both ....”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 22)
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Abraham said: Certainly, My Lord brings the sun from the
east, and you have to bring it from the west. He, who did not
believe, became confounded and Allâh does not guide the unjust people.”
(Al-Baqarah : 258)
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4) “No son did Allâh beget, nor is there any god along
with Him, behold, othrwise each god would have gone away
what he with created and some would have exalted themselves
over others.”
(Al-Mu’minûn : 91)
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5) The following verse is an ideal example of argumentation
concerning standing to reason in the Qu r’ân :
“Have you (Muh ammad) not seen the one who argued with
Abraham about his Lord, That Allâh gave him the kingship.
Abraham thus said: My Master is He Who offers life and
inflicts death, He said: And I offer life and inflict death.
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II. The Novelette Of Abraham
Historically, the people of the prophet Abraham (Babilonians)
worshipped idols which were taken to stand for various heavenly
bodies, on the top of which Marduck represented the planet Jupiter.
Abraham’s father, ’Âzar, was chief of his people. His name
was found among the names of the kings of Babylone (from
1126 to 1105 B.C). It possible, however, that Abraham lived in
Oar, long before this date as may be deduced from the Qur’ân,
which, as far as an astronomer may readily conclude, describes
excellently an occasion of total solar eclipse. The event was followed carefully by Âbraham who thus realized the actual status
of Jupiter, the moon an the sun, together with the status of their
major idols. He became sure that none of them was god.
Eclipses have traditionally struck terror into mankind. But
when the arrangement of the Solar System was understood, they
could be seen as consequences of geometry. The earth and the
moon throw long conical shadows in sunlight. The earth’s shadow causes eclipses of the moon and the moon’s shadow gives
rise to solar eclipses.
A solar eclipse may be total in the part where the cone of
shadow of the moon just touches the earth’s surface at some
place, and may be annular elsewhere. Annual eclipses are more
frequent than total eclipses.
Within the moon’s shadow daylight is rapidly cut short as
the sun’s disc disappears behind the body of the moon, and the
light fades into twilight. The moon’s shadow sweeps very fast
across the earth’s surface, and a total eclipse thus lasts a very
short time. It is not amazing, therefore, that the Qu
r’ân introduces the word (janna) to express such rapid and abnormal
changes in daylight

The actual speed of the shadow across the earth’s surface
varies with the latitude of the place. At the equator the longest
possible total solar eclipse lasts 7 min. and 40 sec.; while at latitude 45 degrees it is 6.5 minutes. At Oar it is within the range 6
to 7 minutes.
When light fades into twilight, only one planet appears in
the sky. This planet is (as usual) Venus, but it soon disappears.
This stage is followed by the appearance of the edge of moon’s
disc against the sun. The eclipse is over as soon as the last dent
in the sun’s disc vanishes.
The Qu r’ân narrates in the story of Abraham :
“Lo! Abraham said to his father ’Âzar: Do you take idols
for gods? For sure I see you and your people in manifested
error. So also did We show Abraham the nature and wonders of the heavens and the earth that he might have certituded (with understanding ). When the night rapidly covered
him, he saw a planet. He said: This is My Lord, but when it
disappeared, he said I love not those who disappear. And
when he saw the moon appearing in splendour, he said:
This is My Lord. But when it disapeared, he said: Unless
My Lord guides me I shall surely become among the erring
people. And when he saw the sun appearing in splendour,
he said: This is My Lord. This is larger. But when the sun
set, he said: O my people, I am (now) free from your (sin)
of believing in partners to Allâh. I have directed my face towards Allâh Who created the heavens and the earth and I
do not belong to those who associate partners to Allâh.”
(Al-An‘âm : 74-79)
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III. Abraham Smashes The Idols
Abraham, ultimately, decided to smash into pieces the idols
which were all kept in the temple; but he did not touch the largest idol, in order that he might later accuse (him) (sarcastically)
in the presence of his people when they return back and observe
their smashed idols!
The moment Abraham became alone in the temple, he did
accomplish his decision. Eventually, his people, on discovering
the incident, declared that they had heard a young man called
Abraham arguing about them. On questioning Abraham about
the matter, he told them (sarcasticay) that it was the chief idol
(Marduck) which should be accused, and added that they could request confirmation of his accusation from the idols if they could
speak!!
Concerning this event, the Qu r’ân says:
“Remember when he (Abraham) said to his father and his
people: What are these images to which you are so
intimatey deveted? They said: We found our fathers
worshipping them. He said: Indeed both you and your
fathers have been in evident error. They said: Do you
sincerely tell us the truth or ar you jestering with us? He
answered: Verily, your Lord is the Lord of the heavens and
the earth. It is He Who has created them and I am one of
those who have witness thereof. And by Allâh I will surely
devise a plot against your idols after you have retired from
them and turned your backs. Consequenty, he broke them
all to pieces, except the largest of them which in he did not
touch that they might lay the blame upon it. They asked
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(inquiring) : Who has done this to our gods? Indeed, he is one
of those who are (to be held) guilty. They said: ’We have
heard a young man who mentioned them. He is called
Abraham. They added: Bring him befor the eyes of the
people that they may here be witnesses. They asked: Have you
done this to our idols, O Abraham? He answered: Nay, that biggest
of them have done it, So ask them if they can speak. They returned to themselves and said to one another: Verily, you
are yourselves the guilty. Then they returned into their former obstinacy and said: Surely, you have known that these
speak not. He said: Do you thus worship beside Allâh that
which neither profits you at all nor can it hurt you!? Fie
upon you and upon that which you worship beside Allâh;
are you not wise?”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 52-67)

IV. The Qur’ân Argues In Plain Terms That The
Hereafter Is Doubtless
Generally, proofs of this type bring us to (terms), taking into
account that man has become already wise enought to think
them over. They do not compel argumentation. Consider, for
example, the question: When can dead people be raised to life?
According to the theory of (Adh-Dhâiriyya) in brief, there is
neither hereafter nor further life. The Qu. r’ân says about this old
theory.
“And they said: There is nothing beyond our worldly.
We shall die and we live but nothing perishes us except the
time marshing on. Nay, about that they have no knowledge.
They only guess. When Our evident verses are recited to
them they have no argument except saying. Bring back our
fathers if you are telling the truth. Say, Allâh offers you life
then He calls you to die then He raises you up for the Last
Day. There is no suspicion in this, but most people know
not.”
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(Al-Jâthiyah: 24-26)
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(inquiring) : Who has done this to our gods? Indeed, he is one
of those who are (to be held) guilty. They said: ’We have
heard a young man who mentioned them. He is called
Abraham. They added: Bring him befor the eyes of the
people that they may here be witnesses. They asked: Have you
done this to our idols, O Abraham? He answered: Nay, that biggest
of them have done it, So ask them if they can speak. They returned to themselves and said to one another: Verily, you
are yourselves the guilty. Then they returned into their former obstinacy and said: Surely, you have known that these
speak not. He said: Do you thus worship beside Allâh that
which neither profits you at all nor can it hurt you!? Fie
upon you and upon that which you worship beside Allâh;
are you not wise?”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 52-67)

IV. The Qur’ân Argues In Plain Terms That The
Hereafter Is Doubtless
Generally, proofs of this type bring us to (terms), taking into
account that man has become already wise enought to think
them over. They do not compel argumentation. Consider, for
example, the question: When can dead people be raised to life?
According to the theory of (Adh-Dhâiriyya) in brief, there is
neither hereafter nor further life. The Qu. r’ân says about this old
theory.
“And they said: There is nothing beyond our worldly.
We shall die and we live but nothing perishes us except the
time marshing on. Nay, about that they have no knowledge.
They only guess. When Our evident verses are recited to
them they have no argument except saying. Bring back our
fathers if you are telling the truth. Say, Allâh offers you life
then He calls you to die then He raises you up for the Last
Day. There is no suspicion in this, but most people know
not.”
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(Al-Jâthiyah: 24-26)
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Naturally, one should expect that the Resurrection in the
Hereafter should be much easier than the creation. In the
Qur’ân one reads what means:
“O mankind if you are in doubt about the Resurrection,
(consider) that We have created you out of dust, then out of
sperm, then out of a leech-like clot, then out of a morsel of
flesh, partly formed and parlty unformed, in order that We
may make evident Our power to you; and We cause whom
We will to rest in the wombs for an appointed term, then do
We bring you out as babies, then foster you that you may
reach your age of full strength, and some of you are called
to die, and some are sent back to the feeblest old age, so that
they know nothing after having known (something) ; and further, you see the ground barren and lifeless, but when We
let rains fall on it, it stirs and swells, and puts forth every
type of beautiful pairs of growth, This is so because Allâh is
the Truth(1) and it is He Who gives life to the dead, and it is
He Who has power over all things. And Verily, the hour (or
The Last Day) will come, there can be no doubt about it, and
about the fact that Allâh will up all who are dead.”
(Al-Hajj : 5-7)

r] ŁÌ WÔ ?ÒHÎD?ÌÓ½ sÏ ]rÌŁ Ô»«ÒdÌð sÓÏ rÌÌUÒMÎI?ÒKÒš U]½S?Ò: ÏYÎF?Ò³?ÎÄ ÒsÓÏ ÔVÎ¹Ò— wÏ: ÎrÌ²MÌ Ê≈ Ì”U]M?Ä U?ÒNÌÓ¹Ò√ UÒ¹ ˚
¢vÒ≈ Ì¡U?A
Ò ½Ò UÒ ÂÏ U?ÒŠÎ—Ò_« vÏ: ÌÓdÏIÌ½Ò§ ÎrÌJÒ ÒsÓÏO?Ò³ÌMÓÏ ÔWÒI]KÒ+?Ì ÏdÎO?ÒžÒ§ ÔWÒI]KÒ+?ÓÌ WÔ GÒ ?ÎCÌÓ sÏ ]rÌŁ ÔW?ÒIÒKÒŽ ÎsÏ
ÌÓœÒdÌ¹ s] rÌJMÏÒ§ ¢v]:Òu?Ò²Ì¹ s] rÌJMÏÒ§ ÎrÌ]b?ÌýÒ√ «uÌG?ÌKÎ³Ò²Ï ]rÌŁ Úö?ÎHÏÞ ÎrÌJÌłÏd?Î+Ì½ ]rÌŁ vÓÚLÒ?ÌÓ ÔqÒłÒ√

Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√Ò§ U?ÒN?O? Ï: ÒVÎ¹Ò— ]ô W?ÒOÏð¬ ÒW?ÒŽU?]Ä ]ÊÒ√Ò§ ©∂® d¹Ïb? ÒL Ô¡ÎvÒý ÓÏqÌ ¢vÒKÒŽ Ìt]½Ò√Ò§ ¢vÒðÎu?ÒL?ÎÄ wÏO?Î×Ì¹ tÌ ½] √Ò §Ò
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Naturally, the belief in creation (as described by the above
verses) involves directly the belief in Resurrection. The method
of argumentation in the verses proves without the least doubt
that He Who created man from dust can readily resurrect him or
make him rise to life again, after death: Allâh says.
a — “And of the people are some who argue about
Allâh without (any) knowledge, and with neither faithful
guidance nor an enlightening Book.”
(Al-Hajj : 8)

©∏® Z(«

˝ÔdOÏMÓÌ »
Ô UÒ²Ï ôÒ§ ÈÚb¼Ì ôÒ§ rÔ KÎ ŽÏ dÏ OÎ GÒ ÐÏ tÏ K] Ä vÏ: ‰Ì œÏ UÒ−¹Ì sÒ ”
Ï U]MÄ sÒ Ï §Ò ˚ ‡‡ √

Evidently, the Qu r’ân pre-supposes every sort of argument,
for both th simple and the highly educated man. One has to conceive how simple and clearly convining was, is and shall ever
be, the Islamic Call.
b — “And they (the infidels) uttered: Had we been not
heedless of listening (to the righteous words) , or had been
wise, we could have escaped being with those who are driven to the torment of fire.”

UÒNÎOÒKÒŽ UÒMÎÒe½Ò√ «Ò–SÒ: Ú…ÒbÏUÒ¼ Ò÷Î—Ò_« ÈÒdÒðÒ§ UÚ¾ÎOÒý ÔrÎKÏŽ ÏbÎFÒÐ ÎsÏ ÒrÒKÎFÒ¹ öÎOÒJÏ ÏdÌLÌFÎÄ Ï‰Ò–Î—Ò√ ¢vÒ≈
(Al-Mulk : 10)

ÌÓ oÒ ×Î Ä Ò uÌ ¼ Ò t] K Ä ] ÊÒ QÏ Ð Ò pÏ Ò – ©µ® Ô Z OÏ NÒ Ð Ô ÃÎ ËÒ “ ÓÏ qÌ  sÏ  Î XÒ ² ?Ò ³Î ½Ò √Ò § Î XÒ ÐÒ —Ò § Î ] eÒ ²Î ¼ ‹ Ò ¡ UÒ LÎ Ä
(1) The Truth is one of the 99 names of Allâh.
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Naturally, one should expect that the Resurrection in the
Hereafter should be much easier than the creation. In the
Qur’ân one reads what means:
“O mankind if you are in doubt about the Resurrection,
(consider) that We have created you out of dust, then out of
sperm, then out of a leech-like clot, then out of a morsel of
flesh, partly formed and parlty unformed, in order that We
may make evident Our power to you; and We cause whom
We will to rest in the wombs for an appointed term, then do
We bring you out as babies, then foster you that you may
reach your age of full strength, and some of you are called
to die, and some are sent back to the feeblest old age, so that
they know nothing after having known (something) ; and further, you see the ground barren and lifeless, but when We
let rains fall on it, it stirs and swells, and puts forth every
type of beautiful pairs of growth, This is so because Allâh is
the Truth(1) and it is He Who gives life to the dead, and it is
He Who has power over all things. And Verily, the hour (or
The Last Day) will come, there can be no doubt about it, and
about the fact that Allâh will up all who are dead.”
(Al-Hajj : 5-7)
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Naturally, the belief in creation (as described by the above
verses) involves directly the belief in Resurrection. The method
of argumentation in the verses proves without the least doubt
that He Who created man from dust can readily resurrect him or
make him rise to life again, after death: Allâh says.
a — “And of the people are some who argue about
Allâh without (any) knowledge, and with neither faithful
guidance nor an enlightening Book.”
(Al-Hajj : 8)
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Evidently, the Qu r’ân pre-supposes every sort of argument,
for both th simple and the highly educated man. One has to conceive how simple and clearly convining was, is and shall ever
be, the Islamic Call.
b — “And they (the infidels) uttered: Had we been not
heedless of listening (to the righteous words) , or had been
wise, we could have escaped being with those who are driven to the torment of fire.”
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(Al-Mulk : 10)
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(1) The Truth is one of the 99 names of Allâh.
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One also reads in the Q ur’ân a set of verses in which Allâh’s
argumentation tells him directly to stand to logic and to use his
mind.The following are some verses of this type:
c — "Lo! is it that He Who creates is like that which
does not create? Do you (the infidels) mind not?”
(Al-Nahl : 17)
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˝ÒÊËÌd] cÒ ðÒ öÒ:√Ò oÌ KÌ +
Î ¹Ò ô] sÒLÒ oÌ KÌ +
Î ¹Ò sÒL:Ò √Ò ˚ ‡‡ Ã

d — “And does man consider not that We created him
formerly and that he was nothing?”
(Maryam : 67)
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e — “Surely the creation of the heavens and the earth is
greater than the creation of the human beings but most of
mankind know not.”
( Ghâfir : 57)
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ISLAMIC VALUES
AND THEIR IMPACT ON SCIENCE
I. Truth
Truth on the part of all people is commendable and on the
art of scientists is more, so science progress depends entirely on
reporting the truth regarding any scientific report or discovery.
However, telling the truth is a character inspired by galantry,
and a requisite demanded for the success of any scientific research. The Prophet Muh ammad (prayers and peace be upon
him) says:
(Tell the truth even if it hurts you with the fire of threat..)
Generally speaking, telling the truth and lying both have
their roots in: Uttering, premisis research work .... which express is a bit of news, either to exclude or to support other statements, or even to add new statements. The Q ur’ân says what
means:
a. “And who is more sincere than Allâh, in discourse?”

©µ∑® d:Už
f —"Is it not that He Who created the heavens and the
earth is by all means able to create the like of them? Nay!
And He is The Superb Creator the Ever-Knowing.”
(Yâsîn : 81)

(An-Nisâ’ : 87)
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Ì bÒ >
Î √Ò sÎ Ò §Ò ˚ ‡‡ √

b. “Surely, he (Ismaeel) was sincere in his promise...”
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(Maryam : 54)
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Telling the truth is a fundamental virtue essential for the
human society and its progress, Had it not been for these values
then no righteous paths woud have been illuminated, no scientific progress would have been realized, not art developed.

It may be seen that in the Qu r’ân A llâh classifies people
into truthful and hypocrites:
“In order that Allâh rewards the truthful men for their truth
and punish the hypocrites if He wills, or relent towards them ...”

Hypocrites are also liars and do not tell the truth for some
reason or another, concerning them, the Qu r’ân says:
“When the hypocrites come to you (Muh ammad ), they
say we do witness that you are Allâh’s Messenger, and Allâh
witnesses that you are His Messenger, but Allâh witnesses
that the hypocrites surely speak false.”
(Al-Munâfiqûn : 1)

Ê] ≈ bÌ NÒ A
Î ¹Ò ÌtK] «Ò§ ÌtÌ uÌÝdÒ Ò Òp½] ≈ rÌ KÒ FÎ ¹Ò ÌtK] «Ò§ ÏtK] Ä ‰Ì uÌÝdÒ Ò Òp½] ≈ bÌ ?NÒ A
Î ½Ò «uÌUÒL ÒÊuÌI:Ï UÒMLÌ ÄÎ „Ò ¡Ò UÒł «Ò–≈˚
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Ò IÏ :Ï UÒMLÌ ÄÎ

The Messenger’s public call to Islâm in Makkah was based
(to a certain extent) on the truth of which he was well-known
among his kindred. He said: What would you say if I told you
that beyond this valley there were horsemen wishing to assault
you? Would you believe me? They said: Yes. We have never
known you to be a liar. He said: I am a warner to you in face of
a terrific doom.
Allâh Almighty commanded His Messenger to ask Him to
make his way in and way out based on truth:
“And say my Lord cause me to come in with a truth incoming and to go out with a truth outgoing and offer me
from Your presence a sustaining authority.”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 80)

(Al-Ahzâb : 24)
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Allâh says that on the Day of Resurrection nothing benefits
or saves man from the dread of that day except truth. Allâh
says:
“Allâh said this is a Day on which the truthful profit by
their truthfulness; for them are gardens underneath which
rivers run, wherein they are secure forever; Allâh is satified
with them and they in Him. That is the utomst triumph.”
(Al-Mâ’idah : 119)
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A man of letters once said: There is no sword like right and
no help like truthfulness.
The value of truth regarding science and scientific research
is highly essential. Delicate instruments and sensitive tools have
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been devised in order to collect true and
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the universe necessary for the various fields of science. Some
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then no righteous paths woud have been illuminated, no scientific progress would have been realized, not art developed.
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witnesses that you are His Messenger, but Allâh witnesses
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(to a certain extent) on the truth of which he was well-known
among his kindred. He said: What would you say if I told you
that beyond this valley there were horsemen wishing to assault
you? Would you believe me? They said: Yes. We have never
known you to be a liar. He said: I am a warner to you in face of
a terrific doom.
Allâh Almighty commanded His Messenger to ask Him to
make his way in and way out based on truth:
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with them and they in Him. That is the utomst triumph.”
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people, for some one reason or another, cook the readings, or
fabricate the observations!! They are liars in this sense, or even
they are hypocrites. The Qur’ân says about those who lie with
respect to Allâh:
“And on the Day of Resurrection you (Muh ammad) see
those who lied (concerning) Allâh with their faces blackended; is not in hell the home of the proud.”
(Az-Zumar : 60)

ÈÚu? ¦Î ? Ò rÒ ?M] NÒ ? łÒ vÏ: f
Ò ?OÎ Ò √Ò … œ] uÒ ? 
Î ? ÓÌ rÌN?¼Ì u??łÌ §Ì tÏ K] Ä v?KÒ ŽÒ «uÌÐcÒ ? Ò sÒ ¹Ïc?Ä] ÈÒdðÒ WÏ ? Ò U??OÒ ? ?IÏ ÄÎ ÒÂÎuÒ¹Ò§˚
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II. Perfection In Work And Duties
Islâm urges Muslims to do their best to accomplish their
work properly, and to ensure high quality of production this
value comromises both success and security. It cannot be
realized unless every Muslim who is entrusted with any work or
thing to do is bound by it. It this sense the Qu r’ân says:
“Fulfil the convenant of Allâh when you have convenanted, and break not your oaths after the assertion of them,
and after you have made Allâh knows what you do.”

˝Òs¹ÏdÓÏ³ÒJÒ²ÌLÎKÓÏ
(An-Nah l : 91)

rÎ JÌ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ tÒ K] Ä rÌ ²Ì KÎ FÒ łÒ bÎ LÒ §Ò UÒ¼bÏ OÏuÎ ðÒ bÒ FÎ ÐÒ ÊÒ UÒL¹Î _Ò « «uÌCIÌ MÒð ôÒ§ rÎ ðÓÌ bÒ¼UÒŽ «Ò–≈ tÏ K] Ä bÏ NÎ FÒ ÐÏ «uÌ:ËÎ √Ò §Ò ˚
˝ ÊÒ uÌKFÒ HÎ ðÒ UÒ rÌ KÒ FÎ ¹Ò tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ ö
Ú OÏHÒ

©π±® q×M«
The Prophet Muh ammad (prayers and peace be upon him)
says: “Allâh likes from every one of you when doing some
work to do it properly.”

©tMI²¹ Ê√ öLŽ qLŽ Ê≈ r"bŠ√ s& V×¹ tK*« Ê≈®
The true Muslim is he whose acts abound, and whose deeds
and activities benefit others. Disregarding such values and behaving in a different manner does not belong to true Islâm:
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“(O Mu hammed) set your perpose for religion as a man by
nature right, the nature (farmed ) by Allâh in which He has
created mankind. There is no altering for the creation of
Allâh; that is the upright religion, but most people know not.”
(Ar-Rûm 30)

ÒpÏÒ– Ït]KÄ Ïo?ÎKÒÏ) Òq¹Ïb? Î³Òð ô U?ÒN? ÎOÒKÒŽ Ò”U]MÄ Òd?ÒDÒ: vÏ²]Ä Ït]KÄ Ò Òd?ÎDÏ: U?ÚH? OÏMÒŠ Ïs¹ÓÏbK?Ï ÒpÒN?ÎłÒ§ ÎrÏLÒQ? Ò:˚
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Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò rÌ OÏÓ IÒ ÄÎ sÌ ¹ÓbÏ Ä

Islâm, in order to lead man to such values, has guided him
thereto explicity in full detail. When one reads Allâh’s explicit
verses and seeks their implications, he shall find in them such
constructive values that sublimate man and place him in the pinnacle of the destined good and success.
The true Muslim (disregarding the present status of some
wicked Muslims following various misleading man made teachings which contradict the true Islâm) is he who affords himself
and his society a stock of superior manners and fruitfull work:
“Whosoever does right it is for himself and whosoever
does wrong it is against it, and your Lord is never unjust to
His servants (people) .”
(Fussilat
. . : 46)

˝ bÏ OÏ³FÒ KÎ ÏÓ ÂÔ ö] EÒ ÐÏ p
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Doing things well means achieving them accurately, bearing
Allâh in mind an fearing Him in private and in public.
It is said that: If man’s actions in private are compatible with his
actions in public, this is just; and when his actions in private are
better than his actions in public, this is a favour; but if his actions in
public are better than his actions in private, this is injustice!
Righteousness in work affords numerous offshoots which,
however diverse, go a back to the occupying one’s mind, one's
effort and one’s time in the hope of gaining Allâh’s and
people’s consent.
People’s treaties among themsevles are represented by contracts of various affairs, financial commitments or otherwise
that are drawn among them, as well as the treaties between nations defining rights or obligations which must all be kept unless they commit a sin by deprivation of a right or causing serious harm or damage to individuals or a nation. The Qu
r’ân has
been very keen on urging the keeping of treaties:
1. “That He may ask the truthful of their truthfulness ...”
(Al-Ahzâb : 8)
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2. “Among the believers are men who are true to that
which they covenanted with Allâh...”
(Al-Ahzâb : 23)
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3. “... Lo! We waste not the reward of one whose work is
goodly”
(Al-Kahf : 30)
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“(O Mu hammed) set your perpose for religion as a man by
nature right, the nature (farmed ) by Allâh in which He has
created mankind. There is no altering for the creation of
Allâh; that is the upright religion, but most people know not.”
(Ar-Rûm 30)

ÒpÏÒ– Ït]KÄ Ïo?ÎKÒÏ) Òq¹Ïb? Î³Òð ô U?ÒN? ÎOÒKÒŽ Ò”U]MÄ Òd?ÒDÒ: vÏ²]Ä Ït]KÄ Ò Òd?ÎDÏ: U?ÚH? OÏMÒŠ Ïs¹ÓÏbK?Ï ÒpÒN?ÎłÒ§ ÎrÏLÒQ? Ò:˚

©≥∞® ÂËd«

˝ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô ”
Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò rÌ OÏÓ IÒ ÄÎ sÌ ¹ÓbÏ Ä

Islâm, in order to lead man to such values, has guided him
thereto explicity in full detail. When one reads Allâh’s explicit
verses and seeks their implications, he shall find in them such
constructive values that sublimate man and place him in the pinnacle of the destined good and success.
The true Muslim (disregarding the present status of some
wicked Muslims following various misleading man made teachings which contradict the true Islâm) is he who affords himself
and his society a stock of superior manners and fruitfull work:
“Whosoever does right it is for himself and whosoever
does wrong it is against it, and your Lord is never unjust to
His servants (people) .”
(Fussilat
. . : 46)

˝ bÏ OÏ³FÒ KÎ ÏÓ ÂÔ ö] EÒ ÐÏ p
Ì ÐÓÌ —Ò UÒ§Ò UÒNOÎ KÒ FÒ :Ò ¡Ò UÒÝ√Ò sÎ Ò §Ò tÏ 
Ï HÎ MÒ KÏ :Ò UÚ(
Ï UÒ> qÒ LÏ ŽÒ sÎ Ò ˚
©¥∂® XKB:
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Doing things well means achieving them accurately, bearing
Allâh in mind an fearing Him in private and in public.
It is said that: If man’s actions in private are compatible with his
actions in public, this is just; and when his actions in private are
better than his actions in public, this is a favour; but if his actions in
public are better than his actions in private, this is injustice!
Righteousness in work affords numerous offshoots which,
however diverse, go a back to the occupying one’s mind, one's
effort and one’s time in the hope of gaining Allâh’s and
people’s consent.
People’s treaties among themsevles are represented by contracts of various affairs, financial commitments or otherwise
that are drawn among them, as well as the treaties between nations defining rights or obligations which must all be kept unless they commit a sin by deprivation of a right or causing serious harm or damage to individuals or a nation. The Qu
r’ân has
been very keen on urging the keeping of treaties:
1. “That He may ask the truthful of their truthfulness ...”
(Al-Ahzâb : 8)

©∏® »«eŠ_«

˝rÎ NÏ LÏ bÎ >
Ï sÒŽ 5
Ò LÏ œÏ U]BÄ ‰Ò QÒ 
Î OÒ Ï ˚ ‡‡ ±

2. “Among the believers are men who are true to that
which they covenanted with Allâh...”
(Al-Ahzâb : 23)

©≤≥® »«eŠ_«

˝tÏ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ tÒ K] Ä «ËÌb¼Ò UÒŽ UÒ «uÌLbÒ >
Ò ‰ UÒł—Ï 5
Ò MÏ Ï RÎ LÌ ÄÎ sÒ Ï ˚ ‡‡ ≤
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III. Islâm Gives Science The Utmost Value
Disregarding the generally observed feature that most Muslimes have become, during the last few centuries, well behind
the caravan of science progress for several factors, one cannot
deny the principal role layed by the Muslim scientists in estabishing the principles of basic science as urged by the Qu r’ân –
Refer to Book 3 — This was achieved during the so-called
(Dark Ages) or (Middle Ages) by means of true Muslims. —
Refer to Books 1 and 6.
One of the outstanding factors that led to the degeneration of
the Muslim world was th insertion into the meanings of various
verses of the Qu r’ân and the Traditons — see Book 4 — misleading interpretations, fairy tales and gossips now know as
(isrâ’ilyyât).

At different stages of the revelation, the Qu r’ân explained
the meaning of science or knowledge, and pointed out to the importance of studying the universe, including its matter, radiation
and living beings. For example, the Q ur’ân says.
2) “... Those of His servants only who are possessed of
knowledge fear surely Allâh is Allâh is Ever-Mighty, Ever Forgiving.”
(Fatir
. : 28).

©≤∏® dÞU:

˝—uÌHžÒ e ¹ÏeŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ ¡Ì UÒLKÒ FÌ ÄÎ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³ŽÏ sÎ Ï tÒ K] Ä vÒA+
Î ¹Ò UÒL½] ≈ ˚ ‡‡ ±

2) “Indeed, in the heavens and the earth there are signs
for the believers.”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 3)

In fact, the very first verse of the Qu r’ân gave incentive to
gain knowledge and to glorify it. It was the signal for the dawn
of the Age of Science and a forerunner of giving knowledge its
due dignity. The Qu r’ân t hus says:

©≥® WOŁU'«

˝Ò5MÏ Ï RÎ LÌ KÎ ÏÓ Ô UÒ¹ü ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ 
] Ä vÏ: Ê] ≈ ˚ ‡‡ ≤

3) “... Say are those who know and those who know not
equal.”8

1) “Read in the name of your Lord Who created. Created
man from a clot. Read and your Lord is Most Generous.
Who taught by the pen. Taught man what he knew not.”

(Az-Zumar : 9)

©π® de«

˝ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] ÈÏu²Ò 
Î ¹Ò qÎ ¼Ò qÎ LÌ ˚ ‡‡ ≥

(Al-‘Alaq:1-5)

ÍÏc]Ä ©≥® ÌÂÒdÎÒ_« ÒpÌÓÐÒ—Ò§ Î√ÒdÎL‹ ©≤® ÔoÒKÒŽ ÎsÏ ÒÊUÒ½ù« ÒoÒKÒš ©±® ÒoÒKÒš ÈÏc]Ä ÒpÓÏÐÒ— ÏrÎÝUÏÐ Î√dÎL«˚
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˝ÎrKÒ FÎ ¹Ò rÎ Ò UÒ ÊÒ UÒ½ù« rÒ K] ŽÒ ©¥® rÏ KÒ IÒ Î UÏÐ rÒ K] ŽÒ

A great number of verses not only speak highly of science
and scientists, but also urge us to pursue science and to discover the secrets embedded in the buildup of the universe.
Physical laws are nothing but exact interpretations of different
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phonemena in the world. Scientists do not claim absolute
aucenticity of such laws, but they agree that the physical laws
represent the largest possible amount of authenticity and
precision. In the light of growing accuracy and progress in the
field of observation, generalisations (and additions) in some of
the laws are made so as to bring them closer to what may be
referred to as (facts):

The Middle Ages witnessed (in Europe) a long period of
strife between the advocates of religion and the advocates of
science. Islâm has never witnessed such a struggle. It has always encouraged research about the universe in the hope of uncovering secrets, signs of the Creator and physical laws governing the universe.

1) “They know (only) what is outward of the earthly
life...”

However, as time marched on, science progressed rapidly in
Europe within the last two or three centuries, but Muslims assumed that the interpretations of their old masters, notably in
the field of science were final and applicable to all times. Evidenty, this was but a twist of mind which expressed ignorance
of the dynamics of social life, and retardation behind the caravan of scientific dicoveries and making use the sources of
energy and power in nature. But Allâh says:

(Ar-Rûm : 7)

©∑® ÂËd«

˝UÒO½Î bÓÌ Ä …Ï UÒO×
Ò ÄÎ sÒ ÏÓ «Úd¼Ï UÒþ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ˚ ‡‡ ±

2) “See they not what is before them and what is behind
them of the heavens and the earth?...”
(Saba’ : 9)

©π® Q³Ý

“And say: O my Lord (Allâh ), I beg for increasing my
knowledge.”

˝÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ ¡Ï UÒL
] Ä sÒ ÏÓ rÌNHÒ KÎ šÒ UÒ§Ò rÎ NÏ ¹Ïb¹Î √Ò sÒ OÎ ÐÒ UÒ v¢ Ò ≈ «ÎËdÒ ¹Ò rÎ KÒ :Ò √Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤

3) “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and
the earth and the diversity of your tongues and colours.
Surely there are signs in this for the learned.”

(Tâhâ : 114)

©±±¥® tÞ

˝UÚLKÎ ŽÏ vÏ½œÎ “Ï »
ÏÓ —] qÌL§Ò ˚

(Ar-Rûm : 22)

Ô UÒ¹ü p
Ò Ï –Ò vÏ: Ê] ≈ rÎ JÌ ½Ï «ÒuÎ √Ò §Ò rÎ JÌ ²Ï MÒ 
Ï Î √Ò ·
Ì öÏ²šÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ 
] Ä oÌ KÎ šÒ tÏ ðÏ UÒ¹¬ sÎ Ï ËÒ˚ ‡‡ ≥

©≤≤® ÂËd«
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˝5
Ò *Ï UÒFKÎ ÏÓ

The beginning of this decline was a result of the so called:
Closing of Bab al-ijtihâd (= research). But, however, most Muslims now work hard to change the course in the direction of true
Islâm for the good of the world at large.
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IV. The Value Of The Distribution Of Wealth
Islâm declares the idea that all the wealth of the people
belongs to Allâh:

Actually, Islâm’s princiles of distribution are clear, and according to them everybody has first to obtain his needs:

å

a) “And give to the near of kin his due and to the indigent ...”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 26)

a) “And to Allâh belongs whatever is in the heavens and
whatever is in the earth...”

˝5
Ò JÏ 
Î LÏ Î «Ò§ tÌ I] ŠÒ v¢ ÐÒ dÎ IÌ ÄÎ «Ò– Ï ¬Ò§˚ ‡‡ ±

(An-Najm : 31)

©≤∂® ¡«dÝù«
©≥±® r−M«

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « wÏ: UÒ§Ò Ï «ÒuLÒ 
] Ä vÏ: UÒ tÏ K] Ï §Ò ˚

Allâh orders that wealth should not be monopolized by some
persons only:

2) “And those in whose wealth there are known rights;
for the beggar and the dispossessed.”
(Al-Ma‘ârij : 24-25)

˝ÏÂËÌd×
Î LÒ Î «Ò§ qÏ zÏ U]KÏ æ≤¥º Â uÌKFÎ ] oÓ ŠÒ rÎ NÏ Ï «ÒuÎ √Ò wÏ: sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§˚ ‡‡ ≤

“And give them of the wealth of Allâh which He has
brought you ...”

©≤µ ‡‡ ≤¥® Ã—UF*«
(An-Nûr : 33)

©≥≥® —uM«

˝ rÎ Ì UÒð¬ ÈÏcÄ] tÏ K] Ä ‰Ï U] sÓÏ rÌ¼uÌð¬Ò§˚

In general, Islâm decrees that the acquisition of wealth
should not be regarded as ownership, but as mere “trust” or a
“medium”. The Muslims are requested to keep the “trust”, and
the true Muslims are those described in the Qu r’ân w hich says:

3) “Have you seen him who belies religion? For sure that
is the one who is repulses the orphan; and urges not the
feeding of the indigent.”
(Al-Mâ‘ûn : 1-3)

ÂÏ UÒFÞÒ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ i
ÓÌ ×
Ì ¹Ò ôÒ§ ©≤® rÒ OÏ²OÒ ÄÎ ŸÓÌ bÌ ¹Ò ÈÏcÄ] p
Ò Ï cÒ :Ò ©±® sÏ ¹ÓbÏ UÏÐ »
Ì cÏÓ JÒ ¹Ì ÍÏcÄ] X
Ò ¹Î √Ò —Ò √Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≥
˝ Ï5ÏJÎÏLÎÄ

“And those who are keepers of their trusts and their covenant.”
(Al-Mû’minûn : 8)

©∏® ÊuMR*«
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˝ÒÊuÌŽ«Ò— rÎ ¼Ï bÏ NÎ ŽÒ §Ò rÎ NÏ ðÏ UÒ½UÒ_ rÎ ¼Ì sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§˚

©≥ ‡‡±® ÊuŽU*«
When every member of the community is able to meet his
essential requirements of food, clothing, dwelling or shelter, thus living at the level, or limit, of sufficiency, then the
distribution of wealth is to be made according to factors such as:
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each individual’s effort and perfection of work ... the Qur’ân
says:

¢vÒU??Ò²? ?ÒOÎ«Ò§ ¢vÒÐÎd? ÌI?ÎÄ ÍÏcÏÒ§ Ï‰u??ÌÝ]dKÏÒ§ Ït?]KÏKÒ: ¢ÈÒd? ÌI?ÎÄ ÏqÎ¼Ò√ ÎsÏ ÏtÏu??ÌÝÒ— ¢v?ÒKÒŽ Ìt]KÄ Ò¡U?? Ò:Ò√ U??Ò˚ ‡‡ ∂

4) “... For men is the benefit of what they earn and for
women is the benefit of what they earn ...”
(An-Nisâ : 32)

˝Òs³Î 
Ò ²Ò Î ‹ U]LÏÓ V
 OÏB½Ò ¡Ï UÒMÏÓ KÏ§Ò «uÌ³
Ò ²Ò Î ‹ U]LÏÓ V
 OÏB½Ò ‰Ï UÒłdÏÓ KÓÏ ˚ ‡‡ ¥

˝ rÎ JÌ MÏ ¡Ï UÒOMÏ žÎ _Ò « sÒ OÎ ÐÒ WÚ Ò ËÌœ ÊÒ uÌJ¹Ò ô vÎ Ò qÏ OÏ³
] Ä sÏ ÐÎ «Ò§ 5
Ï Ï UÒLÒ Î «Ò§

©∑® dA(«
7) “... And the unjust pursued the luxury of plenty and
they were criminals.”
(Hûd : 116)

©≥≤® ¡UM«
Evidently, Islâm does allow opulence, provided that everyone in the community has reached a level of suffciency, notably
throught being given suitable work. Islâm also does not permit
disparity between the wealthy and the poor. Wealth could accumulate only after poverty is radicated:
5) “... And they ask you (Muh ammad) as to what they
should spend: Say: What you can spare ...”

˝Ò5Ï dÏ −
Î Ì «uÌ½UÒ§Ò tÏ OÏ: «uÌ:dÏ ðÎ √Ì UÒ «uÌLKÒ þÒ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] lÒ ³Ò ð] «Ò§˚ ‡‡ ∑

©±±∂® œu¼
8) “And when we wish to cause a town to perish We let it
be commanded by its people who lead luxurious life, thus
they when immoral therein, and the word proves true
against it, so We destroy it with utter destruction.”

(Al-Baqarah : 219)

˝ uÒ HÎ FÒ ÄÎ qÏ LÌ ÊÒ uÌIHÏ MÌ¹ «Ò–UÒ p
Ò ½Ò uÌQÒ 
Î ¹Ò §Ò ˚ ‡‡ µ

(Al-Isrâ : 16)

UÒ¼UÒ½dÎ ?] bÒ ?:Ò Ì‰uÎ IÒ ÄÎ U?NÒ ?OÎ KÒ ŽÒ ]o×
Ò ?:Ò UÒN?O?:Ï «uÌI?
Ò ?HÒ ?:Ò UÒN?O?:Ï dÒ ²Î ?Ì UÒ½dÎ ?Ò √Ò ÚW¹Ò dÎ ?LÒ ÒpKÏ NÎ ½ÓÌ ÊÒ√ UÒ½œÎ —Ò √Ò «Ò–≈Ò§˚ ‡‡ ∏
˝«ÚdOÏbÎ ðÒ

©≤±π® …dI³«
Does not such an attitude put an end to crime and strife
among the people!
6) “Whatever Allâh restored to His Messenger from the
people of the towns, it is for Allâh and the Messenger and
for the near of kin and the orphans and the wayfarer, so
that it be not taken by turns by the rich among you ...”
(Al-Hashr : 7)
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©±∂® ¡«dÝù«
In conculsion, Islâm requests the eradication of poverty, not
only through charity, or by reformatory measures. In order to
eliminate poverty, Islâm has not only urged perfection of work
and increase in production, both of them being regarded a form
of worship, but also asked for sufficiency for everybody and for
the sake of the elimination of disparity in incomes.
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each individual’s effort and perfection of work ... the Qur’ân
says:
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women is the benefit of what they earn ...”
(An-Nisâ : 32)
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©∑® dA(«
7) “... And the unjust pursued the luxury of plenty and
they were criminals.”
(Hûd : 116)

©≥≤® ¡UM«
Evidently, Islâm does allow opulence, provided that everyone in the community has reached a level of suffciency, notably
throught being given suitable work. Islâm also does not permit
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8) “And when we wish to cause a town to perish We let it
be commanded by its people who lead luxurious life, thus
they when immoral therein, and the word proves true
against it, so We destroy it with utter destruction.”

(Al-Baqarah : 219)
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ONCE MORE: WHY ISLÂM?
I. The Age Of Science Puts A Severe Test To All Religions
This is a problem which faces most religions albeit, bruised
and bleeding, but this does not apply to Islâm, which alone has
faced this challenge and has overcome its destructive effects.
Beforehand, as we have shown briefly in this series of books
(Islâm and Science), no contradiction arises between Islâm and
science. Needless to say that the teachings of Islâm are in favour of science and scientific progress.
As a rule, however, religion must cope with it if it is to have
real place in the modern world, and to survive against atheism.
Three main issues arise in this respect. These are:

II. The Freudian Probe
In some religions, other than Islâm, if the true believers find
themselves in a conflict as to satisfy their natural desires or to
achieve spiritual comfort in abstaining from them, legitimate and
correct as they may be, true Muslims do not suffer from this schizophrenia. To them there exists no curse whatever that may attach the
body, nor is it regarded as filthy and profane. In Islâm, there is
no conflict whatever between leading a life of physical pleasure
and being conscientious at the same time. The Qu r’ân says for
example:
1. “O children of Âdam, wear your beautiful apparel at
every mosque and eat and drink but waste not by excess, for He
(Allâh) likes not the wasters. Say: Who has forbidden the beautiful gifts of Allâh which He has produced for His servants...”
(Al-A‘râf : 31-32)
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©≥≤ ‡‡ ≥±® ·«dŽ_«
2- “And when the prayer is over then you may disperse
through the land and seek of the grace of Allâh and remember
Allâh often and without stint that you may prosper.”
(Al-Jumu‘ah : 10)

«Úd?O¦Ï ?Ò tÒ K] Ä «ËÌdÌ –Î «Ò§ tÏ ?K] Ä qÏ C
Î :Ò sÏ «u?GÌ ?²Ò ÐÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ: «ËÌdA
Ï ?²Ò ½UÒ: …Ì ö?B
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Ï LÌ «Ò–S?:Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤
˝ ÊÒ uÌ×KÏ HÎ ðÌ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ ]

©±∞® WFL'«
Evidenty, such honourable treatment of the material body
from a basic Islamic notion, namely its conception of a whole
universe without conflict between matter, body, and mind, is
unique. There is no dualism of the world. The existence as a
whole is mastered by Allâh alone, and there is no world under
the lordship of the devil. Muslims are so saved the pyschological
conflict between natural bodily desires and conscientious
rightousness.

III. The Era Of Space Probe
This issue comprises the great possibility of man’s new power to communicate with other wise creatures living on other
planets outside the Solar System. The theory of probability
points out to the existence in our galaxy of not less than two
million inhabitable planets like our own earth! Muslim’s (according to their faith) do not see at all that this is impossible,
because Islâm does not rule out this great possibility. For
example, the Qur’ân says:
“And among His signs is the creation of the heavens and
the earth and the living creatures that He has dispersed
through them; and He is most able to gather them together
when He decides”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)

Ì¡U?ÒAÒ¹ «Ò–≈ ÎrÏN?ÏF?ÎLÒł ¢vÒK?ÒŽ ÒuÌ¼Ò§ ÔW]Ð«Òœ sÏ U?ÒLÏN?O?Ï: ]YÒÐ U?ÒÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «Òu?ÒL?]Ä ÌoÎKÒš ÏtÏðUÒ¹¬ ÎsÏÒ§˚
˝d¹ÏbÒL

©≤π® È—uA«
Again, if the modern man, equipped by modern science and
technology, feels that he has acquired some new mastery and
power over the universe, true Muslims do not experience that
feeling. This has already been pointed to him by the Qur’ân
which says:
1. “Have you not seen that Allâh has subjected to you all
things in the heavens and the earth and has made His bounties
flow to you in exceeding measure seen and unseen...”
(Luqmân : 20)
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©≤∞® ÊULI
2. “And if you count the bounties of Allâh you are bound
to find them unlimited ...”
(Ibrâhîm : 34)

˝UÒ¼uÌB×
Î ðÌ ô tÏ K] Ä X
Ò LÒ FÎ ½Ï «ËÌbÓ FÌ ðÒ Ê≈Ò§˚ ‡‡ ≤

IV. World Interdepedence
This is the third issue and as mentioned in book (3) of this
series, it is not strange to Islâm, being one of its principal commandments. The following are examples of verses from the
Qur’ân which mean:
1. “O mankind! We created you from a single pair of a
male and a female, and made you into nations and tribes so
that you may get acquainted with each other. Verily, the
most honoured of you in the sight of Allâh is he who is the
most pious...”

©≥¥® rO¼«dÐ≈

(Al-Hujurât : 13)
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©±≥® «d−(«
For sure, Allâh is not the Lord of a certain group, tribe, race,
or sect of people, but the Lord of the world’s inhabitants.
2. The first three verses, and the most often repeated verses
that Muslims recite on various occasions form the opening of
Al-Fâtih ah — see book (4) :
“In the name of Allâh Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful) ArRahîm (The Ever - Merciful) . Praise be to Allâh Lord of all
mankind. Ar-Rahmân Ar-Rahîm.”
(Al-Fâtih ah : 1-3)

˝ÏrOÏŠd] Ä sÏ ‡Ò LÎŠd] Ä ©≤® 5
Ò *ÒÏ UÒFÄÎ »
ÏÓ —Ò tÏ K] Ï bÌ LÎ ×
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ISLÂM ALONE COMPRISES
THE WHOLE TRUTH

The Prophet Muh ammad, prayers and peace be upon him,
said:
1. “There is no special virtue of an Arab over a non-Arab
except by righteousness and piety.”

©ÈuI²UÐ ô≈ vL−Ž vKŽ vÐdF qC ô® ‡‡ ±
2. “All mankind are as equal as the teeth of a comb.”

©jA*« ÊUMÝQ WOÝ«uÝ ”UM«® ‡‡ ≤
So Islâm forbids segregation according to colour, sect, creed
or nationality. Regarding true Musilms they must be together:
“Like the body, if an organ thereof feels sick, the rest of
the organs will call up to its aid by awakeness and fever.”

©vL(«Ë dNGUÐ ¡UCŽ_« dzUÝ t XŽ«bð uCŽ tM* vJ²ý« «–≈ bG'U® ‡‡ ≥
Here, the question arises: Do Muslims now really behave
according to the Prophet’s sayings?

I. Islâm Satisfies Its Adherents
As outlined in books (1), (2), (3) and (4), Islâm’s adherents are
provided with a comprehensive way of life in which the relation
of the individual to society and the material to the religious are
balanced in perfect harmony.
When one studies carefully the beliefs of the major faiths, he
comes to th conclusion that originally all the outstanding
religions were one, but as time passed they deviate and became
corrupted. In fact, this rule applies to all religions concerned in
the Qu r’ân w hich says:
“... And not a single nation but had in the past its warner.”
(Fatir
. : 24)

©≤¥® dÞU

˝d¹Ïc½Ò UÒNOÏ öÒš ô] ≈ WÔ *] √Ì sÎ *ÏÓ Ê≈Ò§ ÆÆÆ˚

Idol worship, the idea of reincarnation and the caste system
began to permeate Hunuism. Passivity became characteristic of
Buddhism, ancestor worship of Confucianism. The doctrine of
original sin, the Trinity and the divinity of Jesus resulted in an
anthropomorphic conception of God and the atonement by the
death on the cross of Christianity and the exclusive chosen people the idea of Judiasm.

II. Marmaduke Pickthall’s Comment:
Marmaduke Pickthall, who translated the meaning of the
Qur’ân and wh ose work has proved to represent on of the best
translations available (in 693 medium size pages) says:
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(There is no blessing bestowed on man better than opening
his breast to Islâm. It is Islâm that guides man to the proper path
and establishes in him the intuition to properly distinguish between good and evil and between happiness and misery. I prostrate myself before The Almighty God in complete submission
and gratitude for the benediction which fills my heart with bliss
and provides me with a good opportunity to live as a Muslim
under the shadow of Islamic brotherhood).

III. Muslim’s Contribution To The Advancement Of
The World
History and thousands of Al-Makhtûtât (old handwritten
books) tell us that Muslims contributed to the advancement of
the world and establishment of numerous branches of science.
Early in the seventh century A.C., a new spring of thought

So Says The Qur’ân
“When comes the victory of Allâh and the conquest and
you see the people enter Allâh’s religion in troops. Celebrate
the Lord praises of your Lord and pray for His forgiveness
for His oft-relenting in grace and mercy.”
(An-Nasr :1-3)

flooded the Arabian Peninusula and rapidly swelled into a large
river flooding and flourishing with life. This was the universal
religion Islâm.
It initiated in every field of human life a spirit which has
never been known in the history of mankind. The two extensive

Î`ÓÏ³? ÒG?Ò ©≤® U??Úł«Òu?Î Ò√ Ït]K?Ä Ïs¹Ïœ vÏ ÒÊuÌKÌšÎbÒ¹ Ò”U]M?Ä ÒXÎ¹Ò√Ò—Ò§ ©±® Ì`Î²?ÒH?Î«Ò§ Ït]KÄ Ìd?ÎBÒ½ Ò¡U??Òł «Ò–≈˚
˝UÚÐ«]uðÒ ÊÒ UÒ tÌ ½] ≈ ÁÌ dÎ HÏ GÎ ²Ò Ý
Î «Ò§ p
Ò ÐÏÓ —Ò bÏ LÎ ×
Ò ÐÏ

©≥ ‡‡±® dBM«

empires of that time (Persian and Buzantian) tried to stem its
rising flood build, but in the struggle they soon were swept
away, and the Muslims could build an extended state greater
than the Roman Empire at its Zenith. Its industries, trade and
culture became wide-spread. Until now, many of the words
used in Europe for example bear an Arabic
.. origing. Needless to
say that Muslims set ideals of civic-life, family life, hygiene,
agriculture, architecture, irrigation, music, dress, food, calligraphy
and games for every country they came into contact with.
After Herodotus, Muslims were the outstanding historians of
the word. Some of them (like Ibn Battûtah for example) undertook long journeys to collect suitable material.
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the Lord praises of your Lord and pray for His forgiveness
for His oft-relenting in grace and mercy.”
(An-Nasr :1-3)

flooded the Arabian Peninusula and rapidly swelled into a large
river flooding and flourishing with life. This was the universal
religion Islâm.
It initiated in every field of human life a spirit which has
never been known in the history of mankind. The two extensive
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empires of that time (Persian and Buzantian) tried to stem its
rising flood build, but in the struggle they soon were swept
away, and the Muslims could build an extended state greater
than the Roman Empire at its Zenith. Its industries, trade and
culture became wide-spread. Until now, many of the words
used in Europe for example bear an Arabic
.. origing. Needless to
say that Muslims set ideals of civic-life, family life, hygiene,
agriculture, architecture, irrigation, music, dress, food, calligraphy
and games for every country they came into contact with.
After Herodotus, Muslims were the outstanding historians of
the word. Some of them (like Ibn Battûtah for example) undertook long journeys to collect suitable material.
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During the Abbâsid period, paper manufacture became an
indigenous industry. Books were thus written and sold on a
large-scale by book agencies and libraries.
Moreover, Muslims exprienced various jobs. They dived
deep into the ocean to bring out pearls, and penetrated low into
the earth’s crust to dig out ores of iron, silver, gold, lead, mercury and the like.
... They also digged various networks of canals and supplied
the west with spices, scents, ginger and sugar ...
In the Muslim world, education centers soon became widespread. There was no village without a mosque, elementary or
secondary school for teaching. They were supported by the endowments granted to them.

HUMANITY REQUESTS ISLÂM
I. Dynamism Of Islâm
Islâm, being encompassed in some characteristic acts, of
good behaviour, prescribed formulas and prayers at stated
times, was always able to cope with heterogenous elements. It
is an all-pervading faith that permeates all phases of the true
Muslim’s life and involves his whole being.
Throughout the creative centuries of Medieval Islâm, the
discussion of the main problems of the philosophy of religions
almost always occupied the Muslim mind. This debate was a
sign of the dynamic power of Islâm. Now, in the Age of Sci-

As mentioned before in books 1-4, it was mainly the result
of the teachings of the Qur’ân that urged Muslims to initiate the
principles of various branches of science. Even measured songs,
or music became well-known to Muslims for centuries before
Europe became familar with it.

ence, it is in progress. Muslim thought, moral values, social

Finally, for sure, true Islâm is a grand gift granted by Allâh
to those whom He wishes.

and the proponents of dynamism. Whatver may be the case, the

theories and science progress are again being emphasized.
However, there is now an apparent struggle between two
main educated groups: The representatives of anti-dynamism
five pillars on which Islâm is built are never touched. These are:
1. Witnessing that there is no God save Allâh, and that
Muh ammad is Allâh’s Messenger.
2. Performing the daily prayers.
3. Paying the poor-dues (Zakât).
4. Keeping Ramadân (Fasting)
5. Performing the pilgrimage if possible (Al-H ajj)
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In any case, the common man is usually unable to express
his fears or hopes, but surely, he enjoys hearing about the
amazing relation between science and Islâm.
The Muslim society is still well integrated: traditional
standards the upheld. Family ties remain strong mutual help and
feeling of responsibility for one’s extended family are still unweakened. So, the family actually provides support for every
need. The modern ways are suspect as a threat to that stronglly
knit social unit, and opposition to intrusion is great.
Nowadays, in most of the Muslim countries however, there
is no discrimination betwen men and women with regard to employment and wages. Educated women have been already appointed in various posts. The number of lady-doctors, journalists, writers, lawyers, university professors, mechanical and
agricultural engineers ... and teachers are ever-increasing.

II. Education
In many Muslim countries, the internal enemies are still
ignorance, poverty and sickness. These are interocked in a
vicious circle. Undoubtedly, Islâm is not to be blamed for such
conditions. Education has always ranked high in Muslim
societes during the Middle Ages. Nowadays, Muslims point out
with justifiable pride to the decisive role played by their scholars
during the Middle Ages in the development of modern civilization
The Muslim scholars built up on the teachings and fund
amentals laid by the Qu r’ân achieved basic creative contributions
of their own in various branches of science, notably mathematics,
astronomy, metorology, physics and medicine. (Refer to book (1)
and book (3). In particular, however, mathematics and astrononmy
were stimulated by religious needs.
At present, the educated Muslim still lives intellectually in
one and the same world which is dominated by religion and
science together. This is because science is the message of
’Islâm as described in this series of books. In fact, most
educated Muslims continue to adhere to the traditional forms,
beliefs, rites and ceremonies prescribed by Islâm.
The outstanding feature is that the faith of most educated
Muslims is indeed as strong as ever. Islâm has never been
hostile to the spread of knowledge into wide circles. It has
always regarded learning, at least as a useful tool to bing a
good Muslim acting according to its principles and ethics:
“And say: O my Lord I beg for increasing my knowledge.”
(Tâhâ : 114)
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The study of the Q ur’ân and the traditions is generally an act
of religious piety and intellectual search for guidance in one’s
personal conduct.
As described in book (4) one of the most outstanding topics
of Islâm is the introduction of unique regulations concerning
the distribution of property left by a Muslim after his death. The
Muslim woman feels her position in that respect to be superior
to that of woman of some other religions or nations.

III. War In Islâm
Practically, war in Islâm can be regarded as an extension to
the previous articles concerning argumentation in the Q
ur’ân,
and also Universaity of Islam in book (4).
Principally, Islâm is a cosmopolitan invocation which aims
at the benefit and happiness of the human race and the spread of
knowledge and equality among mankind, It is neither a racial
nor a regional invocation which aims at setting up the
sovereignity of any race or the authority of any region, over
others. The Qur’ân says, for example.
1. “And We have not sent you (O Muh ammad) except as a
bringer of good tidings and a warner to all mankind, but
most of mankind know not.”
(Saba’ : 28)

˝ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô ”
Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò «Úd¹Ïc½Ò §Ò «ÚdOÏAÐÒ ”
Ï U]MKÓÏ WÚ ] UÒ ô] ≈ „Ò UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò UÒ*§Ò ˚ ‡‡ ±
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2. “Blessed is He Who has revealed to His servant the
Criterion that he may be a warner to all the worlds.”
(Al-Furqân :1)

˝«Úd¹Ïc½Ò 5
Ò *ÒÏ UÒFKÎ Ï ÊÒ uÌJOÒ Ï ÁÏ bÏ ³Î ŽÒ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ ÊÒ UÒdÎ HÌ ÄÎ ‰Ò e] ½Ò ÈÏcÄ] „Ò —Ò UÒ³ðÒ ˚ ‡‡ ≤
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It was only natural, therefore, that:
(1) "Allâh ordered Muhammad to stick to wisdom, fair exhortation and argue with the people leniently.”
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(2) Every true Muslim is responsible for informing nonMuslims, within his circle of ability, about true Islâm and to be
a good example of true Muslims in every respect.
1. “Call to the way of your Lord with wisdom and fair
exhortation and argue with them in the better way. Lo!
Your Lord is best aware of him who errs from His way, and
He is best aware of those who go aright.”
(An-Nah l 125)

Òp]ÐÒ— ]Ê≈ ÌsÒGÎŠÒ√ ÒvÏ¼ vÏ²]U?ÏÐ rÌNÎÏœUÒłÒ§ ÏWÒMÒGÒ×ÎÄ ÏWÒEÏŽÎu?ÒLÎ«Ò§ ÏWÒLÎJÏ×ÎUÏÐ ÒpÓÏÐÒ— ÏqO?Ï³ÒÝ v¢ Ò≈ ÌŸÎœ‹˚ ‡‡ ±
˝Òs¹Ïb²Ò NÎ LÌ Î UÏÐ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì §Ò tÏ KÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò sÒŽ q] {
Ò sÒLÐÏ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì

3. “And if your Lord willed, then all who are in the earth
would have believed all of them altogether, Lo! Would you
(Mu hammad ) compel the people until they become believers?”
(Yûnus : 99)

«uÌ½uÌJÒ¹ v¢ ?]²?ÒŠ Ò”U]M?Ä ÌÁÏdÎJÌð ÒX½ÒQ? Ò Ò√ U?ÚF? O?ÏL? Òł ÎrÌNÌÓKÌ Ï÷Î—Ò_« v?Ï sÒ* ÒsÒ*ü ÒpÌÓÐÒ— Ò¡U??Òý ÎuÒÒ§˚ ‡‡ ≥
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Clearly, therefore, Islâm is mainly a religion of justice,
peace and guidance. Undoubtly, if the foes of Islâm had allowed the new faith freedom of action an argumentation and
had not murdered, or torture, individual Muslims, then the latter
would have not held any weapon against them.
However, Allâh allowed Muslims to fight their foes just to
put an end to their aggression and tyranny:

©±≤µ® q×M«
2. “There is no compulsion in religion; right-mindedness
is henceforth distinct from misguidance and he who disbelieves false gods and believes in Allâh has grasped a firm
handhod which wil never break; and Allâh is Ever-Hearing,
Ever-Knowing.”
(Al-Baqarah: 256)

“Those who have been driven from their homes unjustly
only because they said or Lord is Allâh; for had it not been
for Allâh’s repelling some men by means of others, cloisters
and churches and oratories and mosques, wherein the name
of Allâh is oft-mentioned, would assuredly have been pulled
down; Verily, Allâh supports one who supports Him. Lo!
Surely, Allâh is Strong and Almighty.”
(Al-Hajj : 40)

bÏ ?IÒ ?Ò tÏ K] UÏÐ Îs*Ï RÎ ¹Ì §Ò Ï u?žÌ U]DUÏÐ Îd?HÌ JÎ ¹Ò sÒL?Ò vÏÓ GÒ ÄÎ Òs*Ï bÌ ?ý
Î dÓÌ Ä sÒ O] ?³Ò ð] b?Ò sÏ ¹ÓbÏ Ä wÏ ÁÒ «Òd?Î ≈ ô˚ ‡‡ ≤
˝rOÏKŽÒ l OÏLÝ
Ò tÌ K] «Ò§ UÒNÒ ÂÒ UÒBHÏ ½‹ ô v¢ IÒ ŁÎ uÌ ÄÎ …Ï ËÒ dÎ FÌ Î UÏÐ p
Ò G
Ò LÎ ²Ò Ý
Î ‹

rÌN?C
Ò FÎ ÐÒ ”
Ò U?M] Ä tÏ K] Ä lÌ Î œÒ ôÎuÒ §Ò tÌ K] Ä UÒMÐÓÌ —Ò «uÌu?IÌ ¹Ò ÊÒ√ ô] ≈ oÔÓ ŠÒ dÏ ?OÎ GÒ ÐÏ rÏ¼—Ï UÒ¹œÏ s?*Ï «uÌłdÏ ?šÎ √Ì sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] ˚
Ìt]KÄ ]ÊÒdÌBMÒOÒÒ§ «ÚdO?Ï¦Ò Ït]KÄ ÌrÎÝ‹ UÒNOÏ Ìd?ÒÎcÌ¹ ÌbÏłUÒGÒ*Ò§  «ÒuÒKÒsÒ§ lÒOÏÐÒ§ ÌlÏ*«Òu?Òs ÎXÒ*ÓÏbÌN] ÔiÎFÒ³ÏÐ
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Muslims had to wait long before Allâh allowed those who
were oppressed under the yoke of their foe to take up their
arms:
1. “Permission is given to those who fight because they
have been wronged and indeed Allâh is able to give them
victory.”
(Al-Hajj : 39)

˝d¹ÏbIÒ Ò rÎ ¼Ï dÏ B
Î ½Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈Ò§ «uÌLKÏ þÌ rÎ NÌ ½] QÒ ÐÏ ÊÒ uÌKðÒ UÒI¹Ì sÒ ¹ÏcK] Ï ÊÒ –Ï √Ì ˚ ‡‡ ±

©≥π® Z(«
2. “And fight in the way of Allâh against those who fight
against you, but do not be aggressive. Lo! Allâh loves not
the aggressors.”
(Al-Baqarah : 190)

ÌÓ VÏ × ?Ì¹ ô Ò t] K ?Ä ] Ê ≈ «ËÌ b ? ?Ò² ? ? Î FÒ ð ôÒ § Î r ?ÌJÒ ½ u?ÌKÏ ð U?? ?ÒIÌ ¹ Ò s ?¹Ï c] Ä Ï t] K ?Ä Ï q O?? ?Ï³ ? ? Ò Ý wÏ «uÌK?ÏðU?? ?ÒÒ§˚ ‡‡ ≤

IV. Today’s World Needs Islâm
According to Islâm, man is honoured without any
discrimination whatever. He was honoured from the beginning
of creation, since Allâh made him His life on earth, an ordered
His Angels to prostrate for him. He indicate that He has
endowed man with the ability to acquire knowledge in order to
be able to master what exists on earth, and harness it to his will
by means of his intellect. In this respect, the Qur’ân says for
example what means:
“And behold; your Lord said to the angels: “I will create
a successor on earth”. They said: “Will You place therein
(beings) who make mischief therein and shed blood? Whilst
we do celebrate Your praises and glorify Your Name?” He
said: “Surely, I know what you know not.” And He taught
Âdam the nature (or secrets) of all things, then He exhibited
them before the angels and said:
“Tell me the names of these if you are right.” They said:
“Glory to You; regarding knowledge we are aware of
nothing save what You have taught us. For sure, it is You
Who are absolute in knowledge and wisdom.” He said: “O
Âdam! tell them their names.” When he had told them their
names, Allâh said: “Did I not tell you that I know the
secrets of the heavens and the earth, an I know what you
reveal, and what you had been concealing?” And behold,
“We said to the angels:

˝Ò s ¹Ï bÒ ²Î FÌ LÎ Ä
“ Prostrate to Âdam; and they prostrated, not so Iblîs.
He refused and was proud. He was of the disbeievers.”

©±π∞® …dI³«
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(Al-Baqarah: 30-34)
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˝d¹ÏbIÒ Ò rÎ ¼Ï dÏ B
Î ½Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈Ò§ «uÌLKÏ þÌ rÎ NÌ ½] QÒ ÐÏ ÊÒ uÌKðÒ UÒI¹Ì sÒ ¹ÏcK] Ï ÊÒ –Ï √Ì ˚ ‡‡ ±
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2. “And fight in the way of Allâh against those who fight
against you, but do not be aggressive. Lo! Allâh loves not
the aggressors.”
(Al-Baqarah : 190)
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IV. Today’s World Needs Islâm
According to Islâm, man is honoured without any
discrimination whatever. He was honoured from the beginning
of creation, since Allâh made him His life on earth, an ordered
His Angels to prostrate for him. He indicate that He has
endowed man with the ability to acquire knowledge in order to
be able to master what exists on earth, and harness it to his will
by means of his intellect. In this respect, the Qur’ân says for
example what means:
“And behold; your Lord said to the angels: “I will create
a successor on earth”. They said: “Will You place therein
(beings) who make mischief therein and shed blood? Whilst
we do celebrate Your praises and glorify Your Name?” He
said: “Surely, I know what you know not.” And He taught
Âdam the nature (or secrets) of all things, then He exhibited
them before the angels and said:
“Tell me the names of these if you are right.” They said:
“Glory to You; regarding knowledge we are aware of
nothing save what You have taught us. For sure, it is You
Who are absolute in knowledge and wisdom.” He said: “O
Âdam! tell them their names.” When he had told them their
names, Allâh said: “Did I not tell you that I know the
secrets of the heavens and the earth, an I know what you
reveal, and what you had been concealing?” And behold,
“We said to the angels:

˝Ò s ¹Ï bÒ ²Î FÌ LÎ Ä
“ Prostrate to Âdam; and they prostrated, not so Iblîs.
He refused and was proud. He was of the disbeievers.”
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(Al-Baqarah: 30-34)
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U?NÒ ?OÏ Ìb?G
Ï ?HÎ ¹Ì sÒ* U?NÒ ?OÏ Ìq?FÒ −
Î ðÒ √Ò «uÌU?Ò WÚ ?HÒ ?OKÏ šÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ q ŽÏ U?łÒ vÓ½Ï ≈ WÏ JÒ zÏ ö?LÒ KÎ Ï ÒpÐÓÌ —Ò Ò‰U?Ò –Î ≈Ò§˚
rÒ K] ŽÒ §Ò æ≥∞º ÊÒ u?LÌ KÒ FÎ ðÒ ô U?*Ò rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò vÓ½Ï ≈ ‰Ò U?Ò ÒpÒ ”
Ì bÏÓ ?IÒ ½Ì §Ò „Ò bÏ LÎ ?×
Ò ÐÏ `
Ì ³ÏÓ ?G
Ò ½Ì Ìs×
Î ½Ò §Ò ¡Ò U?*Ò bÏÓ Ä p
Ì HÏ ?G
Î ¹Ò Ò§

Third: Man may surpass the angels by his deeds. If people
do not degenerate in their earthly life to the standard of the animals they would be better than angels. One reads in the Qur'ân:

5ÏœÏ UÒs rÎ ²Ì ?MÌ Ê≈ Ï¡ôÌR¼Ò ¡Ï UÒLÝ
Î QÒ ÐÏ v?½Ï uÌ¾³Ï ½Î √Ò Ò‰U?IÒ Ò WÏ JÒ zÏ ö?LÒ Ä vÒKŽÒ rÎ NÌ {
Ò dÒ ?ŽÒ r] ŁÌ UÒNK] Ì Ò¡U?LÒ Ý
Î _Ò « ÂÒ œÒ ¬
rÌNÎ¾Ï³Î½Ò√ ÌÂÒœ¬ UÒ¹ Ò‰UÒ æ≥≤º ÌrOÏÏJÒ×ÎÄ ÌrOÏKÒFÎÄ ÒX½ÒÒ√ Òp]½≈ UÒMÒ²ÎL]K?ÒŽ UÒ* ]ô≈ UÒMÒ ÒrÎKÏŽ ô ÒpÒ½UÒ×Î³ÌÝ «uÌUÒ æ≥±ºÒ
rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ G
] ÄV
Ò OÎ žÒ ÌrKÒ ŽÎ √Ò vÓ½Ï ≈ rÎ JÌ ] qÌ√Ò ÎrÒ √Ò Ò‰UÒ ÎrNÏ zÏ U?LÒ Ý
Î QÒ ÐÏ rÌ¼QÒ ³Ò ½Î √Ò U]LKÒ Ò ÎrÏNÏzUÒLÎÝÒQÏÐ

“And We have honoured the sons of Âdam and provided
them with transport on land and sea and given them for
sustence things good and pure and conferred on them
special grace above a great number of Our creation.”

v¢ ÐÒ √Ò f
Ò OÏKÐÎ ≈ ô] ≈ «ËÌb?−
Ò G
Ò ?Ò ÂÒ œÒ ü «ËÌb−
Ì ?Ý
Î ‹ WÏ JÒ zÏ öÒLKÎ Ï UÒMKÎ Ì –Î ≈Ò§ æ≥≥º ÊÒ u?LÌ ²Ì JÎ ðÒ rÎ ²Ì M?Ì UÒ*§Ò ÊÒ ËÌb³Î ?ðÌ UÒ*
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(Al-Isrâ’ : 70)

˝Òs¹ÏdÏ UÒJÄÎ sÒ *Ï ÊÒ UÒ§Ò dÒ ³Ò JÎ ²Ò Ý
Î «Ò§

These verses reveal three principal facts:
First: Man is the commanded by Allâh to inhabit the earth
consequently, the Solar System, Allâh gave him authority over
it by virtue of his humanity and intellect.
Second: Allâh enabled man to investigate the earth because
of his ability by nature to know things and to uncover the secrets or the laws of the universe. He says:
“ And We have placed you with authority on earth and
provided you therein with means for the fufilment of your
life: Few are the thanks that you give.”

v¢ KÒ ŽÒ rÎ ¼Ì UÒMKÎ ?C
] Ò §Ò Ï U?³Ò ?OÏÓ D] Ä sÒ *ÏÓ r?¼Ì UÒMÎ “Ò —Ò §Ò Ïd?×
Î ³Ò ?Î «Ò§ dÏÓ ³Ò ÄÎ v?Ï rÎ ¼Ì UÒMKÎ LÒ ?ŠÒ §Ò ÂÒ œÒ ¬ wÏMÐÒ UÒM*Î d] ?Ò bÎ ?IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
˝ÚöOÏCHÎ ðÒ UÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ sÎ L] *ÏÓ dÔ OÏ¦Ò

©∑∞® ¡«dÝù«
Obviously, the dignity which Islâm emphasizes is granted to
humanity only because he is a human being possessing the
qualities of humanity, irrespective of any other qualities such as
colour, nationality or race.

(Al-A‘râf: 10)

˝ ÊÒ ËÌdJÌ A
Î ðÒ U]* ö
Ú OÏKÒ g
Ò ¹Ï UÒF*Ò UÒNOÏ rÎ JÌ Ò UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ rÎ Ì U]MJ] *Ò bÎ IÒ Ò ËÒ˚
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These verses reveal three principal facts:
First: Man is the commanded by Allâh to inhabit the earth
consequently, the Solar System, Allâh gave him authority over
it by virtue of his humanity and intellect.
Second: Allâh enabled man to investigate the earth because
of his ability by nature to know things and to uncover the secrets or the laws of the universe. He says:
“ And We have placed you with authority on earth and
provided you therein with means for the fufilment of your
life: Few are the thanks that you give.”
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Obviously, the dignity which Islâm emphasizes is granted to
humanity only because he is a human being possessing the
qualities of humanity, irrespective of any other qualities such as
colour, nationality or race.

(Al-A‘râf: 10)
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THE ETERNAL MIRACLE
I. Foreword
As was mentioned in book (1), nothing can remain on earth
forever as an eternal miracle except a unique book. The inimitaable elocution and teachings of such a book must be conspicuous
and convincing at all stages and types of human civilization.
Any other sort of miracles, notably those which are not within the laws of nature, such as calling the dead to rise up for a
while, cannot be eternal, and are limited in all respects to their
particular place and time.
In the present age (Age of Science) the above statement has
been justified in the light of the recent interpretation of a great
number of verses in the Qur’ân which revealed scientific facts
in various fields. Detailed comments are given below concerning some of these verses.

II. The Earth’s Fresh Water
Rain is the direct and indirect source of fresh water on earth,
whether we take it from rivers, tributaries, wells or fountains ...
Subsoil fresh water also has its origin as rain.
Rain falls from clouds which are known in science (meteorolgy) as nimbus clouds. Two different types of nimbus clouds
exist. These are:
a) Nimbo-stratus clouds, which form and grow or, spread, in
single layers or strata. This is why they are called stratus.
b) Cumulo-nimbus clouds, which develop and grow vertically to reach levels as high as 10-20- kilometers, and thus appear
like mountains. These are the only type of clouds in which hail
forms, and lightning, thunderstorms and thunderbolts occur.
Amazingly enough, the Qu r’ân says for example:
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1. “And have you seen the water which you drink? Have
you made it fall from the nimbus (clouds) , or is it We Who
send it down?”

UÚH?ÒGÏ ÌtÌKÒF?Î−Ò¹Ò§ Ì¡UÒAÒ¹ ÒnÎO?Ò Ï¡UÒL?]GÄ vÏ ÌtÌDÌGÎ³?ÒOÒ UÚÐU?Ò×ÒÝ ÌdO?Ï¦Ì²?Ò ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ ÌqÏÝÎdÌ¹ ÈÏc]Ä Ìt]KÄ˚ ‡‡ ≥
˝ÒÊËÌdA
Ï ³Î ²Ò G
Î ¹Ò rÎ ¼Ì «Ò–≈ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³ŽÏ sÎ *Ï ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒ* tÏ ÐÏ »
Ò UÒs√Ò «Ò–SÒ tÏ Ï öÏš sÎ *Ï Ã
Ì dÌ O
Î ¹Ò ‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd²Ò Ò

(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 68-69)

©¥∏® ÂËd«
˝ÒÊuÌeÏ MÌLÄÎ sÌ ×
Î ½Ò ÂÎ √Ò ÊÏ eÎ LÌ ÄÎ sÒ *Ï ÁÌ uÌL²Ì Î eÒ ½Ò√ rÎ ²Ì ½Ò√√Ò æ∂∏º ÊÒ uÌÐdÒ A
Î ðÒ ÈÏcÄ] ¡Ò UÒLÄÎ rÌ ²Ì ¹Î √Ò dÒ Ò √Ò ˚ ‡‡ ±
Concerning the cumulo-nimbus clouds, one reads:
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2. “Have you not seen that Allâh sends down rain from
the sky and leads it through springs in the earth? Then He
causes to grow therewith plantation of various colours; then
it withers; then you see it grow yellow; then He makes it dry
and crumble away. Truly this is a message of remembrance
to men with intellects.”
(Az-Zumar : 21)

4. “Have you not seen that Allâh drives along bits of
clouds, then joins them together, then makes them into
heaps of cumulus then you will see rain drops issuing from
their inside and He sends down from the sky mountain
masses of cumulus wherein is hail afflicting therewith whom
He pleases and turning it away from whom He pleases; the
vivid flash (splendor) of its lightning (whose electric charge is
due to hail) almost takes away the sight.”

U?? ŽÚ —Î “Ò tÏ ÐÏ Ã
Ì dÏ ? O
Î ?¹Ì r] ŁÌ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ lÒ O?ÐÏ UÒM¹Ò tÌ JÒ ?KÒ G
Ò ? Ò ¡Ú U?? *Ò ¡Ï U??LÒ ? ?G
] Ä sÒ *Ï ‰Ò eÒ ?½√Ò tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ ?Ò √Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤

(An-Nûr : 43)

˝Ï»UÒ³Î _Ò « wÏËÎ _Ì È
¢ dÒ Î cÏ Ò p
Ò Ï –Ò vÏ Ê] ≈ UÚ*UÒDŠÌ tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ŁÌ «ÓdÚ HÒ B
Î *Ì ÁÌ «Òd²Ò Ò Z
Ì OÏN¹Ò r] ŁÌ tÌ ½Ì «ÒuÎ √Ò UÚHKÏ ²Ò O
Î ÌÓ*
ÎsÏ* ÌÃÌd?ÎOÒ¹ Ò‚ÎœÒuÎÄ ÈÒd?Ò²?Ò U?Ú*U?ÒÌ— ÌtÌKÒF?Î−?Ò¹ ]rÌŁ ÌtÒMÎOÒÐ ÌnÓÏÒRÌ¹ ]rÌŁ UÚÐU?Ò×?ÒÝ vÏłÎe?Ì¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒÒ√˚ ‡‡ ¥
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¡Ì UÒA¹Ò s]* sÒŽ tÌ ?Ì dÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒ* tÏ ÐÏ V
Ì O?B
Ï OÌ Ò œÔ dÒ ÐÒ sÏ* U?NÒ OÏ ‰Ô U?³Ò łÏ sÏ* ¡Ï UÒL?G
] Ä sÒ *Ï ‰Ì eÏÓ MÒ ¹Ì §Ò tÏ Ï öÏš
With respect to nimbo-stratus clouds one reads:

˝Ï—UÒBÐÎ _Ò UÏÐ V
Ì ¼Ò cÎ ¹Ò tÏ Ï dÎ ÐÒ UÒMÝ
Ò œÌ UÒJ¹Ò
3. “Allâh is He who sends forth the winds so they raise
clouds, the does He spread them (in strata) in the sky as He
pleases and He makes them partially thick so that you see
the rain coming from inside them; then when He causes it to
fall upon whom He pleases of His worshippers they rejoice.”
(Ar-Rûm : 48)
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The stages of the formation of the cumulo-nimbus cloud
have been photographed, and it has been made clear that
generally it passes by the following stages:
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The stages of the formation of the cumulo-nimbus cloud
have been photographed, and it has been made clear that
generally it passes by the following stages:
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First: Small cells of cumulus appear in the sky.
Second: Two or more cells unite together to form the growing cumulus.
Third: The cloud so formed continues to grow rapidly to the
cumulonimbus stage and thus appears like a huge mountain
from which rain and hail issue.
Fourth: Hail plays the role in charging the cloud with
electricity. (Refer to book(1), p. 25). An observer located near
the cloud by some means or another, loses his sight for a while
on looking at the lightning flashes.

III. The Fresh Water Cycle
It is new accepted that the earth’s fresh water goes through a
cycle between the earth’s water surfaces and the atmosphere.
Water is perpetualy evaporating from water surfaces such as
oceans and seas by virtue of solar radiation and air currents and
is carried upwards in the atmosphere to form clouds and nimbus
clouds.
In order that rain might fall from the nimbus clouds, winds
must continue to supply (or seed or even fertilize) the clouds
with: (1) water — vapour necessary for condensation and (2)
nuclei of condensation which have affinity to water, or absorb
it. On these nuclei rain drops or ice crystals develop according
to the prevailing temperature.
In ancient times it was believed that the fresh water was
stored somewhere high in the sky. The Q ur’ân rejected this belife and said:
“And We send the winds seeding (the clouds) thus cause
water to descend from the sky, therewith providing you
with it to drink and you are not storing it (in the sky) .”
(Al-Hijr : 22)
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IV. On The Origin Of The Universe
A limited number of theories concerning the origin of the
universe has been available in the Age of Science. A long time
ago, astronomers used to believe a the stars to be clustered together in a single “isle and universe”, or galaxy — the Milky
Way — embedded in empty infinity of space.
Gradually, with the advance of the tools of observation and
in the light of the Theory of Relativity, astronomers became
aware of the fact that our universe is a universe of galaxies similar to our own and they are unlimited in number. They are receding from us and the universe is expanding. Miraculously,
this is also justified by the Q ur’ân w hich says:
“With power and skill did We construct the heavens
(universe) and indeed We are expanding them.”

parted asunder and We made of water every living thing, do
not they thus believe?!”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 30)

Ï¡U?ÒLÎÄ ÒsÏ* UÒMÎKÒF?ÒłÒ§ UÒLÌ¼UÒMÎI?Ò²?ÒHÒ U?ÚIÎðÒ— UÒ²?Ò½UÒ Ò÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «Òu?ÒL]GÄ ]ÊÒ√ «ËÌd?ÒH?Ò Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒdÒ¹ ÎrÒ ÒËÒ√˚ ‡‡ ±
˝ÒÊuÌMÏ*ÎRÌ¹ öÒ Ò√ ÓÔvÒŠ Ô¡ÎwÒý ]qÌ

©≥∞® ¡UO³½_«
Evidently, this verse indicates that: (1) The material of the
universe was originally a single entity whose parts must have
been close together. (2) The separation took place
systematically, and galaxies were grouped in clusters to orbit
about their common centers of mass. The process is reversible:

(Adh-Dhâriyât : 47)

˝ÒÊuÌFÝ
Ï uÌ*Ò U]½≈Ò§ bÔ ¹Î QÒ ÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMOÎ MÒ ÐÒ ¡Ò UÒLG
] «Ò§˚
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By the aid of spectrum analysis (the so-called red-shift or
Doppler effect) it was revealed that billions of years had to pass
since galaxies external to our own were condensed together in
an extremey limited space of unimaginable density.

2. “On that Day We shall roll up the heavens like the
rolling up of the scrolls. As We originated the first creation
We shall bring it forth again; a promise incumbent on Us,
so shall We do.”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 104)

U]½≈ UÒMÎOÒKÒŽ «Úb?ÎŽÒ§ ÌÁÌb?O?ÏFÌÓ½ ÔoÎKÒš Ò‰]ËÒ√ UÒ½Î√ÒbÒÐ U?ÒL?Ò ÏVÌ²ÌJÎKÏ ÓÏqÏ−?ÓÏGÄ ÓÏvÒDÒ Ò¡U?ÒL?]GÄ ÈÏuÎDÒ½ ÒÂÎuÒ¹ ˚ ‡‡ ≤

Now, the Q ur’ân, being an iternal miracle, predicted these
results since about 1500 years ago! It says for example what
means:

©±∞¥® ¡UO³½_«

1. “Are then, they who disbelieve aware that the heavens
and the earth were (originally) one single entity which We then

a) All the galaxies, in spite of the fact that they are receding
since the beginning of creation, yet they will be brought
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This verse indicates clearly that:
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by Allâh in contact again within limited space as they happened
to be at the beginning of creation.
b) The above statements are made sure by the
Qur’ân, being
a promise incumbent on Allâh. However, a great number of astronomers say that the expanding universe should ultimately
collapse by gravity into a limited space.
3. “... And the earth shall all be His handful on the Day
of Resurrection and the heavens shall be folded in His right
hand (so belittled) ...”
(Az-Zumar : 67)

space and time. This fact enabled man to acquire knowledge and
deduce theories by careful observation and examination of the
various things in the universe. The outstanding available theory is
known as “the Big-bang” theory. It provides us with a reasonable
answer to the question concerning the origin of the universe.
It has not been familiar in the present series of books (Islâm
and Science) to refer to mere theories which are man made.
However, regarding the creation of the universe in particular,
Allâh says:
1. “I did not call them to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth ...”
(Al-Kahf : 51)

˝ÏtMÏ OÏLOÒ ÐÏ  U]¹uÏ DÎ *Ò Ì «ÒuLÒ G
] «Ò§ WÏ *Ò UÒOIÏ ÄÎ ÂÒ uÎ ¹Ò tÌ ²Ì C
Ò ³Î Ò UÚFOÏLłÒ ÷
Ì —Î _Ò «Ò§˚ ‡‡ ≥

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò «§ Ï «ÒuLÒ G
] Ä oÒ KÎ šÒ rÎ NÌ ðÓÌ bÒNý
Î √Ò U]*˚ ‡‡ ±

©∂∑® d*e«
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The verse predicts that the entire universe (earth and heavens) will ultimately be one unit under Allâh’s vivid power on
the Last Day.

2. “For sure the creation of the heavens and the earth is
greater than the creation of mankind but most people know not.”
(Ghâfir : 57)

4. “Then He took hold of the heaven when it was gas and
said to it and to the earth come willingly or unwillingly, they
both said: We come willingly.”
(Fussilat
. . : 11)

UÒMÎOÒðÒ√ U?Ò²ÒUÒ UÚ¼Îd?Ò ÎËÒ√ UÚŽÎuÒÞ U?ÒOÏ²Îz‹ Ï÷Î—Òú?ÏÒ§ UÒNÒ Ò‰U?ÒIÒ ÊU?ÒšÌœ ÒvÏ¼Ò§ Ï¡UÒL?]GÄ vÒ≈ È
¢ ÒuÒ²?ÎÝ‹ ]rÌŁ˚ ‡‡ ¥

˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô ”
Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò ”
Ï U]MÄ oÏ KÎ šÒ sÎ *Ï dÌ ³Ò Î √Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ G
] Ä oÌ KÎ )
Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤
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However, Allâh supports us with suitable and proper
knowledge. He says:
“... And they (men ) are not encompass anything of His
knowledge except what He decides (to offer) ...”

˝5
Ò FÏ zÏ UÒÞ
(Al-Baqarah : 255)

©±±® XKB
˝ ¡Ò UÒý UÒLÐÏ ô] ≈ tÏ LÏ KÎ ŽÏ sÎ *ÏÓ ¡Ô vÒAÐÏ ÊÒ uÌDOÏ×¹Ì ôÒ§˚
This verse indicates clearly that everything in the universe
obeys Allâh’s physical laws, which are fixed with changing
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V. The Big-bang Theory
The big-bang is a theory of cosmology in which the expansion of the universe is presumed to have begun in a primeval
explosion. In this theory the following principles are to be regarde unquestionable:

˝UÒL¼Ì UÒMIÎ ²Ò HÒ Ò UÚIðÎ —Ò UÒ²½Ò UÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ G
] Ä Ê] √Ò «ËÌdHÒ Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] dÒ ¹Ò rÎ Ò ËÒ √Ò ˚ ‡‡ »

©≥∞® ¡UO³½_«

1) Observations:
Our observations supply us with information applicable to
the universe as a whole. In other words, the part of the universe
that we actually observe represents the entire cosmos. Allâh
says:
“... And indeed you will never find any alteration in
’Allâh’s order (and laws) nor will you ever find any deformation in Allâh’s enactment (and laws) .”
(Fâtir:
. 43)

©¥≥® dÞU

b) “Do not the disbelievers see that the heavens and the
earth were joined together as one until before We split them
apart ...”
(Al-Anbyiâ’ : 30)

˝Úö¹Ïu×
Î ðÒ tÏ K] Ä X
Ï M] G
Ì Ï bÒ −
Ï ðÒ sÒ§Ò ö
Ú ¹Ïb³Î ðÒ tÏ K] Ä X
Ï M] G
Ì Ï bÒ −
Ï ðÒ sÒKÒ ˚

Evidenty, this means that once (before time) some original
big explosion started-galaxies moving away from each other,
and the red-shift law began to apply.
3) The universe must have a finite age:
Disregarding gravity, galaxies moving in space should have
their speeds not changed since the explosion took place. A galaxy at a distancer S units moving at a speed V units must have
been receding from us for the time.
S
t =
=
V
= 10 to 20 billion years
This represents the limits of the age of the universe.

2) The expanding universe:
If no new matter is being added to the expanding universe,
then the total mass of the entire universe remains constant. This
simply means that all the matter in the universe must have once
been close together. Once more, amazingly enough, one reads
in the Q ur’ân:
a) “With power and skill did We construct the heavens
(the universe) and indeed We are expanding them.”
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 47)

4) About the geometry and space:
According to the general theory of Relativity, the geomeetry
of space is affected by the presence of matter in it, and travelling in space is thus accomplished in curved lines. The Qur’ân
refers to this effect by the word (ya‘ruj), as mentioned in book
(3) P. (115-116). The word means to move in curved all lines:
He (Allâh) knows all that goes into the earth and all that
comes out thereof; all that comes down from the heaven and
all that yan’nuj (mounts) t hereto and He is Ar-Rahîm Al-Ghafûr.
(Saba’ : 2)
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SOME EVENTS
FORETOLD BY THE QUR’ÂN

rÌ OÏŠd] Ä uÒ ¼Ì §Ò UÒNOÏ Ã
Ì dÌ FÎ ¹Ò UÒ*§Ò Ï¡UÒLG
] « sÒ *Ï Ì‰eÏ MÒ¹ UÒ*§Ò UÒNMÎ *Ï Ã
Ì dÌ O
Î ¹Ò UÒ*§Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ Z
Ì KÏ ¹Ò UÒ* ÌrKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ˚
˝Ì—uÌHGÒ ÄÎ

I. Past Events

©≤® Q³Ý

Some verses in the Q ur’ân have revealed certain events:

5) The velocities of escape of galaxies from each other depend on the mean density of matter in the universe. This has
been estimated to be between 10 -29 to 10 -31 gram per cm 3.

“Who (Allâh) is aware of the futurity (and unseen) ; and
from Him is not hidden an atom’s weight neither in the
heavens nor in the earth, nor is there anything less than that
or greater but in an evident Book.”

Galaxies would eventually fall back together as soon as they
start moving slower than some critical velocity of escape. This
is made sure by the Q ur’ân which says for example:

(Saba’: 3)

“On that day (the Hereafter) We shall roll up the heavens
like the rolling up of the scrolls. As We originated the first
creation We shall bring it forth again; a promise incumbent
on Us; so shall We perform.”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 104)

U]MÌ U]½≈ UÒMOÎ ?KÒ ŽÒ «Úb?ŽÎ §Ò ÁÌ bÌ ?O?FÏ ½ÓÌ ÔoKÎ šÒ ‰Ò Ë] √Ò UÒ½√Î bÒ ÐÒ U?LÒ ?Ò V
Ï ²Ì JÌ KÎ Ï qÏÓ −
Ï ?G
ÏÓ Ä vÏÓ DÒ Ò Ò¡U?LÒ ?G
] Ä ÍÏuDÎ ½Ò ÂÒ uÎ ¹Ò ˚

ÒpÏÒ– sÏ* Ìd?ÒG?ÎsÒ√ ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ ôÒ§ Ï «Òu?ÒL?]GÄ vÏ Ô…]—Ò– Ì‰U?ÒI?Î¦?Ï* ÌtÎMÒŽ Ì»Ìe?ÎFÒ¹ ô ÏVÎO?ÒGÎÄ ÏrÏU?ÒŽ˚
˝5
Ô ³Ï *ÓÌ »
Ô UÒ²Ï wÏ ô] ≈ dÌ ³Ò Î √Ò ôÒ§

©≥® Q³Ý
Some events have already taken place exactly as they had
been predicted by the Qur’ân. These are past events. Others still
remain to take place. The following is an example of the past
events.

˝Ò5ÏKÏŽUÒ

©±∞¥®¡UO³½_«

Early Muslims were generally sympathetic with the Romans
because they professed a heavenly religion and had a heavenly
book (the Bible). The case was not so with the Persians.

In conclusion, observational and theoretical evidences show
that the universe is expanding as a result of its evolution form a
big-bang billions of years ago. After the stage of expansion, the
entire universe will collapse and shrink by gravity into a limited
space as it happened to be at the beginning of creation. These
conclusions also find support in some cosmic verses in the
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In the first year of Al-Hijrah since Muh ammad, (prayers and
peace be upon him, left Macca to Al-Madîna), Muslims became
distressed when the Romans were defeated by the Persians at
the battle of (Zikar) as well as at other battles. The polytheists
of the Arabian Peninsula celebrated those victories and gloated
over the Muslim’s disappointment.
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been estimated to be between 10 -29 to 10 -31 gram per cm 3.

“Who (Allâh) is aware of the futurity (and unseen) ; and
from Him is not hidden an atom’s weight neither in the
heavens nor in the earth, nor is there anything less than that
or greater but in an evident Book.”

Galaxies would eventually fall back together as soon as they
start moving slower than some critical velocity of escape. This
is made sure by the Q ur’ân which says for example:

(Saba’: 3)

“On that day (the Hereafter) We shall roll up the heavens
like the rolling up of the scrolls. As We originated the first
creation We shall bring it forth again; a promise incumbent
on Us; so shall We perform.”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 104)
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©≥® Q³Ý
Some events have already taken place exactly as they had
been predicted by the Qur’ân. These are past events. Others still
remain to take place. The following is an example of the past
events.

˝Ò5ÏKÏŽUÒ

©±∞¥®¡UO³½_«

Early Muslims were generally sympathetic with the Romans
because they professed a heavenly religion and had a heavenly
book (the Bible). The case was not so with the Persians.

In conclusion, observational and theoretical evidences show
that the universe is expanding as a result of its evolution form a
big-bang billions of years ago. After the stage of expansion, the
entire universe will collapse and shrink by gravity into a limited
space as it happened to be at the beginning of creation. These
conclusions also find support in some cosmic verses in the
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In the first year of Al-Hijrah since Muh ammad, (prayers and
peace be upon him, left Macca to Al-Madîna), Muslims became
distressed when the Romans were defeated by the Persians at
the battle of (Zikar) as well as at other battles. The polytheists
of the Arabian Peninsula celebrated those victories and gloated
over the Muslim’s disappointment.
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The polytheists said to the Muslims: “Remember you Muslims that the Roman’s defeat is an evident proof that our religion, of worshipping several gods, is the true religion and that
we are going to win the victory over you”.
On recording these feelings, the Q ur’ân not only promised
victory for the Romans over the Persians but also promised victory for the Muslims over all of them. History proved that this
pomise was fully fulfilled. Allâh says what means:
“The Romans have been defeated in a land close by, but
they even after this defeat of theirs they will soon be victorious within a few years; with Allâh is the decision in the past
and in the future, and on that day shall the believers rejoice
with victory from Allâh. He leads to victory whom He
deciedes and He is The Ever-Almighty The Ever-Merciful;
Allâh’s promise, Allâh never breaks down His promise but
most people know not.”
(Ar-Rûm : 2-6)

Ït]KÏ Ò5ÏMÏÝ ÏlÎCÏÐ wÏ ©≥® ÒÊu?Ì³ÏKÎG?ÒO?ÒÝ ÎrÏN?Ï³ÒKÒž ÏbÎFÒÐ Îs?ÓÏ* rÌ¼Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÒ½ÎœÒ√ vÏ ©≤® ÌÂËÌÓdÄ ÏXÒ³ÏKÌž˚
eÌ ¹ÏeFÒ ÄÎ uÒ ?¼Ì §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò sÒ* dÌ B
Ì MÒ¹ tÏ K] ?Ä dÏ B
Î MÒ ÐÏ ©¥® ÊÒ uÌM*Ï RÎ LÌ ÄÎ Õ
Ì dÒ ?HÎ ¹Ò cÔ ¾Ï ?*Ò uÎ ¹Ò §Ò ÌbFÎ ÐÒ sÎ *Ï §Ò Ìq³Î ?Ò sÏ* Ìd*Î Ò_«
˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô ”
Ï U]MÄ dÒ ¦Ò Î √Ò s] JÏ Ò §Ò ÁÌ bÒ ŽÎ §Ò tÌ K] Ä n
Ì KÏ O
Î ¹Ì ô tÏ K] Ä bÒ ŽÎ §Ò ©µ® rÌ OÏŠd] Ä

II. Present Events
Within the last and present centuries, the means of
communication, transportation .. improved totally in rapidly
ascending steps. Various vehicles now carry people in and over
water, on land, in the air and through space. Allâh is He Who
offers man the knowledge and ability required in order to
manufacture everything he needs in various fields.
With respect to the means of communications and travelling,
for example, the Qur’ân says:
1. “And the horses and mules and donkeys to ride and an
adornment and He creates what you know not.”
(An-Nah l : 8)

˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ðÒ ô UÒ* oÌ KÌ O
Î ¹Ò §Ò WÚ MÒ ¹Ï“§Ò UÒ¼uÌ³Ò dÎ ²Ò Ï dÒ OÏL×
Ò Î «Ò§ ‰Ò UÒG³Ï Î «Ò§ qÒ OÎ O
Ò Î «Ò§˚ ‡‡ ±

©∏® q×M«
2. "And if We open upon them a door of the sky that
they may go on ascending (curvilinearly ), therein they will
say: stupefied are our sights, or even we are people bewitched.”
(Al-Hijr : 14-15)

©∂ ‡‡ ≤® ÂËd«

UÒ½—Ì UÒBÐÎ √Ò Î dÒ JÏÓ Ý
Ì UÒL½] ≈ «uÌU?IÒ Ò æ±¥º ÊÒ uÌłdÌ FÎ ¹Ò tÏ OÏ «uÌKÓ EÒ Ò ¡Ï UÒLG
] Ä sÒ *ÏÓ UÚÐUÒÐ rÏN?OÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒM×
Î ²Ò Ò uÎ Ò §Ò ˚ ‡‡ ≤
˝ÒÊËÌ—uÌ×ÎG]* ÂÎuÒ ÌsÎ×Ò½ ÎqÒÐ
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At present, in the Age of Space, man has become aware of
the fact that space travel comprises unusual serious difficulties
capable of initiating the feeling of the interference of some sort
of magic power leading, for example to:
1. Disappearance of gravity.

III. Future Events
Muslims do believe in the Last Day or Day of Resurrection
or the so-called the Hour. Its approach is preceded by certain
signs. The Qu r’ân uncovers one of them and says :
“When the Hour approaches the moon splits”.

2. Absolutely dim environment (space).

(Al-Qamar : 1)

3. No daylight.

©±® dLI«
4. Abnormal number of stars.

˝ÌdLÒ IÒ ÄÎ o] A
Ò ½«Ò§ WÌ ŽÒ U]GÄ X
Ï ÐÒ dÒ ²Ò Î «˚

Further details are given in book (6)

5. Unbearable vehicle vibrations.
The Qu r’ân also described parts of the earth’s surface which
were unknown to the Arabs during the time of revelation such
as the polar cap. “Refer to Book (1) P.(20).

IV. The Qur’ân :
The Unique Source Of Happiness
The most sincere words describing the Qu
the Prophet Muh ammad when he said:

r’ân were those of

“Allâh revealed the Q ur’ân as order as well as a restraint, a
running tradition and prevailing example. In it, you find a prophetic account about yourselevs, your precdecessors and your
successors. The Books is, in itself, of everlasting novelty and
countless marvels; a book of justice and void of jest. Who
speaks its word is truthful, who judges by its laws is just, who
vows by it eradicates all doubts, who follows its teachings will
be recompenesed, who adheres to its guidance leads himself to
the right path, who seeks another guide is astray and who rules
not by its laws will be stopped short by Allâh. It is the true
word of wisdom, resplendent light, the right way, a shelter to
which those who resort are preserved by The Almighty, It is the
salvation for its followers with no deviations to be put right and
no faults to be remedied.”
THE QUR’ÂN’S MARVELS ARE EVERLASTINGLY
ILLUMINATING AND ETERNALLY NEW.
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ISLÂM AND SCIENCE
-6-
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Foreword
It is a fact that Islâm is up till now misunderstood by a
great number of people, notably in the West. Unfortunately, this
misunderstanding has led to hatred and even war since the
Middle Ages. Some of the reasons are :
a) The Qur’ân’s interpretations are mostly literal and does not
always convey the true meaning. See also P. 140 book (4).
b) The degeneration of the Muslim World. Refer also to book
(3) PP. 128-129.
The principal aim from the present series is to make clear,
by scientific evidence, that the Qur’ân is not of man’s making,
but Allâh’s final message to mankind comprising a code for the
whole humanity. In this sense, the Qur’ân says for example.
1. “And it (the Qur’ân) is no more than (wisdom) for all the
worlds.”
(Al-Qalam : 52).

©µ≤® rKI«
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˝Ò5?*ÒÏ U?FÒ KÎ ÏÓ d ? Î –Ï ô] ≈ uÒ ¼Ì U?Ò §Ò ˚
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2. “And We sent it (the Qu’rân) in truth and in truth has it
descended; and We sent thee but to give glad tidings and
to warn (people). ”

ALLÂH REVEALS THE TRUTH IN THE
QUR’ÂN AND THE UNIVERSE

(Al-Isrâ’ : 105).

I. Introduction :

vK8

©±∞µ® ¡«dÝù« ˝«Úd¹ÏcÒ½Ò§ «ÚdÓÏAÒ³Ì ]ô≈ Ò„UÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√ UÒÒ§ Ò‰ÒeÒ½ ÓÏoÒ×ÎUÏÐÒ§ ÌÁUÒMÎÒe½Ò√ ÓÏoÒ×ÎUÏÐÒ§˚
3. “And Verily it (the Qur’ân) has been sent down by the
Lord of all the worlds.”
(Ash-Sh‘uarâ’ : 192).

©±π≤® ¡«d?F?A«

˝Ò5ÏÒ*U?ÒFÎÄ ÓÏ»Ò— Ìq?¹ÏeMÒ²Ò Ìt]½≈Ò§˚

4. “No falsehood can approach it (the Qur’ân) from before or
from behind it, it is sent down by Hakîm (One full of
wisdom) Hamîd (One worthy of all praise) .”
(Fussilat
. . : 42).

©¥≤® XKB@ ˝ÔbOÏLŠÒ rÔ OÏJŠÒ sÎ ÏÓ q ¹ÏeMÒð tÏ HÏ KÎ šÒ sÎ Ï ôÒ§ tÏ ¹Î bÒ ¹Ò sÏ OÎ ÐÒ sÎ Ï qÌ ÞÏ UÒ³ÄÎ tÏ OÏðQÎ ¹Ò ô˚
5. “O people of the Book (Jews and Christians) there has
come to you our Messenger (Muh ammad) , clearing to you
much that you used to hide in the Book, and passing over
much. There has come to you from Allâh Light (the
Qur’ân) and a perspicuous Book.”
(Al-Mâ’idah : 15).

Ï»U?Ò²ÏJÎÄ ÒsÏ ÒÊuÌH?ÎYÌð ÎrÌ²MÌ U?]LÓÏ «Úd?OÏ¦?Ò ÎrÌJÒ ÌsÓÏOÒ³Ì¹ U?ÒMÌuÌÝÒ— ÎrÌÒ¡U?Òł ÎbÒ8 Ï»U?Ò²ÏJÎÄ ÒqÎ¼Ò√ UÒ¹˚
Ã
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˝5Ï³?ÌÓ »U?Ò²ÏÒ§ —uÌ½ Ït]KÄ Òs?ÓÏ rÌÒ¡UÒł Îb?Ò8 Ôd?OÏ¦?Ò sÒŽ uÌH?ÎFÒ¹Ò§

A great number of verses in the Qur’ân are in fact, mainly
Scientific, dealing with various aspects of science. Some
examples have been given in books (1 to 5) of the present series
«Islâm and Science». At least, in our Age of Science such
verses bear testimony that the Qur’ân is an Eternal Miracle.
Amazingly enough, Muh ammad-prayers and peace be upon
him-was unlettered, and there is no way, whatever, to regard
those (scientific) verses as Muh ammad’s own words, In fact,
Muhammad only conveyed the Messages of Allâh to man on
earth :
“Say : O men! For sure I am sent to you all as the
Messenger of Allâh to Whom belongs the Kingdom of the
heavens and the earth : There is no god but He. It is He
Who offers life and death. So believe in Allâh and His
Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, who believes in Allâh
and His Words, and follow Him so that you may be guided.”
(Al-A‘râf : 158).

ô÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ $
] Äp
Ì KÎ Ì tÌ ?Ò ÈÏcÄ] UÚFOÏLłÒ rÎ JÌ OÎ Ò ≈ tÏ K] Ä ‰Ì u?Ý
Ì —Ò vÓ½Ï ≈ ”
Ì U]MÄ UÒN¹ÓÌ √Ò UÒ¹ qÎ 8Ì ˚
tÏ ðÏ U?LÒ KÏ Ò §Ò tÏ K] UÏÐ sÌ ?Ï RÎ ¹Ì ÍÏcÄ] vÏÓ ÏÓ _Ì « vÏÓ ³Ï M] Ä tÏ Ï u?Ý
Ì —Ò §Ò tÏ K] UÏÐ «u?MÌ Ï P?@Ò X
Ì O?LÏ ¹Ì §Ò wÏO?×
Î ¹Ì uÌ¼ ô] ≈ tÒ Ò ≈
©±µ∏® ·«dŽ_«

˝ÒÊËÌbÒ²?ÎNÒð ÎrÌJ]KÒFÒ ÌÁuÌFÏ³]ð«Ò§

Practically, little or no harmony was seen to exist between Islâmthe monotheistic religion- and modern science unitl Al-Fandy the
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author of the present series- began to publish his work
regarding this subject early in the sixties of this century.
Contrary to what happened, for example, to Galileo (1615)
in the Christian world, no measures, whatever, were taken
against me in the Muslim World. While Galileo was tried for
having followed Copernicus’s discoveries regarding the earth’s
rotation, many Muslim writers followed me. At present,
conferences are being held in many Muslim countries by
specialists in the various branches of science in order to reveal
their amazing achievements in this matter.
The greater part of the Qur’ânic verses are either revealing
(facts) concerning the universe, or urging man to discover such
facts :
1. “... Allâh raises up (the ranks) of those of you who believe
and who have been granted knowledge....”
(Al-Mujâdalah : 11).

colour? And of humanity and crawling creatures and
cattle there are likewise different hues? Verily, of all
Allâh’s worshippers those who are imbued with knowledge
fear Allâh most. Verily, Allâh is Ever-Mighty,
Ever-Forgiving.”
(Fâtir
. : 27-28).
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] ?Ä sÒ Ï ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚ ≠ ≥
”
Ï U]MÄ sÒ Ï §Ò æ≤∑º œ u??Ý
Ì ÌVOÏÐ«Òd?žÒ §Ò U??NÒ ½Ì «ÒuÎ √Ò nKÏ ²Ò ? Y
Î ?ÓÌ d?LÎ ? ŠÌ §Ò iOÏÐ œbÒ ?łÌ Ï‰U??³Ò ?−
Ï ÄÎ
Ê] ≈ ¡Ì UÒL?KÒ FÌ ÄÎ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³?ŽÏ ÎsÏ tÒ K] Ä vÒAY
Î ¹Ò U?LÒ ½] ≈ p
Ò Ï cÒ Ò Ìt½Ì «ÒuÎ √Ò nKÏ ²Ò ?Y
Î Ì ÏÂU?FÒ ½Î _Ò «Ò§ »
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˝—uÌHžÒ e ¹ÏeŽÒ tÒ K] Ä

4. “ Allah is He Who sends forth the winds so that they stir
up clouds ....”
(Ar-Rûm : 48).
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©±±® WœU:« ˝ Ô UÒł—Ò œÒ rÒ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§ rÎ JÌ MÏ «uÌMÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä lÏ @Ò dÎ ¹Ò ˚ ≠ ±
2. “We will show them Our signs in the horizons and in
themselves until it becomes manifest to them that it (the
Qur’ân) is the (whole) Truth...”
(Fussilat
. . : 53).

©µ≥® XKB@ ˝ÌoÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ tÌ ½] √Ò rÎ NÌ Ò sÒ O] ³Ò ²Ò ¹Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ rÎ NÏ $
Ï HÌ ½Ò√ wÏ@§Ò ‚
Ï UÒ@ü« wÏ@ UÒMðÏ UÒ¹¬ rÎ NÏ ¹ÏdMÌ Ý
Ò ˚≠≤
3. “Did you not see that Allâh sends down water from the
sky; thus We produce thereby fruits of varied hues and
that in the mountains there are white and red tracts of
different shades of colour, and others of raven black
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This verse postulates for the first time that clouds are
formed by air currents (winds). Only recently, in the Age of
Science, we have become aware of the fact that air may move
either horizontally or vertically, or even in both directions
together. We also are aware of the fact that clouds are formed
when moist air rises in the atmosphere.
When air rises, its temperature decreases under the effect of the
so-called adiabatic cooling, or cooling by mere decrease of pressure.
Air holds and carries with it water-vapour. As air cools down its
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ability to hold water- vapour decreases until it becomes
saturated or it becomes no longer able to hold its content of
water- vapour. This is the stage when condensation begins to
take place. Condensation means the transformation of
water-vapour into water- drops or ice crystals, according to the
prevailing temperature. Clouds are nothing but aggregations of
water- drops in bottom and ice crystals on top.

II. Detailed Scientific Comments Concerning Some
Selected Verses
1 - INTRODUCTION :
In addition to the various verses selected in books (1-5) of
this series in order to illustrate the scientific attitude in Islâm,
further verses are also given below and interpreted on detailed
scientific basis in order to reveal and assure the fact that the
Qur’ân still proves to be miraculously covincing in the Age of
Science :
a) “ And indeed, We have put forth for mankind in this
Qur’ân every sort of parable...”
(Az-Zumar : 27)

©≤∑® d??e«

˝Ôq?Ò¦? Ò ÓÏqÌ sÏ ÏÊ¬Îd? ?ÌIÎÄ «ÒcÒ¼ vÏ@ Ï”U]M?KÏ UÒMÎÐÒd? ?Ò{ Îb? ÒIÒÒ§˚ ©√®

“And indeed. We have fully explained to mankind, in
this Qur’ân, every kind of similitude .....”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 89).

˝«Ú—uÌHÌ ô] ≈ ”
Ï U]MÄ dÌ ¦Ò Î √Ò v¢ ÐÒ QÒ @Ò qÔ ¦Ò Ò qÏÓ Ì sÏ ÊÏ ¬ÎdIÌ ÄÎ «Òc¼Ò wÏ@ ”
Ï U]MKÏ UÒM@Î d] v
Ò bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
©∏π® ¡«dÝù«
“And indeed, We have set forth for makind, in this
Qur’ân every kind of parable .....”
(Ar-Rûm : 58).

©µ∏® ÂËd«
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b) “ ... We have ignored not any (subject ) matter in the Book .”
(Al-An‘âm : 38).

of the solar system is reduced to the area of a small village. On
this same scale, our earth is repesented by a particle of dust, and
the nearest stars in our galaxy (the Milky Way) are 300
kilometers away!

Ã

©≥∏® ÂUF½_«

˝ Ô¡vÎ ý
Ò sÏ Ï»UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ vÏ@ UÒMÞÎ d] @Ò U]˚

c) “We shall show them our portents (signs) in the horizons
and within themselves until becomes manifest to them
that it (the Qur’ân) is the (whole) Truth...”
(Fussilat:
53)
..
vK8

©µ≥® XKB@ ˝ÌoÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ Ìt½] √Ò rÎ NÌ Ò ÒsO] ³Ò ²Ò ¹Ò v¢ ²] ?ŠÒ rÎ NÏ $
Ï HÌ ½Ò√ vÏ@§Ò ‚
Ï UÒ@ü« vÏ@ UÒMðÏ UÒ¹¬ rÎ NÏ ¹ÏdMÌ Ý
Ò ˚
Compact review concerning the scientific details of some
Qur’ânic verses are given below :

2 - Expansion Of The Universe (Heavens) :
“With power and skill did We construct the heavens
and indeed We are expanding them.”
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 47)

©¥∑® U¹—«c«

˝ÒÊu?ÌFÏÝuÌÒ* U?]½≈Ò§ ÔbÎO¹ÒQÏÐ UÒ¼UÒM?ÎOÒMÒÐ Ò¡UÒL?]$«Ò§˚

This verse reveals a number of scientific achievements and
discoveries realized long time after revelation.
To grasp an idea concerning the present size of the universe,
let us consider a model in which the sun is represented by a ball 15
cms in diameter. In spite of this enormous reduction of scale, the model
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Light, which travels with the speed of 300,000 kilometers
per second, takes five hours to travel along a diameter of the
entire space occupied by the members of the Solar System
(from one end to the other). Only part of the Solar System could
be observed by the naked eye at the time of revelation. That
part included, in addition to the sun and the moon, the planets :
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. It was only lately,
long after the discovery of the telescope, that the other members
of the Solar System namely Uranus, Neptune and Pluto could
be discovered, and thus the visible limits of our Solar System
(and consequently heavens) expanded.
Again, the so-called fixed stars were generally regarded as
lamps fixed in heavens!! In fact, they appear to be fixed
because of their large distances away from us. Light takes
several years to travel to us from the nearest stars. By means of
telescopes many stars in the Milky Way (our galaxy) have been
recently observed to lie at distances as much as 100,000 light
years. A light year is the distance covered by light in one year.
With improving telescopes, the visible limits of the universe
(and consequently heavens) gradually expanded!!
Our sun lies at about 35,000 light years from the edge of
the galaxy. It runs in space at a speed of about 65,000
kilometers per hour, Naturally, all the members of the Solar
System follow it in this motion. However, the Qur’ân says :
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“And the sun runs its course for a repository
determined for it : That is the decree of (Allâh) Al-‘Aẑiz
(The Ever-Mighty) Al-‘Alîm (The Ever-Knowing) .”
(Yâsîn : 38)

©≥∏® f¹

˝ÏrOÏKÒFÎÄ Ïe¹Ïe?ÒFÎÄ Ìd¹ÏbÎIÒð ÒpÏÒ– U?ÒN] ÓÔdÒI?Ò²Î$ÌÏ* ÈÏdÎ−Òð Ìf?ÎL]A«Ò§˚

It is now accepted in astronomy that our universe is a
universe of galaxies. It is composed of billions of galaxies. The
nearest galaxy to our own galaxy (the Way) is called
Andromeda. It lies at about 750,000 light years from the Milky
Way!
It has also been finally accepted that galaxies are receding
away (from us and from each other) at increasing velocities into
the deep space, which means that the universe is expanding!!
This result was first established by the Theory of Relativity and
then confirmed by actual observations!!
Finally, a galaxy at a remote distance from us (exceeding
ten billion light years) appears as a single star only! Galaxies of
this type are called quasi-stars. They have been discovered
recently, and are studied by means of the so-called
radio-telescopes.

3 - The Fresh-Water Cycle On Earth :
The fact that, contrary to any other planet, not less than
three quarters of the earth’s surface is covered with water,
suggests that in the early stages of the development of the solar
system, our earth gathered relatively great amounts of water
constituents. Also, it must have had thick cover or atmosphere
which acted as a ceiling effective in checking diffusion of water
vapour upward into empty space.
It was only in the Age of Science that man became aware
of the fact that the relatively great amount of water on earth was
not in vain. Water plays an essential role in helping life to
nourish and flourish against some natural hazards on earth.
Allâh says.
“And We sent down water from the heavens according
to a precise measure and thereby We caused it to dwell in
the earth....”
(Al-Mu’minûn : 18)

©±∏® ÊuMR*«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ@ ÌÁU]MÒJÎÝÒQÒ@ Ô—ÒbÒIÏÐ Ú¡UÒ Ï¡UÒL]$Ä ÒsÏ UÒMÎÒe½Ò√Ò§˚

Amazingly and miraculously enough, the Qur’ân refers to
such stars at remote distances from us and says :
“Indeed I could swear by the sites of the stars. And it is
a great oath if you know that.”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 75-76)

©∑∂≠∑µ® WF8«u« ˝rOÏEÒŽ ÒÊuÌLÒKÎFÒð Îu] rÒ$?ÒIÒ Ìt]½≈Ò§ æ∑µº ÏÂuÌ−ÌÓMÄ ÏlÏ8«ÒuÒLÏÐ ÌrÏ$Î8Ì√ öÒ@˚
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Refer also to Book 3, p. 114, and Book 1 pp. 19-20.
At present, the earth’s atmosphere is composed of a
mixture of nitrogen (about 80 per cent by volume) and oxygen
(about 20 per cent by volume), in addition to small amounts of
rare gases and variable amounts of water-vapour in its lowest
layer (the troposphere).
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The atmosphere extends vertically to about 1000 kilometer
above the earth’s surface. It renders vital services to living
creatures on earth (both the plant and the animal kingdom). —
Refer to Book 3, pp. 87-88 and Book 4, p. 189. — According to
the vertical distribution of termperature in the atmosphere, it
can be divided into several distinct layers, including the known
ozonosphere and the ionosphere above 100 kilometers with its
strata which reflect back the radio-waves and render
radio-communication possible on earth.
Again, the atmosphere obeys the laws of thermadynanies
and as mentioned before air cools and its temperature decreases
by mere decrease of pressure by ascent. (Refer to Book 2, p.
49). When the temperature of the rising air decreases, its ability
to hold water-vapour decreases, until a stage is reached when
condensation takes place on the so-called nuclei of
condensation which are also carried up from the land and sea
surfaces by rising air currents. They are mainly sea-salts or rock
salts in the form of very small particles on which condensation
begins. Allâh Says :
“And We send the winds impregnating (the clouds) and
thereby cause water to precipitate down from the sky thus
providing you with it to drink....”
(Al-Hijr : 22)

©≤≤® d−(«

˝ÌÁuÌLÌUÒMÎOÒIÎÝÒQÒ@ Ú¡UÒ Ï¡UÒL]$Ä ÒsÏ UÒMÎÒe½ÒQÒ@ Ò`Ï8«ÒuÒ ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ UÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√Ò§˚

The fresh water - cycle begins when rain (or snow or
hail...) falls on large scales and supplies the various water
sources with fresh water. Surplus water runs through rivers,
canals..., and subsoil water pours back again, into the ocean and
the sea, and a new fresh water-cycle starts again with the
evaporation of water from the extensive water-surfaces on
earth, comprising supplying the atmosphere with ample
water-vapour.
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The decleration of the cycle was first announced by the
Qur’ân which says :
“And We send the winds impregnating (the clouds) and
thereby cause water to precipitate from the sky thus
providing you with it to drink, and you are in no way
storing it.”
(Al-Hijr : 22)

˝Ò5½Ï “Ï UÒYÐÏ tÌ Ò rÎ ²Ì ½Ò√ UÒ§Ò ÁÌ uÌLÌ UÒMOÎ IÒ Ý
Î QÒ @Ò ¡Ú UÒ ¡Ï UÒL$
] Ä sÒ Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½ÒQ@Ò `
Ò 8Ï «ÒuÒ Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò §Ò ˚
©≤≤® d−(«
The last statement in this verse as translated in Book 1, p.
27 and in Book 2, p. 47, does not follow the exact wording
quoted by the Qur’ân. The present interpretation (and you are
not storing it) is more representative.

4 - Sûrat (Chapter) Al-falaq (The Splitting Organism) :
According to the author‘s own interpretation, this chapter is
readable as follows :
“Say I seek refuge with the help of the Lord of Al-Falaq
(the splitting organisms) . From the mischief of such things He
created. And from the mischief of pus over spreading (in the
body) . And from the mischief of the organisms which mingle
with the knots (glands) . And from the mischief of an envious
when practicing envy.”
(Al-Falaq : 1-5)

sÏÒ§ ©≥® ÒVÒ8Ò§ «Ò–≈ ÔoÏÝUÒž ÓÏdÒý sÏÒ§ ©≤® ÒoÒKÒš UÒ ÓÏdÒý sÏ ©±® ÏoÒKÒHÎÄ ÓÏ»ÒdÏÐ Ì–uÌŽÒ√ ÎqÌ8˚
©µ≠±® oKH«

˝©µ® ÒbÒ$ÒŠ «Ò–≈ ÔbÏÝUÒŠ ÓÏdÒý sÏÒ§ ©¥® ÏbÒIÌFÎÄ wÏ@ Ï UÒŁU]H]MÄ ÓÏdÒý
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The atmosphere extends vertically to about 1000 kilometer
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salts in the form of very small particles on which condensation
begins. Allâh Says :
“And We send the winds impregnating (the clouds) and
thereby cause water to precipitate down from the sky thus
providing you with it to drink....”
(Al-Hijr : 22)

©≤≤® d−(«

˝ÌÁuÌLÌUÒMÎOÒIÎÝÒQÒ@ Ú¡UÒ Ï¡UÒL]$Ä ÒsÏ UÒMÎÒe½ÒQÒ@ Ò`Ï8«ÒuÒ ÒÕUÒ¹ÓÏdÄ UÒMÎKÒÝÎ—Ò√Ò§˚

The fresh water - cycle begins when rain (or snow or
hail...) falls on large scales and supplies the various water
sources with fresh water. Surplus water runs through rivers,
canals..., and subsoil water pours back again, into the ocean and
the sea, and a new fresh water-cycle starts again with the
evaporation of water from the extensive water-surfaces on
earth, comprising supplying the atmosphere with ample
water-vapour.
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Probably no-nobody did not experience suffering on some
scale from envy. It has not yet received any reasonable
explanation.
Amongst the well-known splitting organisms is bacteria.
The word was originally applied by microscopists to organisms
shaped like rods, apparantly belonging to the lowest orders of
plant life. The term today is used to express a great variety of
organisms.
Multiplication of bacteria occurs by mere splitting or direct
division of the cell, hence the name (splitting organisms). It is
estimated that under favourable conditions of food supply and
temperature, the total number of bacteria resulting from one cell
in 24 hours is :
75,000,000,000,000,
or 75 x 10 12 !!
Pus is a collection of dead white blood corpuscles resulting
from inflamation and suppuration by various types of bacteria.
Natural reaction of living tissue to an injury is inflamation.
It is essentially a protective process which helps to prevent the
effects of an injury from spreading. The most frequent cause of
inflamations is infraction of the tissues by micro-organisms,
and is followed by the accumulation of pus. Inflamation may,
on spreading, give rise to fever and other constitutional
symptoms.
As regard glands, they can be described as knots of tissues.
There are two types of glands : the ductless and the duct glands.
As the name signifies, the latter have small ducts or pipes
leading to outer organs. Their functions are fairly well
understood. To this class belong the secreting and digestive
glands.
The liver is the largest gland in the body. Bile is secreted
from it and poured into the intestines as is the pancreatic juice
from the pancreas.
The mysterious ductless glands also secrete substances called
hormones, but they have no distributing pipes. The sex glands
are located in the ovaries in women and in the testes in men.
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Glands are referred to in the Qur’ân (Chapter Al-Falaq) by
the word knots.
Finally, a group of intecting agents producing diseases in
animal, plant and man is called virus. This group is too small to
be seen by optical microscopes.

5 - The Solar System :
Basically, the Solar System consists of : the sun, planets
including their satellites such as the earth’s moon, comets,
meteorites and meteors. As mentioned before, light takes five
hours to cross the space occupied by the entire system.
According to the Qur’ân, the system is qualified to render free
services to man on earth :
“And He (Allâh) has subjected to you freely all that is in
the heavens and that is in the earth.....”
(Al-Jâthiyah :13)

©±≥® WOŁU'«

˝UÚFOÏLÒł Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ@ UÒÒ§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä vÏ@ U] rÌJÒ Òd]YÒÝÒ§˚

As a result of the outstanding services rendered freely to
man by both the sun and the moon, it happened that man, in
some ancient civilizations, used to worship them. However,
Allâh says that means :
“Prostrate not to the sun and the moon, but prostrate to
Allâh Who created them...”
(Fussilat
. . : 37)

©≥∑® XKB@

˝]sÌNÒIÒKÒš ÈÏc]Ä Ït]KÏ «ËÌbÌ−ÎÝ«Ò§ Ïd?ÒLÒIÎKÏ ôÒ§ ÏfÎL]AKÏ «ËÌbÌ−Î$Òð ô˚
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As mentioned in Book 5, p. 213, Ibrâhîm — the Father of the
Prophets — was directed by Allâh to observe carefully an
occasion of total solar eclipse which happened to pass over Ore
(Ibrâhîm’s town) at that time. It was only natural for Ibrâhîm to
realise, on solid basis of actual observation, that the sun, the
moon and the planets were mere heavenly bodies created by
their Lord (Allâh). Allâh says in this respect :
“So also did We show Ibrâhîm the (nature and wonders )
of the heavens and the earth that he might have certitude.”

U??LÒ ½] ≈ «uÌU?IÒ ?Ò æ±¥º ÊÒ u?łÌ dÌ ? FÎ ¹Ò tÏ ? O?@Ï «uÌKÓ EÒ ?@Ò ¡Ï U?LÒ ? $
] Ä sÒ ÏÓ UÚÐUÒÐ rÏN? OÎ KÒ ŽÒ U?MÒ ×
Î ?²Ò ? @Ò uÎ Ò §Ò ˚ ©»®
©±µ≠±¥® d−(«

c) “By the moon in its fullness. For sure, you shall ride a
saucer (vessel) after a saucer.”
(Al-Inshiqâq : 18-19)

˝Ôo³Ò ÞÒ sÒŽ UÚI³Ò ÞÒ s] ³Ì Ò dÎ ²Ò Ò æ±∏º oÒ $
Ò ð] ‹ «Ò–≈ dÏ LÒ IÒ Î «Ò§˚ ©Ã®

(Al-An‘âm : 75)

˝Ò5MÏ 8Ï uÌLÄÎ sÒ Ï ÊÒ uÌJOÒ Ï §Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ $
] Ä Ò uÌJKÒ Ò rÒ OÏ¼«ÒdÐÎ ≈ ÈÏd½Ì p
Ò Ï cÒ Ò §Ò ˚
©∑µ® ÂUF½_«
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân also mentions that the
time will come when man becomes able to travel within the
space occupied by the Solar System, from the earth to the other
planets and the moon. However, this has now been practically
achieved after sufficient progress in science and technology.
The Qur’ân says :
a) “ O company of jinn and men, if you can penetrate
through the diameters of the heavens and the earth do
penetrate; you will not penetrate save with (power and)
authority.”

(Ar-Rah mân : 33)

˝ÒÊËÌ—uÌ×Î$] ÂÎuÒ8 ÌsÎ×Ò½ ÎqÒÐ UÒ½Ì—UÒBÎÐÒ√ Î ÒdÓÏJÌÝ

©±π≠±∏® ‚UIA½ô«
Actually, the first verse is an adjuration. The two verses
together form a hint (or prediction) concerning man’s trips to
the moon in the Age of Space. Notice that the substantive
statement concerning the adjuration follows directly : And the
moon in its fullness.

6 - The Sun :
Our sun is the only self-luminous body in the entire Solar
System. Moonlight results from the reflection of sunlight back
to space by the surface of the moon :
a) “ He is The One Who made the sun a shining glory and
the moon a light....”
(Yûnus : 5)

÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒuLÒ ?$
] Ä —Ï UÒD8Î √Ò sÎ Ï «ËÌcHÌ ?MðÒ ÊÒ√ rÎ ²Ì FÎ DÒ ²Ò ?Ý
Î ‹ ÊÏ ≈ f
Ï ½ù«Ò§ sÏÓ −
Ï ÄÎ ÒdA
Ò ?FÎ Ò UÒ¹˚ ©√®
©≥≥® sLŠd«

˝ÔÊUÒDÎKÌ$ÏÐ ]ô≈ ÒÊËÌc?ÌHMÒð ô «ËÌcÌH½UÒ@

b) “ And if We opened out for them a gate from heaven and
they continued therein ya‘rujûn (ascending curvilinearly) ,
they would say : “But our sights have been intoxicated!
Nay, we have been men bewitched by sorcery.
(Al-Hijr : 14-15)
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©µ® f½u¹

˝ «Ú—uÌ½ ÒdÒLÒIÎ«Ò§ Ú¡UÒO?Ï{ ÒfÎL]AÄ ÒqÒFÒł ÈÏc]Ä ÒuÌ¼˚ ©√®

b) “And We made a blazing lamp.”
(An-Naba’ : 13)

©±≥® Q³M«

˝UÚłU]¼§Ò U?łÚ «ÒdÝ
Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ˚ ©»®
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b) “And We made a blazing lamp.”
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c) “And He made the moon therein a light and made the sun
a luminary.”
(Nûh : 16).

©±∂® Õu½

˝UÚł«ÒdÏÝ ÒfÎL]AÄ ÒqÒFÒłÒ§ «Ú—uÌ½ ]sÏN?OÏ@ ÒdÒLÒIÎÄ ÒqÒFÒłÒ§˚ ©‡ł®

d) “ Blessed is He Who placed the constellations in heaven
and placed therein a luminary and a moon giving light.”
(Al-Furqân : 61).

˝«ÚdOÏMÓÌ «ÚdLÒ 8Ò §Ò UÚł«ÒdÝ
Ï UÒNOÏ@ qÒ FÒ łÒ §Ò UÚłËÌdÐÌ ¡Ï UÒL$
] Ä vÏ@ qÒ FÒ łÒ ÍÏcÄ] „Ò —Ò UÒ³ðÒ ˚ ©œ®

not catch the moon, or in other words the sun should not
approach the earth.
Climatologically speaking, we say that life to survive on
earth the temperatures of its atmosphere and its surface must
remain not far from their normal values, which is the prevailing
condition now. When the sun catches the moon, the earth’s
temperatures will exceed 100˚c! However, such a drastic event
will take place on the Last Day. Refer also to Book 3, pp.
123-124. In this respect the Qur’ân miraculously says :
a) “ It is not permitted for the sun to overtake the moon, nor
can the night outstrip the day, and each should swin
along in an orbit.”

©∂±® ÊU8dH«
(Yâsîn : 40)
The sun has double importance astronomically as follows :
1. It is the central body in the Solar System and contains
999
1,000

p
Ô KÒ @Ò vÏ@ qÓ Ì §Ò Ï—U?NÒ M] Ä oÌ ?ÐÏ UÒÝ Ìq?OÎ K] Ä ôÒ§ dÒ ?LÒ ?IÒ ÄÎ „Ò —Ï bÎ ðÌ ÊÒ√ U?NÒ Ò vÏG?³Ò MÎ ¹Ò f
Ì LÎ ?A
] Ä ô˚ © √ ®
©¥∞® f¹

b) “ He questions : When is the Day of Resurrection?”

of its total mass, and therefore controls the motion of all the
bodies in the system.
2. It is the nearest star to us and shows a disc which enables us
to study the details of its surface.
People believe that the sun is like a sphere in shape. This is
only apparent and is not true. Its true shape is observable only
on occasions of total eclipse of the sun. It then looks like an
irregular cloud with wavy boundaries.
It will become a sphere on the Last Day, after it suddenly
bursts or expands to reach the moon, and then shrinks to
become a white dwarf!
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân postulates such events.
There is no doubt that for life to survive on earth, the sun must
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˝ÒÊuÌ×Ò³Î$Ò¹
(Al-Qiyâmah : 6)

©∂® WUOI«

˝ÏWÒUÒOÏIÎÄ ÌÂÎuÒ¹ ÒÊU]¹Ò√ Ì‰ÒQÎ$Ò¹˚ ©»®

c) “But when the sight is dazed.”
(Al-Qiyâmah : 7)

©∑® WUOI«

˝Ìd?ÒBÒ³ÎÄ Ò‚ÏdÒÐ «Ò–SÒ@˚ © ‡ł ®

d) “ And the moon is eclipsed”.
(Al-Qiyâmah : 8)

©∏® WUOI«

˝Ìd?ÒLÒIÎÄ ÒnÒ$ÒšÒ§˚ © œ ®
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on occasions of total eclipse of the sun. It then looks like an
irregular cloud with wavy boundaries.
It will become a sphere on the Last Day, after it suddenly
bursts or expands to reach the moon, and then shrinks to
become a white dwarf!
Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân postulates such events.
There is no doubt that for life to survive on earth, the sun must
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˝ÒÊuÌ×Ò³Î$Ò¹
(Al-Qiyâmah : 6)

©∂® WUOI«

˝ÏWÒUÒOÏIÎÄ ÌÂÎuÒ¹ ÒÊU]¹Ò√ Ì‰ÒQÎ$Ò¹˚ ©»®

c) “But when the sight is dazed.”
(Al-Qiyâmah : 7)

©∑® WUOI«

˝Ìd?ÒBÒ³ÎÄ Ò‚ÏdÒÐ «Ò–SÒ@˚ © ‡ł ®

d) “ And the moon is eclipsed”.
(Al-Qiyâmah : 8)

©∏® WUOI«

˝Ìd?ÒLÒIÎÄ ÒnÒ$ÒšÒ§˚ © œ ®
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e) “And the sun and the moon are gathered together.”
(Al-Qiyâmah : 9)

©π® WUOI«

˝Ìd?LÒ IÒ Î «Ò§ f
Ì LÎ A
] Ä lÒ LÏ łÌ §Ò ˚ ©‡¼®

f) “Man on that Day utters : Where could fleeing be!?”

Concerning this fact, one reads in the Eternal Miracle :
“And it is He Who sends down water from the sky; with
it We produce vegetation of all kinds, from which We
produce green matter (khadiran = chlorophyl) out of which
We produce neeped grain....”
(Al-An‘âm : 99)

(Al-Qiyâmah : 10)

©±∞® WUOI«

˝ÌÓdÒH?ÒLÎÄ ÒsÎ¹Ò√ ÔcÏ¾ÒÎuÒ¹ ÌÊUÒ$½ù« Ì‰uÌIÒ¹˚ ©Ë®

The present volume of the sun is more than one million
times that of the earth. Its outer radiating surface has
temperature of 6000 degrees absolute. Inside the sun
temperature exceeds 20 million degrees.
For the sun to become eclipsed it should be in line with
both the moon and the earth. The moon will act like an
obscuring screen which prevents sun-light from reaching
limited areas on earth. In such areas, one of three types of
eclipses may occur, namely : total eclipse, annular eclipse, and
partial eclipse. Ibrâhîm observed an occasion of total eclipse in
which the shadow cone of the moon just touched the earth’s
surface at small zone as usual.
The sun is the source of energy on earth, while we are
consumers of energy. The distribution of energy in the solar
spectrum is such that : 9 per cent ultraviolet, 45 per cent light
and 46 per cent heat. The earth’s atmosphere is almost
transparent to the light and to the heat received from the sun.
The question arises : How can man feed on this energy in order
to fulfil the demands of his body?
This is achieved by an indirect process designed by Allâh.
During the day, green plants absorb carbon-dioxide gas from
the atmosphere, and in the presence of sunlight the green matter
(the chlorophyl) reaction photosynthesis takes place between
water and carbon dioxide gas to from food for the animal
kingdom - Book 3, pp 117-118.
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«Úd?C
Ï šÒ tÌ MÎ ?Ï UÒMłÎ dÒ šÎ QÒ ?@Ò ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò qÏÓ Ì Ò U?³Ò ½Ò tÏ ÐÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ ?šÎ QÒ ?@Ò Ú¡UÒ Ï¡U?LÒ ?$
] Ä sÒ Ï Ò‰eÒ ½Ò√ ÍÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ˚
©ππ® ÂUF½_«

˝UÚ³Ï«ÒÒdÒ²?ÌÓ UÚÓ³ÒŠ ÌtÎMÏ ÌÃÏdÎYÌÓ½

7 - The Moon :
The moon is near enough to the earth (less than 400,000
kilometer). It is the fifth in diameter among other planetary
1
satellites and its mass is only 81
that of the earth. The full moon
is next to the sun in brightness. The surface of the moon is very
rough and brownish, mainly because the moon has no
atmosphere. Its mountains are sometimes as high as Mount
Everest. Craters are scattered everywhere.
The moon - like all planets and all other moons - shines by
the sunlight which it reflects :
“It is He (Allâh) Who made the sun a shining
illumination and the moon a light....”
(Yûnus : 5)

©µ® f½u¹

˝«Ú—uÌ½ ÒdÒLÒIÎ«Ò§ Ú¡UÒOÏ{ ÒfÎL]AÄ ÒqÒFÒł ÈÏc]Ä ÒuÌ¼˚

It is now agreed that the average lunar month is the mean
time which the moon requires to perform one complete cycle
round the earth. It is equal to :
29.550329 days.
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The average solar year is the mean time which lapses in
order that the earth night complete one cycle round the sun, and
is equal to :
365.2422 days.
It is really amazing that the Qur’ân transforms 300 solar
years to be exactly equal to 309 lunar years. - Refer to Book 2,
p. 77 - Allâh says :
a) “ And they remained in their cave three hundred years, a
number which has to be increased by nine years.”
(Al-Kahf : 25).

©≤µ® nNJ«

˝UÚF?Î$Ïð «ËÌœ«ÒœÎ“«Ò§ Ò5ÏMÏÝ ÔWÒzUÏ ÒÀöÒŁ ÎrÏN?ÏHÎNÒ vÏ@ «u?Ì¦Ï³ÒÒ§˚ © √ ®

b) “ For sure, the number of months (per year) as regarded
by Allâh, is twelve months in the Book of Allâh on the
day He created the Heavens and the Earth.”
(At-Taubah : 36).

the earth, under certain expected conditions, then the difference
in gravitation on both sides of the moon can he sufficient to
cleave or to crack it. The Qur’ân says :
“The Hour (the Last Day) is nigh and the moon is cleff
(or cracked) .”
(Al-Qamar : 1)

©±® dLI«
8 - The Planets :

Nine planets are known up to now. Two other planets are
expected to be discovered. At the time of Revelation five
planets only were known apart from the earth. Those planets
were : Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto have been discovered only recently.
However, the Qur’ân says :
a) “ We have indeed adorned the lowest heaven with an
ornament, the planets.”

Ï «ÒuLÒ $
] Ä oÒ KÒ šÒ ÂÒ uÎ ¹Ò tÏ K] Ä »
Ï U?²Ò Ï vÏ@ «ÚdNÎ ý
Ò dÒ A
Ò ŽÒ UÒMŁÎ ‹ tÏ K] Ä bÒ M?ŽÏ —Ï uÌNA
ÓÌ Ä …Ò b] ŽÏ Ê] ≈˚ ©»®
©≥∂® WÐu??²«

(As-Saffât
: 6)
. .

˝Ò÷Î—Ò_«Ò§
©∂® U@UB«

Now, it is evident that :
309 lunar years are equal to :
12 x 309 x 29.550329
years are equal to :

˝ÌdÒLÒIÎÄ ]oÒA½«Ò§ ÌWÒŽU]$Ä ÏXÒÐÒdÒ²Î8«˚

= 109572.66 days, and 300 solar

˝ÏVÏ«ÒuÒJÎÄ ÔWÒM¹ÏeÏÐ UÒOÎ½ÌÓbÄ Ò¡UÒL]$Ä U]M]¹Ò“ U]½≈˚ © √ ®

b) “ Once Joseph said to his father : I have seen eleven
planets and the sun and the moon I have seen them
prostrating for me.”
(Yûsuf : 4)

300 x 365.2422 = 109572.66 days.
Amongst the most glorious signs to The Qur’ân is its
prediction that the moon will crack (or cleave) in the future. From
the scientific point of view, such cleavage is expected in the far
future. The tidal forces between the earth and the moon play an
important role in the earth - moon system. If the moon approaches
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rÎ NÌ ²Ì ¹Î √Ò —Ò Òd?LÒ IÒ Î «Ò§ f
Ò LÎ A
] «Ò§ U?³Ú Ò uÎ Ò Òd?A
Ò ŽÒ ÒbŠÒ √Ò X
Ì ¹Î √Ò —Ò vÓ½Ï ≈ X
Ï ÐÒ √Ò UÒ¹ Ït?OÐÏ _Ò n
Ì Ý
Ì uÌ¹ ‰Ò UÒ8 –Î ≈˚
©¥® nÝu¹

˝Òs¹Ïb? łÏ U?Ý
Ò vÏ

The second verse provides hint that there exist eleven planets.
However, the tenth planet has already been subject edto observa
tion.
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9 - The Asteroids :
Most of the asteroids travel in the space between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter, and form the belt of asteroids. It seems as though
the asteroids have something to do with the source of meteorites.
Most asteroids are too small to form visible discs. A great
number have diameters between 10 and 15 kilometer.

˝rOÏŠ—] ·
 ËÌ¡dÒ Ò ”
Ï U]MUÏÐ tÒ K] « Ê] ≈ tÏ ½Ï –Î SÏÐ ô] ≈ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÒKŽÒ lÒ IÒ ðÒ ÊÒ√ ¡Ò UÒL$
] Äp
Ì $
Ï LÎ ¹Ì §Ò ˚ ≠ ±
©∂µ® Z(«
b) “ And if they see dark lumps of the heaven falling they
utter : Cumulative clouds !”

The following Qur’ânic verse affords an amazing hint that
at the beginning there were no astersoids within the Solar
System. The verse says :
“And indeed we (the Jinn) used to sit there (in the lowest
heaven) in selected stations in order to listen; but any one
who listens now will find a meteorite facing him in
ambush.”
(Al-Jinn : 9)

˝«Úbv
Ò —] UÚÐUÒNý
Ï tÌ Ò bÎ −
Ï ¹Ò ÊÒ ü« lÏ LÏ ²Ò $
Î ¹Ò sÒL@Ò lÏ LÎ $
] KÏ bÒ ŽÏ UÒIÒ UÒNMÎ Ï bÌ FÌ IÎ ½Ò U]MÌ U]½√Ò §Ò ˚
©π® s'«
The same hint is available from the Qur’ânic verse which means :
“And we (the Jinn) pried into the secrets of the heaven,
but we found it filled with stern guards (meteorites) and
meteors.”
(Al-Jinn : 8)

©∏® s'«

©¥¥® —uD«

˝ÂuÌÎd] »UÒ×ÒÝ «uÌuÌIÒ¹ UÚÚDÏ8UÒÝ Ï¡UÒL]$Ä ÒsÓÏ UÚÚHÎ$Ï «ÎËÒdÒ¹ Ê≈Ò§˚ ≠≤

Comets are members of the Solar System. The Qu’rân
refers to them and calls them by their most outstanding
characterics namely that : (1) They disappear for long periods tens of years - before they re-appear again. (2) Most of them
have long tails and travel swiftly as though they sweep the sky!
Refer also to Book 2, pp. 75-77.

˝UÚ³?ÌNÌýÒ§ «Úb¹Ïb?Òý UÚÝÒdÒŠ ÎXÒ¾ÏKÌ UÒ¼UÒ½Îb?ÒłÒuÒ@ Ò¡UÒL?]$Ä UÒMÎ$Ò* U]½Ò√Ò§˚

The fact that meteorites rarely reach the earth’s surface is
amazing. Most of them, on entering the earth’s atmosphere split
asunder into fine dust within the upper layers of the earth’s
atmosphere. Allâh says :
a) “ ..... And He withholds the (lowest) heaven lest it should
fall on the earth except with His permission. Indeed
Allâh, regarding peoples, is Ever-Compassionate,
Ever-Merciful.”
(Al-Hajj : 65)
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(At-Tûr
. . : 44)

10 - We Are Not Alone In The Universe :
Are we alone in the universe? This important question
remains to be answered by scientists in their own way.
However, no satisfactory answer has yet been reached, but the
Qur’ân declares in more than 35 verses that the heavens —
away from the Solar System — are inhabited by wise beings.
Most likely, they resemble human beings on earth in many
aspects. For examples, they should talk :
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a) “ He said : My Lord (Allâh) knows what is said in the
heaven and the earth ....”

f) “Say : No one in the heavens and the earth knows the
unseen but Allâh ....”

(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 4)

(An-Naml : 65).
Ã

©¥® ¡UO³½_«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï¡UÒL?]$Ä vÏ@ Ò‰ÎuÒIÎÄ ÌrÒKÎFÒ¹ vÓÏÐÒ— Ò‰UÒ8˚

b) “ Seek they then other than Allâh’s religion, and to Him
surrenders whoever is in the heavens and the earth....?”

©∂µ® qLM«

˝ Ìt]KÄ ]ô≈ ÒVÎOÒGÎÄ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä vÏ@ sÒ ÌrÒKÎFÒ¹ ]ô qÌ8˚ © Ë ®

g) “And the day when the trumpet is blown then those in the
heaven and those in the earth will be struck with alarm.”
(An-Naml : 87)

(Âll-‘Imrân : 83)

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ@ sÒ§Ò Ï «ÒuLÒ $
] Ä vÏ@ sÒ ŸÒ eÏ HÒ @Ò —Ï uÌB
Ó Ä vÏ@ a
Ì HÒ MÌ¹ ÂÒ uÎ ¹Ò §Ò ˚ © “ ®
©∏≥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬ ˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä vÏ@ sÒ ÒrÒKÎÝÒ√ ÌtÒÒ§ ÒÊu?ÌGÎ³Ò¹ Ït]KÄ Ïs¹Ïœ ÒdÎOÒGÒ@Ò√˚
c) “And your Lord best knows those who are in the heavens
and the earth....”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 55)

©µµ® ¡«dÝù«

˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «Òu?ÒL]$Ä vÏ@ sÒLÏÐ ÌrÒKÎŽÒ√ ÒpÌÓÐÒ—Ò§˚ © ‡ł ®

d) “ There is none in the heavens and the earth but comes to
Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful) as a servant.”
(Maryam : 93)

©π≥® .d ˝«ÚbÎ³ÒŽ ÏsÒLÎŠ]dÄ vÏð¬ ]ô≈ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä vÏ@ sÒ ÌÓqÌ Ê≈˚ © œ ®
e) “Seest thou not that Allâh is He Whom do extol all those
who are in the heavens and the earth.”
(An-Nûr : 41)

©¥±® —uM«
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˝Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä vÏ@ sÒ ÌtÒ Ì`ÓÏ³Ò$Ì¹ Òt]KÄ ]ÊÒ√ ÒdÒð ÎrÒÒ√˚ © ‡¼ ®

©∏∑® qLM«
h) “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
earth and what He has spread forth in both of them of
living beings; and He is Ever-Determiner to gather them
together when He wills.”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)
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i) “And to Allâh, every living creature that is in the heavens
and that is in the earth prostrate themselves, and the
angels (too) and they are not proud.”
(An-Nah l : 49)
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a) “ He said : My Lord (Allâh) knows what is said in the
heaven and the earth ....”

f) “Say : No one in the heavens and the earth knows the
unseen but Allâh ....”

(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 4)

(An-Naml : 65).
Ã
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b) “ Seek they then other than Allâh’s religion, and to Him
surrenders whoever is in the heavens and the earth....?”
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g) “And the day when the trumpet is blown then those in the
heaven and those in the earth will be struck with alarm.”
(An-Naml : 87)

(Âll-‘Imrân : 83)
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c) “And your Lord best knows those who are in the heavens
and the earth....”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 55)
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d) “ There is none in the heavens and the earth but comes to
Ar-Rahmân (The All-Merciful) as a servant.”
(Maryam : 93)
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e) “Seest thou not that Allâh is He Whom do extol all those
who are in the heavens and the earth.”
(An-Nûr : 41)
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A great number of verses in the Qur’ân express the same
meaning : That we are not alone in the universe. However,
logically speaking, one can argue that wherever suitable
environments prevail on other planets in the universe, life can
flourish with time. Naturally, such planets may be found only in
Solar Systems other than ours.
In this field of space research the Qur’ân stands unique.
Amazingly enough it says :
“... And He is Ever-Determiner to gather them together
when He wills.”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 29)

11 - Time :
It is the eastward turning of the earth that causes all
celestial bodies to appear to travel westwards. For example,
when we look at the stars, it seems as though we are situated at
the centre of a large sphere - the celestial sphere - and with the
passage of time, the sphere appears to turn slowly about us,
carrying the stars along with it. The time the earth takes to
make one complete rotation round (as based on observing) the
sun is the solar day, which is divided into 24 hours. There are
60 minutes in one hour, and 60 seconds in a single minute.
Evidently the duration of one day, and hence measurement
of time should differ from one planet to another and that means
that time is relative. Taking the earth’s common year as a unit,
the following table gives the duration of one year on the
different planets of our Solar System expressed in solar days or
in years.
Planet

©≤π® È—uA«

˝d¹ÏbÒ8 Ì¡UÒAÒ¹ «Ò–≈ ÎrÏNÏFÎLÒł ¢vÒKÒŽ ÒuÌ¼Ò§˚

Does this not mean that beings similar to man exist on
some other planets and should be able to communicate with
each other by any means when Allâh permits?!
Of course the verses quoted above need further discussion
and explanation, which is beyond the scope of the present
article. In fact, however, a whole chapter may be written by a
scientist on each verse. The Qur’ân does not deal with details of
science in the manner available in our text-books.
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Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranos
Neptune
Pluto

Duration of one year
expressed in solar days or years
88 days
225 days
1 year
1.88 years
11.9 years
29.5 years
84 years
164.8 years
250 years

In fact time is not an absolute entity. This (fact) has also
been deduced from the Theory of Relativity. The Qur’ân refers
to this (fact) in various verses, such as :
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a) “... and a day with your Lord is like a thousand years of
your reckoning.”
(Al-Hajj : 47)
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˝ÒÊËÌÓbÌFÒð U]LÓÏ ÔWÒMÒÝ ÏnÎÒQÒ ÒpÓÏÐÒ— ÒbMÏŽ UÚÎuÒ¹ ]Ê≈Ò§˚ © √ ®

b) “The angels and the spirit ascend (curvilinearly ) unto Him
in a day the measure whereof is like fifty thousand
years.”
(Al-Ma‘ârij : 4)

˝ÔWMÒ Ý
Ò n
Ò Î √Ò 5
Ò $
Ï LÎ šÒ ÁÌ —Ì «ÒbIÎ Ï ÊÒ UÒ ÂÔ uÎ ¹Ò vÏ@ tÏ OÎ Ò ≈ Õ
Ì ËÌdÓ «Ò§ WÌ JÒ zÏ öÒLÄÎ Ã
Ì dÌ FÎ ðÒ ˚ © » ®
©¥® Ã—UF*«
It is worth mentioning here, that in Islâm the lunar calender
is followed. The birth of a new moon every new lunar month is
a universal sign in the sky which can never be mistaken. It is
born in the sky at one and single moment with respect to the
earth’s surface as a whole. This moment can be calculated
carefully with great precision every month, but the possibility
of observing the born crescent depends on the locality of the
observer. Arafat’s site is fixed for performing pilgrimage each
year. Allah says what means :
“They (the Arabs) ask you concerning the new moons.
Say: They are but signs to mark reliable of time for men
(anywhere) and for pilgrimage...”
(Al-Baqarah :189).
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˝ÓÏZÒ×Î«Ò§ Ï”U]MKÏ ÌXO?Ï8«ÒuÒ ÒvÏ¼ ÎqÌ8 ÏW]KÏ¼Ò_« ÏsÒŽ ÒpÒ½uÌÒQÎ$Ò¹˚

12 - The Arctic Circle :
In book 1, P. 12 of the present series a short account has
been given concerning the Qur’ânic verse which says :
“Until when he reached the land of sun-rise he found it
rising on a people for whom We had provided no covering
shelter against the sun.”
(Al-Kahf : 90)

U??NÒ ?½Ï ËÌœ sÓÏ ÎrNÌ ] q?FÒ ? −
Î ½Ò Îr?] ÔÂuÎ ? 8Ò v¢ KÒ ?ŽÒ lÌ KÌ DÎ ðÒ U?¼Ò bÒ ? łÒ §Ò ÏfLÎ ? ?A
] Ä lÒ KÏ ?DÎ Ò mÒ KÒ ÐÒ «Ò–≈ v¢ ?²] ? ŠÒ ˚
©π∞® nNJ«

˝«ÚdÎ²ÏÝ

The amazing significance of this verse becomes clear the
moment one realizes the fact that it throws light on the Arctic
Circle, notably because, at least up to the time of revelation, the
Arabs knew nothing about the Arctic Circle and never
mentioned it in their traditions.
The areas which surround the earth’s geographical poles
are known as the polar regions. They are limited respectively by
the Arctic and Antarctic Circles.
At the spring equinox (March) the N. Pole begins its (day)
which lasts for half a year until the autumnal equinox begins in
September. On midsummer (day) in June, there is no sunset
visible anywhere within the Arctic Circle. Between this Arcle
and the N. Pole are periods without a single sunset lasting 24
hours to six months. The nearer the pole the larger the period.
The king who reached the land of sunrise was, according to
the Qur’ân called Dhul-Qarnayn, or the man with the two borns.
The expression refers to a natural phenomenon observable in
the Arctic Circle. However, this seems to be beyond our present
horizon.
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13 - Mountains :
Mountains generally, refer to elevated portions of the
earth’s crust which is forever undergoing changes by warpping,
fracture and weathering. This complex of activities, shown in
process but cumulative in effect, produces the variations in
elevation to which mountains are generally due.
In the simplest cases, mountains are also due to actual
building, such as volcanic cones and volcanic outbursts.
Since geological times, the earth has decreased in volume,
and its crust has adjusted itself to the changing conditions and
has thus produced crinkles, the result of tangential wrapping
strains produced continuously during the adjustment. The most
recent crinkles are the great mountain ranges. Here the strata of
the crust are contorted simply as great up and down folds, or
complexity with folds, fractures and the overthrust of one mass
of rock over another.
The above scientific brief account concerning mountains
and their functions regarding the stability of the earth’s crust
amazingly matches the outstanding hints which the Qur’ân
mentions as follows :

a) Stability Of The Earth’s Crust

b) “ And We made in the earth mountains standing firm lest
it should shake with them ...”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 31)

©≥±® ¡UO³½_«

˝ÎrÏNÏÐ ÒbOÏLÒð ÊÒ√ ÒvÏÝ«ÒËÒ— Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ@ UÒMÎKÒFÒłÒ§˚ © » ®

c) “And We made in it (the earth) high mountains standing
firm and provided for you wholesome fresh water.”
(Al-Mursalât : 27)
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b) OVER - THRUST OF ONE MASS OF ROCK OVER
ONE ANOTHER :
The Qur’ân, regarding the role played by mountains in
controlling this effect, says for example :
a) “ And the mountains He (Allâh) has layed them firmly (to
the earth) .”

Allâh says :

(An-Nâzi‘ât : 32)

1. “And He (Allâh) has cast into earth mountains standing
firm lest it (the earth) should shake with you and rivers
and roads that you may guide yourselves.”

©≥≤® UŽ“UM«

˝UÒ¼UÒÝÎ—Ò√ Ò‰UÒ³Ï−Î«Ò§˚ © √ ®

(An-Nah l : 15)

b) “And the mountains (have We not made them ) like pegs?”
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(An-Naba’ : 7)
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14 - Clouds And Precipitation :
The study of the global winds, or the so-called air in its
ways, forms an important branch of meteorolgy. Again, as
mentioned in Book 1, pp. 23-27, Allâh says :
a) “ .. and in the turning about of winds and the clouds
compelled between the sky and the earth surely there are
signs for a people who understand.”
(Al-Baqarah :164)
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b) “. . and in the turning about of winds there are signs for a
people who understand.”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 5)

©µ® WOŁU'«

b) “Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds that they raise
clouds then does He spread them .....”
(Ar-Rûm : 48)
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Amazingly enough, the Qur’ân distinguishes between two
types of clouds as they actually exist in nature, and gives them
the names which are exactly the same as the two names used
now in meteorology! These two types are : (a) The stratus
clouds which grow horizontally in single layers or strata and (b)
The cumulus clouds which grow vertically up. Rainy clouds are
generally, called in the Qur’ân (muzn) which means nimbus,
and we have nimbo-stratus and cumulo - nimbus rainy clouds.
In such respects, the Qur’ân says :
a) Stratus Type :
“Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so that they
raise clouds then He spreads them in the sky as He decides.”
(Ar-Rûm : 48)

˝ÒÊuÌKIÏ FÎ ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ ÏÓ  UÒ¹¬ Õ
Ï UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä n
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See also book 3, pp. 108-112.
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Miraculously enough, the Qur’ân announced, for the first
time on earth, the scientific fact that clouds are formed by
winds, which of course include rising air :

b) Cumulus Type :

a) “ And Allâh is He Who sent forth the winds so that they
raised up the clouds, and He drove them to a dead
land....”

“Do you not see that Allâh drives along some clouds
then He joins them together, then He makes them into
heaps of cumulus.”

(Fâtir
. : 9)
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14 - Clouds And Precipitation :
The study of the global winds, or the so-called air in its
ways, forms an important branch of meteorolgy. Again, as
mentioned in Book 1, pp. 23-27, Allâh says :
a) “ .. and in the turning about of winds and the clouds
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(Al-Baqarah :164)
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b) “. . and in the turning about of winds there are signs for a
people who understand.”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 5)
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b) “Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds that they raise
clouds then does He spread them .....”
(Ar-Rûm : 48)
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Amazingly enough, the Qur’ân distinguishes between two
types of clouds as they actually exist in nature, and gives them
the names which are exactly the same as the two names used
now in meteorology! These two types are : (a) The stratus
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See also book 3, pp. 108-112.
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c) Nimbus Clouds :
“Do you see the water which you drink? Do you bring it
down (as rain) from the nimbus clouds or do We?”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 68-69)

a) Prevents the occurrence of large differences in air temperature between winter and summer. (b) Provides the atmosphere with water vapour sufficient for the fresh water cycle.
Allâh says :

sÌ ×
Î ½Ò ÎÂ√Ò ÊÏ eÎ ? ?LÌ ÄÎ ÒsÏ ÁÌ u?? LÌ ? ²Ì Î eÒ ½Ò√ Îr?²Ì ½Ò√√Ò æ∂∏º ÊÒ uÌÐdÒ ? A
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a) “ And We sent down water from heavens according to a
precise measure and thereby caused the earth to hold
it....”
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The process involving the formation of the cumulo-nimbus
clouds has already been described in Book 1, P. 25.
Hail precipitates from cumulo-nimbus clouds only. It differs
from snow in many aspects, notably in the process of formation.
Allâh says :
a) “ Do you not see that Allâh drives along some clouds, then
joins them together, then makes them into heaps of
cumulus, then you do see rain issuing from their inside;
and the sends down from the sky mountain masses of
cumulus wherein is hail...”
(An-Nûr : 43)

(Al-Mu’minûn :18)
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b) “ He (Allâh) draws therefrom (from the earth) its (fresh)
water and its pasture.”
(An-Nâzi‘ât : 31)
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c) “And He (Allâh) is the One Who has let free the two seas :
One is agreeable and sweet and the other is salty and bitter. He made a barrier (an isthmus) between them, a partition that it is forbidden to pass.”
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(Al-Furqân : 53)
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15. The Earth’s Total Water : Seas and Oceans
The total amount of water (in the form of Vapour, liquid
water or ice) which our earth gathered in the very beginning of
its formation was relatively large as compared with the other
planets in the Solar System. At present, almost four fifths of the
earth’s surface is covered with water. This large amount of
water is not accidental or in vain, but is according to precise
measure in order that the earth holds it and thus affords an
environment suitable for life to nourish and flourish on it. This
large amount of water, however :
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The above verse reveals an outstanding natural phenomenon observed when great rivers flow out into the sea or the
ocean. Immediate mixing of fresh water with salt water does
not take place! In spite of the fact that the two bodies of water,
sweet and salt, are free to intermingle, yet, they remain distinct
for a long distance as though there exists impassable barrier!
The following two verses almost give the same meaning,
but add some favours granted by Allâh to man :
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for a long distance as though there exists impassable barrier!
The following two verses almost give the same meaning,
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d) “He (Allâh) has let free the two bodies of water meeting
together. Between them is a barrier (an isthmus ) which
they do not transgress. Then which of the favours of your
Lord will you deny? Out of them come pearls and carol
stones. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you
deny?”
(Ar-Rah mân : 19-23)
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e) “The two seas are not alike. The water of one is agreeable,
sweet, pleasant to drink. The other salty and bitter. You
eat easy meat from both and extract ornaments which
you wear.....”
(Fâtir
. : 12)
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16 - Stars :
If one turns his attention to the sky and its splendours,
notably by night, he is bound to gain a unique lesson, the author
of which is Allâh. In fact, one’s outstanding reaction to the
staggering beauty of cloudless, dark and unpolluted sky is one
of awe!!
Amongst the countless billions of stars, some of which
being remote galaxies or quasi-stars in the universe, we see
only about six thousand. Early astronomers (in ancient
civilizations like those of Egypt) were familiar with the
constellations which the sun apparently passed by each year
(the zodiac). The Arab astronomers gave names to a large
number of stars.
Some stars (as Polaris, Sirius and Procyon) were used by
the Arabs as guides in their long distance travels. Sirius was a
guide from Makkah to Yemen. In this respect, the Qur’ân says :
a) “And indeed He (Allâh) is the Master of Sirius.”

˝U?NÒ ½Ò uÌ$³Ò KÎ ðÒ WÚ OÒ KÎ ŠÏ ÊÒ u?łÌ dÏ Y
Î ²Ò $
Î ðÒ §Ò UÓ¹Ú dÏ ÞÒ U?LÚ (
ÒÎ ÊÒ uÌKÌ QÎ ðÒ qÔÓ Ì

In conclusion, Most Gracious is Allâh, Who reveals Himself in the Qur’ân and in the universe. He says :

(An-Najm : 49)
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f) “Or He (Allâh) Who has made the earth firm to live in
and made rivers therein and set thereon mountains and
made a separating barrier between the two bodies of water? Can there exist another god besides Allâh? Nay, but
most of them (the infidels ) do not know.”
(An-Naml : 61)

b) “And it is He (Allâh) Who made the stars (as beacons) for
you that you may guide yourselves with their help
through the dark spaces of land and sea. We expound
our signs for people who know.”
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d) “He (Allâh) has let free the two bodies of water meeting
together. Between them is a barrier (an isthmus ) which
they do not transgress. Then which of the favours of your
Lord will you deny? Out of them come pearls and carol
stones. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you
deny?”
(Ar-Rah mân : 19-23)
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e) “The two seas are not alike. The water of one is agreeable,
sweet, pleasant to drink. The other salty and bitter. You
eat easy meat from both and extract ornaments which
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constellations which the sun apparently passed by each year
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c) “And marks (sign posts) , and by the stars they (men )
guide themselves.”
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(An-Nah l :16).
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The Qur’ân also says :

Quasi - stars are remote galaxies situated beyond the scope
of vision. The so-called radio-telescopes are used to detect
them. Their distances afar exceed ten billion light years. It is
really miraculous that the Qur’ân refers to the sites of the stars
by saying :

e) “Say : Behold all that is in the heavens and the earth. But
neither signs nor warners profit those who believe not.”
(Yûnus : 101)

d) “And indeed I could swear by the sites of the star. And it
is a great oath if you are aware of them.”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 75-76).
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Following to the above two verses, the Qur’ân continues to
say :

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Allâh swears by : The
heavens, the sun, the moon, the earth, the sky or the earth’s
atmosphere, the sea, the day, the night, meteors, meteorites,
comets ... and the stars, and their remote sites. All these objects,
in fact, constitute the universe as know it :

That is indeed a Qur’ân most honourable.
In a book well guarded.
None shall touch it but those who are purified.

“By the heaven and the night-glower. And what do you
know about the night glower. It is the brilliant (piercing )
star.”

A revelation from the Lord of the worlds.

(At-Târiq
. . : 1-3)

Is it such a message that you would hold in light esteem?
And have you made it livelihood what you should declare it
false?
(Al-Wâqi‘ah : 77-82)
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c) “And marks (sign posts) , and by the stars they (men )
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17. The Key To The Past History Of The Earth:

On the Last Day, the density of the matter of the universe

Near the end of the eighteenth century, James Hutton (the
famous geologist) declared that the earth’s history is written
inside the layers of its crust.
It is the duty of the geologist to travel through the earth
here and there in order to collect the so-called fossils remainders of the creatures which lived on earth in the past and then try to arrange them in the order which enables him to
follow (or read) their history! Amazingly enough, the Qur’ân
says :
“Say : Travel through the earth and see how He (Allâh)
orginated the creation...”
(Al-‘Ankabût : 20)

©≤∞® u?³JMF«
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gram / cm as it was just before the
will approach again 10
Big-Bang! However, this means that the cosmos will be
compacted again within a volume of 10
means the end of the universe :

-36

3

cm , which also

“Do not the disbelievers see that the heavens and the
earth were joined together and We clove them asunder ....!?”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 30)

©≥∞® ¡UO³½_« ˝UÒLÌ¼UÒMÎIÒ²ÒHÒ@ UÚIÎðÒ— UÒ²Ò½UÒ Ò÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «ÒuÒL]$Ä ]ÊÒ√ «ËÌdÒHÒ Òs¹Ïc]Ä ÒdÒ¹ ÎrÒ ÒËÒ√˚
On that Daythe seven heavens will be folded up and the
physical world will be entirely destroyed :
“The Day that We roll up the heavens like a scroll
rolled up for books. Just as We produced the first creation
so shall We return it back (to its original state) : A promise
We have undertaken (and) Truly shall We fulfil.”

˝ÒoÎKÒYÎÄ Ò√ÒbÒÐ ÒnÎO?Ò «ËÌdÌE½U?Ò@ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ@ «ËÌd?O?ÏÝ ÎqÌ8˚
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 104)

18. Heavens Of The Last Day :
A) Foreword :

U]½≈ UÒMÎOÒKÒŽ «ÚbÎŽÒ§ ÌÁÌbO?ÏFÌÓ½ ÔoÎKÒš Ò‰]ËÒ√ UÒ½Î√ÒbÒÐ UÒLÒ ÏVÌ²ÌJÎKÏ ÓÏqÏ−ÓÏ$Ä ÓÏv?ÒDÒ Ò¡UÒL]$Ä ÍÏuÎDÒ½ ÒÂÎuÒ¹˚

In this series of books, we have already dealt with the final
fate of the sun.
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At present, the following are fair estimates concerning the
cosmos :

Probably the Qur’ân is the only source of information
concerning the status in the Hereafter, when natural processes
as we know them cease to function. The cosmic revolution of
the Hereafter will be so great and beyond imagination. The
physical world will vanish revealing the true and real facts.
Allâh says :

1. Mass of total matter = 10

56

gram.

2. Density of matter (after expansion) = 10
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B) The Cosmic Revolution Of The Hereafter:
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a) “ It is Allâh Who sustains the heavens and the earth lest
they annihilate, and if they should annihilate there is
none - not one - who can sustain them after Him....”
(Fâtir
. : 41)
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˝ÏÁbÏ ?FÎ ÐÒ

b) “ I do swear by the Resurrection Day.”
(Al-Qiyâmah :1)

It is a great pity that the majority of people are doubtful
about, or even reject believing in, the Hour of Judgment. The
Qur’ân tells us briefly :
e) “Those who disbelieve will not cease (stop) to be in doubt
concerning the Qur’ân until the Hour comes suddenly
upon them, or there comes to them the penalty of a Day
of Disaster. On that day, the Dominion will be that of
Allâh; He will judge between them : So those who believe
and work rightous deeds will be in Gardens of Delight.
And for those disbeliere and deny Our signs, there will
be a humiliating punishment.”
(Al-Hajj : 55-57)
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c) “One day the earth will be changed to a different earth
and so will be the heavens, and men will be marshalled
forth before Allâh, The One, The Superb Vanquisher.”

Ï U]MÒł vÏ@ Ï UÒÏ(U]BÄ «uÌK?ÏLÒŽÒ§ «uÌMÒ¬ Òs¹Ïc]UÒ@ ÎrÌNÒMÎOÒÐ ÌrÌJÎ×Ò¹ Ït]KÓÏ ÔcÏ¾?ÒÎuÒ¹ ÌpÎKÌLÎÄ æµµº ÔrOÏIÒŽ
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(Ibrâhîm : 48)
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Finally, the Qur’ân, however, reminds us regarding an
outstanding event which will take place when the Hour
becomes fairly nigh; the Qur’ân says :

d) “... it is He Who begins the (process of) creation and then
He brings it back again......”

“When the Hour becomes nigh the Moon will be
cloven.”

(Yûnus : 4)
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(Al-Qamar : 1)
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19. Cleavage Of The Moon :

FURTHER QUR’ÂNIC ISSUES

The moon is the nearest heavenly body to the earth. Both
bodies influence each other mutually, notably by universal
gravitation.
Astronomically, the moon and the earth form together what
is called (a closed system) regarded as being isolated from other
systems. In this respect, the moon regulates the rate of the
earth’s rotation round its axis. Thus, when the rate of the earth’s
rotation increases, due to some reason or another, the moon
approaches and vice versa. Changes in the rate of rotation of the
earth actually mean corresponding changes in day - lenght.
At present, the most accurate method adopted in measuring
day-length is to time carefully when stars pass overhead.
Astronomers, equipped with atomic clocks, which afford very
accurate time - keeping, have found that they reach the
overhead point slightly later each day, and that this slow down
is actually gradual during the course of a century : The length of
the day thus increases by .001 of a second!!
However, it has been made clear that when the occasion
comes in which the rate of rotation of the earth increases and
the day - length decreases beyond a certain limit, the moon will
approach towards the earth to the extent that its face nearest to
us will cleave under the effect of the earth’s gravitational pull!
Here again the Qur’ân says miraculously :
“The Hour has drawn near and the moon will cleave.”

1 - The Concept Of Work :
Islâm is both a code of worship and way of life practicable
for all times and applicable to all human issues. As has already
been made clear in the present series of books (Islâm and Science) the evils of poverty, disease, ignornace, criminality and
the like are rampant in the Muslim society, and Muslims in
general should not attribute their miseries to the will of Allâh.
In this respect the Qur’ân says for example :
“And whatever evil happened to you is because of (the
things) you have wrought ....”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 30)

©≥∞® È—uA«

˝ÎrÌJ¹ÏbÎ¹Ò√ ÎXÒ³Ò$Ò UÒLÏ³Ò@ ÔWÒ³OÏBÌÓ sÓÏ rÌJÒÐUÒvÒ√ UÒÒ§˚

These evils are mostly related to work and depend to a
great extent on the effort made by people in order that they may
improve their status and environment in accordance with their
needs.
It is a fact, however, that several wrong attitudes, capable
for the degeneration of the Muslim World, have crept into the
Muslim society. Now, in order to change their attitude, it is essential for them to follow the Qur’ânic guidance.

(Al-Qamar : 1)
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One of the characteristic marks of Islâm is the fact that it
decidedly calls for work. The following examples are verses
concerning this matter as interpreted from the Qur’ân :
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been made clear in the present series of books (Islâm and Science) the evils of poverty, disease, ignornace, criminality and
the like are rampant in the Muslim society, and Muslims in
general should not attribute their miseries to the will of Allâh.
In this respect the Qur’ân says for example :
“And whatever evil happened to you is because of (the
things) you have wrought ....”
(Ash-Shûrâ : 30)
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These evils are mostly related to work and depend to a
great extent on the effort made by people in order that they may
improve their status and environment in accordance with their
needs.
It is a fact, however, that several wrong attitudes, capable
for the degeneration of the Muslim World, have crept into the
Muslim society. Now, in order to change their attitude, it is essential for them to follow the Qur’ânic guidance.

(Al-Qamar : 1)
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One of the characteristic marks of Islâm is the fact that it
decidedly calls for work. The following examples are verses
concerning this matter as interpreted from the Qur’ân :
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a) “ But when the prayer is accomplished, scatter in the land
and seek the bounty of Allâh and remember Allâh ......”
(Al-Jumu‘ah : 10)

˝ÒtK] Ä «ËÌdÌ –Î «Ò§ tÏ K] Ä qÏ C
Î @Ò sÏ «uÌG²Ò ÐÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ@ «ËÌdA
Ï ²Ò ½UÒ@ …Ì ö]BÄ X
Ï OÒ C
Ï 8Ì «Ò–SÒ@˚ © √ ®

Besides the material gain in earthy life, work is observed
by Allâh and has its reward :
a) “ Whoever does a righteous deed, be him male or female
and he is a believer, Verily, to him will We give a new life,
a life that is good and pure and We Will bestow on them
their reward according to the best of their deeds.”
(An-Nah l : 97)
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rÎ NÌ M] ¹Ò eÏ −
Î MÒ Ò §Ò ÚW³Ò OÏÓ ÞÒ Ú…UÒOŠÒ ÌtM] OÒ OÏ ×
Î MÌ KÒ @Ò s Ï RÎ Ì uÒ ¼Ì §Ò v¢ ¦Ò ½Ì√ ËÎ √Ò ÔdÒ –Ò sÓÏ UÚ(
Ï UÒv qÒ LÏ ŽÒ ÎsÒ ˚ © √ ®
The harmonious development of the human personality depends mainly upon acquiring a balance between the needs of
the body (afforded by work) and those of the self (realized by
worship). In other words, work and worship are both requirements for happiness in the earthly life and in the Hereafter :
b) “And there in the bestowals Allâh has given you (by
work) , seek the Hereafter, but forget not your portion in
(this) world....”
(Al-Qasas
. .: 77)

˝UÒO½Î bÓÌ Ä sÒ Ï p
Ò ³Ò OÏB½Ò f
Ò MÒð ôÒ§ …Ò dÒ šÏ ü« —Ò «]bÄ tÌ K] Ä „Ò UÒð¬ UÒLOÏ@ mÏ ²Ò ÐÎ «Ò§˚ © » ®
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This also means that : (1) No human action passes
unnoticed. (2) True and faithful work has its reward.
b) “... The reward of Allâh (in the Hereafter) is better for
those who believe and work righteousness, but this none
shall attain save those who steadfastly persevere.”
(Al-Qasas : 80)

hBI« ˝ÒÊËÌdÐÏ U]BÄ ô] ≈ UÒ¼U]IKÒ ¹Ì ôÒ§ UÚ(
Ï UÒv qÒ LÏ ŽÒ §Ò sÒ Ò ¬ sÎ *ÏÓÒ d OÎ šÒ tÏ K] Ä »
Ì «ÒuŁÒ ˚ © » ®
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There lies great honour and esteem in work according to
various verses :

Needless to say that the Qur’ân declares that the righteous
deeds will be rewarded not only in the Hereafter, but also in this
world as well :

c) “And say : Work and indeed Allâh will see your work, as
well as His Messenger and the believers ....”

“We did write in Az-Zabûr after Adh-Dhikr that the
righteous shall inherit the earth.”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ :105)

(At-Taubah : 105)

˝ÒÊuÌ(
Ï U]BÄ È
Ò œÏ UÒ³ŽÏ UÒNŁÌ dÏ ¹Ò ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « Ê] √Ò dÏ Î cÏÓ Ä bÏ FÎ ÐÒ sÎ Ï —Ï uÌÐe] Ä wÏ@ UÒM³Î ²Ò Ò bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
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This also means that : (1) No human action passes
unnoticed. (2) True and faithful work has its reward.
b) “... The reward of Allâh (in the Hereafter) is better for
those who believe and work righteousness, but this none
shall attain save those who steadfastly persevere.”
(Al-Qasas : 80)
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Needless to say that the Qur’ân declares that the righteous
deeds will be rewarded not only in the Hereafter, but also in this
world as well :

c) “And say : Work and indeed Allâh will see your work, as
well as His Messenger and the believers ....”

“We did write in Az-Zabûr after Adh-Dhikr that the
righteous shall inherit the earth.”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ :105)

(At-Taubah : 105)
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All this shows clearly that Islâm emphasises the
importance of exerting effort to expect any gain. On these
grounds. Islâm condemns usury :
“O you who have believed do not live on usury doubled
and redoubled, but act piously towards Allâh that you
would possibly prosper.”
(Âl-‘Imrân : 130)

II. The Relation Between Religion And Science
The relation between religion and science differs widely
from place to place and with time. Practically, little or no
writings concerning this relation was achieved before the Age
of Science. However, history tells us that, during the Middle
Ages, scientists faced great difficulties with the religious
authorities in Europe. The accusation and trial of Galileo (1615)
is well-known in this respect.

˝ÒÊuÌ×KÏ HÎ ðÌ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ Ò tÒ K] Ä «uÌIð] «Ò§ WÚ HÒ ŽÒ UÒCÓÌ UÚ@UÒF{
Î √Ò UÒÐdÏÓ Ä «uÌKÌ QÎ ðÒ ô «uÌMÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] UÒN¹ÓÌ √Ò UÒ¹˚
©±≥∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬

It is not strange therefore, that still the reaction of
scientists, on taking vengeance, is that any one who mentions
God in scientific circles in the West is belittled and is bound to
be stopped.
As shown and made clear in the present series of books
(Islâm and Science), this attitude is totally different in the case
of Islâm. The Qur’ân, not only invites people to cultivate
science, but also it includes numerous verses which refer to
several natural phenomena, establish the principles of basic
science and favour increase of knowledge. For example, one
reads in the Qur’ân :
a) “ Say : Behold all that is in the heavens and earth ....”
(Yûnus : 101)
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b) “Behold! In the creation of the heavens and the earth and
the alteration of night and day there are indeed signs for
men of understanding.”
(Âl-‘Imrân : 190)

vÏÎËÌ_ Ô UÒ¹ü Ï—U??ÒN?]M«Ò§ ÏqÎO]KÄ Ï·ö??Ï²? Îš«Ò§ Ï÷Î—Ò_«Ò§ Ï «Òu? ÒL? ]$Ä Ïo?ÎKÒš vÏ@ ]Ê≈˚ © » ®
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c) “... say are those equal, those who know and those who
know not?”
(Az-Zumar : 9)
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d) “ ... Allâh will raise up to (suitable) ranks those of you who
believe and who have been granted knowledge ......”
(Al-Mujâdalah : 11)

III. Human Rights In Islâm
1- Equality :
In Islâm every individual has the same rights and is
compelled to fulfil equal duties, without distinction of race,
colour, relation, or wealth. The best of human beings in the
sight to Allâh are those who show piety and are most useful of
the human race. The law of Allâh is prescribed by the Qur’ân
which says, for example :
a) “ O mankind! Lo! We have created you of a male and a
female, and have made you into nations and tribes that
you may know one another. Lo! the noblest of you in the
sight of ’Allâh is the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allâh
is Ever-Knowning, Ever-Cognizant.”
(Al-Hujurât : 13)
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«uÌ@—Ò U?FÒ ²Ò Ï qÒ zÏ UÒ³?8Ò §Ò UÚÐuÌFý
Ì ÎrÌ U?MÒ KÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò v¢ ¦Ò ½Ì√§Ò dÔ Ò –Ò sÓÏ rÌUÒMIÎ KÒ ?šÒ U]½≈ ”
Ì U]MÄ UÒN¹ÓÌ √Ò UÒ¹˚ © √ ®
e) “But it (the Qur’ân) is clear signs in the hearts of those
who have been granted knowledge ....”
(Al-‘Anqabût : 49)
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˝ÒrKÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ?¹cÏ Ä] —Ï ËÌbv
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f) “.. say : Bring forth your proof, provided you are right.”
(Al-Baqarah : 111)
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˝d?O³Ï šÒ r OÏKŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ rÎ Ì U?IÒ ðÎ √Ò tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ rÎ JÌ Ò dÒ Î √Ò Ê] ≈

b) “ Allâh does not forbid you as regards those who did not
fought you on account of religion and did not drive you
from your houses, that you should show them kindness
and deal justly with them. Lo! Allâh likes the just
dealers.”

˝Ò5Ï8ÏœUÒv ÎrÌ²MÌ Ê≈ ÎrÌJÒ½UÒ¼ÎdÌÐ «uÌðUÒ¼ ÎqÌ8˚ © Ë ®

(Al-Mumtah anah : 8)

g) “.. and say : O my Lord grant me more knowledge.”
(Tâhâ : 114)

sÓÏ r?Ì u??łÌ dÏ ? ?Y
Î ¹Ì ÎrÒ §Ò sÏ ?¹bÏÓ Ä wÏ@ rÎ Ì u?KÌ ðÏ U?? IÒ ¹Ì ÎrÒ sÒ ¹Ïc?Ä] ÏsŽÒ tÌ K] ?Ä ÌrÌ U??NÒ ?MÎ ¹Ò ô˚ © » ®
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b) “Behold! In the creation of the heavens and the earth and
the alteration of night and day there are indeed signs for
men of understanding.”
(Âl-‘Imrân : 190)
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c) “... say are those equal, those who know and those who
know not?”
(Az-Zumar : 9)
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female, and have made you into nations and tribes that
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2- Justice :

«ËÌb?²Ò ? FÎ ðÒ ÊÒ√ ÂÏ «Òd?×
Ò ÄÎ bÏ ?−
Ï ?$
Î ?LÒ ÄÎ sÏ ŽÒ rÎ Ì ËÌbÓ ? v
Ò ÊÒ√ ÂÔ uÎ ?8Ò ÊÌ PÒMý
Ò rÎ JÌ M] ?Ò dÏ ?−
Î ¹Ò ôÒ§˚ © ‡ł ®

a) “ And of their wealth the beggar and the outcast have due
share.”
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 19)
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This verse declares the right of every person to lead
honourable life by getting rid of need. Special funds are taken
from those who are financially able to fulfill this right of the
poor.
b) “O you who believe! Be steadfast witnesses for Allâh in
equity, and let not hatred of any people seduce you that
you deal not justly: Deal justly, that is nearer to piety.
And fear Allâh. Indeed, Allâh is Ever-Cognizant of what
you do.”

]Ê≈ Òt]KÄ «u?ÌI]ð«Ò§ ÏÊ«ÒËÎbÌFÎ«§ ÏrÎŁù« vÒKÒŽ «uÌ½ÒËU?ÒFÒð ôÒ§ ¢ÈÒuÎI?]²«Ò§ ÓÏdÏ³ÎÄ vÒKÒŽ «uÌ½ÒËU?ÒFÒðÒ§
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3- Liberty In Favour Of Man :
The Qur’ân says :
“Let there arise out of you a nation inviting to all that is
good, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong,
and those are (themselves) who are the Most Prosperous to
His guidance.”
(A l̂-‘Imrân : 104)

(Al-Mâ’idah : 8)
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ÊÌ PÒMý
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Ï $
Î ?IÏ Î UÏÐ ¡Ò «ÒbNÒ ý
Ì tÏ K] Ï 5
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˝ÒÊu?Ì×ÏKÎHÌLÎÄ ÌrÌ¼ ÒpÏ¾ÒÎËÌ√Ò§
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c) “.... And let not the hatred of a folk, since they compelled
you to keep away from Al-Masjid Al-Harâm, seduce you
to transgression, and help one another unto
righteousness and piety, and help not one another unto
sin and transgression, but keep your duty to Allâh.
Indeed, Allâh is severe in punishment.”

Evidently, Islâm gave serious concern to the basic human
rights namely: Equality, Justice and Liberty; but, in fact, Islâm
goes further than the rights quoted in the Drafting Body of the
Declaration of 1948!!

(Al-Mâ’idah : 2)
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2- Justice :
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a) “ And of their wealth the beggar and the outcast have due
share.”
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 19)
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This verse declares the right of every person to lead
honourable life by getting rid of need. Special funds are taken
from those who are financially able to fulfill this right of the
poor.
b) “O you who believe! Be steadfast witnesses for Allâh in
equity, and let not hatred of any people seduce you that
you deal not justly: Deal justly, that is nearer to piety.
And fear Allâh. Indeed, Allâh is Ever-Cognizant of what
you do.”
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c) “.... And let not the hatred of a folk, since they compelled
you to keep away from Al-Masjid Al-Harâm, seduce you
to transgression, and help one another unto
righteousness and piety, and help not one another unto
sin and transgression, but keep your duty to Allâh.
Indeed, Allâh is severe in punishment.”

Evidently, Islâm gave serious concern to the basic human
rights namely: Equality, Justice and Liberty; but, in fact, Islâm
goes further than the rights quoted in the Drafting Body of the
Declaration of 1948!!

(Al-Mâ’idah : 2)
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ISLÂM AND SCIENCE
-7-
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MAINLY INTRODUCTORY:
I. Value Of Islâm

The relationship between notably scientific progress and
and the teachings (true teachings) of Islâm has not yet been well
studied and made a clear during the last few centuries.
However, history tells us that Islâm has readily and rapidly
spread from the boundaries of India and China westwards to
The Atlanic Ocean and from Southern Europe and Spain
southwards to the Sudan and Senegal. Over his vast land areas
and for centuries the Muslim world has become the educator.
During that time Europe was almost entirely under
(Christian Science) teachings. The Message of Islâm has mainly
to innovate. The true Islamic teachings were followed. Firm
relations between Islâm as taught by the Qur’ân and natural
science was then established. As a matter of fact, science being
the message of Islâm (book 1, pp 34-35), it is only natural that a
great number of the Qur’ânic Verses describe with amazing
precision matters pretaining to the universe.
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II. Islam Promoted A New Mentality

Ït]KÄ Òb?ÎFÒÐ ÔY¹Ïb?ÒŠ ÓÏÍÒQ?Ï³?Ò ÓÏoÒ×ÎUÏÐ Òp?ÎOÒKÒŽ UÒ¼uÌKÎ²Ò½ Ït]KÄ Ì UÒ¹¬ Òp?ÎKÏð ©µ® ÒÊuÌKÏI?ÎFÒ¹ ÔÂÎu?ÒIÏ  UÒ¹¬

The Qur’ân urged Muslims to ponder over the natural
phenomena accessible to observation within the universe, which
is the Book of Allâh.

˝ÒÊuÌM/Ï RÎ Ì¹ tÏ ðÏ UÒ¹¬Ò§

©∂≠≥® WOŁU'«

2- “say go and wander through the earth and thus see how
he began creation.....”

– Refer also to book 3, pp 129-132.

(Al -‘Ankabût : 20)

This particular mentality was indeed accomplished for the
first time on earth in man’s history. For example, one reads The
Qur’ân:
1- “Assuredly, in the heavens and the earth are signs for the
believers; and in the creation of yourselves and the living
beings. He disperses on earth are signs to the firm in
belief; and in the variation of night and day; and the
sustenance which Allâh sends down from the sky,
whereby He gives life to the earth after its death; and in
sending winds in their ways are signs for a people of
discernment. Those are the signs of Allâh; We rightfully
recite them for you; but, say, with what sort of speech
beyond that of Allâh and His signs do they believe!?”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 3-6)

r?J?I?KÎ ?šÒ v?Ï §Ò ©≥® 5
Ò ?MÏ ?/Ï RÎ ? ? ? ? ? ?ÌL?KÎ ?ÏÓ Ô U?¹Ò ü ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?? ? ? ? ?LÒ ? ? ? ? ? ?K
] ?Ä v?Ï Ê] ≈˚ ≠ ±
sÒ /Ï ÌtK] Ä ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ U?/Ò §Ò —Ï U?NÒ M] «Ò§ ÏqOÎ K] Ä ·
Ï ö?²Ï šÎ «Ò§ ©¥® ÊÒ uÌM@Ï uÌ¹ ÂÔ uÎ ?IÒ Ï  UÒ¹¬ WÔ Ð] «Òœ sÏ/ Y
ÌÓ Ì³¹Ò U?/Ò §Ò
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˝ÒoKÎ 2
Ò ÄÎ √Ò bÒ ÐÒ n
Ò OÎ 5Ò «ËÌdÌE½UÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ «ËÌdOÏÝ qÎ Ì@˚ ≠≤

It is well known in geology that the past history of the earth
is written in its crest. “The language in which this histroy is
written is known as (fossils).” In fact, fossils is the term applied
for the remains or traces of plants and animals (which lived in
the past) and are found in the earth’s crust.
It is now also realized that the earth’s strata could be identified by organized fossils. In other words, when a sequence of
successive types of animal remains has been established by observation, it becomes possible to determine from the fossil contents the relative age of a deposite. Fossils are thus a direct clew
to pre-historic times and the key to the beginning of creation or
earth as the Qur ’ân verse points out!! See also book 2, p. 46.
It is true, however, that still there are many natural
phenomena which can be evaluated only by people paooessing
science, and on top of such natural phenomena are the
phenomena with which modern science is concerned. however,
The Qur’ân prescribes to man for the first time in the history
of the human race to pronder over the phenomena in the
universe accessible to human senses, Special regards are ussured for

ÏÕU?Ò¹ÓÏdÄ Ïn?¹Ïd? ? ? ?ÎBÒðÒ§ U?? ? ? ÒNÏðÎu? ? ? ?Ò/ Òb? ? ? ?ÎFÒÐ Ò÷Î—Ò_« Ït?ÏÐ U?? ? ?ÒO? ? ? ?ÎŠÒQ? ? ? ?Ò Ô‚“ÓÏ— sÏ/ Ï¡U?? ? ? LÒ ? ? ? K
] ?Ä
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This particular mentality was indeed accomplished for the
first time on earth in man’s history. For example, one reads The
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believers; and in the creation of yourselves and the living
beings. He disperses on earth are signs to the firm in
belief; and in the variation of night and day; and the
sustenance which Allâh sends down from the sky,
whereby He gives life to the earth after its death; and in
sending winds in their ways are signs for a people of
discernment. Those are the signs of Allâh; We rightfully
recite them for you; but, say, with what sort of speech
beyond that of Allâh and His signs do they believe!?”
(Al-Jâthiyah : 3-6)
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It is well known in geology that the past history of the earth
is written in its crest. “The language in which this histroy is
written is known as (fossils).” In fact, fossils is the term applied
for the remains or traces of plants and animals (which lived in
the past) and are found in the earth’s crust.
It is now also realized that the earth’s strata could be identified by organized fossils. In other words, when a sequence of
successive types of animal remains has been established by observation, it becomes possible to determine from the fossil contents the relative age of a deposite. Fossils are thus a direct clew
to pre-historic times and the key to the beginning of creation or
earth as the Qur ’ân verse points out!! See also book 2, p. 46.
It is true, however, that still there are many natural
phenomena which can be evaluated only by people paooessing
science, and on top of such natural phenomena are the
phenomena with which modern science is concerned. however,
The Qur’ân prescribes to man for the first time in the history
of the human race to pronder over the phenomena in the
universe accessible to human senses, Special regards are ussured for
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those whom the knowledge may reach. In this ense The Qur’ân
says:
3- “But it (The Qur’ân ) is clear signs in the hearts of those
whom the knowledge has reached ....”
(Al -‘Ankabût : 49)

˝ rÒ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] —Ï ËÌbÌj vÏ  UÒMOÏÓ ÐÒ  UÒ¹¬ uÒ Ì¼ qÎ ÐÒ ˚ ≠≥
©¥π® u³JMF«
Amazingly enough, the very first verse of The Qur’ân gave
incentive to gain science and to glorify it. It was the signal for
the dawn of The Age of the Science and a forerunner of giving
the study of the phisical world its due diginty. The verse says:
4- “Read in the name of your Lord Who created.”
(Al -‘Alaq : 1)

ISLÂM-THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE
I. Preface
The present series of books concering Islâm and science has
been devoted to make it clear that, inspite of the present
extraordinary unfavourable status of the Muslim World, yet,
The Qur’an did invite Muslims to observe, ponder over and
study Allâh’s signs is the universe. Evidently, these three
intems are respectively the proper way to, and the principal
concern of, modern sceince. For example. Allâh says:
1-"Have you not seen that Allâh sends down water (rain )
from the sky and leads it through springs in the earth,
then He causes to grow therewith plantation , then it
withers and you see it grows yellow, the He makes it dry
and crumble aways; for sure, thus us a message of
remmbrance to men understanding.”

˝oÒ KÒ šÒ ÈÏcÄ] p
Ò ÐÏÓ —Ò rÏ Ý
Î UÏÐ √Î d@«˚ ≠¥

(Az-Zumar: 21)

©±® oKF«
Refers to book (5), PP. 228 - 231

UÚŽ—Î “Ò tÏ ÐÏ ÌÃdÏ 2
Î Ì¹ r] ÌŁ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ lÒ OÏÐUÒM¹Ò ÌtJÒ KÒ K
Ò Ò ¡Ú UÒ/ ¡Ï UÒLK
] Ä sÒ /Ï ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚ ≠ ±

˝»
Ï UÒ³Î _Ò « vÏËÎ Ì_ È
¢ dÒ 5Î cÏ Ò p
Ò Ï –Ò vÏ Ê] ≈ UÚ/UÒDÌŠ ÌtÌKFÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ÌŁ «ÓdÚ HÒ B
Î Ì/ ÌÁ«Òd²Ò Ò ÌZOÏN¹Ò r] ÌŁ ÌtÌ½«ÒuÎ √Ò UÚHKÏ ²Ò 2
Î /
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2- “Have you not seen that Allâh drives along (bits of )
clouds, then joins them together, then into heaps of
cumulus then you will see rain issuing from their inside
He sends down from the sky mountain masses of (cumulo
- nimbus ) wherein is hail affliciting therewith whom He
decides and turning it away from whom He decides, the
vivid flash of its lighting almost takes away the sights.”

II. Further Qur’ânic Verses Inviting Man To Observe,
Ponder Over And To Study Allâh’s Signs
In The Qur’ân, the opening of such verses is usually by
expessions such as: surely, assuredly, say, have you not seen....
Thus one reads in The Qur’ân:

(An - Nûr : 43)
1- “Surely, in the creation of the heavens and the earth and

‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd? ²Ò ? Ò U??/Ú U??5Ò Ì— ÌtÌKFÒ ? −
Î ¹Ò r] ?ÌŁ ÌtMÒ OÎ ÐÒ ÌnÏÓ RÒ ?Ì¹ r] ÌŁ UÚÐU??×
Ò ?Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ Ì¹ tÒ K] ?Ä ]Ê√Ò dÒ ðÒ ÎrÒ √Ò ˚ ≠ ≤

the variation of nights and day and in the boats that sail

Ì¡U?A
Ò ¹Ò sÒ/ ÏtÐÏ ÌV?O?B
Ï ?ÌO?Ò ÔœdÒ ÐÒ sÏ/ U?NÒ ?O?Ï ‰Ô U??³Ò ?łÏ sÏ/ Ï¡U?LÒ ?K
] Ä sÒ /Ï Ì‰eÏÓ MÒ Ì¹§Ò tÏ ?Ï ö?šÏ sÎ /Ï ÌÃÌd?2
Î ¹Ò

swiftly over the sea thus benefitting people and in the
water which Allâh sends down from the sky whereby He

˝Ï—UÒBÐÎ _Ò UÏÐ ÌV¼Ò cÎ ¹Ò tÏ @Ï dÎ ÐÒ UÒMÝ
Ò ÌœUÒJ¹Ò Ì¡UÒA¹Ò s/ sÒŽ ÌtÌdÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò
gives life to the earth after its death and dispreses

©¥≥® —uM«

various living creatures and in sending winds in their
ways and the clouds compelled between the sky and the

Refers again to book 5, pp 260-261; also to book 1, pp 26-27
and book 2, pp 73-75.
Notice also that thunder-storms are produced by the rapid
expansion of the air in which lighting flashes occur.
Thunder-storms are rather common natural phenomena which
accompany the passage or formation of the cumulo-nimbus
clouds exactly as described in the above verse and justified by
observation.

earth are signs for a people who are wise.”
(Al-Baqarah : 164)
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Ï ?ÌO?Ò ÔœdÒ ÐÒ sÏ/ U?NÒ ?O?Ï ‰Ô U??³Ò ?łÏ sÏ/ Ï¡U?LÒ ?K
] Ä sÒ /Ï Ì‰eÏÓ MÒ Ì¹§Ò tÏ ?Ï ö?šÏ sÎ /Ï ÌÃÌd?2
Î ¹Ò

swiftly over the sea thus benefitting people and in the
water which Allâh sends down from the sky whereby He

˝Ï—UÒBÐÎ _Ò UÏÐ ÌV¼Ò cÎ ¹Ò tÏ @Ï dÎ ÐÒ UÒMÝ
Ò ÌœUÒJ¹Ò Ì¡UÒA¹Ò s/ sÒŽ ÌtÌdÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò
gives life to the earth after its death and dispreses

©¥≥® —uM«

various living creatures and in sending winds in their
ways and the clouds compelled between the sky and the

Refers again to book 5, pp 260-261; also to book 1, pp 26-27
and book 2, pp 73-75.
Notice also that thunder-storms are produced by the rapid
expansion of the air in which lighting flashes occur.
Thunder-storms are rather common natural phenomena which
accompany the passage or formation of the cumulo-nimbus
clouds exactly as described in the above verse and justified by
observation.

earth are signs for a people who are wise.”
(Al-Baqarah : 164)
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2- “.. Say bring forth your proof peovided you right.”
(Al - Baqarah : 111)

˝5
Ò @Ï œÏ UÒj rÎ Ì²MÌ5 Ê≈ rÎ ÌJ½Ò UÒ¼dÎ ÌÐ «uÌðUÒ¼ qÎ Ì@˚ ≠ ≤
©±±±® …dI³«
3- “... and say (asking Allâh ), O my Lord: I beg You to
increase my knowledge.”
(Tâhâ: 114)

Evidently, the last verse invites man to intiate by obsevation
(which is the essential and correct procedure in modern scienc)
the branches of science now known as botany, geology and
zoology.
5- “Have not you seen that Allâh drives along bits of the
clouds then He joins them together then make into heaps
of cumulus (Cb ) then will thou see rain issuing from their
inside and He sends down from the sky mountain masses
of cumulus wherein is hail affliciting therewith whom He
decides from whom He decides and turning it away, the
vivid flash of its lightning (whose electric charge is due to
hail ) almost takes aways the sights.”
(An-Nûr : 43)

˝UÚLKÎ ŽÏ vÏ½œÎ “Ï »
ÏÓ — qÌ@§Ò ˚ ≠≥
©±±¥® tÞ

ÌÃÌd2
Î ¹Ò ‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd²Ò Ò UÚ/UÒ5Ì— ÌtÌKFÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ÌŁ ÌtMÒ OÎ ÐÒ ÌnÏÓ RÒ Ì¹ r] ÌŁ UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ Ì¹ tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚ ≠µ

4- “Have you seen that Allâh sends down water from sky
and then by it We cause the upgrowth of fruits of various
types and colour and that mountains are tracks white
and red of various grades and shades of colour and black
intense masses; and people and beasts and cattle various
likewise are the kinds, but of His servants who fear Allâh
are only those possessing knowledge, Verily, Allâh is
Ever-Mighty, Ever-Forgiving.”
(Fâtir
.. : 27-28)

sÒ /Ï §Ò UÒNÌ½«ÒuÎ √Ò UÚHKÏ ²Ò 2
Î / Ô «ÒdLÒ ŁÒ tÏ ÐÏ UÒMłÎ dÒ šÎ QÒ Ò ¡Ú UÒ/ ¡Ï UÒLK
] Ä sÒ /Ï ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚ ≠¥
»
ÏÓ «ÒËb] «Ò§ ”
Ï U]MÄ sÒ /Ï §Ò æ≤∑º œ uÌÝ ÌVOÏÐ«ÒdžÒ §Ò UÒNÌ½«ÒuÎ √Ò n
 KÏ ²Ò 2
Î / d LÎ ÌŠ§Ò i
 OÏÐ œ bÒ Ìł ‰Ï UÒ³−
Ï ÄÎ

sÒŽ ÌtÌdÏ B
Î ¹Ò §Ò Ì¡UÒA¹Ò sÒ/ ÏtÐÏ ÌVOÏBÌOÒ œÔ dÒ ÐÒ sÏ/ UÒNOÏ ‰Ô UÒ³łÏ sÏ/ ¡Ï UÒLK
] Ä sÒ /Ï Ì‰eÏÓ MÒ Ì¹§Ò tÏ Ï öÏš sÎ /Ï
©¥≥® —uM«

˝Ï—UÒBÐÎ _Ò UÏÐ ÌV¼Ò cÎ ¹Ò tÏ @Ï dÎ ÐÒ UÒMÝ
Ò ÌœUÒJ¹Ò Ì¡UÒA¹Ò s/

The amazing brief statement in is this verse inviting man to
direct observation regarding the stages of formation of the
so-called cumulo-nimbus (Cb) clouds, the corresponding
formation of hail stones from growing ice crystals falling from
the tops of the clouds and the recently discovered separation of
opposite electric charges accompanying growth and evaporation
of hail-stones, are certainly miraculous.
Refer to Book 2, pp 73-75

e ¹ÏeŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ Ì¡UÒLKÒ ÌFÄÎ ÁÏ œÏ UÒ³ŽÏ sÎ /Ï tÒ K] Ä vÒA2
Î ¹Ò UÒL½] ≈ p
Ò Ï cÒ 5Ò ÌtÌ½«ÒuÎ √Ò n
 KÏ ²Ò 2
Î Ì/ ÂÏ UÒF½Î _Ò «Ò§
˝—uÌHÒž
©≤∏ ≠ ≤∑® dÞU'
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III. Further Cosmic Verses
1- “Have, yet, those who disbelieve become aware that the
heaven and the earth had been (originally ) one single
entity which We then parted asunder and We made of
water every living thing, do not they thus believe?!”
(Al-Anbiyâ’: 30)

sÒ /Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò UÒLÌ¼UÒMIÎ ²Ò HÒ Ò UÚIðÎ —Ò UÒ²½Ò UÒ5 ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒLK
] Ä Ê] √Ò «ËÌdHÒ 5Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] dÒ ¹Ò rÎ Ò ËÒ √Ò ˚ ≠µ
©≥∞® ¡UO³½_«

˝ÒÊuÌMÏ/ÎRÌ¹ öÒÒ√ vÒŠ Ô¡vÒý ]qÌ5 Ï¡UÒLÎÄ

In the book 5, pp 64-66 of this series, a b rief account
concerning the origin of the universe is given. All galaxies,
including our own (the Milky Way), were then condensewd
together in an extremely limited space to an unimaginable
desinty. This high condensed mass suddenly exploded and
formed an unlimited numebr of clouds and dust which with the

2- “With power and will did We construct the heavens
(the universe ) and indeed We are expanding.”
(Adh - Dhâriyât : 47)

©¥∑® U¹—«c«

˝ÒÊuÌFÝ
Ï uÌ*Ò U]½≈Ò§ bÔ ¹Î QÒ ÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMOÎ MÒ ÐÒ ¡Ò UÒLK
] «Ò§˚ ≠≤

Again, the only planet in the Solar System in which surplus
amounts of water exist in the form of liquid, solid or even
vapour, is our earth. More than three quarters of the earth’s
surface is covered with liquid water (in oceans, seas, lakes,
rivers...) and ice (solid water) in the polar caps, tops of high
mountians and icebergs. Water-vapour exists in variable
amounts in the earth’s atmosphere. It is the source of fresh
water on earth. R efers to book 5, pp - 55 - 59. As regards the
amount of water in the earth, The Qur’ân amazingly says:
1- “And We (Allâh ) sent down water from the sky according
to due measure and thus We caused it to be preserved in
the earth ...”

passage of time developed into galaxies receding under the
(Al - Mu’minûn : 18)

power of explosion.
Direct observation now, together with theory (Theory of
Relativity), show that galaxies are receding and that the
universe is expanding. Here again Allâh says that:
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˝÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ ÌÁU]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒ/ ¡Ï UÒLK
] Ä sÒ /Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚≠≥
©±∏® ÊuMR*«
It is a scientific (fact), however, that on the expense of the
amount of water which our earth originally acquired according to
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It is a scientific (fact), however, that on the expense of the
amount of water which our earth originally acquired according to
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measure, that life on it could live and flourish.
4- “... and that whom His Will is to lead into error ge makes
his chest close and constricted as if he has to rise up in the
sky.....”
(Al-An’âm: 125)

˝Ï¡UÒLK
] Ä vÏ ÌbF] B
] ¹Ò UÒL½] QÒ 5Ò UÚłdÒ ŠÒ UÚIOÏÓ {
Ò ÌÁ—Ò bÎ j
Ò qÎ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò ÌtK] C
Ï Ì¹ ÊÒ√ œÎ dÏ Ì¹ sÒ/§Ò ˚ ≠¥
©±≤µ® ÂUF½_«
As said in book 2, p. 49
Atmospheric pressures and consequently, oxygen amounts
in the air, decrease rapidly with increasing height above the
earth’s surface. He who rises up in the air without external
protection soon fells the need for wider chest and his chest
becomes close and constricted.
ammad
However, one has to remember that the Prophet Muh
(prayers and peace be upon him) was not a scientist and his
people were illiterate, so he would not have been in a position
to explain the scientific details behind natural phenomena.
Before Islâm, there was not a single Book that urged man to
seek science. Referring in such a manner to signs in the
physical world was certainly the new mentality introduced by
Islâm which stimulated many branches of science (Briefly
described in book 1, 3 and 6 of this series). Num erous Muslims
scientists were specialised in the various branches of science.
In astronomy, for example, the second scienfically correct
method for measuring the earth’s radius was achieved in
Baghdad during the time of Al-Ma’mûn, in the so-called
Middle Ages, long before most Mulsims rejected the fact that:
“Science is the message of Islâm for the sake of man’s benefit
on earth". They argue that Islâm is merely a spiritual message
concerning the Hereafter”!!
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This second scientifically correct measurment was carried
out by the Muslim Astronomer Thâbit Ibn Qurrah book (1)
p.35. Some time after Thâbit, the famous Muslim atronmoer
Al-Bayrûny carried out the third measurement known in
history. Al-Bayrûny introduced his famous principle, which is
nowadays known as “Al-Bayrûny Principle”. However, the first
correct measurments of the earth’s radius known in history was
achieved by the Egyptian astronomer Eratothsenus in ancient
“Alexandria Liberary".
The first educational establishments in the Muslims world
were attached to mosques. Universities then appeared long
before similar establishment appeared in Europe. It was familiar
and common practice among the Europeans to go and study in
Muslim universities notably in Spain, where there was no
hindrance to scientific research. However, in the interpretation
of The Qur’ân, we must distinguish between mere theories and
established scientific (facts) arrived at by continuous
observation.
In the 15 th century, the spirit of that time in Europe was
essentially conservative, practically as the spirit of the majority
of Muslims who in the age of (their) degneration have little
chance to grasp sound scientific interpretation of The Qur’ân.
No doubt, as the Muslim writer Dr. Maurice Baucaille says,
Muslims limited their attention to what was set up by their
permanent thinkers of the past. Such was almost the culture in
Europe when Islâm appeared. It was cultivated under Christian
influence and the permanent reference to some misleading
writings of old times.
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IV. The Prophets’ Miracles Breaking Down The Laws Of
Nature Gave Place To The Qur’ân

W M] łÒ p
Ò Ò ÊÒ uÌJðÒ ËÎ √Ò æπ∞º UÚŽuÌ³MÎ ¹Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « sÒ /Ï UÒMÒ dÒ Ì−HÎ ðÒ v¢ ²] ŠÒ p
Ò Ò sÒ /Ï RÎ ½ sÒ «uÌUÒ@§Ò ˚ ≠ ±
X
Ò LÎ ŽÒ “Ò U?LÒ 5Ò ¡Ò U?LÒ K
] Äj
Ò IÏ ?K
Î Ìð ËÎ √Ò æπ±º «ÚdO?−
Ï HÎ ðÒ U?NÒ Ò öÏš Ò—U?NÒ ½Î _Ò « dÒ −
ÏÓ HÒ ?Ì²Ò V
Ô MÒ ŽÏ §Ò ÔqO?2
Ï ½ sÏ/

After the revelation of The Qur’ân as an Enternal Miracle,
which invites man to observe and ponder over the phenomena of
nautre, it was only nature that the Prophet Mu
hammad (prayers
and peace be upon him) should not be supported by any of the
type of miracles breaking the laws of nature.
When the people of Makkah become quite convinced that the
Qur’ân was a new type of miracles, revealing unique message for
the human race, they asked The Prophet Mu hammad to cast
before them the type of miracles which break down the laws of
nature...!! In this respect, The Qur’ân says:

ÎËÒ√ Ô·Ìd?ÎšÌ“ s?Ï/ XÎOÒÐ ÒpÒ ÒÊuÌJÒ¹ ÎËÒ√ æπ≤º Úö? O?Ï³? Ò@ ÏWÒJÏzö?ÒLÎ«Ò§ Ït?]KUÏÐ ÒvÏðÎQÒð ÎËÒ√ U??ÚH?ÒK?Ï5 U?ÒMÎOÒKÒŽ
ÎqÒ¼ vÓÏÐÒ— ÒÊUÒ×?Î³ÌÝ ÎqÌ@ ÌÁÌƒÒdÎI½ UÚÐU?Ò²Ï5 UÒMÎOÒKÒŽ Ò‰ÓÏeÒMÌð ¢v]²?ÒŠ ÒpÓÏOÏ@ÌdÏ ÒsÏ/ÎRÌÓ½ sÒÒ§ Ï¡U?ÒL]KÄ vÏ ¢vÒ@ÎdÒð
˝æπ≥º ôÚ uÌÝ— «ÚdA
Ò ÐÒ ô] ≈ ÌXMÌ5
©π≥≠π∞® ¡«dÝù«
2-".....but no vhange will you find in Allâh’s enactment
No turning off will you find in Allâh’s enactnent”
(Fâtir:
. 43)

1- They say: "We shall not believe you until you cause a
spring to gush forth the land of (Makkah )."
Or (until ) you have a garden of date-Palms and vines and
cause rivers to gush forth for us from in their midst
carrying abundant water
Or (until ) you cause the sky fall in pieces, as you
supposed, against us.
Or you bring Allâh and the angels before us face to face.

˝Úö¹Ïu×
Î ðÒ tÏ K] Ä X
Ï M] ÌKÏ bÒ −
Ï ðÒ sÒ§Ò ö
Ú ¹Ïb³Î ðÒ tÏ K] Ä X
Ï M] ÌKÏ bÒ −
Ï ðÒ sÒKÒ ˚ ≠ ≤
©¥≥® dÞU'

The Qur’ân is thus Allâh’s Message to man’s mind and
common sense. Observing Allâh’s signs in the universe is the
first step towards attaining scientific knowledge.

Or you have a house adorned with ornaments or you
mount a ladder right into heaven. No, we shall even
believe in your mounting until you send down to us a book
that we could read. Say: "Glory to my Lord! Am I aught
but a man, a Messenger?”
(Al-Isrâ’ : 90 -93)
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W M] łÒ p
Ò Ò ÊÒ uÌJðÒ ËÎ √Ò æπ∞º UÚŽuÌ³MÎ ¹Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « sÒ /Ï UÒMÒ dÒ Ì−HÎ ðÒ v¢ ²] ŠÒ p
Ò Ò sÒ /Ï RÎ ½ sÒ «uÌUÒ@§Ò ˚ ≠ ±
X
Ò LÎ ŽÒ “Ò U?LÒ 5Ò ¡Ò U?LÒ K
] Äj
Ò IÏ ?K
Î Ìð ËÎ √Ò æπ±º «ÚdO?−
Ï HÎ ðÒ U?NÒ Ò öÏš Ò—U?NÒ ½Î _Ò « dÒ −
ÏÓ HÒ ?Ì²Ò V
Ô MÒ ŽÏ §Ò ÔqO?2
Ï ½ sÏ/
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V. Science In The Service Of Islâm
In Islâm, unlike other religions known in human history, the
performance of the various aspects of religious rituals has been
rather associated by scientific procedures. In this respect, any
one who studies Islâm can readily realise the following facts :
(a) The oustanding organzation of the lunar calendar.
(b) The astronomically well defined times of prayer.
(c) The correct determination (in any place on earth) of the
sacred direction of the (Ka‘bah) in Makkah and
(d) The Creed of Oneness together with the Qur’ânic
teachings lead to the fact that science is the message of
Islâm.

ISLÂM-THE RELIGION OF LIFE
I. Introduction
Islâm, is purely a personal religion which avoids privileges
of priestly leadership of any kind. This individuality of religion
is suppotred by The Qur’ân which says:
“He who goes right it is only for the good of himself and
he who is ever erring is erring only to himself and no laden
seif should bear another’s load and We never punish until
We have sent a Messenger.”
(Al-Isra’: 15)

—Ò “Î §Ï … —Ò “Ï «Ò§ Ì—eÏ ðÒ ôÒ§ UÒNOÎ KÒ ŽÒ qÌÓ C
Ï ¹Ò UÒL½] SÒ q] {
Ò sÒ/§Ò tÏ K
Ï HÎ MÒ Ï ÈÏb²Ò NÎ ¹Ò UÒL½] SÒ È
¢ bÒ ²Ò ¼Î ‹ sÏ /Ò ˚
˝ÚôuÌÝ—Ò Y
Ò FÒ ³Î ½Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ 5
Ò ÐÏ cÏÓ FÒ Ì/ U]MÌ5 UÒ/§Ò È
¢ dÒ šÎ Ì√
©±µ® ¡«dÝù«

The five pillars of faith are given in book (4) p. 169. These
five pillars of Islâm are:
(1) Confession of faith, by declaring that there is no god
save Allâh and that Muh ammad is Allah’s Messenger.
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(2) Regular performance of five prayers with face directedtowards the Inviolable Makkah Mosque at five appointed
periods during the day : at daybreak, noon, mid- afternoon, after
sunset and in the early part of the night. The prayers are
announced by a (caller) from the mosque, instead of by ringing
bells. The call to each prayer is :
Allâh is Most Great . Allâh is Most Great. I bear witness that
there is no god save Allâh I bear witness that Muh ammad is the
Messengey of Allâh. Come to the prayer. Come - to success.
Allâh is Most great. Allâh is Most great. There is no god save
Allâh.

II. The Individual’s Responsibilities
Man should not enjoy absolute freedom. In other words,
man’s freedom is limited, not only by conditions prevailing in
his community, but also by his relation towards Islâm.
However, Islâm approves of limited individual freedom
provided one should watch over his own self and body as
follows :
(A) Responsibility towards man himself : In this respect,
Islâm a for example.
(1) “Then in the long run, evil in the extreme will be the
end of those who do evil...”

(3) The third discipline is the giving of alms (zakât), in the
form of a regular percentage (usually one fortieth of the
annual revenue) to help the poor and the needy in general.
(4) The fourth discipline is the annual fast (keeping
Ramadân).
It is obligatory for adults in general. This fast
.
ends with a feast.

(Ar-Rûm: 10)

˝¢È√Ò uÌK
Ó Ä «ËÌƒUÒÝ√Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] WÒ ³Ò @Ï UÒŽ ÊÒ UÒ5 r] ÌŁ˚ ≠ ±
©±∞® ÂËd«
(2) “....... do not hand yourselves over to destruction....”

(5) Finally, the last duty of a Muslim (the fifth duty) is to
make pilgrimage to Makkah once in a life- time, provided
one is able to do so.

(Al-Baqarah: 195)

˝ÏWJÒ ÌKNÎ ²] Ä vÒ≈ rÎ ÌJ¹Ïb¹Î QÒ ÐÏ «uÌIKÎ Ìð ôÒ§˚ ≠ ≤

Freedom of will is guaranteed in Islâm. In this respect, for
example, the Qur’ân says :

©±πµ® …dI³«

“And say : The truth is from your Lord : then whosoever
wills let him believe and whosoever wills let him disbelieve...”

(3) “And as for him who has feared the greatness of his
Lord and forbade the self its caprice, Verily, paradise will
be his refuge.”

(Al- Kahf: 29)

(An-Nâzi‘ât : 40-41)

˝ÎdÌHJÎ OÒ KÎ Ò ¡Ò UÒý sÒ/§Ò sÏ/RÎ ÌOKÎ Ò ¡Ò UÒý sÒLÒ rÎ ÌJÐÏÓ — sÏ/ oÌÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ qÏ Ì@§Ò ˚
©≤π® nNJ«
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˝¢ÈËÒ QÎ LÒ ÄÎ vÏ¼ WÒ M] −
Ò ÄÎ Ê] SÒ æ¥∞º È
¢ uÒ NÒ ÄÎ sÏ ŽÒ f
Ò HÎ M] Ä vÒN½Ò §Ò tÏ ÐÏÓ —Ò ÂÒ UÒI/Ò ·
Ò UÒš sÎ /Ò U]/√Ò §Ò ˚ ≠≥

dÒ ? ³Ò JÏ ÄÎ „Ò bÒ MÏŽ s] GÒ ?ÌK³Î ¹Ò U??/] ≈ UÚ½U?K
Ò ? ŠÎ ≈ sÏ ¹Î bÒ Ï «ÒuÎ U?ÐÏ §Ò ÌÁU]¹≈ ô] ≈ «ËÌb?Ì³? FÎ ðÒ ô] √Ò ÒpÐÌÓ —Ò v¢ C
Ò ? @Ò §Ò ˚ ≠ ±

©¥±≠¥∞® UŽ“UM«

æ≤≥º UÚ1dÏ ? 5Ò ôÚ uÎ ?@Ò U??LÒ ? ÌN qÌ@§Ò U??LÒ Ì¼dÎ ?NÒ ?MÎ ðÒ ôÒ§ ·
ÔÓ Ì√ U?LÒ ? ÌN qÌI?ðÒ ö?Ò U??LÒ Ì¼ö??5Ï ÎË√Ò U?LÒ Ì¼Ìb? ŠÒ √Ò

(4) “And by the self and Him Who shaped it. Then He
inspired it of its away to lewdeness and it way to its piety”.
(Ash-Shams : 7-8)

©∏≠∑® fLA«

˝UÒ¼«ÒuIÎ ðÒ §Ò UÒ¼—Ò uÌ−Ì UÒNLÒ NÒ Î QÒ Ò ©∑® UÒ¼«]uÝ
Ò UÒ/§Ò f
Ô HÎ ½Ò §Ò ˚ ≠¥

(5) “... and he who is guided is only guided to his own
gain and he whoever errs it is only to his own loss....”
(Yûnus: 108)

Ò vÏ½UÒOÐ] —Ò UÒL5Ò UÒLÌNLÎ ŠÒ —Î ‹ »
ÏÓ — qÌ@§Ò WÏ LÒ ŠÎ d] Ä sÒ /Ï ‰ÏÓ cÌÓ Ä Õ
Ò UÒMłÒ UÒLÌNÒ i
Î HÏ šÎ «Ò§
˝æ≤¥º «ÚdOÏGj
©≤¥ ≠ ≤≥® ¡«dÝù«
(2) Another aspect of family responsibitity in Islâm is
represented by the law of inheritance of property which is
expressed in many verses of The Qur’ân such as that given in
book (3) pp. 101-102.
(C) The individual’s responsibitity to his society. According
to the Islamic teachings, man’s foremost duty is to do his
work conscientiously because his work contributes to the
welfare of his society. Refer also to book (5) pp. 225-227.
Allâh says, for example:

˝ UÒNOÎ KÒ ŽÒ qÌÓ C
Ï ¹Ò UÒL½] SÒ q] {
Ò sÒ/§Ò tÏ K
Ï HÎ MÒ Ï ÈÏb²Ò NÎ ¹Ò UÒL½] SÒ È
¢ bÒ ²Ò ¼Î ‹ sÏ LÒ Ò ˚ ≠µ
(1) “And say : Work and Allâh will see your work, as will
His Messenger and the believers....”

©±∞∏® f½u¹
(B) Responsiability towards man's own family: the seriuos
degenration of the family bond in the west is clear. In Islâm,
man’s responsibility his towards his family comes next to his
responsiblity to himself. Allâh says:
(1) “And your Lord has decreed you shall not worship
any but Him and to be good to parents, whether one, or
both of them attain old age with you, neither say to them
“Fie”, nor chide them but (only) speak to them words
respectful; and lower to them the wing of humbleness out of
mercy and say: My Lord have mercy upon them as they
raised me up when I was young.”
(Al - Isrâ’ : 23-34)
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(At- Taubah : 105)

˝ÒÊuÌM/Ï RÎ ÌLÎ «Ò§ ÌtÌuÌÝ—Ò §Ò rÎ ÌJKÒ LÒ ŽÒ ÌtK] Ä ÈÒdOÒ K
Ò Ò «uÌKLÒ ŽÎ ‹ qÏ Ì@§Ò ˚ ≠ ±
©±∞µ® WÐu²«
(2) - “.... and help one another in benignancy and piety,
but not help one another in crime and hostility....”
( Al- Mâ’idah : 2)

˝ÏÊ«ÒËbÎ ÌFÎ «§ rÏ ŁÎ ù« vÒKŽÒ «uÌ½ËÒ UÒFðÒ ôÒ§ È
¢ uÒ IÎ ²] «Ò§ dÏÓ ³Ï ÄÎ vÒKŽÒ «uÌ½ËÒ UÒFðÒ §Ò ˚ ≠≤
©≤® …bzU*«
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III. Characteristics Of The Islâmic Civilization
1- It Covered Vast Fields:
Islâmic civilization developed almost in the seventh century
A.C., partially on a substratum composed of the civilizations
which generally preceded Islâm and mostly on the Qur’âmic
teachings which honoured man. Muslims soon became aware of
the great heritage of the human race in art, philosophy, science,
notably astronomy, literature, medicine, architecture and in
governmental affairs. It is worth emphasizing, however, that
this Islâmic Civilization was not merely a sort of bridge for the
preceding civilizations to pass over to the Era of Science.
Muslims did correct them and addede to them much of their
own.

(2) “And when your Lord said to the angels : “Surely, I
am about to place on earth a successor; they said : “Will
You place there one who will do ill therein and shed blood,
while we celebrate Your praise and extoll Your holiness”?
Allâh said : Indeed, I Know what you know not.”
(Al-Baqarah: 30)

UÒNOÏ ÌqFÒ −
Î ðÒ √Ò «uÌUÒ@ WÚ HÒ OÏKšÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « wÏ q ŽÏ UÒł vÓ½Ï ≈ WÏ JÒ zÏ öÒLKÎ Ï p
Ò ÐÌÓ —Ò ‰Ò UÒ@ –Î ≈Ò§˚ ≠≤
vÓÏ½≈ Ò‰U?Ò@ ÒpÒ Ì”ÓÏb?ÒIÌ½Ò§ Ò„Ïb?ÎL? Ò×ÏÐ Ì`ÓÏ³?ÒKÌ½ ÌsÎ×Ò½Ò§ Ò¡U?Ò/ÓÏbÄ ÌpÏH?ÎK?Ò¹Ò§ U?ÒN?O?Ï Ìb?ÏK?ÎHÌ¹ sÒ/
˝ÒÊuÌLÒKÎFÒð ô UÒ/ ÌrÒKÎŽÒ√
©≥∞® …dI³«
Obviously, Allâh offered man the ability and means to think,
to talk to study and to learn, and the ability to make use of all
that is on earth.

2- Honouring Man:
Many Qur’ânic verses honour man in various ways. The
following are some selected examples which say.
(1) “And Verily, We have honoured the children of
Âdam and We have carried them by land and by sea and
We have provided for them of good things and endowed
them over many of whom We created.”

(3) “O mankind! We created you from a single (pair ) of a
male and a female and made you into nations and tribes
that you many know each other. Verily, the most hounored
of you in the sight of Allâh is he who most pious to Him.
Verily, Allâh is Ever- Knowing, Ever-Cognizant.”
(Al- Hujurât: 13)

(Al-Isrâ’ : 70)

rÎ Ì¼UÒMKÎ C
] Ò §Ò Ï UÒ³OÏÓ D] Ä sÒ /Ï rÌ¼UÒM@Î “Ò —Ò §Ò dÏ ×
Î ³Ò Î «Ò§ dÏÓ ³Ò ÄÎ vÏ rÎ Ì¼UÒMKÎ LÒ ŠÒ §Ò ÂÒ œÒ ¬ vÏMÐÒ UÒM/Î d] 5Ò bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚

Ê] ≈ «uÌ—Ò UÒF²Ò Ï qÒ zÏ UÒ³@Ò §Ò UÚÐuÌFÌý rÎ Ì5UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò v¢ ¦Ò ½Ì√§Ò dÔ 5Ò –Ò sÏ/ rÌ5UÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ U]½≈ Ì”U]MÄ UÒN¹ÌÓ √Ò UÒ¹˚ ≠µ

˝ÚöOÏCHÎ ðÒ UÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ sÎ L] /Ï dÔ OÏ¦5Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ

˝dOÏ³šÒ r OÏKŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ rÎ Ì5UÒIðÎ √Ò tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ rÎ ÌJ/Ò dÒ 5Î √Ò
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III. Characteristics Of The Islâmic Civilization
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- Refer also to book (2), P. 58.
In Islâm, all people are equal. The only distinction is by piety
and fear of Allâh, as well as by goodness which benefits one’s
society. Refer also to book 4 , pp. 171-176.

3- Islâm Guaranteed Freedom Of Creed
Islamic principles approve freedom of creed and request
standing to reason in all respects and not to force. For example,
Allâh says :
(1) “Summon you to the way of your Lord with wisdom
and kindly warning and argue with them in the kindest
manner; Verily, your Lord is best knower of those who err
from His way and He is Best-Knower of those who have
yielded to His guidance.”
(An - Nah l: 125)

ÌsK
Ò ŠÎ √Ò vÒ ¼Ï vÏ²] UÏÐ rÌNÎ œÏ UÒł§Ò WÏ MÒ K
Ò ×
Ò ÄÎ WÏ EÒ ŽÏ uÎ LÒ Î «Ò§ WÏ LÒ JÎ ×
Ï Î UÏÐ p
Ò ÐÏÓ —Ò qÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò v¢ Ò ≈ ÌŸœÎ ‹˚ ≠ ±
˝Òs¹Ïb²Ò NÎ ÌLÎ UÏÐ ÌrKÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ Ì¼§Ò tÏ KÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò sÒŽ q] {
Ò sÒLÐÏ ÌrKÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ Ì¼ p
Ò Ð] —Ò Ê] ≈
©±≤µ® q×M«
(2) “Let there be no complusion in religion; Verily, the
right way has been made distinct from misguidance....”
(Al-Baqarah: 256)

˝vÒGÄÎ sÒ /Ï Ìbý
Î dÌÓ Ä sÒ O] ³Ò ð] bÒ@ sÏ ¹ÓbÏ Ä vÏ ÁÒ «Òd5Î ≈ ô˚ ≠ ≤
©≤µ∂® …dI³«
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IV. Islâm Inspired Purposes Of Diplomacy
It is not fair to claim that diplomacy in Muslim history
began with purely religious aims. This is mainly because the
call for Islâm necessitated that the core of the Muslim countries
(Arabia) had to be kept immune from the Roman, Greek and
Persian influences.

V. The Honoured Docterines Of Islâm
(a) In the name of humanity man should be proud, haughty
or arrogant. The Qur’ân says:
(1) “and walk not in earth exalted. Lo! You can neither
rend the arth nor can you stretch to the height of the mountains."
(Al-Isrâ’ : 37)

˝ÚôuÌÞ ‰Ò UÒ³−
Ï ÄÎ mÒ KÌ ³Î ðÒ sÒ§Ò ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « ‚
Ò dÏ 
Î ðÒ sÒ p
Ò ½] ≈ UÚŠdÒ #Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ% g
Ï LÎ ðÒ ôÒ§˚ ≠ ±
It was natural to establish a unique regime in order to
establish the relation of the newly born states with their
neigbouring socities. Obviously, the exchange of envoys and
the conclusions of the treaties in concern were almost equal to
the recognition of the new Muslim states and their extensive
boundaries.
Muslim rulers officially and privately and worked for
culture and enlightenment. This outstanding Muslim aspect was
marked by translation into Arabic mainly from Greek and frm
Persian.

©≥∑® ¡«dÝù«
(B) Islâm also lays great stress on justice. The Qur’ân says
for example:
(1) “... the antagonism of a community should not lead
you to be unjust; be just for this is nearer to piety and
fear Allâh; Verily, Allâh is Ever-Cognizant of what you
do.”
(Al - Mâ’idah : 8)

tÒ K] Ä «uÌIð] «Ò§ È
¢ uÒ IÎ ²] KÏ »
Ì dÒ 1Î √Ò uÒ ¼Ì «uÌbÏ ŽÎ ‹ «uÌbÏ FÎ ðÒ ô] √Ò v¢ KÒ ŽÒ ÂÔ uÎ 1Ò ÊÌ PÒMý
Ò rÎ JÌ M] #Ò dÏ −
Î ¹Ò ôÒ§˚ ≠ ±
˝ÒÊuÌKLÒ FÎ ðÒ UÒLÐÏ d OÏ³šÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈
©∏® …bzU*«
(2) “O you who believe! stand out firmly for justice as
witnesses to Allâh, even as against yourselves, or your
parents, or your kin, and whether it be (against ) rich or
poor, for Allâh can best protect both, thus follow not the
lusts (of yourselves ) lest you swerve and if you distort
justice or decline to do justice Verily, Allâh is
Ever-Cognizant of what you do.”
(An-Nisâ’ :135)
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«uÌÏbÎFÒð ÊÒ√ ¢ÈÒuÒNÎÄ «uÌFÏ³]²Òð öÒ% UÒL?ÏNÏÐ ¢vÒÎËÒ√ Ìt]KUÒ% «ÚdOÏIÒ% ÎËÒ√ UÓÚOÏMÒž ÎsÌJÒ¹ Ê≈ Ò5ÏÐÒdÎ1Ò_«Ò§ ÏsÎ¹ÒbÏ«ÒuÎÄ

INTERPRETATION OF THE QUR’ÂN IN
THE LIGHT OF ACCURATE SCIENTIFIC
CONCLUSIONS

˝æ±≥µº «ÚdOÏ³šÒ ÊÒ uÌKLÒ FÎ ðÒ UÒLÐÏ ÊÒ UÒM tÒ K] Ä Ê] SÒ% «uÌ{dÏ FÎ ðÌ ËÎ √Ò «ËuÎKðÒ Ê≈Ò§
©±≥µ® ¡U‡‡‡M«

I. Foreword
(Scientific miracle) is an expression which has been recently
introduced in interpreting a great number of verses in the
Qur’ân. The author of the present series of books introduced
this expression about fourty years ago when he first wrote about
(Cosmic Verses in The Qur’ân) and the reconciliation between
the meaning of a great number of the Qur’ânic verses and the
astronomical and physical issues in the Era of Science.
However, at present the number of contemporary authors
who have sought for the reconciliation of the meaning of a great
number of the Qur’ânic verses in the light of the scientific issues in the various branches of science is rapidly increasing.
One should expect that, The Qur’ân, being an eternal miracle, its various issues should not be limited to a particular era or
by a specific culture or knowledge. There is no doubt, therefore,
that the scientific interpretation of selected verses in the Qur’ân
should be achieved and approved in the Era os Science, but has
to be accomplished almost by scientists.
Most of the acceptable scientific interpretations of the
Qur’ân appeared almost within the last fifty years.
Nevertheless, the scientific progress of Muslims during the
Middle Ages no doubt was enhanced by the revelation of The
Qur’ân. This progress was un fortunatetly hindered under the
influence of various internal and external factors. Allâh says :
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“But it is clear signs in the hearts of those who are
granted knowledge.”
(Al-‘Ankabût: 49)

˝ÒrKÎ FÏ ÄÎ «uÌðËÌ√ sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] —Ï ËÌb[
Ì vÏ%  UÒMOÏÓ ÐÒ  UÒ¹¬ uÒ ¼Ì qÎ ÐÒ ˚ ≠≤
©¥π®

u³JMF«

II. The Qur’ân Invites Man To Preceive And Reason
(a) The Qur’ân refuses any wrong ideas or non- convincing
argumentation. For example it says:
(1) “.... say bring forth your proof provided you are right.”
(Al - Baqarah : 111)

˝Ò51Ï œÏ UÒ[ rÎ ²Ì MÌM Ê≈ rÎ JÌ ½Ò UÒ¼dÎ ÐÌ «uÌðUÒ¼ qÎ 1Ì ˚ ≠ ±
©±±±® …dI³«
(2)" Verily, in the creation of the heavens and of the
earth and in the variation of night and day are signs for
those of understanding.”
(Al - ‘Imrân : 190)

vÏËÎ _Ì Ô U?¹Ò ü —Ï U??NÒ ?M] «Ò§ qÏ OÎ ?K] Ä ·
Ï ö?? ²Ï ? ?šÎ «Ò§ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU??LÒ ?‡‡]F?Ä oÏ ‡‡ÎK?šÒ vÏ% Ê] ≈˚ ≠ ±
©±π∞® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬

˝æ±π∞º »
Ï U‡Ò³Î _Ò «

(B) The Qur’ân refers to thesupremacy of the Qur’ânic teachings by resembling them to light by saying for example:
(3) “..... He (Allâh ) will lead them (the disbelievers ) forth
from the depths of darkness into light...”
(Al-Baqarah : 257)

˝—Ï uÌMÓ Ä vÒ≈ Ï UÒLKÌ EÓÌ Ä sÒ #Ï rÌNłÌ dÏ Î ¹Ì ˚ ≠ ≥
©≤µ∑® …dI³«
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(4) “And such are the parables We set for mankind but
those who understand them are only those who are granted
knowledge.”
(Al-‘Ankabût : 43)

˝æ¥≥º ÊÒ uÌ*Ï UÒFÄÎ ô] ≈ UÒNKÌ IÏ FÎ ¹Ò UÒ#§Ò ”
Ï U]MKÏ UÒNÐÌ dÏ C
Î ½Ò ‰Ì UÒ¦#Î _Ò « p
Ò KÎ ðÏ §Ò ˚ ≠ ¥
©¥≥®

u³JMF«

(5)".... say are those equal, those equal, those who know
and those who do not know....?”

III. Why Have The Commentaries Differed?
Within certain limits, most of the different commentaries
may be right. The Qur’ân leaves out the particular for the sake
of generalization, so that every one can have his share
according to his capability whatever the age on earth. This is
evident because:
(a) The Qur’ân provides for all the classes of mankind until
the last Day :
“And We have not sent you but for the entire mankind
as bearer of good news and as warner...”

(Az - Zumar :9)
( Saba’ : 28)

˝ÒÊuÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò ô sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§ ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] ÈÏu²Ò F
Î ¹Ò qÎ ¼Ò qÎ 1Ì ˚ ≠≤
˝«Úd¹Ïc½Ò §Ò «ÚdOÏAÐÒ ”
Ï U]MKÏ WÚ %] UÒM ô] ≈ „Ò UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò UÒ#§Ò ˚ ≠ ±

©π® d'e«
©≤∏® Q³Ý

(B) Every one can have his own share and lead the righteous
way according to his faith, environment, era and capability :
“Allâh does not impose upon man more than his
capability....”
(Al - Baqarah : 286)

˝ UÒNFÒ Ý
Î §Ì ô] ≈ UÚFHÎ ½Ò tÌ K] Ä n
Ì KÏÓ JÒ ¹Ì ô˚ ≠ ≤
©≤∏∂® …dI³«
(c) The following are some verses selected to illustrate the
fact that The Qur’ân leaves out the particular for the sake of
generalization:
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(4) “And such are the parables We set for mankind but
those who understand them are only those who are granted
knowledge.”
(Al-‘Ankabût : 43)

˝æ¥≥º ÊÒ uÌ*Ï UÒFÄÎ ô] ≈ UÒNKÌ IÏ FÎ ¹Ò UÒ#§Ò ”
Ï U]MKÏ UÒNÐÌ dÏ C
Î ½Ò ‰Ì UÒ¦#Î _Ò « p
Ò KÎ ðÏ §Ò ˚ ≠ ¥
©¥≥®

u³JMF«

(5)".... say are those equal, those equal, those who know
and those who do not know....?”

III. Why Have The Commentaries Differed?
Within certain limits, most of the different commentaries
may be right. The Qur’ân leaves out the particular for the sake
of generalization, so that every one can have his share
according to his capability whatever the age on earth. This is
evident because:
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( Saba’ : 28)
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1 - “With power and skill did We construct the heavens
and indeed We are expanding them."
(Adh - Dhâriyât : 47)

©¥∑®
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˝æ¥∑º ÊÒ uÌFÝ
Ï uÌ*Ò U]½≈Ò§ bÔ ¹ÒQÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMOÎ MÒ ÐÒ ¡Ò UÒLF
] «Ò§˚ ≠ ≥

Refer to book 1, p 19.
The Arabic version of this verse can be interpreted in two
various ways as follows:

This particular interpretation has been recently introduced
by the present author - see book 1, p 27 - It is worth
mentioning. however, the old common interpretation used the
expression fertilizing (the plants) instead of seeding (the
nimbus-clouds). This is because meterology is a new branch of
science. In the past, people were not aware of the fact that
winds do impregnate nimbusclouds to give rain. Impregnating
here means supplying the clouds with the so-called nuclei of
condensation and water - vapour by carrying them upward from
the earth’s surface into the clouds. The nuclei of condensation
are small particles that of salt or of acids having affinity to
water.

“With power and skill did We construct the heavens and
indeed, We possess more and more.”
“.... and indeed, We are arugmenting your range of
observation.”
This arugmentation acutally took place from 5 light hours
(diameter of the Solar System), to 1000,000 light years (the
diameter of our galaxy) to millions of light years (other
galaxies, and finally to billions of light years (the quasi-stars).
“.... and indeed, We are expanding it.”
The expansion of the universe has been proved by The
Theory of Relativily and galaxies have been observed receding!
2- “And We send the winds impregnating (the
nimbus-clouds ) thus cause water to descend from the sky
therewith providing you with water to drink and you are
not the owner of its stores.”
(Al - Hijr: 22)

tÌ Ò rÎ ²Ì ½Ò√ UÒ#§Ò ÁÌ uÌLMÌ UÒMOÎ IÒ Ý
Î QÒ %Ò ¡Ú UÒ# ¡Ï UÒLF
] Ä sÒ #Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½ÒQ%Ò `
Ò 1Ï «ÒuÒ Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä UÒMKÎ Ý
Ò —Î √Ò §Ò ˚ ≠ ≥
©≤≤® d−(«
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IV. The Need For Proper Scientific Interpretation
(1) In the Qur’ân, one word may have more than one
meaning, as in the case of the word (expand) in the verse
which means:
“With power and skill did We construct the heavens and
indeed We are expanding them.”
(Adh-Dhâriyât : 47)

˝æ¥∑º ÊÒ uÌFÝ
Ï uÌ*Ò U]½≈Ò§ bÔ ¹ÒQÐÏ UÒ¼UÒMOÎ MÒ ÐÒ ¡Ò UÒLF
] «Ò§˚
©¥∑®
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The meaning of such non-obvious words could be reached
mainly through deep thinking and scientific consideration.
(2) However, the Qur’ân was revealed in the language of the
Arabs.
As regards interpretation, Allâh may reveal the meaning of
The Qur’ân to those who are giving knowledge and that is why
He praises the faithful by saying:
“.... and those who are firmly grounded in knowledge
say: We have believed in The Book, the whole of it is from
our Lord....”

(3) The Qur’ân sometimes ignores the conclusions of
particular issues for one reason or another. In such cases, the
interpreter has to consider factors such as: (a) the conditions
and reasons of the revelation of the verses to be interpreted.
(b) The overall meaning of the verse should not be changed
in a manner that is different from that intended by it. (c) The
same principles should be applied to the manner for which
the verse was quoted. (d) the interpretation should be limited
to what is being interpreted and must conform to what has
been accepted in the Arabic language, science, history .... and
guidance of The Prophet, prayers and peace be upon him.
In fact, we lack a good deal of wisdom which is absecure to
us and which is known to Allâh Who says:
“He is Who has sent down to you The Book, some
(verses ) of it are verses fundamental (of well - established
meaning ); they are the foundation of The Book. Others are
allegorical. But as regards those whose hearts are
preserved, they follow the part thereof that is allegorical,
seeking discord and searching for some hidden meaning.
Yet, no one knows its hidden meaning except Allâh and
those who are granted firm knowledge. They say: We
believe in The Book, the whole of it is from our Lord and
none will grasp the message except those (men ) of
understanding.”
(Âl-‘Imrân: 7)

Ìd? ? ÒšÌ√Ò§ Ï»U?? ? Ò²ÏJ?ÎÄ ÌÓÂÌ√ ]sÌ¼  U?? ? ÒLÒJÎ×? ? ?#  UÒ¹¬ Ìt?ÎMÏ# Ò»U?? ?Ò²?ÏJÎÄ Òp?ÎOÒK?ÒŽ Ò‰Òe½Ò√ ÈÏc?]Ä ÒuÌ¼˚
¡Ò U?GÒ ?²Ï ÐÎ «Ò§ ÏWMÒ ²Î ?HÏ ÄÎ Ò¡U?GÒ ²Ï ÐÎ ‹ tÌ ?MÎ #Ï tÒ ÐÒ UÒA?ðÒ UÒ# ÒÊu?FÌ ?³Ï ?²] ?OÒ %Ò m?¹Î “Ò rÎ NÏ ÐÏ uÌK1Ì vÏ% sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] U?#] QÒ ?%Ò  UÒN?ÏÐUÒA?Ò²?Ì#

(Âl-‘Imrân : 7)

UÒMÓÏÐÒ— ÏbMÏŽ ÎsÏ# ÓqÌM ÏtÏÐ U]M?Ò#¬ ÒÊuÌuÌIÒ¹ ÏrÎKÏFÎÄ vÏ% ÒÊu?Ì?ÏÝ«]d«Ò§ Ìt]KÄ ]ô≈ ÌtÒK¹ÏËÎQÒð ÌrÒKÎFÒ¹ U?Ò#Ò§ ÏtÏK¹ÏËÒQÒð

˝UÒMÐÏÓ —Ò bÏ MÏŽ sÎ #Ï qÓ MÌ tÏ ÐÏ U]M#Ò ¬ ÊÒ uÌuÌI¹Ò rÏ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ vÏ% ÊÒ uÌÝ
Ï «]d«Ò§˚
©∑® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
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V. More Scientific Knowledge is Muslim’s Principal
Requisite
1. The Qur’ân sets before science the clues and favours
attaining wider and wider scopes. Allâh says:
“And say: O my Lord grant me more knowledge.”
(Tâhâ:
114)
.

˝æ±±¥º UÚLKÎ ŽÏ vÏ½œÎ “Ï »
ÏÓ —] qÌ1§Ò ˚
©±±¥® tÞ
Science should concentrate only on the study of nature and
utilisation of inherent energy and potentialities of matter in the
universe, in order to uncover Allâh's signs and for the sake of
benefitting man. See book 2, pp 67-68.

˝vÚLŽÒ rÎ NÏ OÎ KÒ ŽÒ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò d 1Î §Ò rÎ NÏ ½Ï «Ò–¬ vÏ% ÊÒ uÌM#Ï RÎ ¹Ì ô sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§˚
©¥¥® XKB7
As we know, children are born deaf and blind. With the
passage of time, tthe senses of the child begin to develop,
but the sense of hearing precedes that of vision, which in
turn is followed by the development of the heart senses.
The reason of this regular order of the development of
senses is rather difficult to explain, and it is really amazing
that The Qur’ân follows the same sequence is almost all
the verses. For example, one reads:
(1) “.... assuredly, the hearing, the sight and the intellect, for all these man is set up responsible.”
(Al-Isrâ’: 36)

2. Mental reasoning of the Qur’ânic verses when read or
heard, is the Muslim’s primary requisite. For example, Allâh
says:
(a) “And those who, they are reminded of the verses
(signs) of their Lord, drop not at them, as if they were
deaf and blind”.
(Al-Furqân: 73)

˝æ≥∂º ôÚ ËÌRF
Î #Ò tÌ MÎ ŽÒ ÊÒ UÒM p
Ò ¾Ï Ò ËÎ √Ì qÓÌ MÌ œÒ «ÒRHÌ Î «Ò§ dÒ B
Ò ³Ò Î «Ò§ lÒ LÎ F
] Ä Ê] ≈˚
©≥∂® ¡«dÝù«
(2) “.... and We have endowed them with hearing,
beholdings and intellect yet of no profit at all unto
them were these hearing, seeing and intellect....”

˝æ∑≥º UÚ½UÒOLÎ ŽÌ §Ò UÓLÚ [
Ì UÒNOÎ KÒ ŽÒ «ËÌdÓ 
Ï ¹Ò rÎ Ò rÎ NÏ ÐÏÓ —Ò Ï UÒ¹PÏÐ «ËÌdMÏÓ –Ì «Ò–≈ sÒ ¹Ïc] «Ò§˚

(Al-Ahqâf: 26)

©∑≥® ÊU2dH«
ôÒ§ rÎ ¼Ì —Ì U?B
Ò ÐÎ √Ò ôÒ§ Îr?NÌ ?FÌ ?LÎ ?Ý
Ò rÎ NÌ MÎ ŽÒ v¢ ?MÒ žÎ √Ò U?LÒ ?%Ò …Ú bÒ ?¾Ï ?%Î √Ò §Ò «Ú—U??B
Ò ÐÎ √Ò §Ò U?FÚ ?LÎ ?Ý
Ò ÎrNÌ Ò U?MÒ KÎ FÒ ?łÒ §Ò ˚
(b)"....(those ) who believe not there is a deafness in their
ears and blindness in their (eyes)....”
(Fussilat:
.. 44)
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(3) “Say it He Who has brought you into being and made
for you the faculty of hearing, beholdings and intellects.
Little thanks you give ”
(Al-Mulk: 23 )

˝æ≤≥º ÊÒ ËÌdJÌ A
Î ðÒ U# ö
Ú OÏK1Ò …Ò bÒ ¾Ï %Î _Ò «Ò§ —Ò UÒBÐÎ _Ò «Ò§ lÒ LÎ F
] Ä rÌ JÌ Ò qÒ FÒ łÒ §Ò rÎ MÌ QÒ A
Ò ½Ò√ ÈÏcÄ] uÒ ¼Ì qÎ 1Ì ˚
©≤≥® pK*«

WITH THE QUR’ÂN IN THE UNIVERSE
I. Woman’s Pregnancy Stages
A long time ago use to believe that fully careated human
being had to be present right from the beginning of conception.
More than 1400 years ago, however, The Qur’ân
miraculously declared that prenatal human development takes
place through various stages.
Those stages were discovered mainly during the middle of
nineteenth century, and after the discovery of the ovum. Before
that time, scientists used to ignore completely the contribution
of the woman in the creation of the embryo.
After thorough study, scientists finally became aware of the
fact that embroyonic development accured in stages which
required accurate descriptions.
Miraculously enough, the terms which describe clearly the
internal and the external characteristics of the embryonic
development are those used by a Qur’ânic testaments. One can
say that the Qur’ân, in describing the stages of the embryonic
development, is the most suitable referance!
The Qur’ân says:
“And We did create man from an evolutionary
quintessence of clay. We then made him fertilized drop
attached firmly to a place of settlement. Then We made of
the fertilized drop leech-like structure , and then We made
of the leech-like structure a chewed-like piece of flesh, then
We turned the chewed-like flesh into bones (skeleton ), then
We clothed the bones with flesh (muscles ), and then We
caused him to develop and come into being (human )........”
(Al-Mu’minûn: 12 - 14)
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æ±≥º 5
Ô JÏ # —Ô «Òd1Ò vÏ% WÚ HÒ DÎ ½Ì ÁÌ UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ r] ŁÌ æ±≤º 5
Ô ÞÏ sÏ# WÔ Ò öÌÝ sÏ# ÊÒ UÒF½ù« UÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ bÎ IÒ Ò §Ò ˚
UÚLÎÒ( ÒÂUÒEÏFÎÄ UÒ½ÎuÒFÒJÒ% UÚ#UÒEÏŽ ÒWÒGÎCÌLÎÄ UÒMÎIÒKÒÒ% ÚWÒGÎCÌ# ÒWÒIÒKÒFÎÄ UÒMÎIÒKÒÒ% ÚWÒIÒKÒŽ ÒWÒHÎDÌÓMÄ UÒMÎIÒKÒš ]rÌŁ
˝ÒdÒš¬ UÚIÎKÒš ÌÁUÒ½ÎQÒA½Ò√ ]rÌŁ
©±¥ ≠ ±≤® ÊuM'R*«
The above verses include the Qur’ânic terms used in
describing the various stages of the development of human
beings. These terms are:
(1) Evolutionary quintessence. WöÝ
(2) Fertilized drop. WHD½
(3) Place of settlement. 5J# —«d1
(4) Leech - like structure. WIKŽ
(5) Chewed - like piece of flesh. WGC#

II. Is Our Universe Liable To Vanish?
Our universe is a universe of galaxies. Each galaxy is built
up of matter and radiation. Matter, as a term used in physics, is
simply any collection of atoms.
An atom consists of electrons and a nucleus. Nuclei consists
of protons and neutrons. Obviously, therefore, the first step in
dealing with matter is that of describing the electrons and the
protons and their arrangement in the atom. Next to this step,
come the growing of atoms into molecules of various forms of
matter and the properities of bulk matter.
Electrons may be defined as material particles which are
extremely small and light with negative electric charge. They
revolve in orbits around their nuclei. Nuclei bear positive
charges. Protons and neutrons are each 1850 as massive as
clectrons. The nucleus is therefore, much heavier than the
electrons which may surround it. A proton has an electric
charge of the same magnitude as that of the electron but is
positive instead of negative.
It has been recently discovered, that the universe is built up
of matter and the so-called anti-matter, which form galaxies
well separated from each other. When matter and anti-matter
are gathered together both of them vanish as matter, while
amazing amounts of energy are liberated.
Anti-matter was first discovered in the cosmic rays coming
from space. The abnormal amount of energy radiated by the
so-called quasi-stars at remote distance in space is quite
possibly the result of the meeting of matter with anti-matter
galaxies over there in heavens!- Refers to book 4, p 200.
However, The Qur’ân says in this respect:
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“Surely, Allâh upholds the heavens and the earth lest
they vanish, and if they vanish no one can uphold them
after Him.”
(Fâtir:
. 41)

III. Priroity Of Water
Water is a chemical compound composed of oxygen and
hydrogen. It consists by volume of one part of oxygen to two
parts of hydrogen. In small quantities, pure water is colourless
and tasteless liquid. In large quantities, it has somewhat a bluish
tinge.

sÎ #Ï bÔ ŠÒ √Ò sÎ #Ï UÒLNÌ JÒ F
Ò #Î √Ò ÊÎ ≈ UÒ²Ò «Ò“ sÏ¾Ò §Ò ôËÌeðÒ ÊÒ√ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËUÒLF
] Äp
Ì F
Ï LÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈˚
˝ÏÁÏbÎFÒÐ
©¥±® dÞU7

Its boiling point is 100˚C and it freezes into ice at 0˚C.
Generally, it attains its maximum density (1 gram per c.c.) at
4˚C. This means that ice is lighter than water and floats partialy
over its surface. This unique property of ice and water differs
entirely from the normal rule, namely that all material bodies
attain their maximum densities (and thus are relatively heavier)
when they are in their solid states.
In nature, for example, icebergs are masses of floating ice
broken away from a glacier or ice - sheet. One-tenth of the
iceberg is usually above the ocean - surface. Arctic bergs have
been seen about 100 m. high, which means that about 1000 m.
exists below the water surface.
Amazingly enough, although this abnormal behavior of ice
in water has not yet been explicity explained, yet this behavior
plays the greatest role in favouring life of flourish on earth. This
fact can be readily explained as follows:
As icebergs float over the surface of the ocean, they become
directly exposed to sun-rays and thus gradually turn into liquid
water. On the other hand, if icebergs sink to the bottom, they will
remain there as ice and build up such that, sooner or later, ocean
currents no longer exist. But ocean currents carry the greater
part
of the solar energy gained in the tropics and transfer
it to the
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middle latitudes and polar regions, and thus produce
heat-balance in the earth’s atmosphere. This heat balance stops
the occurence of fatal temperature maxima and minina on earth.
However, as regards such benefical unique property of ice in
water, one should refer to a Qur'ân wisdom which says
“But His (Allah’s ) command when He decides something
is to say concerning it: Be, and at once it exists.”

(2) “It is Who (Allâh ) created death and life in order to
try you who of you have the best deeds...”
(Al-Mulk: 2)

˝ÚöLÒ ŽÒ sÌ F
Ò ŠÎ √Ò rÎ JÌ ¹ÓÌ √Ò rÎ MÌ uÒ KÌ ³Î OÒ Ï …Ò UÒO×
Ò Î «Ò§ Ò uÎ LÒ ÄÎ oÒ KÒ šÒ ÈÏcÄ] ˚ ≠ ±
©≤® pK*«

(Yâsîn : 82)

(3) “....and you see the land torpid but when We descend
water on it, it vibrates and flourishes....”

˝ÌÊuÌJOÒ %Ò sÌM tÌ Ò ‰Ò uÌI¹Ò ÊÒ√ UÚ¾OÎ ý
Ò œÒ «Ò—√Ò «Ò–≈ ÁÌ dÌ #Î √Ò UÒL½] ≈˚ ≠¥
(Al-Hajj: 5)

©∏≤® f¹
˝ÎXÐÒ —Ò §Ò Î e] ²Ò ¼Î ‹ ¡Ò UÒLÄÎ UÒNOÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√ «Ò–SÒ% …Ú bÒ #Ï UÒ¼ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « ÈÒdðÒ §Ò ˚
IV. Life

©µ® Z(«

Life is the particular kind of activity which distinguishes man
and living things like animals and plants ... from non-living
things like machines ...., but in fact no rigorous definition can be
given to life.
Allâh, The Creator , alone knows the difference between an
alive man and his body a minute afterwords
when death has
been practically instantaneous! The Qur’ân says:
(1) “And they ask you about the Spirit. Say: The Spirit
is my Lord’s concern, it is only a little that is
communicated to you (O men ).”
(Al-Isrâ’: 85)

˝æ∏µº ö
Ú OÏK1Ò ô] ≈ rÏ KÎ FÏ ÄÎ sÒ #ÏÓ rÌ²OÏðËÌ√ UÒ#§Ò vÓÐÏ —Ò dÏ #Î √Ò sÎ #Ï Õ
Ì ËÌdÓ Ä qÏ 1Ì Õ
Ï ËÌdÓ Ä sÏ ŽÒ p
Ò ½Ò uÌQÒ F
Î ¹Ò §Ò ˚
©∏µ® ¡dÝù«
382

It is true that in organic chemistry, the carbon atom is
regarded to be the principal atom, but water is essential for life.
In the Solar System our earth is practically the only planet on
which sufficient water exists in its three states: the vapour, the
liquid and the solid.
Living is not merely a kind of activity consisting of action
and reaction between the organism and its environment and
directed towards securing either self-maintenance or the
continuance of race. At least as regards man, living is generally
a type of life limited by death. According to Islâm, for example,
during this life man is offered full freedom to do evil or
otherwise to follow Allâh’s righteous way.
The tissues of the bodies of living beings (either animals or
plants) are made up to a number of very small units called cells.
These are the ultimate biological units of structure and
functions. The detailed study of the various processes taking
place in body resolved itself into the study of the minute
changes taking place in its cells. Water is found to be essential
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for both animal life and plant life. 90 per cent of the plant

cells in water and about seven upon eight of the animal
cells is water. However, one reads in The Qur’ân a verse
which says:
“Do not the disbelievers see that the heavens and
that earth were (a mass ) joined together as one unit
before We split them apart and that We made of water
every living thing....?!”
(Al-Anbiyâ’ : 30)

sÒ #Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ ?łÒ §Ò U?LÒ ¼Ì U?MÒ IÎ ?²Ò ?HÒ ?%Ò U?IÚ ðÎ —Ò U?²Ò ½Ò U?MÒ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò «Ò§ Ï «ÒËU?LÒ ?F
] Ä Ê] √Ò «ËÌd?HÒ ?MÒ Òs¹ÏcÄ] Òd¹Ò rÎ Ò ÒË√Ò ˚
˝ÓÔvÒŠ Ô¡ÎvÒý ]qÌM Ï¡UÒLÎÄ

V. The Qur’ân: The Book Of The Cosmos
When referring to the cosmos and creation for example, The
Qur’ân selects words and expressions which in the era of
science proved to uncover scientific details in an amazing
manner:
(1) For example, referring to the creation of man in the
earth, The Qur’ân says:
“.... Verily, (Allâh said to the angels ) I intend to adopt
succeding beings (who worship Me ) in the earth....”

©≥∞® ¡UO³½_«

(Al-Baqarah : 30)

(see book 1, p. 29 and book 4, pp. 194-195)
About 75 per cent of the earth’s surface is covered by water
in order that life on earth can live and flourish. In this concern,
The Qur’ân says:
“And We sent down water from heaven according to a
precise measure and thereby caused the earth to hold it....”
(Al-Mu’minûn: 18)

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ% ÁÌ U]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ %Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒ# ¡Ï UÒLF
] Ä sÒ #Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
©±∏® ÊuM'R*«
- See book 1, p. 19 and 3, p. 114

˝ÚWHÒ OÏKšÒ ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ% q ŽÏ UÒł vÓ½Ï ≈ ˚
©≥∞® …dI³«
The expression (in the earth) is actually a literal translation
word by word and uncovers the fact that a part of the earth rises
above our heads to about 1000 kilometers. This part is its atmosphere. Reference in this respect should also be made to
book 3, PP. 87- 88 and book 4, P. 189. Any differences in interpreting the verse are due to differences in culture and specialization of the interpreters.
(2) Regarding the immensity of the earth’s water, The
Qur’ân says:
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“And We (Allâh ) sent down water from the heaven
according to a precise measure thereby We caused it to
dwell in earth.”
(Al-Mu’minûn: 18)

˝Ï÷—Î _Ò « vÏ% ÁÌ U]MJÒ Ý
Î QÒ %Ò —Ô bÒ IÒ ÐÏ ¡Ú UÒ# ¡Ï UÒLF
] Ä sÒ #Ï UÒMÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
©±∏® ÊuM'R*«
Refers also to book 2, pp 49 - 50 and book 3, p. 114.
Here, again, any differences in interpreting the verse
are due to difference in culture and specialization of the
various interpreters.
(3) A third example is readily provided by the verse
which means:
“Have you not seen that Allâh drives along bits of cloud,
then He joins them together then He makes them into
cumulus....”
(An- Nûr: 43)

˝UÚ#UÒM—Ì tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ŁÌ tÌ MÒ OÎ ÐÒ n
Ì ÏÓ RÒ ¹Ì r] ŁÌ UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ Ò √Ò ˚
©¥≥® —uM«
The stages of development of cumulus cloud have been
photogrtaphed. The development begins by the appearance of
bits of small clouds in the sky. Two or more of these small
clouds then combine together to form the growing cumulus.
The Qur’ân is no doubt the first Book which gave this
precise scientific description! The word (cumulus) indicates
accumulation of cloud layers. The same meaning is given by
the Qur’ânic word (rukâman)! Reference should also be made
to: Book 1, pp. 24-25, book 2, pp. 73-75 and book 5, pp.
261-262.
(4) The reader can readily realize that The Qur’ân adopts

words and expressions which bear close relation to the nature or
behaviour of things. In this respect, reference should be made
for example to book 2, PP. 75-77. The verses in cencern are
Allâh’s saying:
“Nay, indeed I could swear by (the heavenly bodies )
which remain out of sight for long periods of time
(al-khunnas ) and reappear running sweeping (the sky ) - Al jawâri al - kunnas -.”
(At-Takwîr : 15 - 16)

˝æ±∂º f
Ï M] JÌ ÄÎ —Ï «Òu−
Ò ÄÎ æ±µº f
Ï M] 
Ì Î UÏÐ rÌ F
Ï 1Î √Ì öÒ%˚
©±∂ ≠ ±µ® d¹uJ²«
Comets, as we know now, are members of the Solar System.
They have very long orbits which carry them far from the sun
for long periods during which they become invisible, as thought
they are hiding. The Qur’ân uses the word (khunnas) which
means
hiding!
Halley’s comet for example, appeared in 1910 and in 1986
in the twentieth cenurty. In this respect, reference should be
made to book 2, pp. 75-77. On approaching the sun, comets
usually acquire very long tail which appears as though they are
sweeping the sky (Kunnas) while moving with high velocities
(jâwari).
(5) Allâh says:
“It is He (Allâh ) Who sends down water (rain ) from the
sky thereby We produce vegetation of all kinds (plants ) from
which We produce khadira (green material of the coves or
chlorophyl ) out of which We produce heeped grains....”
(Al-An‘âm : 99)
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˝æ±∂º f
Ï M] JÌ ÄÎ —Ï «Òu−
Ò ÄÎ æ±µº f
Ï M] 
Ì Î UÏÐ rÌ F
Ï 1Î √Ì öÒ%˚
©±∂ ≠ ±µ® d¹uJ²«
Comets, as we know now, are members of the Solar System.
They have very long orbits which carry them far from the sun
for long periods during which they become invisible, as thought
they are hiding. The Qur’ân uses the word (khunnas) which
means
hiding!
Halley’s comet for example, appeared in 1910 and in 1986
in the twentieth cenurty. In this respect, reference should be
made to book 2, pp. 75-77. On approaching the sun, comets
usually acquire very long tail which appears as though they are
sweeping the sky (Kunnas) while moving with high velocities
(jâwari).
(5) Allâh says:
“It is He (Allâh ) Who sends down water (rain ) from the
sky thereby We produce vegetation of all kinds (plants ) from
which We produce khadira (green material of the coves or
chlorophyl ) out of which We produce heeped grains....”
(Al-An‘âm : 99)
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«ÚdÏC?Òš ÌtÎMÏ UÒMÎłÒdÎšÒQ?Ò Ô¡ÎvÒý ÓÏqÌ3 Ò UÒ³Ò½ Ït?ÏÐ UÒMÎłÒdÎšÒQÒ Ú¡U?Ò Ï¡UÒL?]7Ä ÒsÏ Ò‰Òe½Ò√ ÍÏc]Ä ÒuÌ¼Ò§˚

VI. Are The Universe’s Limits Beyond Human Reach?

˝ UÚ³3Ï «ÒdÒ ²Ò  UÚ³Ó ŠÒ tÌ MÎ Ï Ã
Ì dÏ @
Î ½ÓÌ
©ππ® ÂUF½_«
Obviously, the word khadira refers to the green colouring
matter in almost all plants - refer to book 3, pp. 117-118.
Scientifically, this green colouring matter is called
chlorophyl. With the aid of sun - light chlorophyl reacts to
produce grains, sugar, oil.... Clearly, therefore, the verse
miraculously lays out the principal steps in botany.

As mentioned in book 3, PP. 129-134, the universe is, in
fact, one of the two books of Allâh namely (1) the Book which
we read and recite its verses (The Qur’ân) and (2) the Book in
which we live and observe its wonders (the universe).
Science is actually the result of observation and exact
measurement and descrpition of the different phenomena and
things in the universe. Due to the vast extension of the universe,
it was natural that the question should arise: Is there real
harmony in the structure of the universe, being originally
created by one and same God?
In the respect, The Qur’ân says:
(1) “.... no want of proportion will there be in the
creation of Ar-Rahmân (The-All Merciful ).”
(Al-Mulk : 3)

˝Ô ËÌ UÒHðÒ sÏ sÏ LÒ ŠÎ d] Ä oÏ KÎ šÒ vÏ È
¢ dÒ ðÒ U˚ ≠ ±
©≥® pK*«
(2) “..... Seest thou any flaw?”
(Al-Mulk : 3)

˝©≥® —Ô uÌDÌ sÏ È
¢ dÒ ðÒ qÎ ¼Ò ˚ ≠ ≤
©≥® pK*«
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However, scientists nowadays agree that there is clear
harmony in the physical and dynamical laws governing the
universe. This is readily obvious from Allâh’s saying.
(1) “(Allâh ) is He Who created seven successive heavens;
no want of proportion would there be in the creation of
Ar-Rahmân (the All-Merciful ), so turn your vision
(anywhere ), do you observe any flaw?”

VII. Two Bounds Limit Our Observations
Amazingly enough, The Qu’rân continues to say in verse
(4) Al-Mulk
“Then turn your vision twice : Your vision will come
back to you dull and discomfited in a state worn- out.”

(Al-Mulk: 3)
(Al-Mulk: 4)

ÏlÏłÎ—UÒ Ô ÌËU?ÒHÒð sÏ ÏsÒLÎŠ]dÄ ÏoÎKÒš vÏ ¢ÈÒd?Òð U UÚQU?Ò³ÏÞ Ô «ÒËUÒLÒÝ Òl?Î³ÒÝ ÒoÒKÒš ÈÏc]Ä ˚ ≠ ±
˝©¥® d OÏ7ŠÒ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò UÚ¾Ý
Ï UÒš dÌ B
Ò ³Ò ÄÎ p
Ò OÎ HÒ ≈ V
Î KÏ IÒ MÒ¹ sÏ OÎ ðÒ d] 3Ò dÒ B
Ò ³Ò ÄÎ lÏ łÏ —Î ‹ r] ŁÌ ˚

˝©≥® —Ô uÌDÌ sÏ È
¢ dÒ ðÒ qÎ ¼Ò dÒ B
Ò ³Ò ÄÎ
©≥® pK*«

©¥® pK*«

The interpretation of this verse again depends principally
on how one understands it. The writer, however, refers the word
twice to the upper and lower limits of the universe, so that the
verse declares that by naked eyes man is neither able to observe
the finest details of matter or the atoms (the lower limit), nor is
able to see details of the remote outer galaxies (upper limit)

VIII. The Atom
The atom is the smallest particle of matter which can exist
alone or enter into chemical reactions. Atoms are supposed to
have diameters of about 10 -8 cm. A small drop of liquid water
may contain ten thousand billion billions of atoms, so that
atoms are invisible by the naked eye.
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Usually, two or more atoms form a molecule. The earliest
idea that matter consists of the so-called atoms originated
among the early Greek philosophers more than 3,000 years ago.
It was only in the Era of Science that the known (facts) of
chemistry could be explained regarding the atom to be the
lower limit of matter. In the twentieth century, however, it
became clear that: atoms consist of nuclei surrounded by
electrons revolving round their nuclei, in a manner almost
similar to the rotation of the planets round the sun in the Solar
System.
The Qur’ân refers to such rotations by saying, for example:
“It is not permitted to the sun to overtake the moon, nor can
the night outstrip the day and each swims along in an
orbit.”

However, amazingly enough, The Qur’ân, in referring to the
atom by the term (Dharrah), declared that the (Dharrah) is divisible! Scientifically speaking, the word (Dharrah) nowdays specifically means the atom in Arabic.
One reads in the Qur’ân:
(1) “......... from Whom (Allâh ) is not hidden the least
weight of an atom neither in the heaven nor in the earth
and neither is there anything less than that nor greater,
but is in a Record Perspicous.”
(Saba’: 3)

ÒpÏHÒ– sÏ Ìd?ÒG? ÎUÒ√ ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ ôÒ§ Ï «ÒËU?ÒL?]7Ä vÏ Ô…]—Ò– Ì‰U?ÒI?Î¦? Ï ÌtÎMÒŽ Ì»Ìe?ÎFÒ¹ ô˚ ≠ ±
(Yâsîn: 40)

˝©≥® 5
Ô ³Ï ÓÌ »
Ô UÒ²3Ï vÏ ô] ≈ dÌ ³Ò 3Î √Ò ôÒ§
p
Ô KÒ ?Ò vÏ qÓ 3Ì §Ò Ï—U?? NÒ M] ?Ä ÌoÐÏ U?? Ý
Ò qÌ OÎ K] ?Ä ôÒ§ Òd? LÒ ? ?IÒ ÄÎ „Ò —Ï bÎ ?ðÌ ÊÒ√ U?? NÒ HÒ vÏG? ?³Ò MÎ ?¹Ò ÌfLÎ ? ?A
] Ä ô˚
©≥® Q³Ý
˝ÒÊuÌ×³Ò 7
Î ¹Ò
©¥∞® f¹
Refer also to book 3, p. 123.
The aggregate of all the atoms created constitute the entire
universe whose outer limits are beyond man’s vision! It is
generally accepted, however, that the same construction and
physical laws apply everywhere in the universe as mentioned
before.
Man began to consider the possibility of dividing the atom
into smaller constituents only in the twentieth century. For
thousands of years before that, it was believed that the atom
could not be divided. The idea was originally postulated by the
greek philosophers.
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(2) “...... and not is hidden from your Lord so much as
the weight of an atom neither in the earth nor in heaven
and neither less than that nor greater but are recorded in
a Record Perspicuous.”
(Yûnus: 61)

sÏ Òd?ÒG?ÎUÒ√ ôÒ§ Ï¡U?ÒL]7Ä v?Ï ôÒ§ Ï÷Î—Ò_« vÏ Ô…]—Ò– Ï‰UÒI?Î¦?Ï sÏ ÒpÓÏÐ]— sÒŽ Ì»Ìe?ÎFÒ¹ U?ÒÒ§˚ ≠≤
˝æ∂±º 5
Ô ³Ï Ì »
Ô UÒ²3Ï vÏ ô] ≈ dÒ ³Ò 3Î √Ò ôÒ§ p
Ò HÏ –Ò
©∂±® f½u¹
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WE (ALLÂH) HAVE NOT MISSED OUT IN
THE BOOK ANYTHING (OF VALUE)

(Al-AN‘ÂM: 38)

˝ ¡Ô vÎ ý
Ò sÏ »
Ï UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ vÏ UÒMÞÎ d] Ò UÒ ˚
©≥∏® ÂUF½_«
I. Foreword
It is gernerally known that in almost all religions, scientists
faced great diffculties with the religious authorities of some
creeds. Such difficulties rarely, or almost never, occurred in the
Muslim world.
The famous trial of the famous astronomer Galileo (1615) is
an outstandig example. He was accused as a result of accepting
the scientific “facts” declared by Copernicus regarding the
earth’s rotation, which were regarded by the church as wrong
and unacceptable interpretation of The Holy Script (The Bible)!
It was only natural that in the long run, this attitude
urged
scientists in Europe to keep away from referring to any religion,
and nowadays young scientists, who happen to mention God
(Allâh) in their work, have to desist at once!!
Nothing of the above mentioned sort of accusation occurred
in the Muslim countries. The Qur’ân invites people to acquire
science and knowledge anywhere and thus to observe Allâh’s
signs in the universe.
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Unfortunately, the present scinetific stagnation in Muslim
world is the result of degeneration of the Muslim civilization
nowadys due to several external and internal factors including
the non-scientfic interpretations of most of the Qur’ânic verses
dealing with creation. These verses are about 900 in number.
In addtion to the above mentioned verses, there are also
other verses which could not be otherwise interpreted up till
now. With the advance of science, such verses will, however,
be more properly interpreted. Allâh says:
“We shall show them Our portents in the horizons and
within themselves until it will be evident unto them that it
(The Qur’ân ) is the truth.”
(Fussilat:
53)
..

˝ÌoÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ tÌ ½] √Ò rÎ NÌ HÒ sÒ O] ³Ò ²Ò ¹Ò v¢ ²] ŠÒ rÎ NÏ 7
Ï HÌ ½Ò√ vÏ§Ò ‚
Ï UÒü« vÏ UÒMðÏ UÒ¹¬ rÎ NÏ ¹ÏdMÌ Ý
Ò ˚
©µ≥® XKB"

II. About The Services Which Mountains Render
The following serviced are among the several examples
which The Qur’ân mentions in order that man may realise the
scientific attitude of Islâm.
It is known in geology that the earth’s crust is forever
undergoing changes by factors such as: (a) slipping, (b) isostasy
and (c) weathering. This complex of activities is slow in
process but cumulative in effect. The factors (c) - weathering is achieved by running water and by winds which act to
transport masses of material of the mountians of downward into
lower levels (valleys and oceans) and thus produce instability in
the solid crust.

1- Mountains As Pegs
Allâh says:
“Have We not made the earth (like) a vast expance. And
the mountains as pegs.”
(An-Naba’: 6 - 7)

˝©∑® «ÚœUÒðËÎ √Ò ‰Ò UÒ³−
Ï HÎ «Ò§ ©∂® «ÚœUÒNÏ ÷
Ò —Î _Ò « qÏ FÒ −
Î ½Ò rÎ HÒ √Ò ˚
©∑ ≠ ∂® Q³M«
From the geological point of view, it has been concluded
that the earth’s crust has an average thickness of more than 60
kilometers. The actual thickness beneath high mountain bents is
generally double its value benaeth the vast continental areas.
This is because high mountains have its extending to about 60 70 kilometers below the earth’s surface across the various
layers of the solid crust. Oviously, therefore, these roots check
the sppiling of the different layers forming the solid crust one
over the other, thus acting like pegs!!
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A peg is no more than a long piece of timber (or metal)
driven into the ground in order to hold the ropes used for
keeping a tent upright and stable against wrapping and spilling
by wind and the like.

(3) “And the mountains, (Allâh ) has fixed them firmly
(’arsâhâ ) like anchored ships!!”
(An-Nâzi‘ât: 32)

2- Isostasy
Allâh says:

˝æ≥≤º UÒ¼UÒÝ—Î √Ò ‰Ò UÒ³−
Ï HÎ «Ò§˚ ≠ ≥

1- “And He (Allâh ) has cast into the ground (high )
mountains standing firm lest it (the earth's crust ) should
reel with you......”
(An-Nah l: 15)

˝ÎrJÌ ÐÏ bÒ OÏLðÒ ÊÒ√ vÒ Ý
Ï «ÒË—Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ v¢ IÒ HÎ √Ò §Ò ˚ ≠ ±
©±µ® q×M«
(2) “And We have set in the earth high mountains standing
firm lest it should reel with them......”
(Al-Anbiyâ’: 31)

˝ÎrNÏ ÐÏ bÒ OÏLðÒ ÊÒ√ vÒ Ý
Ï «ÒË—Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò ˚ ≠≤

©≥≤®

UŽ“UM«

3- Mountains As Water Resources
Climatologically, moluntians and table - lands are known to
receive the greater part of precipitatioon on earth. Moreover , in
winter, high mountain tops become covered with ice which
melts in summer: for such reasons, mountains and table- lands
form the main sources of the water supplied by the rivers and
tributaries.
Allâh says:
“And He (Allâh ) has cast into the ground high mountains
standing firm lest it (the earth’s crust ) should shake with you
and rivers and ways that you may be guided.”
(An-Nah l: 15)

©≥±® ¡UO³½_«
Isostasy is the concept that large lighter masses of the rocks
of the crust float over denser material below, so that pressure
could be evenly distributed. In this sense, Allâh also says:

˝æ±µº ÊÒ ËÌb²Ò NÎ ðÒ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ H ö
Ú ³Ì ÝÌ §Ò «Ú—UÒN½Î √Ò §Ò rÎ JÌ ÐÏ bÒ OÏLðÒ ÊÒ√ vÒ ÝÏ «ÒË—Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ v¢ IÒ HÎ √Ò §Ò ˚
©±µ® q×M«
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winter, high mountain tops become covered with ice which
melts in summer: for such reasons, mountains and table- lands
form the main sources of the water supplied by the rivers and
tributaries.
Allâh says:
“And He (Allâh ) has cast into the ground high mountains
standing firm lest it (the earth’s crust ) should shake with you
and rivers and ways that you may be guided.”
(An-Nah l: 15)

©≥±® ¡UO³½_«
Isostasy is the concept that large lighter masses of the rocks
of the crust float over denser material below, so that pressure
could be evenly distributed. In this sense, Allâh also says:

˝æ±µº ÊÒ ËÌb²Ò NÎ ðÒ rÎ JÌ K] FÒ H ö
Ú ³Ì ÝÌ §Ò «Ú—UÒN½Î √Ò §Ò rÎ JÌ ÐÏ bÒ OÏLðÒ ÊÒ√ vÒ ÝÏ «ÒË—Ò ÷
Ï —Î _Ò « vÏ v¢ IÒ HÎ √Ò §Ò ˚
©±µ® q×M«
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III. The Two Natural Types Of Clouds And Their
Formation
In meteorology, clouds are divided into two principal types,
namely stratus clouds and cumulus clouds.
According to cloud physics- or even by direct photographyit has been made clear that the mode of formation and
development of one type differs from that of the other type.
Thus, the first type- the stratus clouds- forms by a moist air
current which ascends gradually into a single layer or stratum in
the atmosphere to form a single sheet- or separate sheets- within
the stratum and hence the name stratus clouds. Miraculously
enough The Qur’ân says:
“Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so they raise
clouds then does He spread them in strata in the sky as He
decides.”
(Ar-Rûm: 48)

˝Ì¡UÒA¹Ò n
Ò OÎ 3Ò ¡Ï UÒL7
] Ä vÏ tÌ DÌ 7
Ì ³Î OÒ Ò UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÌ Ý
Ï dÎ ¹Ì ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä˚ ≠ ±

“Have you not see that Allâh drives along bits of clouds
then joins them together, then makes them into heaps of
cumulus....”
(An-Nûr: 43)

˝UÚUÒ3—Ì tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ŁÌ tÌ MÒ OÎ ÐÒ n
Ì HÏÓ RÒ ¹Ì r] ŁÌ UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ HÒ √Ò ˚ ≠≤
©¥≥® —uM«
See Book 5, p. 262.
The ultimate growth of a cloud yield the rainy clouds. Rainy
clouds, in general, are called nimbus clouds. Thus, we have
either nimbo-stratus (Ns) clouds, or cumulonimbus clouds (Cb).
However, The Qur’ân says:
(3) “Have you seen the water which you drink? Have you
made it fall from the nimbus clouds, or is it We Who
send it down?”
(Al-Wâqi‘ah: 68 - 69)

©¥∏® ÂËd«

˝æ∂πº ÊÒ uÌHeÏ MÌLÄÎ sÌ ×
Î ½Ò ÂÎ √Ò ÊÏ eÎ LÌ ÄÎ sÒ Ï ÁÌ uÌL²Ì HÎ eÒ ½Ò√ rÎ ²Ì ½Ò√√Ò æ∂∏º ÊÒ uÌÐdÒ A
Î ðÒ ÈÏcÄ] ¡Ò UÒLÄÎ rÌ ²Ì ¹Î √Ò dÒ Ò ˚≠≥
See book 5, PP. 261-262.
The second type is called cumulus clouds. A cumulus cloud
is formed by the appearance in the sky of several small cells off
clouds. Sooner or later, every two or more cells combine
together to form the growing cumulus, which develops and
accumulates vertically to great heights (10 - 15) kilometers.
hence the name cumulus clouds. Again, amazingly enough, The
Qur’ân says regarding the formation of cumulus clouds:
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©∂π ≠ ∂∏® WF/«u«
It has been only lately established in meteorology that
nimbus clouds are the results of the growth of clouds vertically
upwards
under
favourable
atmospheric
conditions.
Nevertheless, long before the development of meteorology as
science during the last century or so, The Qur’ân says:
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(1) "Allâh is He Who sends forth the winds so they raise

IV. The Honey Bee And Its Activity

clouds, then does He spread them in strata in the sky as

Honey bees form colonies in which highly developed
organizations exist for the purpose of building the home,
collecting and storing food and rearing the next generation. The
hive bees are a good example. The innate of the hive consists of
three classes:

He decides and He makes them partially thick so that
you see the rain coming from inside them.....”
(Ar-Rûm: 48)

tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò §Ò ¡Ì UÒA¹Ò n
Ò OÎ 3Ò ¡Ï UÒL7
] Ä vÏ tÌ DÌ 7
Ì ³Î OÒ Ò UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò dÌ OÏ¦²Ì Ò Õ
Ò UÒ¹dÏÓ Ä qÌ Ý
Ï dÎ ¹Ì ÈÏcÄ] tÌ K] Ä˚ ≠≥
˝ÏtHÏ öÏš sÎ Ï Ã
Ì dÌ @
Î ¹Ò ‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd²Ò Ò UÚH7
Ò 3Ï
©¥∏® ÂËd«
(2) “Have you not seen that Allâh drives along bits of
clouds, then joins them together, then makes them into
heaps of cumulus, then you will see rain issuing from
their inside.....”
(An-Nûr: 43)

Ã
Ì dÌ @
Î ¹Ò ‚
Ò œÎ uÒ ÄÎ ÈÒd²Ò Ò UÚUÒ3—Ì tÌ KÌ FÒ −
Î ¹Ò r] ŁÌ tÌ MÒ OÎ ÐÒ n
Ì HÏÓ RÒ ¹Ì r] ŁÌ UÚÐUÒ×Ý
Ò vÏłeÎ ¹Ì tÒ K] Ä Ê] √Ò dÒ ðÒ rÎ HÒ √Ò ˚ ≠¥
˝ÏtHÏ öÏš sÎ Ï
©¥≥® —uM«
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(a) The queen bee. This is the only fertile female and is
responsible for the continued existence of the community. It can
be distinguished by its greater size short wings and the absence
of the wax pockets and pollen baskets of the workers.
(b) The males. These are the drones. Their function is only to
fertilize the queen. They live upon the honey provided by the
workers.
(c) The workers. These constitute the bulk of the community.
Upon them devolve all the work in the hive.
Generally, while the queen survive for three seasons, the
workers have an average age of six weeks only.
The nectar from the flowers is collected by means of tube like prolongation of the lower lip and is passed into the honey
bag, where it undergoes a process of partial digestion and is
thus converted into honey, ready to be thrown up and stored in
the cells of the honey comb.
When a colony of bees placed in a new hive wax is secreted
in little white discs in the wax pockets and is then spread in a
layer on the roof to form the foundation of the comb which is
built downwards.
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Bees play an important role in the fertilization of flowers
and are thus of value to farmers and garndeners.
In the past, bees used to dwell in colonies in mountain caves,
on trees and in people’s habitations. Man, however, then kept
them in dome - shaped straw. Nowadays, standard wooden
hives are made. These hives are covered with perforated pieces
of zinc in which are placed square sections to contain combs
that serve for storage of honey only.
Briefly, honey is semi-fluid substance produced by the
honey bee which obtains as raw meterial the nectar of flowers,
carrying it in the honey crops, where it is acted upon by a
ferment which modifies its character. When the crop is full, the
bee returns back to its hive and regurgitates the contents. The
honey is stored in the waxen cells of the comb prepared for this
purpose.
Honey consists chiefly of levulose and dextrose, the former
being the fluid protion. Its flavour and colour depend greatly
upon the flowers that we have been visited.
Honey is highly nutritive food. Four-fifths of its content are
carbohydrates; the rest includes protein - valuable antiseptic and
mineral salt. It is the only form of sugar that does not have to be
refined. Amazingly enough, The Qur’ân says about honey bees
and honey:
1- “And your Lord revealed to the bees to aquire
dwellings in the mountains and in the trees and in people's
habitations; then to eat of all the produce (to plants ), then
follow the paths of their Lord as rendered ready for them.
There issues from within their bellies (of the honey bags )
syrup of varying colours wherein is healing for people:
Verily, in this is a sign for men who give thought.”

U??]L?ÏÒ§ Ïd? Ò−? ]AÄ ÒsÏÒ§ UÚðu??ÌOÌÐ Ï‰U??Ò³? Ï−ÎÄ ÒsÏ ÈÏc? Ï@]ð‹ ÏÊÒ√ ÏqÎ×]MÄ v?ÒH≈ ÒpÌÓÐÒ— ¢vÒŠÎËÒ√Ò§ ˚ ≠ ±
U?ÒNÏ½uÌDÌÐ sÏ ÌÃÌdÎ@?Ò¹ ÚöÌHÌ– ÏpÓÏÐÒ— ÒqÌ³ÌÝ vÏJÌK?ÎÝUÒ Ï «Òd?ÒL]¦Ä ÓÏqÌ3 s?Ï vÏKÌ3 ]rÌŁ æ∂∏º ÒÊuÌýÏd?ÎFÒ¹
˝ ÊÒ ËÌdÌ J] HÒ ²Ò ¹Ò ÂÔ uÎ IÒ HÏ WÚ ¹Ò ü p
Ò HÏ –Ò vÏ Ê] ≈ ”
Ï U]MKÏH ¡ UÒHý
Ï tÏ OÏ tÌ ½Ì «ÒuHÎ √Ò n
 KÏ ²Ò @
Î »
 «Òdý
Ò
©∂π ≠ ∂∏® q×M«

(An-Nah l: 68 - 69)
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PEOPLE OF THE BOOK
1- Like the Muslims, the Jewish and the Christian people
had their own Holy Scripts, The revelation of the Qur’ân in
the seventh century of the Christian era was readily
acceptable to followers of the original Books and they
became absorbed by Islâm. Here, The Qur’ân says:
(1) “And likewise We have sent down to you the Book
(The Qur’ân ); so the people to whom We offered the Book
(the Jews and Christians ) believe therein and of these (The
Arabs ) some believe therein; and none but the
disbelievers repudiate Our signs.”
(Al-‘Ankabût: 47)

sÒ ¡Ï ôÌR¼Ò sÎ Ï §Ò tÏ ÐÏ ÊÌ uÌMÏ RÎ ¹Ì »
Ò UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ rÌ ¼Ì UÒMOÎ ðÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcH] UÒ »
Ò UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ p
Ò OÎ HÒ ≈ UÒMHÎ eÒ ½Ò√ p
Ò HÏ cÒ 3Ò §Ò ˚ ≠±
˝æ¥∑º ÊÒ ËÌdÏ UÒJÄÎ ô] ≈ UÒMðÏ UÒ¹PÏÐ bÌ ×
Ò −
Î ¹Ò UÒ§Ò tÏ ÐÏ sÌ Ï RÎ ¹Ì
©¥∑® u³JMF«
In fact, Islâm is the Truth that all the original inspired
Books
teach. It meets with humanity demands, scientific conclusions
and faithful happiness, away from tales, fairy-tales and
fallacies. As quoted in book 4, pp 139-140, The Qur’ân has no
doubt retained its purity without the least change up to now.
However, Allâh says:
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“Say we believe in Allâh and in what has been revealed
to us and what was revealed to Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac,
Jacob and the Tribes and in what was given to Moses, Jesus
and the Prophets (the Books ) from their Lord. We make no
distinction between one another amongst them and to Him
(Allâh ) we bow our will in Islâm. If any one follows a
religion other than Islâm (submission to Allâh ) never will it
be accpeted of him and in the Hereafter he will be in the
ranks of the losers.”

˝æ∑∂º ÊÒ uÌHKÏ ²Ò @
Î ¹Ò tÏ OÏ rÎ ¼Ì ÈÏcÄ] dÒ ¦Ò 3Î √Ò qÒ OÏz«ÒdÝ
Î ≈ vÏMÐÒ v¢ KÒ ŽÒ h
ÓÌ IÌ ¹Ò ÊÒ ¬ÎdIÌ ÄÎ «Òc¼Ò Ê] ≈˚
©∑∂® qLM«
(2) “And to you We have sent down the Book (the Qur’ân )
in truth confirming the Scriptures already between your
hands and Supremely Hegemonic over it, so judge
amongst them by what Allâh has revealed and follow not
their vain desires diverging from the Truth that has
come to you.”
(Al-Mâ’idah: 48)

(Âl-‘Imrân: 84 - 85)

rÌJŠÎ UÒ ÏtOÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÚMLÏ OÎ NÒ Ì §Ò »
Ï UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ ÒsÏ tÏ ¹Î bÒ ¹Ò ÒsOÎ ÐÒ UÒ*Ï UÚQbÏÓ B
Ò Ì oÏÓ ×
Ò HÎ UÏÐ »
Ò UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ ÒpOÎ HÒ ≈ UÒMHÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
‚
Ò U??×
Ò ?Ý
Î ≈Ò§ qÒ O??ŽÏ U??LÒ ? Ý
Î ≈Ò§ rÒ OÏ¼«ÒdÐÎ ≈ v¢ ?KÒ ŽÒ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√ U??Ò §Ò UÒMOÎ ?KÒ ŽÒ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√Ì U??Ò §Ò ÏtK] HUÏÐ U?M] Ò ¬ qÎ QÌ ˚ ≠≤
WÚ ?ŽÒ dÎ ý
Ï rÎ JÌ M?Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ qÔÓ ?JÌ HÏ oÏÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ sÒ Ï „Ò ¡Ò UÒł U?L] ?ŽÒ rÎ ¼Ì ¡Ò «uÎ¼√Ò lÎ ³Ï ?²] ðÒ ôÒ§ tÌ K] Ä ‰Ò eÒ ½Ò√ U?LÒ ÐÏ rÌNMÒ OÎ ÐÒ
bÔ ?ŠÒ √Ò sÒ OÎ ÐÒ Ì‚dÏÓ HÒ ½Ì ô ÎrNÏ ?ÐÏÓ — sÏ ÊÒ uÌOÓ ?³Ï M] H«Ò§ v¢ 7
Ò ?OŽÏ §Ò v¢ Ý
Ò u?Ì vÒ ðÏ ËÌ√ U?Ò §Ò Ï◊UÒ³?Ý
Î _Ò «Ò§ »
Ò uÌI?FÎ ¹Ò §Ò
«u?IÌ ?³Ï ? ²Ò ?Ý
Î U?Ò rÎ 3Ì UÒð¬ U??Ò vÏ rÎ 3Ì uÒ KÌ ³Î ?OÒ HÏ s?JÏ HÒ §Ò …Ú bÒ ?ŠÏ «Ò§ ÚW?] √Ì ÎrJÌ KÒ FÒ ? '
Ò ÌtK] Ä ¡Ò U?ý
Ò uÎ HÒ §Ò U??łÚ U?NÒ ÎMÏ §Ò
vÏ uÒ ¼Ì §Ò ÌtMÎ ?Ï Òq³Ò ?IÎ ?¹Ì sÒKÒ UÚM¹Ïœ ÏÂö??Ý
Î ù« dÒ ? OÎ ?žÒ mÏ ²Ò ? ³Î ¹Ò sÒ§Ò æ∏¥º ÊÒ u??LÌ KÏ 7
Î ? Ì ÌtHÒ sÌ ×
Î ?½Ò §Ò rÎ NÌ MÎ Ï
˝æ¥∏º ÊÒ uÌHKÏ ²Ò @
Î ðÒ tÏ OÏ rÎ ²Ì MÌ3 UÒLÐÏ rÌJ¾Ì ³ÏÓ MÒ OÌ Ò UÚFOÏLłÒ rÎ JÌ FÌ łÏ dÎ Ò tÏ K] Ä vÒH≈ Ï «ÒdOÎ @
Ò ÄÎ
˝æ∏µº sÒ ¹ÏdÝ
Ï UÒ@ÄÎ sÒ Ï …Ï dÒ šÏ ü«
©¥∏® …bzU*«
©∏µ ≠ ∏¥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
(2) Concerning the deviations introduced, for one reason or
another, into the original (true) revelations, The Qur’ân says:
(1) “Verily, this Qur’ân narrates to the Children of Israel
most of the matters in which they differ.”
(An-Naml: 76 )
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(3) “And assuredly, there is amongst them (the people of
the Book ) a group who distort the Book with their
tongues that you would think it is a part of the Book, but
it is not a part of the Book, and they say:"That is from
Allâh” but it is not from Allâh; they tell lies against
Allâh, and they well know it.”
(Âl-‘Imrân: 78)
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©∑∂® qLM«
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in truth confirming the Scriptures already between your
hands and Supremely Hegemonic over it, so judge
amongst them by what Allâh has revealed and follow not
their vain desires diverging from the Truth that has
come to you.”
(Al-Mâ’idah: 48)

(Âl-‘Imrân: 84 - 85)

rÌJŠÎ UÒ ÏtOÎ KÒ ŽÒ UÚMLÏ OÎ NÒ Ì §Ò »
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Ò Ì oÏÓ ×
Ò HÎ UÏÐ »
Ò UÒ²JÏ ÄÎ ÒpOÎ HÒ ≈ UÒMHÎ eÒ ½Ò√§Ò ˚
‚
Ò U??×
Ò ?Ý
Î ≈Ò§ qÒ O??ŽÏ U??LÒ ? Ý
Î ≈Ò§ rÒ OÏ¼«ÒdÐÎ ≈ v¢ ?KÒ ŽÒ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√ U??Ò §Ò UÒMOÎ ?KÒ ŽÒ ‰Ò eÏ ½Ì√Ì U??Ò §Ò ÏtK] HUÏÐ U?M] Ò ¬ qÎ QÌ ˚ ≠≤
WÚ ?ŽÒ dÎ ý
Ï rÎ JÌ M?Ï UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ qÔÓ ?JÌ HÏ oÏÓ ×
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Ò ?OŽÏ §Ò v¢ Ý
Ò u?Ì vÒ ðÏ ËÌ√ U?Ò §Ò Ï◊UÒ³?Ý
Î _Ò «Ò§ »
Ò uÌI?FÎ ¹Ò §Ò
«u?IÌ ?³Ï ? ²Ò ?Ý
Î U?Ò rÎ 3Ì UÒð¬ U??Ò vÏ rÎ 3Ì uÒ KÌ ³Î ?OÒ HÏ s?JÏ HÒ §Ò …Ú bÒ ?ŠÏ «Ò§ ÚW?] √Ì ÎrJÌ KÒ FÒ ? '
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Î ù« dÒ ? OÎ ?žÒ mÏ ²Ò ? ³Î ¹Ò sÒ§Ò æ∏¥º ÊÒ u??LÌ KÏ 7
Î ? Ì ÌtHÒ sÌ ×
Î ?½Ò §Ò rÎ NÌ MÎ Ï
˝æ¥∏º ÊÒ uÌHKÏ ²Ò @
Î ðÒ tÏ OÏ rÎ ²Ì MÌ3 UÒLÐÏ rÌJ¾Ì ³ÏÓ MÒ OÌ Ò UÚFOÏLłÒ rÎ JÌ FÌ łÏ dÎ Ò tÏ K] Ä vÒH≈ Ï «ÒdOÎ @
Ò ÄÎ
˝æ∏µº sÒ ¹ÏdÝ
Ï UÒ@ÄÎ sÒ Ï …Ï dÒ šÏ ü«
©¥∏® …bzU*«
©∏µ ≠ ∏¥® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
(2) Concerning the deviations introduced, for one reason or
another, into the original (true) revelations, The Qur’ân says:
(1) “Verily, this Qur’ân narrates to the Children of Israel
most of the matters in which they differ.”
(An-Naml: 76 )
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(3) “And assuredly, there is amongst them (the people of
the Book ) a group who distort the Book with their
tongues that you would think it is a part of the Book, but
it is not a part of the Book, and they say:"That is from
Allâh” but it is not from Allâh; they tell lies against
Allâh, and they well know it.”
(Âl-‘Imrân: 78)
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ÒsÏ ÒuÌ¼ U??ÒÒ§ »
Ï U?²Ò JÏ ÄÎ Òs?Ï ÌÁu?³Ì ?7
Ò ?×
Î ?²Ò HÏ »
Ï U??²Ò JÏ HÎ UÏÐ rÌN? ²Ò MÒ 7
Ï HÎ √Ò ÒÊËÌuKÎ ¹Ò U??IÚ ¹Ïd?HÒ ?HÒ rÎ NÌ MÎ Ï ]Ê≈Ò§

Ê] ≈ «uÌ—Ò UÒF²Ò HÏ qÒ zÏ UÒ³QÒ §Ò UÚÐuÌFý
Ì rÎ 3Ì UÒMKÎ FÒ łÒ §Ò v¢ ¦Ò ½Ì√§Ò dÔ 3Ò –Ò sÏ rÌ3UÒMIÎ KÒ šÒ U]½≈ ”
Ì U]MÄ UÒN¹ÓÌ √Ò U¹˚

˚
Ò»ÏcÒJÎÄ Ït?]KÄ vÒKÒŽ ÒÊuÌHu??ÌIÒ¹Ò§ Ït?]KÄ ÏbMÏŽ ÎsÏ Òu?Ì¼ U?ÒÒ§ Ït?]KÄ ÏbMÏŽ ÎsÏ Òu?Ì¼ ÒÊuÌHu??ÌIÒ¹Ò§ Ï»U??Ò²ÏJÎÄ
˝æ∑∏º ÊÒ uÌLKÒ FÎ ¹Ò rÎ ¼Ì §Ò

©±≥® «d−(«
Refer to book 4, p. 143.

©∑∏® Ê«dLŽ ‰¬
However, contrary to the majority of Muslims who follow
and respect the teachings of The Qur’ân, the majority of
Christians in the West regarded many accounts of the Bible,
which may be vey elementary, not agreable with their advanced
knowledge.
Dr. Maurice Bucaille wrote:

As mentioned in Book 4, PP 147-148, contrary to what
appears to be thought by some fanatics in their effort to
advocate Islâm, Muslims advocates used to act in
complete compliance with Allâh’s words:

In the Old Testament and in the Gospels, there are many
contradictions, improbabilities and incompatibilities!!
One can readily see, in the present series of Books, the
amazing agreement between The Qur’ân and Science. Those
who see Muhammad (prayers and peace be upon him) as mere
author of The Qur’ân are quite in error.
3- From the first moment, anyone who embraces Islâm (the
noble message of universeal fraternization), the concepts of
races, colours and nationality sink into insignificance before the
vast conception of humanity and equality for which Islâm opens
his mind. Thus, one reads in The Qur’ân what means:
a) “O mankind: We created you from a single (pair ) of
male and female and made you into nations and tribes that
you may know each other, indeed the most hounored of you
in the sight of Allâh are the most righteous; for sure,
Allâh is Ever-Knowing Ever-Reckoning.”
(Al-Hujurât: 13)
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˝æ±≥º d OÏ³šÒ r OÏKŽÒ tÒ K] Ä Ê] ≈ rÎ 3Ì UÒIðÎ √Ò tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ rÎ JÌ Ò dÒ 3Î √Ò

b- “Summon you to the way of your Lord with
wisdom and with proper advice and argue them in the
kindest manner; indeed your Lord best knows those
who err from His way and He best knows those who
have yielded to His guidance.”
(An-Nah l: 125)

Ê] ≈ sÌ 7
Ò ŠÎ √Ò vÒ ¼Ï vÏ²H] UÏÐ rÌNHÎ œÏ UÒł§Ò WÏ MÒ 7
Ò ×
Ò ÄÎ WÏ EÒ ŽÏ uÎ LÒ HÎ «Ò§ WÏ LÒ JÎ ×
Ï HÎ UÏÐ p
Ò ÐÏÓ —Ò qÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò v¢ HÒ ≈ ŸÌ œÎ ‹˚
˝æ±≤µº sÒ ¹Ïb²Ò NÎ LÌ HÎ UÏÐ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì §Ò tÏ KÏ OÏ³Ý
Ò sÒŽ q] {
Ò sÒLÐÏ rÌ KÒ ŽÎ √Ò uÒ ¼Ì p
Ò Ð] —Ò
©±≤µ® q×M«
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Islâm, as a religion, is distinguished from other religions by
an outstanding characteristic quality established by The
Qur’ânic verse which says:
(c) "Verily, the worst of beast in Allâh’s sight are the he
deaf, the dumb who have no sense.”
(Al-Anfâl: 22)

˝æ≤≤º ÊÒ uÌKIÏ FÎ ¹Ò ô sÒ ¹ÏcÄ] rÌ JÎ ³Ì ÄÎ rÓÌ B
ÓÌ Ä tÏ K] Ä bÒ MÏŽ »
ÏÓ «ÒËb] Ä d] ý
Ò Ê] ≈˚
©≤≤® ‰UH½_«
4- In conclusion, Islâm is a logical and natural development of
all Allâh’s revelations given in earlier ages. There existed
amongst the Arabs, as histroy tells us, Christians and even Jews
who, not only did welcome Islâm, but also they did become
devout Muslims:
Allâh says:
“Verily, among men you find that those of utmost enmity
to the believers are the Jews and the pagans; and verily, you
find the most friendly to the believers are those who say:
“We are Christians." This is because among them there are
men devoted to learning (by the Monastic Order ) and men
who have renounced the world and they are not arrogant.
And when they listen to (The Qur’ân ) that has been sent
down to the Messenger, you see their eyes overflowing with
tears as they recognize the truth; they say: “Our Lord, we
have believed, so write us down among the witnesses
(Muslims ). What reason we have not to believe in Allâh and
the Truth which has come to us (The Qur’ân ) seeing that we
long for our Lord to admit us to the company of the
righteous."
(Al-Mâ’idah: 82 - 84)

«u?? ? ?3Ì dÒ ? ? ? ý
Î √Ò Òs¹Ïc?H] «Ò§ Òœu?? ? ?NÌ ? ? ?OÒ ?ÄÎ «u?MÌ Ò ¬ sÒ ?¹cÏ K] ?HÏ Ú…ËÒ «Òb? ? ? ŽÒ Ï”U]M?Ä ]b? ? ? ý
Ò √Ò ]ÊbÒ ? ? ? Ï−? ? ?²Ò ?HÒ ˚
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5
Ò 7
Ï ?O?7
ÏÓ ?QÏ rÎ NÌ MÎ Ï Ê] QÒ ÐÏ p
Ò HÏ –Ò È
¢ —Ò U?B
Ò ½Ò U]½≈ «uÌHU?QÒ sÒ ?¹cÏ Ä] «uÌMÒ ¬ sÒ ¹ÏcK] HÏ …Ú œ] uÒ ? rÌNÐÒ dÒ ?QÎ √Ò Ê] bÒ ?−
Ï ?²Ò HÒ §Ò
ÎrÌNÒMÌO? ÎŽÒ√ ¢ÈÒdÒð Ï‰u?ÌÝ]dÄ vÒH≈ Ò‰Ïe½Ì√ U?Ò «u?ÌF? ÏL?ÒÝ «Ò–≈Ò§ æ∏≤º ÒÊËÌd?Ï³ÎJÒ²?Î7Ò¹ ô Îr?ÌN]½Ò√Ò§ UÚ½U?Ò³Î¼Ì—Ò§
UÒÒ§ æ∏≥º Òs¹ÏbÏ¼U]AÄ ÒlÒ UÒMÎ³Ì²Î3UÒ U]MÒ¬ UÒM]ÐÒ— ÒÊuÌHuÌIÒ¹ ÓÏoÒ×ÎÄ ÒsÏ «uÌÒdÒŽ U]LÏ ÏlÎ]bÄ ÒsÏ ÌiOÏHÒð
˝æ∏¥º 5
Ò (
Ï U]BÄ ÂÏ uÎ IÒ ÄÎ lÒ Ò UÒMÐÓÌ —Ò UÒMKÒ šÏ bÎ ¹Ì ÊÒ√ lÌ LÒ DÎ ½Ò §Ò oÏÓ ×
Ò ÄÎ sÒ Ï UÒ½¡Ò UÒł UÒ§Ò tÏ K] HUÏÐ sÌ Ï RÎ ½Ì ô UÒMHÒ
©∏¥ ≠ ∏≤® …bzU*«
5- As mentioed in book 4, PP. 139-140, the oringinal text of
The Qur’ân is still preserved entirely in every respect of its
original language word by word. Records and order of the
revelation of The Qur’ân were so faithfully made that as
time marches on, one can say and report with precision the
actual place and time of revelation of each verse. For such
reasons, it is known everywhere that the Qur’ân has retained
its purity without the least change up till now.
The language of the Book is the living Arabic. This is
generally not the case with regard to old and extinct languages.
Further more, there is no fear of mixing The Qur’ân (Allâh’s
words) with any human interpretation, or even the Prophet’s
own words (Traditions).
In this sense, Allâh says:
“Lo! We, even We, sent down Adh-Dhikr (The Qur’ân )
and verily, We are Gaurdians of it.”
(Al-Hijr: 9 )
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©π® d−(«
No translation, however, into English or any other language,
can do justice to the magnificent Arabic style of The Qur’ân,
and Allâh says:
“And so, We have revealed to you an Arabic Qur’ân.....”
(Ash-Shûrâ: 7 )

˝©∑®UÓOÚ ÐÏ dÒ ŽÒ UÚ½¬ÎdQÌ p
Ò OÎ HÒ ≈ UÒMOÎ ŠÒ ËÎ √Ò p
Ò HÏ cÒ 3Ò §Ò ˚
©∑® È—uA«
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Transcription of Arabic Sounds
The transcription symbols used in this study follow the IPA
conventions. Following is a list of these symbols.
Symbol
[ ]
[b]
[t]
[θ] = th
[dz]
ˇ =j
[h]= h
[ x ] = kh
[d]
[δ] = dh
[r]
[z]
[s]
[ s ] = sh
[ s ] = s.
[ d ] = d.
[ t ] = t.
[δ]=th
[ç]
[ g ] gh
[f]
[q]
[k]
[l]
[m]
[n]
[h]
[w]
[y]
[i]
[i]:
[a]
[a]:
[u]
[u]:
c

˝©π® ÊÒ uÌEÏ UÒ(
Ò tÌ HÒ U]½≈Ò§ dÒ 3Î cÏÓ Ä UÒMHÎ e] ½Ò sÌ ×
Î ½Ò U]½≈˚

Description
Voiceless glottal stop
Voiced bilabial stop
Voiceless alveolar stop
Voiceless interdental fricative
Voiced palatal affiricate
Voiceless pharyngeal fricative
Voiceless velar fricative
Voiced alveolar stop
Voiced interdental fricative
Voiced alveolar trill
Voiced alveolar fricative
Voiceless alveolar fricative
Voiceless palato-alveolar fricative
Voiceless alveolar emphatic fricative
Voiced alveolar emphatic stop
Voiced alveolar emphatic stop
Voiced interdental emphatic fricative
Voiced pharyngeal fricative
Voiced uvular fricative
Voiceless labiodental fricative
Voiceless uvular stop
Voiceless velar stop
Voiced lateral fricative
Voiced bilabial masal
Voiced alveolar masal
Voiceless glottal fricative
Voiced bilabial semi-vowel
Voiced palatal semi-vowel
Short high front unrounded vowel
Long high front unrounded vowel
Short low central unrounded vowel
Long low central unrounded vowel
Short high back rounded vowel
Long high back rounded vowel

¡
»
À
Ã
Õ
Œ
œ
–
—
“
”
‘
’
÷
◊
ÿ
Ÿ
⁄
·
‚
„
‰
Â
Ê
‡¼
Ë
È
ÓÍ
È
Ë
Ë
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Voiceless alveolar stop
Voiceless interdental fricative
Voiced palatal affiricate
Voiceless pharyngeal fricative
Voiceless velar fricative
Voiced alveolar stop
Voiced interdental fricative
Voiced alveolar trill
Voiced alveolar fricative
Voiceless alveolar fricative
Voiceless palato-alveolar fricative
Voiceless alveolar emphatic fricative
Voiced alveolar emphatic stop
Voiced alveolar emphatic stop
Voiced interdental emphatic fricative
Voiced pharyngeal fricative
Voiced uvular fricative
Voiceless labiodental fricative
Voiceless uvular stop
Voiceless velar stop
Voiced lateral fricative
Voiced bilabial masal
Voiced alveolar masal
Voiceless glottal fricative
Voiced bilabial semi-vowel
Voiced palatal semi-vowel
Short high front unrounded vowel
Long high front unrounded vowel
Short low central unrounded vowel
Long low central unrounded vowel
Short high back rounded vowel
Long high back rounded vowel
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